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Preface 

Formal Concept AllalY.5is is a field of applied mathematics based on the math
ematization of concept and conceptual hierarchy. It thereby activates math
ematical thinking for conceptual data analysis and knowledge processing. 

The underlying notion of "concept" evolved early in the philosophical 
theory of concepts and still has effects today. For example, it has left its 
mark in the German standards DIN 2:)30 and DIN 2;3:)1. In mathematics 
it played a special role during the emergence of mathematical logic in the 19th 
century. Subsequently, however, it had virtually no impact on mathematical 
thinking. It was not until 1979 that the topic was revisited and treated more 
thoroughly. Since then, through a large number of contributions, Formal 
Concept Analysis has obtained such breadth that a systematic presentation 
is urgently needed, but can no longer be realized in one volume. 

Therefore, the present book foruse:':! on the mathematical foundations of 
Formal Concept Analysis, which ran be regarded chiefly as a branch of ap
plied lattice theory. A series of examples serves to demonstrate the utility of 
the lnathematical definitions and results; in particular, to show how Formal 
Concept Analysis can be used for the conceptual unfolding of data contexts. 
These examples do not play the role of case studies in data analysis. A 
separate volume is intended for a comprehensive treatment of methods of 
conceptual data and knowledge processing. The general foundations of For
mal Concept Analysis will also be treated separately. 

It is perfectly possible to use Formal Concept Analysis when examining 
human conceptual thinking. However, this would be an application of the 
mathematical met hod and a matter for the experts in the respective sci
ence, for example psychology. The adjective "formal" in the name of the 
theory has a delimiting effect: we are dealing with a mathematical field of 
work, that derives it,,; comprehensibility and meaning from its connection with 
well-established notions of "concept", but which does not strive to explain 
conceptual thinking in turn. 

The mathematical foundations of Formal Concept Analysis are treated 
in seven chapters. By way of introduction, elements of mathematical order 
and lattice theory which will be llsed in the following chapters have been 
compiled in a chapter ":tro ". However, all difficult notation and results from 
this chapter will be introduced anew later on. A reader who knows what is 
undertitood by a lattice in mathematics may skip this chapter. 

The first chapler describes the basic step in the formalization: An el
ementary form of the representation of data (the "cross table") is defined 
mathematically ("formal rontexf'). A formal concept of such a data context 
is then explained. The totality of all such concepts of a context in their hier
archy can be interpreted as a mathematical structure ("concept lattice"). It 
is also possible to allow more complex data types ("many-valued contexts"). 
These are then reduced to the basic type by a method of interpretation called 
"conceptual scaling". 
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The second chapter examines the q lIestion of how all concepts of a data 
context can be determined and represented in an easily readable diagram. In 
addition, implications and dependencies between attributes are dealt with. 
The third chapter supplies the basic notions of a structure theory for concept 
lattices, namely part- and factor structures as well as tolerance relations. In 
each case the extent to which these can be elaborated directly within the 
contexts is studied. 

These mathematical tools are then used in the fourth and fifth chapter, in 
order to describe more complex concept lattices by means of decomposition 
and construction methods. Thus, the concept lattice can be split up into 
(possibly overlapping) parts, but it is also possible to use the direct product 
of lattices or of contexts as a decomposition principle. A further approach 
is that of substitution. In accordance with the same principles, it is possible 
to construct contexts and concept lattices. As an additional construction 
principle, we shall describe a method of doubling parts of a concept lattice. 

The structural properties examined in mathematical lattice theory, for 
example the distributive law and its generalizations or notions of dimension, 
playa role in Formal Concept Analysis as well. This shall be treated in the 
sixth chapter. The seventh chapter finally deals with structure-comparing 
maps, examining various kinds of morphisms. Particular attention is given 
to the scale measures, occuring in the context of conceptual scaling. 

\Ve limit ourselves to a concise presentation of ideas for reasons of space. 
Therefore, we endeavour to give a complete reference to further results and 
the respective lit<'rature at the end of each chapter. However, we have only 
taken into account such contributions closely connected with the topic of the 
book, i.e., with the mathematical foundations of Formal Concept Analysis. 
The index contains all t<,chnical terms defined in this book, and in addition 
some particularly important hywords. The bibliography also serves as an 
author index. 

The genesis of this book has been aided by the numerous lectures and ac
tivities of the "Forschungsgruppe Begriffsanalyse" (Research Group on Con
cept Analysis) at Darmstadt University of Technology. It is difficult to state 
in detail which kind of support was due to whom. Therefore, we can here 
only express our gratitude to all those who contributed to the work presented 
in this book. 

Two years after the German edition, this English translation has been 
finished. In its content there are only a few minor changes. Although there 
is ongoing active work in the field, the mathematical foundations of Formal 
Concept Analysis have been stable over the last years. 

The authors are extremely grateful to Cornelia Franzke for her precise 
and cooperative work when translating the book. They would also like to 
thank K.A. Baker, P. Eklund and R.J. Cole, M.F. Janowitz, and D. Petroff 
for their careful proofreading. 
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o. Order-theoretic Foundations 

Formal Concept Analysis is based on mathematical order theory, in partic
ular on the theory of complete lattices. The reader is not required to be 
familiar with these areas. The mathematical foundations are surveyed in 
this chapter. However, we limit ourselves to the most important facts, as 
there is no room for a comprehensive introduction to order theory. For this 
purpose, we refer to the bibliography listed at the end of this chapter. In 
general, the reader is supposed to have experience with mathematical texts: 
we use the technical language of mathematics, in particular of set theory, 
without further explanation. 

In the first section we will introduce ordered sets, in the second complete 
lattices. These two sections constitute the basis for the following chapters. 
On the other hand, the third section, dealing with closure systems, and the 
fourth on Galois connections may be skipped at a first reading. Much of 
what they contain will be introduced again later under a different name. The 
second half of this chapter shows how the basic notions of Formal Concept 
Analysis have their roots in order and lattice theory. In this connection, we 
follow, in most aspects, the "classical" representation by Garrett Birkhoff. 

0.1 Ordered Sets 

Definition 1. A binary relation R between two sets M and N is a set of 
pairs (m, n) with m E M and n E N, i.e., a subset of the set M x N of all 
such pairs. Instead of (m, n) E R we often write mRn. If N = M, we speak 
of a binary relation on the set M. R- 1 denotes the inverse relation to 
R, that is the relation between Nand M with nR-1m :{:} mRn. 0 

Definition 2. A binary relation R on a set M is called an order relation 
(or shortly an order), if it satisfies the following conditions for all elements 
x, y, z E ill: 

1. xRx 
2. xRy and x i- y:::::} not yRx 
3. xRy and yRz :::::} xRz 

(reflexivity) 
(antisymmetry) 

(transitivity) 

B. Ganter et al., Formal Concept Analysis
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1999
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For R we often use the symbol :S (for R- 1 the symbol 2:), and we write ,r < y 
for x :S y and .r -::f y. As usual, we read .J: :S y as ";1.' is less than or equal 
to y". etc. An ordered set is a pair (~~1. :S), with 111 being a set and :S an 
order relation on Jf. 1 0 

Examples of ordered sets are: The real numbers lll!. with the usual :S-relation, 
but also the space jpJ n with 

(a:l,x2,""Xn ):S (Yl,Y2,···,Yn): <===? Xi:S Yi for i = 1,2, ... nj 

the natural numbers II with the divisibility relation Ii the power-sd Ifl(X) of 
all subsets of any set X with set inclusion. Even the equality relation = is 
a (trivial) example of an order. Many further examples will be discussed in 
the following. 

Definition 3. a. is called a lower neighbour of b, if a. < b and there is no 
element of c fulfilling a < c < b. In this case, b is an upper neighbour of 
a, and we write a. -< b. 0 

Every finite ordered set (1I1,:S) can be represented by a line diagram 
(also called a Ha.5se diagram by many authors). The elements of Jf are 
depicted by small circles in the plane. If x, Y E M with x -< y, the circle 
corresponding to y is depicted above the circle corresponding to x (permitting 
sideways shifts), and the two circles are joined by a line segment. From such 
a diagram we can read off the order relation as follows: ;r < Y if and only if 
the circle representing y can be reached by an ascending path from the circle 
representing x. Figure 0.1 presents line diagrams for all ordered sets with up 
to four elements. 

Figure 0.1 Line diagrams of all ordered sets with up to four elements. 

1 Instead of ordE,red sets , some authors equivalently speak of partially order'ed sets. 
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Definition 4. Two elements x,.y of an ordered set (M,::;) are called com
parable if ;E ::; .Y or Y ::; x, otherwise they are incomparable. A subset of 
(lvI, ::;) in which any two elements are comparable is called a chain; a subset 
in which any two elements are incomparable is called an anti chain. The 
width of a finite ordered set (M, <) is defined to be the maximal size of an 
antichain in (M, <), for an arbitrary ordered set (M,::;) it is defined to be 
the supremum of the sizes of anti chains in (AI, ::;). Similarly, the length is 
defined to be the supremum of the sizes of chains in (AI, ::;), minus one. 0 

Definition 5. If (AI,::;) is an ordered set and a, b, c, d are elements of M 
with b < c, we define the interval 

[b,cJ:= {.r EM I b::; x::; c}. 

The set 

(aJ := {.r E M I.r ::; a} 

is called a principal ideal and 

[d) := {x E NI I x 2: d} 

is called a principal filter. 

Thus, a -< b is equivalent to a < b and [a, bJ = {a, b}. 

Definition 6. A map y : M ---+ iV between two ordered sets (M,::;) and 
(iV,::;) is called order-preserving, if 

for all .r, y E M. If 'P furthermore fulfills the converse implication 

x ::; .Y {::: yx ::; y'y, 

y is called an order-embedding. In this case, y is necessarily injective. A 
bijective order-embedding is called (order-) isomorphism. 0 

Not every bijective order-preserving map is an 
order-isomorphism, as the example shows. In 
order to prove that a certain order-preserving 
map y is an isomorphism, it is usually shown 
that the inverse map p-l exists and is also 
order-preserving. 

\ ' 

Bijective, order preserving, 
but not an isomorphism. 

Definition 7. The (direct) product of two ordered sets (Aft, ::;) and (l'lcfz, ::;) 
is defined to be the ordered set (Aft x M z,::;) with 
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The definition of the product, can be extended to any number of factors: If 
T is an index set and (Mt , :S), t E T are ordered sets, then 

~, 
~. 

tET lET 

( :r tltET < (yr)tE T : ¢=:::} Xt :s Yt for all t E T. 

V',,, -' .. 

Figure 0.2 An example of a product of two ordered sets . 

Definition 8. In order to be able to define the cardinal sum or disjoint 
union of two ordered sets. we first introduce the notation 

tvlt := {t} x Mt . 

The sets 1\{1 and i12 will then be disjoint copies of M1 and M2. We define 

the order relation being specified as follows: 

(s, a) :S (t, b) : ¢=:::} s = t and a :S b in Ms. 

This definition is also easily generalized in the case of any number of sum
mands. <> 

The Duality Principle for ordered sets. The inverse relation?:: of an 
order relation < is also an order relation. It is called the dual order of <. A 
line diagram of the dual ordered set (M, :Sld := (M,?::) can be obtained from 

the line diagram of (M,:S) by a horizontal reflection. If (M,:Sl :::: (N , :Sld, 
the two orders are called dually isomorphic. 

We obtain the dual st.atement Ad of an order-theoretic statement A (which 
apart. from purely logical components only contains the symbol :S), if we 
replace in A the symbol :S by ?::. A holds for an ordered set, if and only if 
Ad holds for the dual ordered set. This Duality Principle is used to simplify 
definitions and proofs. If a theorem asserts two statements that are dual to 
each ot.her, we usually prove only one of them , the other one follows "dually", 
i.e. , with the same proof for the dual order. 
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Definition 9. Let (J1. <) be an ordered set and A a subset of M. A lower 
bound of A is an element .5 of Nl with .5 ~ a for all a E A. An upper 
bound of A is defined dually. If there is a largest element in the set of all 
lower bounds of A. it is called the infimum of A and is denoted by illf A or 
A A; dually, a least upper bound is called supremum and denoted by sup A 
or VA. If A = {.r. y}. we also write .r 1\ .11 for inf A and x V .11 for sup A. 
Infimum and supremum are frequently also called meet and join. 0 

0.2 Complete Lattices 

Definition 10. An ordered set V := (V,~) is a lattice, if for any two 
elements J: andy in V the supremum x Vy and the infimum x 1\ y always exist. 
V is called a complete lattice, if the supremum V X and the infimum A X 
exist for any subset X of V. Every complete lattice V has a largest element, 
V V, called the unit element of the lattice, denoted by Iv. Dually, the 
smallest element OF is called the zero element. 0 

<1>.-..... . . . 

J.i 

Figure 0.3 Line diagrams of the lattices with five elements. 

The definition of a complete lattice presupposes that supremum and infi
mum exist for every subset X, in particular for X = 0. We have A 0 = Iv 
and V 0 = OF, from which it follows that \/ =j:. 0 for every complete lattice. 
Every non-empty finite lattice is a complete lattice. 

We can reconstruct the order relation from the lattice operations infimum 
and supremum by 

x ~ .11 ¢:::::} x = x 1\ Y ¢:::::} x V Y = .11. 

If T is an index set and X := {Xt I t E T} a subset of V, instead of V X 
we also write VtET ;1:t and instead of A X we write AtEI' Xt. The operations 
of the supremum and infimum. respectively, are associative. The familiar 
particular case of the associative laws. i.e., xl\(yl\z) = (J:l\y)l\z, respectively 
x V (y V z) = (.1.' V y) V.:. can be generalized as follows: If {Xt It E T} is a 
set of subsets of V, then 
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v (v XI) = V (U XI) and dually 1\ (I\Xt) = 1\ (U Xt). 
tET lET tET tEl' 

The Duality Principle for lattices. The definitions of a lattice and a 
complete lattice. respectively, are self-dual: If (V,:::;) is a (complete) lattice, 
then so is (V, :::;)d = (V. 2:). Therefore, the Duality Principle for ordered sets 
carries over to lattices: We obtain the dual statement of an order-theoretic 
statement, if we replace the symbols:::;, V, 1\, V, 1\, 0\/, Iv etc. by 2:, 1\, V, 
1\, V, lv, 0\/ etc. 

Proposition 1. An ordered set in which the infimum exists for every subset 
is a complete lattice. 

Proof. Let X be any subset of the ordered set. We have to prove that the 
supremum of X exists. The set .5 of all upper bounds of X has an infimum 
s (even if .5 is empty). Every element of X is a lower bound of S, i.e., :::; s. 
Hence s itself is all upper bound of X and consequently the supremum. 0 

Examples of lattices. 1) For every set M the power-set ;P(}vI) , i.e., the 
set of all subsets of M, is ordered by set inclusion ~ and (;P(M),~) is a 
complete lattice. In this case the lattice operations supremum and infimum 
are set union and intersection. 

2) Every closed real interval [a, b] in its natural order forms a complete 
lattice ([a, b],:::;) with the usual infimum and supremum, respectively. as lat
tice operations. The ordered set (1Ft <), on the other hand. is a lattice, but 
it is not complete: It lacks a greatest and a least element. 

We will give further examples of complete lattices from rnathematics in 
section 0.3. 

Definition 11. For an element v of a complete lattice V we define 

and ('* l\{xEVlv<x}. 

We call v V-irreducible2, ifl' i- v*, i.e., if v cannot be represented as the 
supremum of strictly smaller elements. In this case, v. is the unique lower 
neighbour of v. Dually, we call v l\-irreducible3, if v i- v*. J(V) denotes 
the set of all V-irreducible elements and M(V) the set of alll\-irreducible 
elements. A set X ~ " is called supremum-dense in V, if every element 
from V can be represented as the supremum of a subset of X and, dually, 
infimum-dense, if v = 1\ {.r E X 11' :::; ;r} for all 11 E V. 0 

2 read: supremum-irreducible 
3 read: infimum-irreducible 
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Proposition 2. An delII/llt I' of a finite lattice is V -irreducible, if and 
only if it has tJ:actly one 10Ulf{' Ileighbour, and 1\ -irreducible, if and only 
if it has exactly one upper neighbour. Every supremum-dense subset con
tains all V -irruluciblc elements and every infimum-dense subset contains all 
I\-irreducible flelnwts. Conversely, in a finite lattice V the set J(V) is 
supremum-dense and l~f(V) is infinwm-dense. 

Proof. v is V-irreducible. if and only if v. i- v. This, on the other hand, 
is equivalent to the fad that v. is the largest. element less than v, that is, it 
is in particular the only lower neighbour of v. For I\-irreducible elements we 
conclude dually. The second statement of the proposition is trivial, the third 
is proved inductively: Every element l' which is not V-irreducible itself, is the 
supremum of strictly smaller elements. If those are suprema of V-irreducible 
elements, so is 1'. 0 

It is easy to state examples of complete lattices which contain neither 
V-irreducible nor I\-irreducible elements, as for instance the real interval 
[0,1] in its natural order. The upper neighbours of the zero element are 
always V-irreducible (if they exist). They are called the atoms ofthe lattice. 
The coatoms, i,e., the lower neighbours of the unit element, are always 1\
irreducible. A complete latt.ice in which every element. is the supremum of 
atoms is called atomistic. 

Definition 12. A subset [T of a complete lattice V which is closed under 
suprema, i.e., for which holds 

T ~ U ::} V T E U, 

is a V-subsemilattice of V. Dually, a subset which is closed under infima 
is called a I\-subsemilattice. A subset which is closed under both suprema 
and infima is called a complete sublattice. <) 

Definition 13. A map p : V -t TV between two complete lattices V and 
W is called supremum-preserving, if4 

'P V X = V p(X) 

holds for every subset X of V. Another name is V-morphism, and du
ally: infimum-preserving map, I\-morphism. If p is both supremum
preserving and infimum-preserving, then p is a complete lattice homo
morphism or complete homomorphism. <) 

Every supremum-preserving map, in particular every complete homomor
phism, is order-preserving. Conversely, every order-isomorphism between 
complete lattices is automatically a lattice-isomorphism, i.e., a bijedive 
complete homomorphism. 

4 cp(X) here stands for {-PI I J' EX}. 
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0.3 Closure Operators 

Definition 14. i\ closure system on a set G is a set of subsets which 
contains G and is closed under intersections. Formally: 2l ~ ~(G) is a 
closure fly stem if G E 2l and 

A closure operator 'f' on G is a map assigning a closure 'f'X ~ G to each 
subset X ~ G under the following conditions: 

1. X ~ Y ::::} 'f'X ~ 'f'Y 
2. X ~'f'X 
a. 'f''f'X = 'f'X 

(monotony) 
(extensity) 

(idem potency ) 

() 

Closure system and closure operator are closely related, as shown by the 
following theorem: 

Theorem 1. If 2l is a c/o,51ln system on G thell 

defines a closurE operator on G, Con.l'eT'sely, the set 

of all closures of a clostlT'f operator 'f' is always a closure system. and 

Proof· 

- 'f'21 is a closure operator: From X C Y it follows that 

{A E 211 X ~ A} 2 {A E 211 Y ~ A}. 

Since set intersection is monotone. this implies 

Extensity is trivial. Idcmpotency: According to the definition of 'f'21. each 
element of Ql which contains X abo contains 'f'21X, and vice versa. 

- 2lip is a closure system: Let X ~ 2l",. On account of the extensity of 'f' we 
have n X ~ 'f'(n X). Because of monotony and idem potency, from X EX 
it always follows that 't-~(n X) ~ 'f'X = X. which implies 'f'(n X) ~ n X. 

- X E 2l ¢:? X = n{ A E III 1 X c::: A} ¢:? 'f'2(X = X ¢:? X E 2lip21' 
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- For .4 E '2l'P' X (~ A is equivalent to ?X ~ A. Hence 

o 

Every closure system '2l can be understood as the set of all closures of a 
closure operator. Thus, the elements of'2l are called closures as well. 

Proposition 3. If'2l is a elosun system, thw ('2l,~) is a complete lattice 
with /\ X = n X an.d V X = f''2t U X for all X ~ '2l. Con.versely, every 
complete lattiCe is isomorphic to the lattia of all closures of a closure system. 

Proof. It is obvioLls that n X is the infimum and thus (compare Proposition 
1) that f''21 U X is the supremum of X. If (~r,::;) is a complete lattice, then 
the system {(x] I .1' E V} is a closure system, since nyET(y] = (/\ T] holds 
for each subset T C V. 0 

However, a system of sets '2l ~ I.p( 0) for which ('2l, ~) is a complete lattice 
is not necessarily a closure system. Rather. such families of sets are precisely 
the image sets of lllonotonous, idempotent operators. 

Examples. For many mathematical structures, the system of substructures 
is a closure system. The power-set evidently is a closure system. Other 
important examples are: 

(1) subspaces: For any vector space V, the system ll( V) of all subspaces is 
a closure system. The complete lattice (U(1'), ~) is called the subspace 
lattice of V: in this lattice [h V [h = [/1 + U2 and more generally 

v X = {Ill + lI2 + ... + lin I there are (i1,"" Un E X 

wi th lIi E Ui for i E {I, ... , n} }. 

(2) subgroups: For any group 0, the set ll( 0) of all subgroups of 0 is 
a closure system. The complete lattice (ll(G),~) is called subgroup 
lattice of G. Provided that G is commutative, U1 V lh = [11 + Uz, and 
more generally, 

VX = {Ul+U2+"'+ V" I therearefh, ... ,UnEX 

wi th Vi E [ii for i E {I, ... , n} }. 

(3) closed sets: For a topological space T (for example, for IPln), the set 
'2l(T) of all closed sets of T is a closure system. In the complete lattice 
('2l(T),~) the supremum is equivalent to the topological closure of the 
umon, I.e., 
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(4) convex sets: For][\'n the set (£(lH: n) of all convex subsets is a clo
sure system, i.e., ((£(lRn),~) is a complete lattice and in this lattice the 
supremum is the convex closure of the union. 

(5) the faces of polyhedra: For a polyhedron P, the set 6(P) of all faces 
of P is a closure system. The complete lattice (6(P),~) is called the 
face lattice of P; for those lattices there is no general "good" description 
of the suprema. 

(6) equivalence relations: For a set M, the set <S(M) of all equivalence 
relations on M. is a closure system on M X M. The complete lattice 
(<S(M.),~) is called the lattice!ofequivalence relations of M; in this 
lattice 

V.t = {(a, b) EM x M I there are RI"'" Rn E .t and 

(Xi,Xi+I) E Ri for i E {l, ... ,n} 

with a = Xl and b = xn+d. 

In lattice theory these lattices are examined for the structural laws they 
fulfill. In the following we will mention a few important properties, these and 
others will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

Definition 15. A complete lattice V is called 

- distributive if the following distributive laws hold for all X, y, z E V: 

xl\(yV::) 

xV(yl\::) 

(xl\y)V(xl\z) 

(xVy)l\(xVz) 

- completely distributive if the following generalization of the two dis
tributive laws for arbitrary infima and suprema holds for all index sets 
S,Tt-0: 

1\ {V {xs,t It E T} Is E S} = 

V {I\{x s ,<{!s IsES} I'P:S--+T}. 

- modular if the following law holds for all x, y and z: 

J..' :::; z =? X V (y 1\ z) = (.r V y) 1\ z. 

Distributivity and modularity are self-dual properties: if they hold for a 
lattice V, they also hold for V d • All above-mentioned properties transfer to 
complete sublattices. Power-set lattices are completely distributive, subspace 
lattices of vector spaces are modular. 

For the special case S := {O, I}, XO,t := X and XI,t := Xt for all t E T, the 
property of complete distributivity yields the weaker law 
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'/' /I. V J't = V (.r /I. J't ). 

tE/' lET 

The dual law (Dv ,.) holds in the lattice of the closed sets of any gIven 

topological space, and (D /I V) holds in the lattice of all open sets. Those 
lattices are not completely distributiw in general. 

0.4 Galois Connections 

Definition 16. Let 

? : P ---+ Q and V': Q ---+ P 

be maps between two ordered sets (P,~) and (Q, ~). Such a pair of maps is 
called a Galois connection between the ordered sets if: 

1. PI ~ P2 :::} 'PPI 2: 'PP2 

2. ql ~ q2 :::}~'ql 2: ~'q2 

:3. P ~ V''PP and q ~ 'P~'q 

The two maps then are called dually adjoint to each other. 

See Figure 0.4 for an example. 

o 

Proposition 4. A pair ('P, 1/') of maps is a Galois comleefion if and only if: 

4- P ~~'q q q ~ 'Pp. 

Proof. P ~ V'q by 1) yields 'PP 2: ?~'q and by :3) 'PP 2: q, i.e .. one direction 
of 4). The other follows symmetrically. Conversely. from 'PP ~ 'PP by 4) 
it follows that P ::; /f''PP, i.e .. ::;). Thus, from PI ::; P2 we can deduce that 
PI ::; V''PP2, which by 4) yields 'PP2 ::; 'PPI. 0 

Proposition 5. For fl'El'y (;alois connEction ('P. ~,) 

Proof· With q := ?p we obtain by condition 3) 'PP ~ PV''PP and from 
P ::; V''PP by 1) 'PP 2: 'P~''Pp. 0 

The question, ullder which conditions a given map 'P can be extended to 
a Galois connection, is aIlf3wered by tIlt' following proposition. 

Proposition 6. A map 

? : (M,~) ---+ (N.~) 

bEtween two ordercd sets has a dual adjoint, if the prE-image of each principal 
jilter is a principal ideal. Tht dval (lcUoint is unique. 
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Figure 0.4 An example of a Galois connection. 

PlOof. For any yEN the pre~image of [y) equals {x E 1'.1 I y ~ <px}. If~ is 
dually adjoint to <p, then by Proposit ion 4 

{x E NI I y ~ <p;r} = {x E M I x ~ 1PY} = (~'Yl· 

This also proves t.he uniqueness oflj'. Conversely, we can define 1/.' by 

(~'Yl := <p-l ([y)) = {x EM I y ~ <p;r } 

and thereby obtain ;}: ~ 'Ii' y ¢:? y ~ <px, which according to the proposition is 
characteristic of Galois connect.ions. 0 

In the case that the two ordered sets are complete lattices, the character~ 
ization can be further improved: 

Proposition 7. A map 

between compLde lattices has a dual adjoint if and only if 

<p V Xt = 1\ <pXt 
t ET tET 

holds for Xt E V. 
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Proof. If~' is dually adjoint to cp, then by Proposition 4 

.1f:S; 1\ 'P·l't ¢:} y:S;.px t for all t E T 
tET 

¢:} .1' t :s; 1jJy for all t E T 

¢:} V Xt :s; V'y 
tET 

¢:} y:S; 'P V Xt· 

tEl' 

If, conversely, '? VtET .rt = /\tET 'PXt, then 'P definitely fulfills condition 1) in 
Definition 16. Defining1/'y := V {x E V I Y :s; 'Px} for yEW we immediately 
obtain condition 2) as well as the first part of 3). For yEW it follows that 
'PV'y = 'PV{x E V I y:S; 'PJ'} = /\{'P x I y:S; 'Px}?: y, i.e., 3). Hence ('P,1l,) is 
a Galois connection. D 

We are particularly interested in the special case of a Galois connection 
between two power-set lattices. If M and N are two sets and 'P : \.l3( AI) -+ 
\.l3(N) is a map (assigning a subset 'PA of N to each subset A of A1) and V' is 
a map from \.l3(N) to \.l3(M) such that conditions 1), 2) and 3) of Definition 
16 are fulfilled (the order is set inclusion S;;), then this is briefly called a 
Galois connection between M and N. The connection with the closure 
operators is emphasized by the following proposition. 

Proposition 8. ThE map A f--t V''PA is a closurE operator on M and thE 
map B f--t 'P4,B is (l closltrt opErator on N. ThE maps 'P and V', respectively, 
define dual isomorphisms betwEE Tl thE corrEsponding closure systems. 

Proof. Monotony and extensity of the maps follow immediately from the 
definition of a Galois connection, and idem potency follows from Proposition 
5. We can also see from this proposition that the closures in AI are precisely 
the sets of the form 4'B, B S;; N, and those in N are precisely the sets of the 
form 'PA, A S;; M. The maps V,B f--t 'PV,B and 'PA f--tlJ!'PA, respectively, are 
order-reversing and by Proposition 5 inverse to each other, i.e., bijective. D 

Galois connections between power-set lattices and binary relations be
tween their ground sets are closely interrelated. This is shown by the next 
theorem. In preparation, we introduce some new notation: 

Definition 17. If H S;; AI x N is a relation, we write 

x R 

and yR 

{y E N I J.,Ry for all x E X} for X S;; M 

{J' E M I ;l'Ry for all y E Y} for Y S;; N. 

<> 
Since we have not presupposed that AI and N are disjoint, this notation 

allows ambiguous formulations, which. however, can easily be avoided. 
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Theorem 2. For f1'fry binary nlution H ~ AI X iV, a Galois connectioll 
('PR'~'R) bEtwfcn JV! and S is defined by 

and 

'PRX 

~'RY 

XH (= {y E N I aeRy for all x EX}) 

yR (= {.r E 11I I xRy for' all y E Y}). 

If, convf:rsely, ('P, v') is a (;alois connection between M and ]V, then 

R(lP,U) { ( .1', y) E Ai x ]V I J: E V' { y}} 

{(x,y) E At x N lyE 'P{x}} 

is a binary relation betwecil At and N, 'PH(",".) = 'P.!/JR('P.".) = 1/J and 
R('Pw1H) = H. 

Proof. From Proposition 4 it can easily be seen that ('PR, V'R) is a Galois 
connection and that the two sets used in order to define R(lP,<jJ) are equal. 
According to this definition (:/.', y) E R('P.~») ¢:} Y E 'P{ x } and thus, by Propo
sition 7, 

'PX n 'P{x} 
"'EX 

n 'PRep.,.) {x} 
.rEX 

Y~R(p.<i')X, 

i.e., 'PR('P.>i') = 'P and correspondingly ~'R('P'j.) = ~" The last statement 
R(lPR,1/'R) = R follows immediately from the equivalence x E ~'R{Y} ¢:} xRy. 

D 

The use of the term "(~alois connection" is not uniform. Some authors 
prefer to replace one of the ordered sets by its dual. We prefer to call such 
pairs of maps residllatEd. In the case of complete lattices we obtain: 

Proposition 9. To f(,UY l\-presul'ing map 'P : (~!,::;) -----t (Tt',::;) between 
complete lattices there is a V -preserving map 

with 
.r ::; 'P(y) ¢:} V'(:I.') ::; y. 

The maps 'P and~' uniquely determine each other: From 'P we obtain ~) by 

~,(.r) = 1\ {y I x ::; 'P(y)}, 

and, conversely, 'P n suits from~' by 

'P(y) = V {J' I v·(x) ::; y}. 

In this case. J}. is col/tel (/ residuated map, 'P is called the residual map, 
and the maps are adjoint to mch othu. If one of the maps is injective, the 
other one is sm~ectil'f. alld cice vtrsa. 
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Proof. This is an immediate con~equenre of Propositioni and the preceding 
propositions: If we replace (11', ~) by the dual lattice (11',?:), p and ~, form 
a Galois connection. TIlt' relation between injectivity and surjectivity can be 
inferred from Proposition ·5. 0 

0.5 Hints and References 

The standard monograph on lattices and ordered sets remains Birkhoff's 
Lattice Theory [1.5]. Of the many other textbooks on these topics we particu
larly mention AlgEbmic ThEOry of LattiCEs by Crawley and Dilworth [29], also 
Davey and Priestley: Introduction to LatticEs and Order [31], and Gratzer: 
GEnEml LatticE ThEory [7.5]. Many facts about Galois connections and resid
uated maps can be found in the book Rfsiduatio1! Theory by Blyth and 
Janowitz [16]. 



1. Concept Lattices of Contexts 

The basic notions of Formal Concept Analysis are those of a formal context 
and a formal concept. The adjective "formal" is meant to emphasize that 
we are dealing with mathematical notions, which only reflect some aspects of 
the meaning of conteJ~t and concept in standard language. However, we will 
write out the adjective "formal" only in the definition and leave it out later 
for reasons of convenience, as we have in the title of the first section. Thus, it 
shall be understood that where we write context or concept we actually mean 
a formal context or a formal concept, respectively. 

1.1 Context and Concept 

Definition 18. A formal context lK := (G, )"\;1, 1) consists of two sets G 
and AI and a relation 1 between G and Af. The elements of G are called the 
objects and the elements of M are called the attributes of the context 1 . In 
order to express that an object 9 is in a relation 1 with an attribute m, we 
write g1 m or (g, Tn) E 1 and read it as "the object 9 has the attribute m". 

<> 

The relation 1 is also called the incidence relation of the context. Instead 
of (g, m) rt 1 we sometimes write gfm. 

Example 1. The context in Figure 1.1 was used to plan a Hungarian edu
cational film entitled "Living Beings and Water". Here the objects are the 
living beings mentioned in the film and the attributes are the properties 
which the film emphasizes. 

A small context can be easily represented by a 
cross table, i.e., by a rectangular table the rows 
of which are headed by the object names and the 
columns headed by the attribute names. A cross in 
row 9 and column m means that the object 9 has the 
attribute m. 

1 Strictly speaking: "formal objects" and "formal attributes". 

B. Ganter et al., Formal Concept Analysis
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1999



1 S I. ('Ollcepl Lall icl'~ of ( 'CJIlI ('xl, 

II a I h I c I die I f I g I h I 
1 Leech x x x 

:l Bream x x x x 

:3 Frog x x x x x 

4 Dog x x x x x 
,5 Spike - weed x x x x 

6 Reed x x x x x 

7 Bean x x x x 

8 .\laize x x x x 

Figure 1.1 Context of an educational film "Living Beings and Water". The at
tributes are: a: needs water to live, b: lives in water, c: lives on land, d: needs 
chlorophyll to produce food, e: two seed leaves, f: one seed leaf, g: can move 
around, h: has limbs, i: suckles its offspring. 

Definition 19. For a set .4 ~ G of objects we define 

A' := {m E 1vl I gIm for all g E A} 

(the set of attributes COlllmon to the objects in A). Correspondingly, for a 
set B of attributes we define 

B' := {g E G I gIm for all m E B} 

(the set of objects which have all attributes in B),2 

Definition 20. A formal concept of the context (G, M, I) is a pair (A, B) 
with A c G, Be M, A' = Band B' = A, We call A the extent and B the 
intent of til<' concept (A, B). 'B (C;, 1v[, I) denotes the set of all concepts of 
the context (0, M, 1). () 

We will give examples of concepts of the con
text in Figure 1.1 after Definition 21. The extent 
A and the intent B of a concept (A, B) are closely 
connected by the relation 1. Each of the two parts 
determines the other and thereby the concept, since 
B' = A and AI = B, respectively. The next propo-
sition states further simple rules of this interaction: 

A 

B 

xxxx 
~xxxx xxxx 

Proposition 10. If (G, AI, 1) is a conteJ't, A A l , A2 C G are sEts of objects 
and B, B1 , B2 (If'( 81'18 of attributes, then 

2 The notation introduced here is convenient but sometimes insufficient. In order 
to improve comprehensibility it can be helpful to choose notations like At, B'> to 
distinguish the derivation operators, or AI, AJ to distinguish different relations. 
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2) A <;;: A" 

3) A' = A'" 

1') Bl <;;: B2 => B~ <;;: B~ 

l') B C B" 

S') B' = B'" 

4) A <;;: B' ¢:::::? B <;;: A' ¢:::::? A X Bel. 

Proof. 1) Ifm E A~. then gl171 for all 9 E A z , i.e., in particular gIm for all 
9 E AI. if Al C A2 and thus m E Ai. 2) If 9 E A. then glm for all mEA', 
which implies 9 E A". 3) A' <;;: A'" follows immediately from 2'), and A <;;: A" 
together with 1) yields A'" <;;: A'. 4) follows directly from the definition. D 

The proposition shows that the two derivation operators form a Galois 
connection between the power-set lattices 'l3( G) and 'l3( M) (see Section 0.4). 
Hence we obtain (by Proposition R) two closure systems on G and M, which 
are dually isomorphic to each other: 

For every set A <;;: (;.A' is an intent of some concept. since (A", A') is 
always a concept .. 4" is the smallest extent containing A. Consequently. a set 
A <;;: G is an extent if and only if A = A". The same applies to intents. The 
union of extents generally does not result in an extent. On the other hand, 
the intersection of any number of extents (respectively intents) is always an 
extent (intent). as is proved by the following proposition: 

Proposition 11. If T is an inde:l' set and. for every t E T, At <;;: G is a set 

of objects, thell 

(~A')' n A~. 
tET 

The same holds for sets of attributes. 

Proof. 

rn E (.U At)' 
tEl' 

¢:::::? glm for all 9 E U At 
tET 

¢:::::? 9 1 m for all 9 E At for all t E T 

¢:::::? m E A~ for all t E T 

¢:::::? mEn A;. 
tET D 

The set of all extents of (G. M, 1) is sometimes denoted by U( G, M, 1). 
For the set of all intents we write J( G. lvI, 1). 

Definition 21. If (A l • Bd and (A 2 • Bz) are concepts of a context. (AI' B l ) is 
called a subconcept of (A 2 • Bz). provided that Al <;;: A2 (which is equivalent 
to Bz <;;: Bl)' In this case. (.b. B z ) is a superconcept of (AI, B l ). and we 
write (lh. B l ) ::; (A 2 • B2)' The relation::; is called the hierarchical order 
(or simply order) of the concepts. The set of all concepts of (G, M.1) ordered 
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in this way is denoted by 23(G, Al, 1) and is called the concept lattice of 
the context (G, M, f). 0 

Example 2. The context in Example 1 has 19 concepts. The line diagram 
in Figure 1.2 represents the concept lattice of this context. 

Figure 1.2 Concept lattice for the context of Figure 1.1 

Theorem 3 {The Basic Theorem on Concept Lattices}. The concept 

lattice 23( G, M, 1) is a complete lattice in which infimum and supremum are 
given by: 

1\ (At, Btl = (n At, (U Bt)") 
lET lET lET 

V (A/,Bt) = ((U At)", n BI). 
lET lET lET 

A complete l(Jttice V is isom01'phic to 23(0, M, 1) if (Jnd only if the'l'e are 
mappings 1 : G -+ l- and P : M -+ V such th(Jt 1( 0) is supremum-dense in 

V , MM) is infimum-dense in V (Jnd gIm is equivalent to i g :S Jim for all 
g E G (Jrld (Jil m EM. In particular, V 0:= 23(V, V, :s). 

Proof of the Basic Theorelll. First , we will explain the formula for the infi
mum. Since AI = B; for each t E T, 

by Proposition 11 can be transformed into 
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i.e .. it has the form (X'. X ") and is therefore certainly a concept. That 
this can only be the infimum. i.e., the largest common subconcept of the 
concepts (At. Bt ). follows immediately from the fact that the extent of this 
concept is exactly the intersection of tht' t'xtents of (At. Bt ). The formula for 
the supremum it> sub::;t.antiatt'd correspondingly. Thus. we have proven that 
2)(G. M. 1) is a complete lattice. 

~ow we prove. first for the tipecial case V = 2)(G. AI. 1). the existence of 
mappings 1 and II with the required properties. We set 

19:= ({g}". {g}') for 9 E G 

and jJ.m:= ({Ill}'. {mY) for m EM. 

As claimed, we have 19:5 /un ¢:::::} {g}" ~ {Ill}' ¢:::::} {g}';;2 {m} ¢:::::} 

mE {g}' ¢:::::} glm. Furthermore. Oil account of the formulas proved above, 

v ({g}". {g}') = (AB) = 1\ ({mY. {m},,). 
mES 

holds for every concept (A. B), i.e., 1 (G) is supremum-dense and ji(}H) IS 

infimum-dense in 2)(0, M. 1). More generally, if V == 2)(0. M. 1) and i.p : 
2)( G. M. 1) --+ V is an isolllorphism. we define 1 and p by 

19:= i.p({g}". {g}') for 9 E G 

and jj./II:= i.p({m}'. {m}") for 171 EM. 

The properties claimed for these mappings are proved in a similar fashion. 
If, conversely. V is i1 complete lattice and 

1 :G--+V.ji:M--+l· 

are mappings with the properties stated above. then we define 

;: 2)((,'. M. 1) --+ V 

by 

;e4.B):= Vh(g) 1 9 E A}. 

Evidently, i.p is order-preserving. In order to prove that i.p is an isomorphism, 
we have to demonstratt> that ;-1 exists and is also order-preserving. There
fore, we define 

~'J' := ({g E G 11g:S J'}. {m EM 1 x:S jim}), 
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for x E V and demonstrate that~'x is a concept of (G, M, I): 

h E {g E G 1 i'g S; x} ¢:} i'h < x 

¢:} i'h S; im for all n E {m E Mix S; jlm} 

¢:} hI n for all n E {m E Mix S; jl m } 

¢:} hE {m E Mix S; jlm}'. 

The second condition follows correspondingly. We have defined a map 'lj! : 
V -+ Q3 (G, M, 1), and we can read off directly from the definition that 'lj! is 
order-preserving. Now we prove that i.p = ~)-l. We have 

i.p~'x = V{i'g 1 9 E G,i'g S; x} = x, 

since i'(G) is supremum-dense in V. On the other hand, i.p(A, B) = A{jIm 1 
mE B}, since jl(M) is infimum-dense in V, and consequently 

~'i.p(A,B) ~, A {jlm 1 m E B} 

({g E G 119 S; A{jlm 1 m E B}},{ ... }') 

({g E G 119 S; jlm for all m E B}, { ... }') 
({g E G 1 gIm for all m E B}, { ... }') 

(B', B") = (A, B). 

If we choose for a complete lattice V specifically G := V, M := V, I :=S; 
and i' as well as jl to be the identity of V, we obtain V ~ Q3(G, M, I). 0 

The Duality Principle for Concept Lattices. 
context. Then (M,G,I-l) is also a context, in fact, 

s.B(M, G, rl) = s.B(G, M, I)d, 

and 
(B, A) t--+ (A, B) 

is an isomorphism. 

Let (G, M,I) be a 

In other words: if we exchange the roles of objects and attributes, we ob
tain the dual concept lattice. Thus, the Duality Principle extends to concept 
lattices. 

The mappings i' and jl which appear in the Basic Theorem indicate how 
the context can be identified in the concept lattice. This is elaborated by the 
following definition. 

Definition 22. For an object 9 E G we write g' instead of {g}' for the 
object intent {m EM 1 gIm} of the object g. Correspondingly, m':= {g E 
G 1 gI m} is the attribute extent ofthe attribute m. Retaining the symbols 
used in the Basic Theorem, we write ,g for the object concept (gil, g') and 
J-lm for the attribute concept (m', mil). 0 
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The line diagram in Figure I.:! indicates the intent and the extent of every 
concept. The labelling can be simplified considerably by putting down each 
object and each attribute only once. namely at the circle for the respective 
object or attribute concept (see Figure UI). It is still possible to read off 
the context as well as all extents and intents from the line diagram: If one 
looks for the extent belonging to one of the little circles which represent the 
concepts, it consists of the objects located at this circle or the circles which 
can be reached by descending line paths from this circle. Correspondingly, 
the intent can be found by following all line paths going upwards from the 
circle and noting clown the attributes assigned to these circles. 

Figure 1.3 Line diagram with reduced labelling. 

The sparing, reduced labelling enables us to enter the full names of the 
objects and attributes of the context in Figure 1.1 into the diagram. This 
improves the readability of the diagram, as can be seen in Figure 1.4. 

1.2 Context and Concept Lattice 

A context can be easily reconstructed from the system of all its concepts. G 
and M appear as the extent and the intent of the trivial boundary concepts: 
The set of all objects is the extent of the largest concept, (0',0") = (G, G'). 
Dually, M is the intent of the least concept, (0",0') = (M', M). The inci
dence relation I is given by 

1= U{A x B I (A, B) E 'B(G, M, Il}. 

It is even easier to read off the context from the concept lattice, as the Basic 
Theorem shows. On the other hand, concept lattices of different contexts 
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Figure 1.4 Concept. lattice for t.he educational film "Living beings and wat.er" . 

can well be isomorphic. The context manipulations which do not alter the 
structure of the concept lattice include the merging of objects with the same 
intents and attributes with the same extents, respectively: 

Definition 23. A context (n, Af, l) is called clarified, if for any objects 
g, h E G from 9' = hi it always foll ows that 9 = h and, correspondingly, 
m' = n' implies 17) = 71 for all 1/1,11 E M. <> 

Example 3. Figure 1.5 shows a context which represents the service offers 
of an office supplies business. Below the clarified context. 

Another feature which has no influence on the structure of the concept 
lattice are attributes which call be written as a combination of other at
tributes. More precisely: If III E JH is an attribute and X ~ M is a set of 
attributes with rn ~ X but m' = X'. then the attribute concept pm is the 
infimum of the attribu te concepts p. x . J~ E X, i. e., the set p(M \ {m}) is also 
infimum-dense in 23((;', M, 1), and according to the Basic Theorem 

23 ((;.;11, I) == 23(n , ]\1 \ {m},] n (G x (M \ {m}))). 

The removal of reducible attributes , i.e. , of attributes with A-reducible at
tribute cOllcepts alld or reducible objects, i.e., of obj ects with V-reducible 
object concepts, is called reducing the context. Full rows and full 
columns are always reducible: thereby we mean objects 9 with g' = AI 
and attributes Tn with m' = G, respectively. 

Definition 24. A clarified context (C,' , At, 1) is called row reduced, if every 
object concept is V-irreducible, and column reduced, if every attribute 
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Furniture Computers Copy- Type- Specialized 
machines writers machines 

Consulting x x x x x 
Planning x x 
Assembl~' and x x x x x 
installation 
Instruction x x x x 
Training, x 
workshops 
Original spare x x x x x 
parts and 
accessones 
Repairs x x x x x 
Service contracts x x x 

Furniture Computers Copy machines Specialized 
and typewriters machines 

Consulting. x x x x 
assembly and 
installation, 
original spare 
parts and 
accessones. 
repaIrs 
Planning x x 
Instruction x x x 
Training, x 
workshops 
Service contracts x x 

Figure 1.5 Context and clarified context. 
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Figure 1.7 Reduced contexts with up to three objects, and their concept lattices . 
The context (0,0,0) is omitted, as is it.s (one-element) concept lattice. 
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concept is /\-irreducible. A context. which is both row reduced and column 
reduced. is reduced. <) 

It is easy to find infinite cOlltexts in which all attributes and all objects are 
reducible (see page 7). As a rule this means that we cannot simultaneously 
omit all reducible objects and attributes. This is no problem, however, in the 
case of finite concept lattices. since in a finite lattice each element is the join 
of V-irreducible and the llleet of /\-irreducible elements (see Proposition 2, 
p.7). 

Proposition 12. For every finite3 lattice V thErE is -up to isomorphism4 -

a UniqUE T'fductd contut OC( V) with V :::' 23 (OC( V)), that is 

OC(V) := (J(V), M(V), ~). 

o 

This context is also called the standard context of the lattice V. For 
practical work with contexts. the proposition has the following consequences: 
Every finite context can be brought into a reduced form without changing 
the structure of the concept lattice, and the latter is unique. We first clarify 
the context. i.e .. we merge objects with the same intents and attributes with 
the same extent:'). Then we delete all objects, the intent of which can be 
represented as the intersection of other object intents, and correspondingly 
all attributes. the extent of which is the intersection of other attribute extents. 

It is easy to reconstruct the concepts of the original context from those 
of the reduced context, if one has kept a record of the reduction process. If 
we denote, for a finite clarified context (G, M, 1). the set of its irreducible 
objects by Girr and the set of irreducible attributes by Mirn the reduced 
context is (G im jIirr . In (Girr X Mirr )), and each concept (A, B) of (G, M, I) 
corresponds to the concept (AnGirr' B nMirr) of (Girn Mirn 1 n (Girr X Mirr)). 
For every object g E G and every extent A of (G, M, 1) 

holds dually for the attributes. If we note down the set g" n Girr for every 
reducible object g and the set m" n Mirr for every reducible attribute m, it is 
easy to obtain the concepts of (G. M, 1) from those of (Girn Mirro I n (Girr X 

Mirr) ). 
There is another way to carry out the reduction of the clarified context, by 

means of the arrow relations. which will be defined next. These relations 
can convenielltly be entered into the cross table, since they only apply to 
object-attribute-pairs which do not stand in the relation I. 

3 See also Proposition 14.c). 
1 Two contexts ((;1. ,1h . h ) and ((;2. I'vh, 12 ) are called isomorphic, if there are 

bijective mappings n: (;1 ---+ (;2,J: Ah ---+ M2 with ghm.;:} (ng)/2(;3m) for all 
g E G 1 J mE M J • see Definition 86 (p. 246). 
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1- 'U t- (j) 
t- 'U t- (j) 

""' >=: 
0 .§: ""' i'1 

0 .§: 
0- <i1 U v U 
;j 2: Q -< ~ Il; 0 r.fl Il; V .... 0 ...:I 
0 Z ...:I :::s 0 -< 

0- <i1 v u v 
;j 2: Q -< ~ Il; 0 .... 0 ...:I r.fl Il; V 
V Z ...:I :::s 0 -< 

Afghanistan x x x x Ecuador x x x 
Algeria x x x Egypt x x x 
Angola x x x El Salvador x x 
Antigua and Barbuda x x Equatorial Guinea x x x x 
Argentina x Ethiopia x x x x x 
Bahamas x x Fiji x x 
Bahrain x x Gabon x x x x 
Bangladesh x x x x Gambia x x x x x 
Barbados x x x Ghana x x x x x 
Belize x x x Grenada x x x 
Benin x x x x x Guatemala x x 
Bhutan x x x Guinea x x x x x 
Bolivia x x Guinea-Bissau x x x x x 
Botswana x x x x Guyana x x x x 
Brazil x Haiti x x x x 
Brunei Honduras x x 
Burkina Faso x x x x x Hong Kong 
Burundi x x x x x India x x x 
Cambodia x x x Indonesia x x x 
Cameroon x x x x Iran x x x 
Cape Verde x x x x x Iraq x x x 
Central African Rep, x x x x x Ivory Coast x x x x 
Chad x x x x x Jamaica x x x 
Chile x Jordan x x 
China Kenya x x x x 
Colombia x x Kiribati x x 
Comoros x x x x Korea-North x x x 
Congo x x x Korea-South x 
Costa Rica x Kuwait x x x 
Cuba x x Laos x x x x 
Djibouti x x x x Lebanon x x 
Dominica x x x Lesotho x x x x x 
Dominican Rep. x x Liberia x x x 

The abbreviations stand for: LLDC := Least Devdoped Countries, MSAC := Most 
Seriously Affected Countries. OPEC := Organization of Petrol Exporting Countries. 
ACP := African. Caribbean and Pacific Countries. 

Figure 1.8 Membership of developing countries in supranational groups. (Part 1). 
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1- "0 
I- (J.J 

t- "0 I- (J.J 

""' >:: 
0 'oJ) 

c ~ 0 C) C) 
;::i 2: ~ ~ ~ P-
2 0 .....:l rJl P- ,-, 

'0' Z .....:l ~ 0 ~ 

""' >:: 
0 .§: 
P.. ~ C) C) U 
;::i 2: ~ ~ ~ P-o rJl P- C) ... 0 .....:l 

0 Z .....:l ~ 0 ~ 

Libya x x x Senegal x x x x 
Madagascar x x x x x Seychelles x x x 
Malawi x x x x Sierra Leone x x x x x 
Malaysia x x Singapore x x 
Maledives x x x Solomon Islands x x 
Mali x x x x x Somalia x x x x x 
Mauretania x x x x x Sri Lanka x x x 
Mauritius x x x St Kitts 
Mexico x St Lucia x x x 
Mongolia x St Vincent& Grenad. x x 
Morocco x x Sudan x x x x x 
Mozambiqup x x x x Surinam x x x 
Myanmar x x x Swaziland x x x 
Namihia x x Syria x x 
Nauru Taiwan 
Nepal x x x x Tanzania x x x x x 
Nicaragua x x Thailand x 
Niger x x x x x Togo x x x x 
Nigeria x x x x Tonga x x 
Oman x x Trinidad and Tobago x x x 
Pakistan x x x Tunisia x x 
Panama x x Tuvalu x x 
Papua Npw Guinea x x Uganda x x x x x 
Paragua~' x t:nited Arab Emirates x x x 
Peru x x Uruguay X 

Philippines x Vanuatu X X X X 

Qatar x x x Venezuela x x x 
Heunion Vietnam x x x 
Hwanda x x x x x Yemen x x x x 
Samoa x x x x Zaire x x x x 
Sao Tome e Principe x x x x Zambia x x x x 
Saudi Arabia x x x Zimbabwe x x x 

Figure 1.8 Membership of developing countries in supranational groups. (Part 2). 
Source: Lexii.:on Drittf Wfit, Howohlt- Verlag, Heinbek 1993. 
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Figure 1.9 Concept lattice of the context of developing countries 
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Definition 25. If (G, M, 1) is a context, 9 EGan object. and 111 E J1 an 
attribnte, we write 

g-,/m : ¢=} { gfm and 
if g' ~ h' and g' i- h', then hIm, 

g/,,17I : ¢=} { gfm and 
if Wi C n' and m' i- nt, then gIn, 

g/17I : ¢=} 9 -,/ In and 9 /" m. 
0 

Thus, 9 -,/ m if and only if 9' is maximal among all object intents which 
do not contain III. III other words: 9 -,/ III holds if and only if 9 does not have 
the attribute Ill, but m is contained in the intent of every proper subconcept 
of ,9. If we now let 

as in Definition 11 (p. 6) then (;9). is a subconcept of ,9 and ,g is V
irreducible, if and only if ,g i- (;g) •. This, on the other hand, is equivalent 
to the fact that there is an attribute m in the intent of (;g)* which is not 
contained in the intent of ,9, i.e., to 9 -,/ m for some m EM. Therefore, we 
obtain 

g-,/m ¢=} ,g!\pm= (;g)* i-,9 

9/,,177 ¢=} igVpm=(pm)*i-pm. 

Example 4. Figure 1.10 shows the context from Figure 1.5 with the arrow 
relations; beside it the reduced context. 

x x x x 
x x /' ./ x /' ./ 
/' x x x /' x x 
/' x /' /' x /' 
/' x x /' 

Figure 1.10 Context with arrow relations, and the reduced context. 

The significance of the arrow relations for the reduction of a context is 
shown by the next proposition: 

Proposition 13. Tht following statunents hold for f [if ry context: 

a) ,g is V -ilTFduciblf ¢=} ThfrE it; an 171 E M with 9 -,/ m. 
b) Jim is 1\ -il'/'fdw'iblt ¢=} ThET'f is a 9 E G with 9 /" 171. 
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Furthe rmore, tll1~ following statt})/( IIts hold for eliery finites conte;rt: 

c) ,g is V-irreducible <===? There is an m E M with g/,m, 

d) pm is I\-irnducibh <===? There is agE G with g/,m. 

Proof. This follows immediately from the above-mentioned observations 
together with Proposition 2. If we choose m' maximal with respect to g.,/ m 
(in a finite context this is certainly possible), then 9 /' m, i.e., 9 /' m. D 

In order to reduce a finite darified context, we therefore first enter the 
arrow relations in the cross table and then delete all rows and columns not 
containing a double arrow. The condition of finiteness in Propositions 12 and 
13 can be weakened: 

Definition 26. A context (G, M, I) is called doubly founded, if, for every 
object 9 E G and every attribute m E Al with gfm, there is an object h E G 
and an attribute n E M with 

9 /' n and Wi C n' as well as h.,/ m and g' ~ hi. 

A complete lattice (V, ~) is called doubly founded, iffor any two elements 
x < y of V there are elements s, t E V with: 

s is minimal with respect to s ~ y, s 1. x, as well as 
t is maximal with respect to t 2: x, t L y, 

By means of Proposition 13 we realize easily that the attribute n and the 
object h that appear in Definition 26 must be irreducible. The same applies 
to the lattice elements sand t in the second part of the definition: s must 
be V-irreducible and t must be !\-irreducible. This means that the property 
"doubly founded" implies the existence of "many" irreducible elements. 

Proposition 14. a) Every finite context is doubly founded. 

b) A context which does neither contain infinite chains gl, g2, ... of objects 

with gi C g~ C ... nor infinite chains ml, m·2,··· of attributes with mi C 
m~ C ... is doubly founded. 

c) Each concept of a doubly founded conte:rt is the supremum of V-irreducible 
concepts and the infimum of 1\- irreducible concepts. Hence Proposition 

12 also applies to cOllcept lattices of doubly fOtmded conteJ~ts. 

d) If (G, M, I) is doubly founded and 9 E G, m EM., the following hold true: 

if g.,/ m, then then is an attribute TI with 9 /' TI, and if 9 /' m, then 

there is an object h with h /' m. Hence parts c) and d) of Proposition IS 
also apply to doubly founded conte.rts. 

5 cf. also Proposition 14.d) 
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Proof. b) If g.fmi holds and g /' mi does not hold, according to the definition 
ofthe arrow relations there must be an attribute mi+! i- mi with g.fmi+! and 
mi c mi+!. If in addition g./ mi, it follows that g./ mi+!. Starting from 
ml := m we obtain by this argument a chain of attributes with increasing 
attribute extents. By assumption this chain must be finite and therefore end 
with an attribute mj =: n with g /' nand g ./ n, i.e., g.,/" n. 
a) follows immediately from b). 
c) Let (A, B) be a concept and (C, D) := V bx I x E A, ")'X V-irreducible}. 
We assume that (C, D) < (A, B). Then there is m E D, g E A with g..fm. 
Hence there is an h E G with h./ m and g' ~ h', i.e., h E A. Because 
of h./m, ")'h is V-irreducible, i.e., h E C and thus m E h', which is a 
contradiction. 
d) From g./ m it follows that g.fm, hence there is an n E M with m' ~ n' 
and g /' n. All together we obtain g .,/" n. D 

Proposition 15. IffJ3(G, M, 1) is doubly founded, so is (G, M, I). If a com
plete lattice V is not doubly founded, neither is the context (V, V, :S). 

Proof. Let fJ3( G, M, 1) be doubly founded and g E G, m E M with g.fm, i.e., 
")'g i p,m. For J: := p,m and ~ := p,mV")'g there is a concept t which is maximal 
with respect to t ~ J:, t l ~. On account of this property of maximality t 
must be A-irreducible. Hence there is an attribute n with t = p,n. Thus we 
obtain g /' nand m' ~ n'. The second condition is obtained dually. 

If (V, V,:S) is doubly founded, so must be V: If x < y in V, then certainly 
y i x, i.e., y.fx in (V, V, :S). From the definition of the doubly foundedness 
of (V, V,:S) now follows the existence of an element s E V with s./ x and 
y' ~ s', hence s is minimal with respect to six, s :S y. The second condition 
can again be shown by means of the dual argument. D 

Thus, a complete lattice V is doubly founded if and only if every context 
(G, M, 1) with V ~ fJ3(G, M, 1) is doubly founded. One should note, however, 
that the concept lattice of a doubly founded context does not necessarily have 
to be doubly founded, as shown by the example (1'1,1'1, :S). 

It frequently occurs that a statement can be proved for all finite lattices 
but not for all complete lattices. We will (when possible) replace the con
dition of finiteness by "doubly foundedness". This is not in every case the 
strongest possible relaxation. The restriction to "doubly founded" is adopted 
for reasons of uniformity. Mathematical lattice theory uses numerous other 
conditions. some of which are represented by Figure 1.11 in their hierarchical 
order. We will only give a short explanation of the terminology used in this 
context: A complete lattice (V,:S) is supremum-founded, if for any two 
elements x < y from V there is an element s E V which is minimal with 
respect to s :S y, six. The dual property is "infimum-founded". A 
concept lattice fJ3( G, M, 1) is algebraic (dually: co-algebraic), iffor every 
subset A C G from 
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E C A =? }/' C ~1 for rvrry finite subset E 

it follows that A = A". An ordered set is chain finite, if every chain 
contained by it is finite. 

The lattice presented in Figure 1.11 is the result of an attribute explo
ration in accordance with Section 2.3, i.e., the represented implications be
tween the properties are really provable. We will omit the proofs. 
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r :, .. 1'r 
I 

The abbreviations stand for: df:= doubly founded , Ie := chain-finite, e := fini te. 
'fJ E (N) denotes the set of all fini te subsets of the natural numbers. Furthermore , 
let § be the context arising as a subposition (see Section 1.4) of the contexts 
(N , 'fJ E(I~),E) and ('fJE(N) ,'fJs(N), = ). qO, l] is the convex-ordinal scale for the 
real unit interval ([0, 1]' S;) , as defined in Section 1.4. 

Figure 1.11 Foundedness compared wi th related conditions. 
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1.3 Many-valued Contexts 

In standard language the word "attribute" is not only used for properties 
which an object mayor may not have. Attributes such as "colour", "weight", 
"sex", "grade" have values. We call them many-valued attributes, in contrast 
to the one-valued attributes considered so far. 

Definition 27. A many-valued context (G, AI, W,1) consists of sets G, 
M and W' and a ternary relation I between G, "~I and W (i.e., I ~ G x M x W) 
for which it holds that 

(g, m, w) E I and (g. 111, v) E 1 always imply 10 = V. 

The elements of G are called objects, those of M (many-valued) at
tributes and those of ~V attribute values. 

(g, 111, 10) E I we read as "the attribute 111 has the value 10" for the object g. 
(G, AI, IV, I) is called a n-valued context, if W has n elements. The many
valued attributes can be regarded as partial maps from G in fV. Therefore, 
it seems reasonable to write m(g) = 10 instead of (g, m, 10) E I. The domain 
of an attribute m is defined to be 

dom(m) := {g E G I (g, In, 10) E I for some H' E vV}. 

The attribute m is called complete, if dom(m) = G. A many-valued context 
is complete, if all its attributes are complete. <> 

Like the one-valued contexts treated so far, many-valued contexts can 
be represented by tables, the rows of which are labelled by the objects and 
the columns labelled by the attributes. The entry in row 9 and column m 
then represents the attribute value m (g). If the attribute m does not have a 
value for the object g, there will be no entry.6 

Example 5. The many-valued context represented in the upper part of Fig
ure 1.1:3 shows a comparison of the different possibilities of arranging the 
engine and the drive chain of a motorcar (ef. Figure 1.12). 

Figure 1.12 Drive concepts for motorcars.' 

6 Further information on the role of the "empty cells" in a context will be given 
in the notes at the end of the chapter. 

7 Source: Schlag nach! 100 000 Tatsachen aus allen Wissensgebieten. BI-Verlag 
Mannheim. 1982. 
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How can we a"lsigll cOllcepts to a many-valued context:? We do this in the 
following way: The many-valued context is transformed into a one-valued one, 
in accordance with certain rules, which will be explained below. The concepts 
of this dfl'il'H/ one-valued context are then interpreted as the concepts of the 
many-valued context. This interpretation process, however, called concep
tual scaling, is not at all uniquely determined. The concept system of a 
many-valued context depends on the scaling. This may at first be confusing, 
but has proved to lw an excellent instrument for a purposeful evaluation of 
data. 

In the process of scaling, first of all each attribute of a many-valued con
text is interpreted by means of a context. This context is called conceptual 
scalt. 

Definition 28. A scale for the attribute m of a many-valued context is a 
(one-valued) context := (Gm,Mm,/",) with m(G) ~ Gm. The objects of 
a scale are called scale values, the attributes are called scale attributes. 

o 

Every context can be used as a scale. Formally there is no difference 
between a scale and a context. However, we will use the term "scale" only for 
contexts which have a dear conceptual structure and which bear meaning. 
Some particularly simple contexts are used as scales time and again. A 
summary (in tabular form) of the most important ones can be found at the 
end of the next section. 

As already mentioned, tbe choice of the scale for the attribute m is not 
mathematically compelling, it is a matter of interpretation. The same is 
true for the second step in the process of scaling, the joining together of the 
scales to make a one-valued context. In the simplest case, this can be achieved 
by putting together the individual scales without connecting them. This is 
described below as plain scaling. Particularly when dealing with numerical 
scales this may well be unsatisfadory. In this case we need the scaling by 
means of a compo.';itioll Opt mtol'. For details we refer to the pointers at the 
end of the chapter. 

In the case of plain scaling the derived one-valued context is obtained 
from the many-valued context (G, M, l-l',1) and the scale contexts §m, m E 111 
as follows: The object set G remains unchanged, every many-valued attribute 
m is replaced by the scale attributes of the scale If we imagine a many
valued context as represented by a table, we can visualize plain scaling as 
follows: Every attribute value m(g) is replaced by the row of the scale con
text wbich lwlongs to m(g). A detailed description will be given in the 
following definition. for which we first introduce an abbreviation: The at
tribute set of the derived context is the disjoint union of the attribute sets 
of the scales involved. In order to make sure that the sets are disjoint, we 
replace the at tribute set of the scale by 

;if", := {m} x Mm. 
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as ill Definition K (p. 4). 

Definition 29. If (G, M. TV. 1) is a many-valued context and m E 1~1 are 
scale contexts, then the derived context with respect to plain scaling 
is the context (C;,.Y • .1) with 

and 

N:= U Mm, 
mEM 

g.J(m. n) : {:::::}m(g) = wand wim /]. 

Example 6. We obtain the one-valued context in Figure 1.13 as the derived 
context of the many-valued context presented above it, if we use the following 
scales: 

++ + I - I II ++ I + 

§De:= §Dl:= I +! II x I ~ I x I §R:= I +! II x I ~ I x I 

vI I I I III I h I 
vI x x 

I x 
III X 

h x 

If we had used the scale S E for the attributeti De, Dl and R as well, the 
derived context would have only turned out slightly different. The concept 
lattice is shown in Figure 1.11. 

The formal definition of a context permits turning relations originating 
from any domain into contexts and examining their concept lattices, i.e., 
even contexts where an interpretation of the sets G and kl as "objects" or 
"attributes" appears artificial. This is the case with many contexts from 
mathematics, and in this way we obtain concept lattices which often have 
structural properties occurring very rarely with empirical data sets. Never
theless, these contexts are also of great importance for dat.a analysis. They 
can be used for example as "ideal structures" or as scales for the scaling 
introduced above. The scales which are used by far most frequently, the el
emodary scales will be introduced now. Other scales will follow in the next 
section. 

We will start with the definition of some operations which permit the 
construction of new contexts froll! given ones. 
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Figure 1.14 Concept lattice for the context of drive concepts. 

Definition 30. Let IY~ := (G, AI, I), lKl := (G 1, 1Vh, h) and lK2 := 
(G2 , Mz, h) be contexts. We will use the abbreviations ('.iy := {j} x Gj , 

1~Ij:= {j} x Mj and ij:= {((j,g),(j.m)) I (g,rn) E Ij } for j E {1 , 2} in the 
following definition. It is: 

lY" (Ci,M,(GxJvf)\i) 

the complementary context to lK, 

OCd (M, G. r1) 

the dual context to lK, 

and, if G = G 1 = G2 , . .. . 
((i. Ml U 1Vh It U h) 
the apposition of lKl and 1K2 , 

as well as dually, if JVf = All = AI2 , 

the subposition of 1K1 and lK2 . 

(C 1 U C~'2' i11 U i12 , i l U iz) 
is the disjoint union of OCt and lKz. 
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The context ][cd is called t.he contrary context to lK. <> 

By using C;i for {i} x G; and 1I1i' respectively, we intend to make sure that 
the sets are disjoint. However, strictly speaking, apposition and subposition 
under this definition become non-associative. We will overlook this fact and 
tacitly identify the contexts 

and 

The same applies to the subposition, even to hybrid forms of the two opera
tions. We do not distinguish between 

lKl I 1[2 

If'0 1lK4 

The two abbreviations 

and 

X (G,M,Gx M) 

o (G,M,0) 

are occasionally used without further describing the sets G and M, if they 
are evident from the context. For example 

denotes the context (C;l u 62 ,1111 U M2 , j1 U j2 U (61 x M2 )), the concept 
lattice of which is isomorphic to the vertical sum of the concept lattices 
'B(lKt) and 'B(lK2) (provided that IKI does not contain a full column and lK2 
does not contain a full row, cf. 4.3). 

Each extent of 1[1 U lK2' apart from the extent G\ U 62 , is entirely 
contained in one of the sets 6i . The corresponding applies to the intents. 
Therefore, the concept lattice V := 'B(1[1 U lK2 ) is a horizontal sum, i.e., 
it is the union V = VI U V2 of two sublattices which only overlap in the 
smallest and the largest element: Vi n V2 = {Ov, 1 v}. Provided that there 
are no full rows or columns in Kl and lK2' we have Vi ~ 'B(Ki) or, more 
generally, Vi = 'B( 61 U 62, ill U ]1.12 , j;). 

In Definition 28 we postulated that the values of the many-valued at
tribute had to be the objects of the scale. In the following standardized scale 
we frequently use n := {I, 2, ... , n} as the object set. In this case, in order 
to scale a many-valued attribute. we first have to rename the objects. The 
appropriate definitions for the isomorphy of scales will be introduced later, 
in Chapter 7.:~ (p. 258 ff.). 
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Definition 31 (elementary scales, see also Figure 1.15) 

Nominal scales. Nn:= (n,n,=). 

2 3 4 

1 X 

2 X 

3 X 

4 X 

Nominal scales are used to scale attributes, the 
values of which mutually exclude each other. If an 
attribute for example has the values {masculine, 
feminine, neuter}, the use of a nominal scale sug
gests itself. We thereby obtain a partition of the 
objects into extents. In this case, the classes corre
spond to the values of the attribute. 

The Nominal Scale N4. 

(One-dimensional) ordinal scales. On := (n, n, ~). 

II 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 
1 X X X X 

2 X X X 

3 X X 

4 X 

Ordinal scales scale many-valued attributes, the values of which are ordered 
and where each value implies the weaker ones. If an attribute has for in
stance the values {loud, very loud, extremely loud} ordinal scaling suggests 
itself. The attribute values then result in a chain of extents, interpreted as a 
hierarchy. 

(One-dimensional) interordinal scales. lIn:= (n, n,~) I (n, n,~) 

11< 11< 21< 31< 41> 11> 21> 31> 41 
1 X X X X X 

2 X X X X X 

3 X X X X X 

4 X X X X X 

Questionnaires often offer opposite pairs as possible answers, as for exam
ple active-passive, talkative-taciturn etc., allowing a choice of intermediate 
values. In this case, we have a bipola'f ordering of the values. This kind 
of attributes lend themselves to scaling by means of an interordinal scale. 
The extents of the interordinal scale are precisely the intervals of values, in 
this way, the betweenness relation is reflected conceptually. However, bipolar 
attributes Oftt'11 also lrnd themselves to biordinal scaling; 
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Biordinal scales. := (n, n, S;) U (m, m, ;:::). 

II < 1 I < :2 I < :3 I < 4 I > 5 I > 6 I 
1 X X x x 
2 x x x 
3 x x 
4 x 
!) x 
() x x 

In common usage we often use opposite pairs not in the sense of an interordi
nal scale, but simpler: each object is assigned one of the two poles, allowing 
graduations. The values {1'[ ry low, low, loud, 1)ery loud} for example suggest 
this way of scaling: loud and low mutually exclude each other, very loud 
implies 10ud,IIPI'Y low implies lou:. We also find this kind of partition with a 
hierarchy in the names of the school marks: An excellent performance obvi
ously is also very good, good, and satisfactory, but not unsatisfactory or a 
fail. 

The dichotomic scale. IGi := ({ 0, I}, {O, I}, =) 
The dichotomic scale constitutes a special case, since 
it is isomorphic to the scales I!2 and Mh,l and closely 
related to 112. It is frequently uS!:'d to scal!:' attributes 
with values of the kind {yes, no}. 

I II 0 I 1 I 
ta=@ 

A special case of plain scaling which frequently occurs is the case that 
all many-valued attributes can be interpreted with respect to the same scale 
or family of scales. Thus we speak of a nominally scaled context, if all 
scales are nominal scales etc. \Ve call a many-valued context nominal, 
if the nature of the data suggests nominal scaling; a many-valued context is 
called an ordinal context if for each attribute the set of values is ordered in 
a natural way. All example it> presented in Figure 1.16, see also Figure 1.17. 
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• • 

Figure 1.15 The concept lattices of the elementary scales are named after the 
scales. The figure shows a nominal lattice, 93(N 4), a biordinallattice, 93(MLt,2), 
an interordinal lattice, 93(ll4), and an ordinal lattice, 93(([])4). The ordinal 
lattice 93(ID.!n) is isomorphic to the II-element chain en. 

Forum Romanum B I GB I M I P I 
1 Arch of Septimus Severus * * ** * 
2 Arch of Titus * ** ** 
3 Basilica Julia * 
4 Basilica of Maxentius * 
.'i Phocas column * ** 
6 Curia * 
I House of the Vestals * 8 Portico of Twelve Gods * * * 
9 Tempel of Antonius and Fausta * * * * * * 

10 Temple of Castor and Pollux * ** * * * * 
11 Temple of Romulus * 12 Temple of Saturn ** * 
13 Temple of Vespasian ** 14 Temple of Vesta ** ** * 

Figure 1.16 Example of an ordinal context: Ratings of monuments on the Forum 
Romanum in different travel guides (B = Baedecker, GB = Les Guides Bleus, M 
= Michelin, P = Polyglott). The context becomes ordinal through the number of 
stars awarded. If no star has been awarded, this is rated zero. 
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Figure 1.17 The concept lattice of the ordinal context from Figure l.16. 
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1.4 Context Constructions and Standard Scales 

We have formulated the following frequently used sum and product construc
tions for two contexts each. but the definitions can be easily generalized to 
any number of contexts. The additional statements on the concept lattices 
of the resulting contexts carryover. 

Definition 32. The direct sum of two contexts is defined bys 

The concept lattice of a sum of contexts is isomorphic to the product of 
its concept lattices. In the case of two contexts we therefore obtain 

23(n<:1 + ) == 23(lKd x 23(lK2)' 

since ("4, B) is a concept of lK:l + lK2 if and only if (A n Gi , B n 111;) is a concept 
of IKi := (G;, iJi , j;), for i E {1. ~}. 'fhi:" means ~hat the isomorphism is given 
by (A,B) H ((A nG I ,BnM1 ).(AnG2,BnM2 )). 

Definition 33. The semiproduct is defined by 

with 
for j E {I, 2}. 

<> 
The extents of the semiproduct are precisely the sets of the form Al x A 2 , 

each set Aj being all extent of . This also yields the structure of the 
concept lattice 23(lK1 X JK:2 ): Essentially, the concept lattice is the product 
of the concept lattices of the factor contexts, though there is a modification 
regarding the zero elements. Precisely, the instruction for the construction 
reads as follows: Provided that the extent of the corresponding concept is 
empty, we remove the zero element from each of the extents 23(W"'i ). Then we 
form the product of these ordered sets and, if we have previously removed an 
element, we add a new "ero element to make a complete lattice. This lattice 
is then isomorphic to the concept lattice of the semiproduct. 

Definition 34. The direct product is given by 

8 For the notation see Definition 8 (p. 4). A more general definition is given in 
Section .'j, 1. 
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The concept lattice of the direct product is called the ttllSOr produrt of 
the concept lattices of the factor contexts. We will later discuss the tensor 
product in more detail (Sections 4.4, 5.4). We obtain the cross table of the 
direct product by replacing pach empty cell in the table of lK1 by a copy of lK2 
and each cross by a square full of crosses of the size of llCz. For an example 
see Figures 4.Hl (page 164) and 4.20. 

Another context cOllstruction, the so-called substitution sum, where a 
context is inserted into an other context, will be described in section 4.3. 
The sum and tilt' product of reduced contexts are reduced (cf. Corollary 7 4, 
p. 166). Reducible objects or attributps with empty intents or extents may 
occur in the case of the disjoint unioll. Semi products of reduced contexts 
are reduced if the factors (allowing for one exception at most) are atomistic, 
i.e., if they satisfy g' ~ h' =? 9 = h. 

It is easy to state numerous simple arithmetical rules for context construc
tions, which are useful for some proofs. In particular, the direct product is 
(up to isomorphism) commutatiw and associative; it is distributive over the 
direct sum, the apposition and the subposition. We note down one of these 
results for later: 

Proposition 16. 

Proof. We may assume that the three contexts =: (Gi, Mi,l;), E 
{1. 2, :3}, have disjoint object sets and disjoint attribute sets. By 

and 

the two contexts of the proposition have the same objects and attributes. For 
the incidence we find the same on both sides as well, namely 

{ 

9 E G1 and m E M2 or 
9 E Ch and IT! E All or 

(g, h)l(m, n) -¢=:? hhn or 
9 E 0 1 , m E M1 and gft m or 
9 E G2, mE M2 and gizmo 

o 

We now state a list of interesting context families. Many of them have 
proved to be useful as scales. We provide a summary of these scales, including 
their basic meanings, in Figure 1.26 at the end of this section. Besides, these 
contexts serve as a reservoir of examples for mathematical reasoning. 
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( 1) For every set S the contranominal scale 

fl~ := (S, S, #) 

is reduced. The concepts ofthis context are precisely the pairs (A, S\A) 
for A C S. The concept lattice is isomorphic to the power-set lattice of 
S, and-thus has :?Isl elements. If S = {l,:?, ... , n} we write N~ . 

~' . •.... . . 

. 
loll 

Figure 1.18 Example of an ordered set (P.:S;) and its completion IJ3(P, P, :S;). 

(2) From an arbitrary ordered set P := (P, :S;) we obtain the general or
dinal scale 

{]ip := (P, P, :S;). 

Its cOllcepts are precisely the pairs (X, Y) with X, Y ~ P where X is the 
set of all lower bounds of Y and Y is the set of all upper bounds of X. 
This cOllcept. lattice is called the Dedekind-MacNeille completion 
of the ordered set P. It is the smallest complete lattice in which P can 
be order-embedded, in the I"lense of the following theorem: 

Theorem 4. (Dedekind's Completion Theorem) For an ordEred set 
(P, <) 

1J: := ((xl, [;r) ) for x E P 

defines an embedding I of (P.:s;) in 23(P, P, :s;); moreover, L V X = V LX 

or 1/\ X = /\ IX if the supremum Of' infim.u.m of X, 7'fspectively, exists in 
(P, :S;). If K is an al'bitral'y embedding of (P,:s;) in a complete lattice V , then 
there is always also em embedding ,\ of the ordered set 23(P, P,:s;) in V with 
f\,='\OL 

Proof. Evidently, the concepts of (1', P,:S;) are precisely the pairs (A, B) 
with A, B ~ P and 

A =B4. 

H = At 

{x E P I x:S; y for all y E B}, 

{.II E P I x :s; y for all x E A}; 
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in particular, all pairs ((xl, [x)) with .I.' E P are concepts of (P, P, :S;), which 
confirms L as an embedding. If the supremum of X exists in (P, :S;), then 

[V X) = n [x), 
xEX 

i.e., L V X = 

= ((V X], [VX)) = ((n. [X)).j., n [X)) = V ((xl , [x)) = V LX. 
xEX .rEX 

The equation for existing infima is shown dually. 
With respect. to the missing part of the proof we refer to Proposition 33 

(p. 99). 0 

(3) From an arbitrary ordered set P := (P,:S;) we furthermore obtain the 
reduced context 

opt := (P, P, 'lJ, 
which is called the contraordinal scale. In this case, the concepts are 
precisely the pairs (X, Y) with the following properties: 
- X U Y = P and X n Y = 0, 
- X is an order ideal in P, i.e., x E X and z :s; x always imply z E X. 

Because of Xu Y = P and X n Y = ° this is equivalent to: 
- Y is an order filter in P, i.e., y E Y and y :s; z always imply z E Y. 
The context (P, P, 'lJ is doubly founded, since 

x ../ y {:::=} x /' y {:::=} x = Y 

holds for x, yEP. Hence if x is an object and y is an attribute with 
xly (i.e., x 2': y), then x /,x and x' = P \ [x) :J P \ [y) = y', hold for 
the attribute x, as required by Definition 26. 
The concept lattice ~(P, P, l) is isomorphic to the lattice of the order 
ideals of P. A look at (1) shows that all concepts of the contraordi
nal scale are concepts of the contranominal scale I'lp as well. We will 
prove later (Theorem 13, p. 112) that for this reason ~(P, P, l) is 
a complete sublattice of ~(P, P, i=), which means that these lattices 
are completely distributive. Birkhoff's theorem (Theorem 39, p. 220) 
shows t.hat the lattices constructed in this way, are precisely the doubly 
founded completely distributive lattices. In particular, every finite dis
tributive lattice is isomorphic to the concept lattice of a contraordinal 
scale. The dual lattice, i.e., ~(P, P, i), is often denoted by 2P , because 
it is also isomorphic to the lattice of the order-preserving maps of P to 
the two-element lattice. 
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Figure 1.19 An ordered set (P,:S;)' the corresponding contraordinal scale and its 
concept lattice , i.e., the ideal lattice of (P, :S;). 

(4) We obtain an int.eresting special case of (3) by choosing the power-set. 
of a set 8 as our ordered set P, i,e., by considering the context 

('P(8) , 'P(8) , ~). 

Because of A ~ B <==::> B n (8 \ A) of 0, this context is isomorphic to 

('P(8) , 'P( 8), .1) with X.1Y: <==::> (X n Y) of O. 

The concept lattice is called the free completely distributive lattice 
FCD(8). Iffor 8 := {I, 2, ... , n} we denote the context ('P(8), 'P(8),~) 
by An, we can state an easy recursion rule for the generation of these 
contexts: 

~ = @] and An+! = An I X . 
~ 

The construction can be generalized by taking an ordered set (8, s:) as 
the base set, the set OI(S', S:) of the order ideals of (8, S:) as the object 
set and the set O:F(8, S:) of the order filters of (8, S:) as the attribute 
set. T he concept lattice 

FCD(8, S:) := (OI(8, S:), O:F(8, S:),.1) 

is called the free completely distributive lattice over the ordered 
set (8, S:). 

(5) For an arbitrary ordered set (P, S:), we define a filter to be a subset of 
P which is an order filter and in which furthermore any two elements 
have a common lower bound. Hence F <;;; P is a filter if and only if the 
following two conditiolls are satisfied: 

1. From x E F and y 2: x it follows that y E F, 
2. for any two elements x, y E F there is an u E F with u s: x and 

tl s: y. 
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Figure 1.20 A nested line diagram of the free distributive lattice FCD(4). Such 
diagrams are introduced in 2.2. The one shown here is due to S. Thiele [17.5]. The 
method that led to it is explained in Example 14 (p. 215). 
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Dually, an ideal is defined to be a subset of P which is an order ideal 
and contains a COlJllllOn upper bound for any two dements contained 
in it. Filters in this sense are among other things the principal filters. 
Dually, each principal ideal is an ideal. The set of all filters is denoted by 
:r(P, :S;), the set of all ideals by I(P. :s;). We obtain the doubly founded 
context 

where again 
Pdf: ¢:::::} P n f # 0. 

(6) Again from an ordered set P := (P,:S;) we obtain the general interor
dinal scale 

lip := (P. P,:S;) I (P, P,?J 

the concept system of which we explain by means of the extents: the 
attribute extents are precisely the principal ideals and the principal 
filters of p, the object extents are all intersections of those sets. These 
include all intervals9 . In generaL these are all sets which constitute 
interSEctions of intf 1'l'aI8. 

(7) By analogy with (6) we obtain the convex-ordinal scale 

:::p := (P, P, 1.) I (P, P, 1.J· 

In this case, the extents are precisely the convex subsets of P, i.e., those 
subsets which contain with any two elements a and b all elements c with 
a < c < b. 

I La I Lb 11,e l1.d 11,e 11,f 12,a 12,b 12.e 12,d I 2,e 12,f I 
a X X x X X X 

b X X X X X X 

l' X X X X X X 

d X X X X X X 

e X X X X X X 

f X X X X X X 

Figure 1.21 The convex-ordinal scale of the ordered set from Figure 1.19, 

(8) Let S be a set and 8 E S an arbitrary element. If we now choose G to 
be the 8et of all two-element subsets of Sand JJ to be the set of all 
subsets of S \ {8}. by the definition 

{,r,y}oX:¢:} l{x,y}nXI #1 

9 in the sense of Definition .'J (p, ;~). j,e .. only the "closed" intervals, 
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Figure 1.22 The concept lattice of the convex-ordinal scale from Figure l.2l. 

( lSI) we obtain a context ((;, !\1,o) with 2 objects and 2181- 1 at-

tributes, which is red tleed except for one full column, Every extent 
of this context. is a tiel. of two-element subsets of S, i.e., it can be un
derstood as a symlllf' tr ic reflexive relation 011 8; actually, the relationti 
occurring are precisely the equivalence relations on 8. Hence the con
cept. lattice 'B ((,', 1\1, 0) is isomorphic to the lattice (£(8) of equivalence 
relations. \\ie can give a mnemonic rule for this context series as well. 
\·Ve get := (C), { * }, 0) and obtain the 11 + I-st context of this series, 
!lI'n +1 , from the n-tll as follows: \Ve form the apposition of !lI'n with the 
cross table !lI' ;',ev. which is identical to !lI'", apart from the fact that the 
columns are writtell clown ill the reversed order. 

211 - 1 2,,-1 2,,-1 - 1 o 
We add n further rows, which we fill with crosses such that the columns 
of this subcontext look like the binary representations of the numbers 
211 - 1, ... , O. An example is given in Figure 1.23. 

(9) If R is a sYIllmetric relation on S (easily visualized by the edges of an 
undirected graph) then wi th 
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Figure 1.23 Context IP4 for the lattice of equivalence relations on a 4-element set. 

(B,B,R) 

we obtain a context, the concepts of which are precisely the pairs (A, B), 
A ~ B, B ~ B, which are maximal with respect to the property that 
each element of A is in the relation R with each element of B (in the 
visualization these are maximal complete bipartite edge sets). Thus, 
together with (A, B), (B, A) is also a concept, and the map 

(A, B) I-t (B, A) 

is a polarity, i.e., an order-reversing bijection which is inverse to itself 
(another term for this is involutory antiautomorphism). Conversely, 
every complete polarity lattice (i.e., every complete lattice with a 
polarity) is isomorphic to the concept lattice of a context (B, B, R) with 
a symmetric relation R. 
If the relation R is irreflexive, the extent and the intent of each concept 
must be disjoint and we have 

(A, B) 1\ (B, A) = (0,0') 

and (A, B) V (B, A) = (0',0), 

i.e., (A, B) and (B, A) are complementary to each other: Their infi
mum is the smallest, their supremum the largest element of the concept 
lattice. A lattice with this kind of polarity is called an ortholattice; 
the complete ortholattices are (up to isomorphism) precisely the concept 
lattices of contexts with an irreflexive, symmetric relation. 
There are many examples of such contexts in this book. They can be 
easily recognized if the cross table is represented symmetric to the main 
diagonal. The context 1K(2,3) in Figure 1.24 is the context of a polarity 
lattice but not of an ortholattice. The same applies to the context in 
Figure 5.9 (p. 205), although this only becomes clear after an adroit 
reassembly of the cross table. 

(10) If V is a finite dimensional vector space and V' is the dual space of V, 
then 

(V, V',~) with a ~ tp : '¢:::=:} tpa = 0 
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is a doubly founded cont.ext., t.he ext.ents of which are precisely the sub
spaces of ~:. 
For the special case of the vector spaces over G F (2) there is again a 
simple recursion for the generation of t.hese contexts: For 

it. is easy to prove t.hat. 

An example is given in Figure 1.24. 

x x x x x x x x 
x x x x 
x x x x 
x x x x 
x x x x 
x x x x 
x x x x 
x x x x 

Figure 1.24 W"-(3,2) , a context derived from the 3-dimensional vector space over the 
two-element field. 

(11) If H is a Hilbert space and .1 is the orthogonality relation, then the 
concept lat.tice of t.he context 

(H,H,.l) 

is isomorphic t.o t.he (orthomodular) lattice of t.he closed subs paces of 
H; since (U, U 1.) is a concept for each such subspace U. 

(12) The set of all permutations of the set {I, ... , n} can be given a lattice 
order in a natural way. For this purpose we call a pair (<pi, <pj) an 
inversion of the permutation <p if i < j but <pi > <pj. If we order the 
permutations by 

(j < T : ~ every inversion of (j is also an inversion of T, 

we obtain, as proved by Yanagimoto and Okamoto [217], a lattice En. 
There is a simple recursion rule for the description of the context: 
Putting 

IKo := lLo := 0 and 

o ILn lKn lK,~ 
lLn +1 := lL lL' ~+1:= lK ILn' 

n n ~ 



then we ObUlili 

~'n == Q3 (I[n ). 

T he contexts IY~n are reduced except for the full rows and full columns. 
E4 is presenteel ill Figure 1.2G . 

Figure 1.25 The latt ice ~'1 of the permutat.ion:,; of {l, 2, 3, 4}. 

If the ordered sets occurring in the definitions for the standard scales are 
compounded , for example as a cardinal sum or as a direct product, it is to 
be expected that the respective scales can be split up. This is true, even if 
in different ways. as exemplified by the following rules: 

Proposition 17. 

i[PP l+ P '2 

II p ,+P,, 
,('li e d 
u P,+P" 

I:::p , +p" 
(DIed 

'p]xp" 

Dip, U (Qip" 

[ p, U li p , 

Ii,ed + :(,,,ed 
IU! P j 'u ' P'2 
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Symbol 

fIn 

.. n/<: 

EJk 

Definition 

(n,n,=) 

('.p(n), '.p(n),~) 

ill Z", Z 

(P,P,'l) 

Name 

general ordinal 
scale 

one-dimensional 
ordinal scale 

nominal scale 

multiordinal 
scale 

biordinal scale 

n-dimensional 
Boolean scale 

k-dimensional 
grid scale 

contraordinal scale 

(n, n, oj) contranominal 
scale 

( {O, l}. {O, I}, =) dichotomic scale 

IDI Z , .. Z 
'-...-' 

k-times 

k-dimensional 
dichotomic scale 

general 
interorclinal scale 

one-dimensional 
interordinal scale 

convex-ordinal 
scale 

Figure 1.26 Standardized smJes of ordinal type. 

Basic meaning 

hierarchy 

rank order 

partition 

partition with 
rank orders 

two-class 
rank orders 

dependency of 
attributes 

multiple 
ordering 

hierarchy and 
independence 

partition and 
independence 

dichotomy 

multiple 
dichotomy 

betweenness 
relation 

linear hetween
ness relation 

convex ordering 
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1.5 Hints and References 

1.1 Formal Concept Analysis has been developed from the end of the seven
ties at the Faculty of Mathematics at Darmstadt University of Technology. 
The first programmatic publication on Formal Concept Analysis was 

Wille: Rfstrurturing latticc thwry: An appT'Oach basfd on hifrarchies 
of concepts [191]. 

This publication contains already many of the ideas described in this book, 
including the proof of the Basic Theorem on Concept Lattices. There had 
been earlier proposals to make use of the mathematical possibilities offered by 
the results of Birkhoff (Theorem 2 on p. 14) for data analysis. The interpre
tation of the incidence relation as an object-attribute-relation was expressly 
mentioned in the first edition of Birkhoff's book on lattice theory. Remark
able approaches can be found in Barbut [8], see Barbut & Monjardet [9]. 
Some French authors therefore employ the term treillis de Galois, which 
was used in their works for "concept lattice" (German Begriffsverband). 

The Darmstadt group was presumably the first, who systematically elabo
rated these possibilities into a method of data analysis and tested and further 
developed it in lllany applications. The decisive factor in the success of this 
work was among other things the formalization of "context" and the inter
pretation of "concept" as a unity of extension and intension. 

The understanding of "concept" which is formalized here, has ramified 
and deep-reaching roots in philosophy, which are described in more detail 
elsewhere [210]. This tradition of thought finds expression even in the stan
dards DIN 2330 and m:-.I 2:331 10, which in turn were discussed by the Darm
stadt group at the beginning of the development. Further information on 
the origin of Formal Concept Analysis and its intellectual background can be 
found in [:.!!nJ] and [4:2]. 

Quite certainly the mathematical substance of the Basic Theorem can 
be mainly attributed to Birkhoff [14], even if the second part has not been 
formulated there. This can be found - in an order-theoretic version - in J. 
Schmidt [151] and Banaschewski [5]. The general version presented in this 
book first appeared in [191]. It is not quite easy to attribute the intermediate 
steps to particular authors. The fact that a finite lattice is determined by 
its irreducibles was well known to lattice theorists. One source is Markowsky 
[122]. 

Generalizatiolls of the lllodel presented in this book have been discussed in 
several variants. The most important one in our view is the inclusion of many
valued contexts by means of conceptual scaling as introduced in 1.3 and 104. 
Lehmann and \Ville [HJ6] have outlined a triadic concept analysis, where 
the incidence relation is ternary and the concepts consist of three sets. The 

10 DIN stands for "Deutsche Industrienorm" and is characteristic for standards 
issued by the German National Bureau of Standards. 
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mathematical thE'ory is at presE'llt still in its beginnings [211]. U mbrE'it [176] 
has E'xamined in a compreilE'llsivE' study how Formal Concept Analysis can 
bE' combinE'd with thE' approaches of fuzzy logic. TllE'rE' arE' relatE'd elements 
in the work of Pawlak [1 ;34], Kent [94] and Burusco Juandeaburre & Fuentes
Gonzales [25]. Further approachE's havE' bE'E'n considered by Diday [~~9] and 
Marty [125]. A similar at tE'mpt at restructuring with rE'spect to mathE'matical 
logic is madE' by [21:.!]. 

Contexts with an additional structurE', for example an additional opera
tion, havE' also been examined. The rE'spective concept latticE's in this case 
carry additional structural properties as WE'll. Examples are the polarity 
latticE's and ort holattices introduced in 1.4. Generalizations can be found 
in Hoch [86]. Contexts with an algE'braic structure haVE' been E'xamined by 
[178], [177]. [179]. [182] and by t'. WillE' [214], [215], contexts with a topo
logical structure by Hartung [81]. [82], [83] and contE'xts with a relational 
structure by PriB [1:37]. 

A pair (A. B) with A ~ nand B ~ M is called a pre concept of the 
context (G. M, 1) if AI ~ Band BI ~ A (d. [159]). If AI = B or BI = A, 
this is called a semiconcept [116]. 

The E'xamplE' in Figure 1.1 has bE'en taken from a pE'dagogical investiga-
t · f 'r' k' [1-'>] ,lOn, c. a 'acsl_. 

1.2 TllE're is a simplE' way to assign a reduced context to every context lK := 

(G,l~J,I): 

lY~O := (G/kE'I""j,M/kerp,r), 

the symbols having the following meanings: ker, is the equivalence relation 
on G with 

(y, h) E kE'r,") : ¢::::? ,y = ,h. 

ker p is defined correspondingly. The E'ljuivalence classes of ker I are the 
objects of rr::o , those of ker p the attributE'S. The incidence is definE'd by 

([y] keq. [m] ker p) E r : ¢::::? gIn!. 

The number of reduced contexts with four objects is 126, the number of 
reduced contexts with five objects if) 13596. We do not know the further 
values. Even without the additional condition "reducE'd", it is not easy to 
detE'rrnine the numbers. The following numbers have been calculated by the 
Bayreuth group around A. Kerber and R. LauE': 

IMI 2 3 4 G 
1(;1 

1 :.! :3 4 5 6 
~ ~) 7 1:3 22 :~4 

:3 4 13 36 87 190 
4 5 22 87 :H7 1053 
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Neither is it easy to determine the maximal possible number f(n) of at
tributes in a reduced context with n objects. For small n we obtain 

n 1 ~ 345 
f(l1) 1 2 4 7 13 

Asymptotic results can be found in Kleitman [97]. 
The arrow relations have been introduced in [192] following the example 

of the weak perspectil'ities in congruence theory (cf. [75]). There were nu
merous forerunners. For example Day [33] already used the double arrow 
relation ("relation p") in order to characterize semidistributivity as well as 
a "relation C", which is closely related to the arrow relations, in order to 
describe the congruences of finite lattices. Doubly founded lattices have first 
been mentioned in [197]. Oeyer [71] has examined possible configurations of 
the arrow relations. 

1.3 Many valued contexts have been introduced already in [191]; of the nu
merous related models we would like to mention the relational data bases of 
Codd [26] but a1:o0 the information systems of Pawlak [133] as well as the 
Chu spaces (cf. [1:36]). Their use in conceptual file and knowledge systems 
has been discussed in Vogt, Wachter &~ Wille [181]' in Scheich, Skorsky, Vogt, 
Wachter & Wille [150] and in [207]. With respect to conceptual scaling of 
many-valued contexts see [65]. The term "scale" has been chosen in order 
to emphasize the connection with mathematical Theory of Measurement (cf. 
[103]), although the approaches differ considerably. Whereas in Measurement 
Theory a scale is usually understood to be a map to the real numbers, i.e., 
to a fixed structure, it has proved to be extraordinarily useful for concep
tual scaling to be able to choose different scales for different many-valued 
attributes in accordance with their conceptual structure, even if the value 
set remains the same. Therefore, there are many ordinal scales in Concept 
Analysis, in contrast to Measurement Theory. 

"Empty cells" of a one-valued context (i.e .. pairs (g, m) with (g, m) t/:. 1) 
are considered to be not mncfpt forming. If we want to use the negation for 
the formation of concepts, we have to dichotomize the respective attribute 
m, i.e., we have to introduce an additional attribute ,m with (g, ,m) E I : 
<====> (g, m) t/:. I. "Empty cells" of a many-valued context (i.e., pairs (g, m) 
with (g, m, w) t/:. 1 for all tL' E W) in the case of plain scaling usually result 
in empty cells in the derived context. If it is useful in terms of content, they 
can also be interpreted as values and be included into the scaling, see e.g. 
Figure 1.16 (p. 44). 

Context constructions are treated in many papers, among other things in 
[58]. The complementation has been comprehensively examined in Deiters 
[37], [38]. Weinheimer [184] introduces the product apposition as a further 
construction. 

The concept lattices of the powers (with respect to the semiproduct) of 
the dichotomic seale are precisely the "full concept lattices" in Lex [llO]. 
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Interpretations of scales have also been treated by Spangenberg and Wolff 
[1.58]. 

1.4 There is another definition of a product of contexts that suggests itself, 

with 
(91,92)&( 171 1, m2) : ¢::::::} 91itm1 and 92hm2. 

This has been considered by various authors (Schaffert [149], Reuter [141], 
Erne [48]), but does not have the importance of the direct product in math
ematicalliterature. The extents of IY.:1 &lK2 are besides G\ x G2 precisely the 
sets U1 x U2 with 

if Gi is an attribute intent of OCi, 
if not. 

The concept lattice is therefore closely related to those of the context sum 
and the semiproduct. 

The Dedekind Completion Theorem (which generalizes Dedekind's con
struction of the real numbers from the rational numbers) can be found in 
an order-theoretic version already in MacNeille [120] and J. Schmidt [151]. 
Compare also Banaschewski and Bruns [6]. 

The contraordinal scales are of central importance when treating distribu
tive concept latt.ices [197]. Scaling by means ofthose scales has been carefully 
examined by Strahringer [165]. On this basis, Strahringer and Wille [166], 
[167] develop an ordinal data analysis. 

Strahringer has also worked on convex-ordinal scaling [164]. Strahringer 
and Wille show in [168] that this kind of scaling lends itself to formulating a 
generalized clustt r Cl1l.Cllysis. This has been further elaborated by Leonhard 
and Winterberg [109). Formal Concept Analysis has also proved useful for 
the classification of ordinal duster methods; compare Janowitz & Wille [89). 

Further interesting contexts can be obtained from an ordered set (P, :S). 
For example, the concept lattice of the context (P, P, -:I) can be interpreted 
as the lattice of the maJ"imal alltichains of (P, :S), see [196] and Reuter [143). 

Free distributive lattices have been examined using the methods of Formal 
Concept Analysis in [205] and Bartenschlager [11], [10] and using dosely 
related methods even earlier by Markowsky [123]. Compare also Luksch 
[112]. The extensive literature on this subject can be looked up in [11], [10]. 
The Ll-relation has been defined in (196]. 

Symmetric contexts have been treated by B. Schmidt [152) and Schaffert 
[149). 

Flath ([54], [G5]) has generalized the description of the irreducible ele
ments of the lattice ~n of permutations by Bennett and Birkhoff [12] to 
l1lu/tipermutations and used it among other things in order to determine the 
order dimension of those lattices with the methods of concept analysis. 



2. Detennination and Representation 

Depending on the circumstances, the task of determining the concept lattice 
of a context can have different solutions. In the case of a small context, 
it is useful to start by drawing up a complete list of all concepts. This 
approach is treated in the first section of this chapter. In the second section, 
we discuss possibilities to generate line diagrams both automatically or by 
hand. A list of some dozens of concepts may already be quite difficult to 
survey, and it requires practice to draw good line diagrams of concept lattices 
with more than 20 elements. Nested line diagrams permit a satisfactory 
graphical representation of somewhat larger concept lattices. From some 
hundred elements at most, a complete graphical representation is no longer 
possible; in this case it is necessary to apply techniques for splitting up and 
representing lattices. These will be presented in later chapters. 

Another determination problem arises if the context is not immediately 
available but must be inferred. We will discuss this case in the third section, 
which deals with the implications between attributes. This attribute logic can 
be extended to many-valned contextH, which shall be explained in section four 
of this chapter. 

2.1 All Concepts of a Context 

In principle, it is not difficult to find all the concepts of a formal context. 
The following proposition summarizes the naive possibilities of generating all 
concepts: 

Proposition 18. Each conCEpt of a conte;d (G, AI, I) has the form (X", X') 
for somE subSl-t X ~ (~ and tht form (Y', ylI) for SainE subset Y ~ AI. 
Call I'f I'stiy. all such pairs an concfpts. 

El'try f.rtl/If is the intfl'sfction of attribut( e.rtEllts and fliEfy intEnt is the 
intusEdion of objEr-! intents. D 

However, the propobitioll does lIot immediately result in a method which is 
practicable. Only in the ca:-;e of a very small context (G, AI, I) it is reasonable 
to form the term (X",X') for each subset X of G in order to generate all 
concepts. The second part of the proposition at least yields the pmlsibility 

B. Ganter et al., Formal Concept Analysis
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1999
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to calculate the concepts of a sIllall coutext by hand. In order to do so, we 
draw up a list of ('oncept. extents. At the beginning, the list is empty. Then 
we proceed as follows: 

First step. The extent (,' is entered into the list. 

Then we carry out the following for each attribute m E JJ (the attributes 
are processed ill an arbitrary order): 

Step m. For each set -I., entered into the list in an earlier step, we form the 
set 

Anm' 

and include it into the list, provided that it is not yet contained within 
it. 

We can easily see that in the end the list contains precisely those sets which 
are the intersections of attribute extents. Those are, according to the propo
sition, precisely the concept extents. Then, by means of the context, we can 
find the concept intent for each such concept extent A. Thus we obtain a list 
of all concepts (A, ii') of the context. 

Step Extent Step Extent Step Extent 
1 {l, .... 8} t6,7,8} p,2,3J 
a {6} {3,4} 
b {L 2,3, .), 6J c FJ {3} 
c {3,4,6,7,8} 0 h P,3,4J 

{3,6} f t5,6,8} {2,3} 
d \5,6,7,8} {6.8} i {4} 

{.),6} 9 {1.2,3,4J 

Figure 2.1 List of concept extents for the context in Figure 1.l. 

It is, in general, easier to determine concepts in this way, if we simulta
neously draw a line diagram of the concept lattice. We will use the context 
in Figure 1.1 as an example of how this can be done. The intermediate steps 
are presented in Figure 2.2. First of all, we draw a small circle for the largest 
concept of the context. If there are attributes, the attribute extent of which 
contains all objects, we put their names down above the circle drawn. In our 
example, this would be "a". Then we determine the attributes the extents of 
which are maximal among the remaining attribute extents. In our example, 
we obtain b, c, d and g. The attribute concept of each of these attributes is 
represented by a small circle below the circle already drawn. These circles 
are then linked to the circle of the largest concept and the names of the new 
attributes are put down above the respective circles. Now we systematically 
form the infima of the concepts already represented and represent the newly 
generated concepts by small circles with their respective connecting lines. In 
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Figure 2.2 Intermediate steps in the drawing of Figure 1.3. As a last step we enter 
the object names. This also helps verifying whether the diagram is correct. 
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our example, this proredure is fin.;!' applied to the roncepts for band r, then 
to those for b, (' and d, and finally to those for b, c, d and g, making use of 
our knowledge about ronrepts already determined (if neressary one can note 
down the extent intersedions temporarily at the respedive rirdes in order to 
remember them for later). If we have drawn the line diagram for all concepts 
determined by this stage, we look for t he attributes the extents of which are 
maximal among the attribute extents not already used. In our example, we 
obtain e, f and h. As above, we represent the attribute concepts and all 
new intersedions of the concepts now available. In our example, we would 
have to go through this procedure one more time, that is for the attribute 
i. If we finally have worked our way through all the attributes, the resulting 
line diagram should be a corred representation of the concept lattice. In 
order to check this, we first delete the extents entered provisionally and then 
attach the objed names (from below) to the concept cirdes, such that the 
equivalenre ,g ::; p.m ¢::::? gIm of the Basic Theorem is satisfied. If this 
is not possible for every concept, we have committed errors, and these may 
easily happen. According to our experience, it is easy to correct these errors. 
As a rule, it is useful to go over the line diagram again, in order to obtain a 
more readable diagram. 

The algorithm for the determination of concepts described above becomes 
awkward for larger contexts, since it requires consulting the list again and 
again. For this reason, we next describe a faster algorithm for generating all 
extents, which has the additional advantage that it can easily be programmed. 
This algorithm only uses the closure operator A ---+ A" of the context, i.e., it 
is an algorithm fol' tIlt gfllfratioll of all closures of a giVEn closure operator. 

First of all we consider the set of all subsets of G to be "in lexicographical 
order". For the sake of simplicity we assume that C; = {1, 2, ... , n}. A subset 
A ~ n is called lectically smaller than a subset B -::j::. A if the smallest 
element which distinguishes ~i and B belongs to 13. Formally: 

A<B :<=? jiER\A A.n{1,2, ... ,i-l}=Bn{1.2, ... ,i-l}. 

This defines a linear strict order on the power-set ~(G), i.e., for subsets 
A -::j::. B always holds A < B or H < A. The aim of the following is to find for 
an arbitrary given set A ~ G the extl'llt that is smallest after A with respect 
to this Iectic order. If we have solved this, we can obviously generate all 
extents as follows: The lectically smallest concept extent is 0". The other 
extents are found incrementally by determining the one which is lectically 
closest to the last extent fOllnd. III the end, we obtain the lectically largest 
extent, namely G. 
To make this precise, we define for A, B <::: G, i E G, 

A. <i B :<=? i E H \ A and 4 n {1, 2, .. " i - l} = B n {I, 2, .... i - l}. 
A 1; i := ((A n {I, 2, ... , i-I}) U {if )". 

It is easy to verify the following statf'lllents: 
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(l) A < B ¢:? A <i 13 for one i E G. 
(:2) A <i B and A <j C with i < j =} C <i B. 
(3) i rt. A =} £1 < .'H i. 
( 4) A <i Band B extent =} A + i ~ B, d.h. A + i ~ B. 
(5) A <i 13 and B extent =} A <i A+, i. 

Theorem 5. Th! smallfst concept utent largfl' than a gIVen set A C G 
(with respect to til( lettic O/'der) is 

A + i, 

i being the largest element of G with A <i A + i. 
Proof Let A+ be the smallest extent after A with respect to the lectic order. 
On account of "1 < A+. we get A <i A+ for some i E G by (1) and thus 
A <i AcBi by (5). By (1) it follows that Aif,i ~ A+, i.e .. Aif,i = A+ because 
of A < A + i. The fad that i is the largest element with A <i A [J i results 
from (:2), since 1 <j .t '1' j with j #- i on account of A f' i = A+ < A (t-: j by 
(2) yields j < i. 0 

Theorenl Fi shows how we can find the concept extent we are looking for. 
We summarize: 

Algorithm for generating all extents of a gi ven context (G, M, 1): The lecti
cally smallest extent is all. For a given set A C G we find the lectically next 
extent by checking all elements i of G \ A, starting from the largest one and 
continuing in a descending order until for the first time A <i A if, i. A + i 
then is the "next" extent we have been looking for. 0 

No. 123456 7 8 i No. 12:345678 i No. 1 234 5 6 7 8 i 
1 0 7 8 xxxx 4 14 xx 4 
2 x 6 ~ x :3 15 x x x 1 
a x 8 10 x 6 16 xxx .1 
4 x x 7 11 x x 4 17 xxx xx 4 
5 xxx 5 1:2 x x 6 18 xxxx 5 
6 xx 8 18 x x x x x :2 l~ xxxxxxxx 
7 x x x 7 

Figure 2.3 List of the extents for the context in Figure 1.1 in a lectic order. Behind 
each extent A the element i with A. + = A. fB i is stated. 

Because of the duality between objects and attributes. the algorithm can 
be transferred without changes to the intents; we only have to replace the 
set G by M. We can take advantage of the fact that the extents are being 
issuecl in a lectic order. If, for example. 

C:= {1.2 .... .c}. D:= {c+ l.c+ 2 . .... d} S; G. 
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then as the lectic successors of C we first obtain those sets which contain C 
and are disjoint to D. A modification of the procedure (e.g. changes in the 
order of the elements of G) makes it possible to find for arbitrary subsets 
C, D ~ G all concept extents A of (G, 111,1) with C ~ A, AnD = 0. 

There are several implementations of this algorithm. The best-known is 
probably the program CON IlvlP by Peter Burmeister, which is particularly 
common on DOS-computers. For the world of UNIX there is a version named 
CONCEPTS by Christian Lindig. Both programs are at present available for 
non-commercial purposes. 1 

The preconditions of the algorithm can be weakened in some respects. 
Therefore it permits several generalizations. Without substantial modifica
tions of the proof we obtain the following theorem. 

Theorem 6. If F is (J family of extents of thE context (G, M, 1) with the 
property 

AEFandiEG =? (An{l, ... ,i-l})"EF, 

we obtain for an arbitrary subsEt A C G the set A + which is the lectically 
next in F . if it Exists- by 

A+=A+i, 

i being the largest element of G for which A <i A ffi i and simultaneously 
A?jjiEF. 0 

We will give a simple example of possible applications of this theorem: If 
we want to find all partitions of a 7-element set not containing classes with 
more than three elements, we can use the context for the lattice of equivalence 
relations from 1.1.(8) (p. 52). The family F of partitions with the property 
specified is an order ideal and thus satisfies the condition in Theorem 6, i.e., 
it can be scanned with the modified algorithm. 

2.2 Diagrams 

The best and most versatile form of representation for a concept lattice is a 
well drawn line diagram. It is however tedious to draw such a diagram by 
hand and one would wish an automatic generation by means of a computer. 
We know quite a few aIgorithms to do this, but none which provides a general 
satisfactory solution. It is by no means clear which qualities make up a good 
diagram. It should be transparent, easily readable and should facilitate the 
interpretation of the data represented. How this can he achieved in each 
individual case depends however on the aim of the interpretation and on the 

1 e.g. free of charge via the Internet: 
ftp.mathematik.th-darmstadt . de: /pub / department / software / conceptanalysis 
or ftp.ips.cs.tu-bs.de:/pub/local/softech/misc. 
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structure of tll(' lattin'. Simple optimization criteria (minimization of the 
number of edge crossings. drawing in layers. etc.) often bring about results 
that are unsatisfactory. Nevertheless. automatically generated diagrams are 
a great help: they can serve as the starting point for drawing by hand. 
Therefore. we will describe simple methods of generating and manipulating 
line diagrallls by means of a computer. later we suggest even better procedures 
with the aid of the structure theory [or concept lattices. 

II a I b I c I d I f I f I 9 I 
1] (0.0). (6. 0). (3. 1) x x x x 
J 2 (0.0). (1. 0).( 0, 1) x x X 

Ts (0.0). (4. 0). (1. 2) x x x 
14 (0.0). (2. 0). (1. V3) x x x X 

T5 (0.0).(2.0).(.5.1) x x x 
]6 (0.0). (2. 0). (1. 3) x x x x 
]7 (0.0), (2.0). (0. 1) x x 

a: equilateral. b: not equilateral. c: isosceles. d: oblique. 
e: acute. f: obtuse. g: right. 

Figure 2.4 A context for triangles. 

As an illustrat ion. we will use the context in Figure 2.4, in which triangles 
are classified according to properties such as right-angled, equilateral, etc. 
The choice of th(' triangles is not coinciden-
tal: the context is the result of an attribute 
exploration, a technique to be discussed 111 

the next section. But for the moment we are 
only concerned with the question of how to 
obtain a line diagram for this context. 

We can lise a computer program to ob
tain the concepts of the context and the 
edges of the line diagram. The successor 
list, displayed on the right. has bem gen
erated by means of the program CONIMP 

mentioned previously. We can read frollt it 
that the context has 18 concepts. These are 
denoted by the serial numbers 1, .... 18. Be
hind the colon follow the upper n('ighbours 
of each cOllcept. In the line diagram. an 
edge must he drawn to each of tbe upper 
neighbours, and those are all edges. Obvi-
ously conc('pt no. I 113 the unit element of 

1 : 
'2 : 1 
3: 2 
4: 1 
5: 2 4 
6: 3 .5 
I 1 
8: 7 
g: 2 7 

lO: 9 
11 : 3 9 
12: 4 7 
13 : 8 12 
14: 5 9 12 
15: 10 14 
16 : G 11 14 
17: 6 
18: 13 1.5 16 17 
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the concept lattice (since it has no upper neighbour) and no. l~ is the zero 
elemellt (since 18 does not occur as an upper neighbour). 

As a graph. the line diagram is already completely determined by this list. 
It can be used to sketch a diagram "from bottom to top": first of all we draw 
the smallest element (concept no. 18). above it the upper neighbours (la. 15, 
Hi, 17), then their upper neighbours (6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14), and so on. It is 
still open how points are arranged on paper. This can be done "intuitively" 
but will then require various iterations to develop a satisfactory diagram. 

There is however an efficacious method to support the generation of a 
line diagram. This geometrical method is based on first understanding 
the lattice-theoretic structure through a geometrical representation of the 
concept lattice and then to find the best possible arrangement for the line 
diagram. This means that we draw as an intermediate step -by hand or with 
the aid of a computer an auxiliary picture, which is then used to draw the 
actual line diagram. This auxiliary picture is called the geometrical dia
gram. Intuitively, we think of this diagram in the following way: we imagine 
that the lattice is realized by means of a three-dimensional line diagram and 
look down on the lattice from its highest point, i.e., from the unit element. 

From the top, we first see the lower neighbours of the unit element. In the 
geometrical diagram they are repre"ented by unconcealed circles into which 
we write the names of the respective elements. \Ve continue to draw the 
geometrical diagram in accordance with the following rules: 

1. An element with exactly one upper neighbour is represented by a circle 
which is partly covered by the upper neighbour. 

2. An element with exact.!y two upper neighbours is represented by a con
necting line segment hetween the two upper neighbours. The name of the 
element is written into a circle which is partly covered by this connecting 
line. 

a. All element with exactly three upper neighbours is represented by a con
necting triangle between the upper neighbours. The name of the element 
is written into the triangle. 

Elements with n > ;'l upper neighbours are represented analogously by an 
n-simplex connecting the upper neighbours. The largest and the smallest 
element of the lattice are omitted. 

In this way we obtain the geometrical diagram in Figure 2.5. The individ
ual stepR are noted down ill the following table. The necessary information 
has been takell frolll the ahove Sllc('e8Ror list. 

2 lies immediately below 1: (itefc['ore it circle [or :1. 
3 immediately below 2: therefore a circle for 3, partly covered by the 2-circle. 
,1 immediately helDVI' I: therefore a circle for 4. 
5 immediately below :2 and 4: therefore a line segment for F, hetween the 2-circle 

ane! the 4-cirde. 
6 immediately below :3 ane! 5: therefore a line segment for 6 between the :3-circle 

and the 5-line-segment. 
7 immediately helow L: therefore a circle fOf i. 
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Figure 2.5 A geometrical diagram. 
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8 immediately helowi: therefore a circle for 8, partly covered hy the i-circle. 
9 immediatel.I' below '1 and i: therefore a line segment. for 9 between t.he 2-circle 

and t.hei -circle. 
10 immediat.ely below 9: therefore a circle for la, partly covered by the 9-circle. 
11 immediately bclow :~ and 9: therefore a line segment for 11 between the 3-circle 

and t.he 9-line-segment. 
12 immediately below 4 and I: therefore a line segment for 12 between the 4-circle 

and t.he i -circle. 
13 immediatel~' helow 8 and 12: therefore a line segment for 13 between the 

8-circle and the 12-line-segment. 
14 immediately below 5, 9 and 12: therefore a triangle for 14 between the 5-circle, 

the 9-circle and the 12-line-segment. 
15 immediately below 10 and 14: therefore a line segment. for 15 between the 

lO-circle and the 14-triangle. 
16 immediately below (5. 11 and 14: therefore a triangle for 16 between the 

6-line-segment. , the ll-line-segmenl and the 14-triangle. 
17 immediately helow 6: therefore a circle for 11. partly covered by the 6-line

segment. 

Figure 2.6 A line diagram for the lattice of triangle concepts. 

It still remains to be said how a good line diagram can be obtained from 
the geometrical diagram. The derived line diagram for the concept lattice of 
the triangles is presented in Figure 2.6. If one already has some experience 
with the geometrical method, one can see from Figure 2.5, that the most 
striking substructure of the lattice consists of two Boolean cubes. But even 
without. this experience, olle can soon reach this conclusion by proceeding 
systematically. As a rule, Olle should start with the lower neighbours of 
the unit element being represented by unconcealed circles. In Figure 2.5 
these are the 2-, 4- and 7-circle. These circles are connected pairwise by the 
line segments 5, 9 and 12, which in turn are connected by the 14-triangle. 
This shows that the concepts 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 12 and 14 form a Boolean 
sublattice. The question is, how these eight elements can best be arranged 
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within the line diagram. After having drawn the unit element, it seems 
advisable to put the co-atoms :2 and 7 on the outside and 4 between them, 
since below both ~ and 7 there is another "point", which needs some space. 
The concepts ·5, 7,9 and l~ will be be:ot placed in accordance with the T'ule of 
parallelograms, which says that one should (if possible) place an element in 
a way that it makes up a parallelogram together with three elements already 
represented and their connecting line segments. The resulting picture of the 
Boolean sublattice represents a cube standing on one of its corners. After 
the explanation given so far, it should not be difficult to recognize the second 
Boolean sublattice, consisting of the concepts 2, 3, 5, G, 9, 11, 14 and 1G. 
Since the cube representing it shares the elements 2, .5, 9 and 14 with the 
first cube, it is obvious how to continue the drawing. However, one further 
rule should be observed, the so-called T'llie of lines, according to which a line 
to a new "point" should be arranged in such a way that it continues some 
line segments already drawn. If we observe the rule of lines and the rule of 
parallelograms for the remaining elements 8, 10, 13, 15 and 17, we obtain 
from the geometrical diagram a satisfactory line diagram, to which we only 
have to add the zero element (no. 18) (cf. Figure 2.G). For the labelling with 
object and attribute names, additional information is required, which the 
program CONJl\IP supplies by means of an assignment list (see Fig. :2.7). 

Concept : Object Concept Attribute 
K 1'7 2 oblique 

10 : 15 a acute 
11 : 13 4 isosceles 
la : 12 ,., 

: not equilateral I 

15 : 11 8 right 
16 16 10 : obtuse 
17 : 1'j 17 equilateral 

Figure 2.7 The a",,,ignment to the concepts. 

In general, it is advisable to draw the geometrical diagram as quickly as 
possible using the successor list. When doing so, one should not be afraid 
to draw segments of lines and surfaces rather boldly. Experience shows that 
this kind of diagrams can still be used as instructions for drawing good line 
diagrams. It is helpful to observe geometrical patterns and their respective 
realizations ill the line diagrams. In some (relatively rare) cases, it is advisable 
to construct the line diagram from bottom to top; in this case one should use 
the so-called pruieccssor list. 

Both of the procedures described above make use of the computer in order 
to obtain information necessary for a diagram. We will now explain a method 
where a computer generates a diagram and offers the possibility of improving 
it interactivel~·. Programming details are irrelevant in this context. We will 
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Figure 2.8 The labelled line diagram. 

therefore only give a positioning rule which assigns points in the plane to 
the elements of a given ordered set (P, ~). If a and b are elements of P 
with a < b, the point assigned to a must be lower than the point assigned 
to b (i.e., it must have a smaller y-coordinate). This is guaranteed by our 
method. We will leave the computation of the edges and the checking for 
undesired coincidences to the programming. \Ve do not. even guarantee that 
our positioning is injective (which of course is necessary for a correct line 
diagram). This must also be checked if necessary. 

Definition 35. A set representation of an ordered set (P,~) is an order 
embedding of (P. ~ ) in the power-set of a set X, i.e., a map 

rep: P -t ~(X) 

with the property 

An example of a set representat ion for an arbitrary ordered set (P,~) is 
the assignment 

X := P, a r--+ (aJ. 

In the case of a concept lattice 

X := G. (A., B) r--+ A 

resp. X := M, (A, B) r--+ M \ B 

are representations which can be combined t.o 

X := GUM, (A, B) r--+ A U (}~f \ B). 
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It is sufficient to limit oneself to the irreducibk objects and attributes2 . 

For an additive line diagram of an ordered set (P, <) we need a set 
representation rep: P ---11J( X) as well as a grid projection 

assigning a real vector with a positive ./j-coordinate to each element of X. By 

pos p := n + 2..:: vec J' 

.rErep p 

we obtain positioning of the elements of P in the plane. Here, n is a vector 
which can be chosen arbitrarily in order to shift the entire diagram. By only 
allowing positive y-coordinates for the grid projection we make sure that no 
element p is positioned below an element q with q < p. 

Every finite line diagram can be interpreted as an additive diagram with 
respect to an appropriate set representation. For concept lattices we usually 
use the representation by means of the irreducible objects and/or attributes. 
The resulting diagrams are characterized by a great number of parallel edges, 
which improves their readability. Besides, it is particularly easy to manipu
late these diagrallls. 

If we change the set representation being fixed the grid projection 
for an element J: EX, this means that all images of the order filter 
{p E P I x E rep p} are shifted by the same distance and that all other 
images remain in the same position. In the case of the set representation by 
means of the irreducibles these order filters are precisely principal filters or 
complements of prin('ipal ideals, respectively. This means that we can manip
ulate the diagram by shifting principal filters or principal ideals, respectively, 
and leaving all other elelllents in position. 

Experience showl'> that t he set representation by means of the irreducible 
attributes is most likely to result in an easily interpretable diagram. 

Occasionally. it ('an be convenient to represent a lattice as a part of a 
larger order. For this purpose, we draw a line diagram of the order but 
represent only those elements of the lattice by small circles which we actually 
mean. An example is shown in Figure !).:~ (p. 189). 

Even carefully {'Onstructed line diagrams loose their readability from a 
certain size up, as i1 rule from around ·50 elements up. One gets considerably 
further with tl1P nested linf diagrams which will be introduced next. However, 
these diagrams do not only serve to represent larger concept lattices. They 
offer the possibility to visualize how the concept lattice changes if we add 
further attributes. 

The basic idea of the nested line diagram consists of delimiting parts of an 
ordinary diagram and replacing bundles of parallel lines between t.hese parts 
by one line each. Thus, a lle~(,ed line diagram coni"iists of framed boneS, which 

2 For set representatioll see also Chapter 6 . .5 
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• 'I 

.. 
• • . ... 

... • 
• • 

. ~ 

r . • ~ .. , 
• ... ..: 

... . . 

• .. 
.. .... .. ... " • 

Figure 2.9 An additive line diagram of the concept lattice of a lex'ical field "waters ". 
The set representation is based on the irreducible attributes, i.e. the positioning of 
the attribute concepts determines that of all remaining concepts. If we interpret 
the line segments between the unit element and the attribute concepts as vectors, 
we obtain the position of an arbitrary concept by the sum of the vectors belonging 
to attributes of its concept intent starting from the unit element. Other diagrams 
for the same lattice can be found in Figure 2.10. 
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cOlltain parts of (he ordiuary liut' diagram and which can be connected by 
lines. III the simplest case two boxf's Kbidl are cOllllectf'd by a simple lille are 
congruent. Herf', the line indicates that circles which coincide if onf' box is 
put on top of the other are conllected in the ordinary line diagram. A double 
line between two hoxes tl1eans that each element of the upper box is larger 
than each elemf'lIt of the lower hox. Figurf' 2.10 shows the concept lattice 
from thf' preceding sect iOIl, once as an ordinary line diagram and once as a 
nested diagram. For reasons of comprellt'llsibility we have left out the object 
and attribute names. 

Furthermore, vve allow that two boxes connected by a single line do not 
necessarily hav .. to be congruent, but thf'Y may each contain a part of two 
congruent figures. In this casf', the two congruf'nt figures are drawn in the 
boxes as a "background structure", but the elements are only marked by 
circles if they are part of the respective substructures. The line connecting 
the two boxes thell indicates that the respective pairs of elements of the 
background shall he connected with each other. Examples can be found in 
Figures 1.20 (p. 51) a11(12.17 (p. 90). 

Nested line diagrams originate from partitions of the set of attributes. 
The basis is tilt' following Theol'f'm: 

Theorem 7. LFt (G, M, 1) be a COlltfxt and Al = }Ih U M2 • The map 

(A, B) M (((B n Md, B n Jvld, ((B n kh)', B n }H2 )) 

IS a V -presfl'villg ordu embeddillg of 2)( G, M, I) in the direct product of 
2)(G, ~vft, I n G x Mil and 2)(G, M2 , I n G x ~M2)' The compollent maps 

(.4, B) M ((B n 1I-ld, B n M i ) 

are surjectivl: on 2)(C;,Jl;,InG x Mi). 

Proof. If (A, B) is a concept of (G, M, I), then B n Mi is the set of all 
attributes common to the objects of A in the context (G, Mi , I n G x Md, 
i.e., it is an intent of this context. Hence the above-mentioned assignment is 
really a map into the product. The union of the intents B n Afl and B n M2 
again yields B, i.e., the map is injective. The fact that it is furthermore V
preserving (and thus an order-embedding) can again be seen from the concept 
intents. It remains to be shown that the component maps are surjective. Let 
(' be an intent of (~', M;, I nO x fl.'!;). Then B := eII is an intent of (G, AI, I) 
with B n 11Ji = ('. i.e., the image of thf' concept (B', B) of (G, M, I) under 
the ith component lllap is th .. concept. with the intent e. 0 

In order to sk .. tch a nested line diagram, we proceed as follows: First of all 
we split up t.he attribute set: AI = Jh U Ah. This splitting up does not have 
to be disjoint. More important for interpretation purposes is the idea that 
the sets kIf bear meaning. -""ow. we draw line diagrams of the sub contexts 

(G,At;,[ n G x .11;). i E {I.::!} and label them with the names of 
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Figure 2.10 Line diagram and nested line diagram. 
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the objects and a(tributeti. a:-; usual. Then we sketch a nested diagram of 
the product of the concept lattices 'l3(lV~;) as an auxiliary structure. For 
this purpose we draw a large copy of the diagram of 'l3(lKI). representing 
the lattice elements not by small circles but by congruent rectangular boxes, 
which contain each a diagram of 'l3(li'::2)' 

By Theorem 7 the concept lattice 'l3 (G, i\![. 1) is embedded in this product 
as a V-semilattice. If a list of the elements of 'l3( G. M.l) is available, we can 
enter them into til(' product according to their intents. If not, we enter the 
object concepts the intents of which can be read off directly from the context, 
and form all suprema. 

This at the same time provides us with a further. quite practicable method 
of determining a concept lattice by hand: split up the attribute set as appro
priate, determine the (small) concept lattices of the sub contexts, draw their 
product in form of a nested line diagram. enter the object concepts and close 
it against suprema. This method is particularly advisable in order to arrive 
at a useful diagram quickly. 

2.3 Implications between Attributes 

An imaginary example shall Serve as an introduction to the problem: imag
ine a manufacturer of computer hardware, whose different products can be 
combined in various ways but not arbitrarily. In order to obtain a conceptual 
structuring of the (reasonable) configurations. we would have to examine a 
context the objects of which are the combinations and the attributes of which 
are the components. If a list of these combinations is not available. we have 
to draw it up. This can be done on the basis of our knowledge about the 
existing possibilities of combining the elements. 

In this case. the starting point of concept analysis is not an explicitly 
stated context. Rather. we infer the context and at the same time the con
cept system from the attribute logic. i.e .• from the rules concerning the 
combination of attributes. 

This method cloes not only suggest itself in the example discussed above. 
It often become:; necessary to classify a large number of objects with respect 
to a relatively small number of attributes, and it is frequently useless or 
impracticable to write down the whole context and to apply the procedures 
for the determination of the concept system which were described in the 
previous section. In such cases, the concept lattices can be inferred from 
the implications bftWCfIl tht attl'ibutEs, i.e., from statements of the following 
kind: "Every object with the attributes a, b, c, ... also has the attributes 
J:, y, z, ... ". Formally, an implication between attributes (in 211) is a 
pair of subsets of the attribute set lV!. It is denoted by A ----t B. (When 
the set.s are small. we shall omit the brackets (as we have done earlier), 
i.e., We shall write A ----t Tn instead of A ----t {m}, etc.). In this section we 
examine the attribute implications which hold in a context. The amount of 
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information contained by these implications is evidenced by the fact that we 
can reconstruct the strudure of the concept lattice from them. Conversely, 
the implications between the attributes of a context can also be read off 
from the concept lattice. However, the systems of all implications between 
attributes which hold in a context tend to be very large and to contain many 
trivial implications. Therefore, we try to find subsystems which suffice to 
describe the concept lattice. First we give some simple definitions: 

Definition 36. A subset T ~ M respects an implication A -r B if A Cf: T 
or B ~ T. T respects a set I of implications if T respeds every single 
implication in I. A. -r B holds in a set {Tl' T2, ••• } of subsets if each of the 
subsets T; respects the implication A. -r B. A -r B holds in a context 
(G, M, I) if it holds in the system of object intents. In this case, we also say 
that A -r B is an implication of the context (G, M, I) or, equivalently, 
that within the context (C;, M, I), A is a premise of B. <> 

Proposition 19. All implication A -r B holds in (G, M, I) if and only if 
B ~ A". It then automatically holds in the sEt of all concept intents as 

wEll. 0 

How can we read off an implication from the concept lattice? It is suf
ficient to describe this procedure for implications of the form A -r 111, since 
A -r B holds if and only if A -r 171 holds for each m E B. A -r m holds if 
and only if (m', mil) 2:: (A', A"), i.e .. if J.lm 2:: A,{J.ln I n E A}. This means 
that we have to check in the concept lattice whether the concept denoted by 
m is located above the infimum of all concepts denoted by an n from A. 

It can occasionally be useful for the determination of the implications 
to replace the original context ((~, M, I) by its complementary context 
(G, M, (G x M) \ I), in particular if the latter has considerably fewer con
cepts as (G, At,!). For 111 E At and A ~ AI the following equivalences 
hold: m E A" {:} {m} ~ A" {:} A' ~ m' {:} n{n' I n E A} ~ 171' {:} 

G \ m' ~ U{G \ n' 111 E A}. Thus, .-l-r m holds in the context (G, AI,!) if 
and only if in the complementary context every object with the attribute m 
has at least one attribute n from A. 

Proposition 20. If I is a set of implications in M, 

5)(I) := {X ~ M I X respects I} 

is a closure systEm on M. If I is the sEt of all implications of a context, 
5) (£) is the system of all intents. 

The proof is trivial. The respective closure operator can be described as 
follows: For a set X ~ At, let 

XC := X U U{B I A -r BE I,A ~ X}. 

We form the sets XL, .la, X LLL , ... until we finally obtain a set I(X) := 
X L ... L with I(X)L = I(X) (in the case of infinite contexts it can be necessary 
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to continue this process trallsfilli (ely . .q S) is then is the closure of "\ with 
respect to the closure system SJ(.c) which we have been looking for. 

By means of the closure system S)(.c) it is also possible to construct a 
context for every given tiet .c of implications, the intents of which are precisely 
the sets respecting .c: (.\j(.c). M, J) has this property. In addition to.c in this 
context hold all implications which follow from .c in the sense ofthe following 
definition: 

Definition 37. All implication A -t B follows (semantically) from a set 
.c of implications between attributes if each subset of M respecting .c also 
respects A -t B. A family of implications .c is called closed if every impli
cation following from .c is already contained in .c. 

A set .c of implications of a context (G, AI, I) is called complete if every 
implication of (G, M, I) follows from .c. 0 

In other words: An implication follows semantically from .c if it holds in 
every system of sets in which .c holds as well. This is the case if and only if 
SJ(.c) = SJ(.c U {A -t B}). 

The closed set~ of implications lend themselves to a syntactic character
ization. This has heen discussed comprehensively, for example in the book 
of Maier [J21], from which we cite the following proposition (formulated by 
Armstrong [1]): 

Proposition 21. A stl .c of implications on jl,J is closed if and only if the 
followillg conditions arc satisfiEd for all TV, X, Y. Z eM: 

1. X -t S E .c, 
:2. If X -t Y E .c. then "\ U L -t Y E .c, 
3. If X -t Y E .c and Y U Z -t W E .c, thEn X U Z -t W E .c. 

D 

In order to demonstrate that a set .c of implications of a context is com
plete, we have to show that every subset T <;;; M respecting .c is an intent. 

A first attempt to find a manageable complete set of implications consists 
in leaving out those implications which follow trivially from others or those 
which hold in any context. For instance, A -t B holds whenever 13 <;;; A, and 
from A -t Band (' <;;; B it always follows that A -t C. Correspondingly, 
from Aj -t B j for j E J it always follows that UjEJ Aj -t UjEJ B j • If we 
eliminate the implications arising like that, there remain certain implications 
-with (J propPT p I't 11/ iM: 

Definition 38. For an attribute set A C M of a context (G, M, J) we denote 
by 

A" := A" \ (A U U (A \ {n})") 
nEA. 

the set of those attributes ('ontained ill A" but not in A or in the closure of 
any proper subset of A. We call A a proper premise if A" oF 0, i.e., jf 
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A" -# Au U (A \ {n})". 
nEA 

In particular, 0 is a proper premise if 0" -# 0. <> 

Proposition 22. If T is a finite subset of AI, then 

Til = T u U{A· I A is a proper premise with A S; T}. 

The set of all implications of the form 

A -+ A·, Aa proper premise, 

of a context with a finite attribute set is complete. 

Proof. If T = Til the assertion is trivial, thus let m E Til \ T. A subset A of 
T which is minimal with respect to the property m E A" has to be a proper 
premise, i.e., there is an implication A -+ A· with mEA·. Since m had been 
chosen arbitrarily, the first assertion follows. If T respects all implications of 
the form A -+ A· and A is a proper premise, from what we have just proved 
it follows that Til = T, i.e., that T is an intent. 0 

In certain respects, the set of proper premises is canonical with respect 
to the property described in Proposition 22. In order to state this more 
precisely, we first introduce a further term. A family of implications can be 
simplified by merging implications with the same premise. We call a family 
of implications contracted if there are no premises which occur more than 
once. If £, is any contracted family of implications satisfying the condition of 
the proposition, i.e., with 

Til = T U U{ B I A -7 BE£', A ~ T} for all T S; M, 

then £, contains an implication E -7 F with E· S; F for every proper premise 
E, as can be seen easily, if we replace T by E in the condition. 

In order to determine the proper premises of a doubly founded context 
(G, M, J), we can use the arrow relation.,/. Following Definition 36 we call 
an attribute set P a proper premise of an attribute m if P is a proper 
premise and m E p. holds. 

Proposition 23. P is a premiSE of m if and only if 

(M\g') np -# g 

holds for all g E G with g.,/ m. P is a proper premise for m if and only if 
m </:. P and P is minimal with respect to the property that (M \ g') n P -# g 
holds for all g E G with g .,/ 111 • 
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Proof. For y E (; and P c:;; M Wt' have tlw equivalences 

(M \ g') n p i- 0 {::::::} p rJ: gl {::::::} g rJ. pl. 

Since pi rJ: m l is equivalent to the fact that there is an object g E pi with 
g.! m, the first assertion follows. The property of minimality of the proper 
premises yields the st'cond assertion. 0 

According to the proposition, we obtain the proper premises by determin
ing for every attributt' In the minimal attribute sets P with (lH \ gl) n p i- 0 
for all g.! m. 

Even the set of implications described in Proposition 22 is in general still 
redundant. 

Definition 39. A set L of implications of a context is called non-redun
dant if none of the implications follows from the others. 0 

Guigues and Duquenne [74] have shown that there is a natural complete 
and non-redundant set of implications for every context with a finite attribute 
set lvf. For the following results, we make the general assumption that the 
attribute set M which occurs is finite. This permits a recursive definition 
of the basic notion of the pseudo-intent (which takes the place of the proper 
premise): 

Definition 40. P c:;; M is called the pseudo-intent of (G, AI, I) if and only 
if Pi- pll and Q" c:;; P holds for every pseudo-intent Q c:;; P, Q i- P. 0 

Theorem 8. The .ott of implications 

L : = {P --+ P" I P pseudo- intent} 

is non-redundant and complete 

Proof. Evidently, L holds in (G, ,1\;1, I). In order to show that L is complete, 
we again have to show that every set T c:;; AI respecting L is an intent. Each 
such set in particular respects aU implications Q --+ Q" where Q is a pseudo
intent and Q c:;; 1. If we assume that T i- Til, T itself satisfies the definition 
of a pseudo-intent and the implication T --+ Til is in L but is not respected 
by T, a contradiction. 

In order to show that L is non-redundant, we consider an arbitrary 
pseudo-intent P and show that P respects the set L \ {P --+ PII}. In fact, if 
Q --+ Q" is an implication in L \ {P --+ PII} with Q c:;; P. then Q" c:;; P must 
hold, since P is a pseudo-intent. 0 

In practict', the implicationti are not stated in the form P --+ p lI but in the 
form P --+ (Pll \ Pl. We call this the Duquenne-Guigues-Basis or simply 
the stem base of the attribute implications. In the case of the developing 
countries (Figure l.S) this hasis consists of five implications (see Figure 2.11). 
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OPEC ---+ 
MSAC ---+ 

Non-aligned ---+ 
Group of 77, Non-aligned, MSAC, OPEC ---+ 
Group of 77, Non-aligned. LLDC, OPEC ---+ 

Group of 77, Non-aligned 
Group of 77 
Group of 77 
LLDC,ACP 
MSAC,ACP 

Figure 2.11 Stem base for the context of developing countries. 

Again it is possible to show that this family of implications is in a way 
canonical with respect to the properties stated. We will first note down a 
simple proposition: 

Proposition 24. If P and Q are conCEpt or pSEudo-intEnts with P Cf:. Q and 
Q Cf:. p. thfn P n Q is an intf1!t. 

Proof. P as well as Q and thus also P n Q respect all implications in £: with 
the possible exception of P --t P" and Q --t Q". If P -I- P n Q -I- Q, then 
P n Q also respects these implications, i.e., it is an intent. 0 

The following proposition shows among other things that there can be no 
complete set which contains fewer implications than there are pseudo-intents: 

Proposition 25. Eeery completf set E of implications contains an implica
tion A --t B with A." = P" for H'fI'y pseudo-intent P. 

Proof. A pseudo-intent P is always not equal P". Therefore, provided that 
1.7 is complete, there must be at least one implication A --t B in ~' which 
leads out of p, i.e., with A ~ P and H Cf:. P. On account of B ~ A", we get 
A" Cf:. P, and thus A" n P cannot be a concept intent. By Proposition 24 this 
yields P ~ A" and thus P" = A". 0 

The recursive definition of the pseudo-intents provides us with a first, 
although inefficimt, algorithm for generating them. In the following we 
will develop a more practicable procedure. As an immediate consequence 
of Proposition :n we obtain: 

Proposition 26. TIlt set of all subsets of M which art intents or pseudo
intents of ((;'. j[.1) if; a dostlT'! systl. m. 0 

The closure operator for this closure system is obtained by a modification 
of the operator £. Starting from a set X, we snccessively form 

x.c' := XU U{B I A --t BE£:, A ~ X, A -I- X} 

and so on, until we finally obtain a set C(X) with C(X) = C(X).L'. This 
set is the pseudo-intent or intent which we have been looking for. We should 
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bear ill mind that wlH'n using this ll1elllOd for generating a pseudo-intent P, 
we only need implications A ---+ B. tlte premise of which is a proper subset 
of P. This permits a recursive generation of the pseudo-intents by means of 
the algorithm described in :2.:i . 

Algorithm [or generating all intents and pseudo-intents of a context 
(G, 11'[, l) in a leetic order. \Ve assume that M = {l.:2 ..... n}. The sym
hoi <i has been explained in :2.1. 

The b:tically smallest concept or pseudo-intent is O. For a given set B, 
we find the leclically IH'xt cOllcept or pseudo-intent by checking all elements i 
of 1v1, starting fro]}] the largest and continuing in a descending order. until we 
firstobtainB <i C((Bn{l,:2 .... ,i-l})U{i}). C((Bn{1.2, ... ,i-l})U{i}) 
then is the concept or pseudo-intent we were looking for. 0 

\Ve will now return to the opening question of this section: how can 
we determine the cOllcept intents hy means of the implications'? We have 
seen that in order to do so. \ye do not need all the implications. but that a 
small suhset o[ them is sufficient. So far we have only explained how these 
implications call be obtained from an available context. By means of the tools 
now on hand. however. we can also develop a method of generating sets of 
implications which are free of redundancies. even if the context is not or only 
partly available. This procedure. which is called attribute exploration, has 
proved successful ill many applications. III practice, we use a computer which 
administers the sets of im plications and is able to compute which information 
is still lacking. The implicatiolls are thell deterlllilled intuoctiutly. i.e., in 
cooperation with the lIser. 

The algorithm for the determination ofthe pseudo-intpllt.s permits a mod
ification resulting ill an interactive program: it is possible to modify the 
context by adding IW\," objects. even while the generation of the list I: of 
the implications i~ ill proglTfiS. If the intents of these objects re8pect all 
implications dNermined so far. the computatioll for tbe new context can be 
continued with the results so far obtailled. This is the content of the following 
proposition: 

Proposition 27. Ltf bf a cantut and Itt PI. P2 .... , PH bE thE first n 
pSeudo-inttnts of JK: with I'fSj!f(>t to thE lcelic order. If JK: is utended by 
ClII obju,t g the object intEnt gl of which respects thE implications Pi ---+ pr, 
i E {1. .... n}. thl n PI, P2, ... , PII al'f also tht lecti(>aliy first 11 pseudo
intents of the cdr Ildui (·ontcrt. 

This call be prowd [or exalllple by induction on n. 0 

TIH'refore. if WI' have found a new pseudo-intent p. we can stop the algo
rithm and ask. whetlwr the implication P ---+ pI! should be added to 1:. The 
user can answer this question in titc affirmative or add a counter-example. 
which must not contradict the implications he has confirmed so far. In the 
extreme case, thp procedure can be started with a context the object set of 
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which is empty. In this case. the user will have to enter all counter-examples, 
thereby rreating a cOllcept system with a given "attribute logic". 

Instead of describing this program in detail. we shall demonstrate its 
functioning by means of an example. From a book on measurement theory 
[146] We take a list of propertics of binary relations, which are used therc in 
ordcr to dcfinc diffcrcnt typps of relations. see Figure 2.12. 

Property Definition 

" reflexive x Rx for all x E 5' 
i irreflexi ve 'x Rx for all J; E S' 
s symmetric xRy =} yRx for all 3', y E 5' 

as asymmetric xRy =} ,yRx for all x, y E 5' 
an antisymmetric xRy and yRx =} x = y for all x,y E 5' 

t transitive xRy and yRz =} :rRz for all x, y, z E 5' 
nt negatively transitive ,xRyand ,yRz =} ,xRz for all X,y,z E 5' 

c connex xRy or yHx for all x -1= y E 5' 
sc strictly connex xRy or yRx for all x, y E 5' 

Figure 2.12 Properties of binar~' relations. 

Which implications exist betwecn those propertics? For every onc of these 
implications it iti easy to dctcrminc whcther it holds for all binary relations. 
Only a finitc number of such implications is possible (since we are dealing with 
a finite number of attributes), but at any ratc many more than we would care 
to list cxist. Our algorithm should hclp us to discover "good" implications 
straight out. Implications which do not hold for all binary relations are 
refuted by stating countcr-examples. 

First of all wc cquip oursclves with a small supply of cxamples by consid
ering all relations on thc one or two-elcment set. Up to isomorphism there 
arc twclve such rclations (Figurc 2.13). 

Now wc haw a context to start with (gcnerally, this context can cven be 
cmpty). Of coursc, only implications which hold in this context can hold for 
all binary rclations, but not vicc vcrsa. Pleasc note that the four objects 
markcd by a f- are supcrfluous, since their intcnts are the intcrsections of 
other object intents and thcrefore respect all implications respectcd by the 
other objects. We will leavc them out in the following. Now we use the 
algorithm in ordcr to calculatc the first pseudo-intent. The lectically smallest 
pseudo-intent in this context is {sc}. with {se}/1 = {r, t, nt, c, se}. In other 
words, the implication 

{se} ---+ {r, t, nt, c, se} 

holds in all examples stated so far. Does it hold for binary relations in 
general? Of course not. A counter-example is for instance 5' = {O, 1. 2}, 
R = S x S \ {(O. 1), (1. 2). (2,0)}. This relation is reflexive, antisymmetric, 
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S R I' i s as an t nt c sc 

{a} 0 x x x x x x x 

{a} {(O,O)} x x x x x x x 

{a, I} 0 x x x x x x 

{a, I} {(a, a)} x x x 

{a, I} {(a, 0), (1, In x x x x 

{a, I} {(a, 0), (0, I)} x x x x 

{a, I} {(a, 0), (1, a)} x x x x 

{a, I} 8xS'\{(0,1)} x x x x x x 

{a, I} 8x8\{(0,0)} x x x 

{a, I} fro, I)} x x x x x x 

{O, I} fro, 1), (LO)} x x x x 

{a, I} 8xS x x x x x x 

Figure 2.13 Examples of binary relations. 

I No. I siR 
1 {a} 0 
2 {a} {(0,0j) 

3 {O, I} 0 
4 {a, I} {(O,O), (1. I)} 
5 {a, I} S x S \ {(a, In 
6 {O, I} {to, I)} 

7 {a, I} HO, 1), (LO)} 

8 {a, I} Sx8 
9 {0,I,2} S x S \ {(a, 1), (1, 2), (2, a)} 

10 {O,I,2} {(O, 1), (1,2), (2, O)} 

11 {0,1,2} {(0,1)} 

12 {O, 1, 2} HO, 1), (I,O)} 

13 {0,I,2} S x S\ {(a, I)} 

14 {O,I,2} S x S \ {(a, 1), (1, a)} 

Figure 2.14 A complete list of examples. 
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connex and strictly COlllH'X and has nOlle of the other properties. We add 
this example to our context and again ask for the smallest pseudo-intent. It 
is still {se}, but now {se}'1 = {r,(',sc}, and we have to check. whether the 
implication {se} -+ {I', c, sc}. which we abbreviate by 

8C -+ r, c, 

holds for all binary relations. As a matter of fact, every strictly conn ex 
relation is reflexive and COllnex. Therefore, we Can add this implication to 
the list of implications [. 

The next pseudo-intent IS {t,c} with {Leyl = {t,nt,c}. This suggests 
the implication 

/, c -+ nt, 

which in fact holds for binary relations and therefore is added to the list, as 
well ati the following one 

I1n.71t-+t. 

which results from the pseudo-intent {an, ni} with 

{all. ntt = {an, t, nt}. 

After that, we obtain the pseudo-intent {as}. for which 

{ } II f . } as ='ll.as.an,i.ni 

holds in the context of the exampleti. But the implication 

as -+ i. an./, nt 

does not hold generally, as the followillg .,xltll1ple shows: S' := {O, 1, :2}, R := 

{(O, 1), (1,2), (2, O)}. This reiation hati the attributes i, as, an, nt, and we add 
it to the context. Since it obviously retipects all implications accepted so far, it 
has no con seq L1enceti for the pseudo-intents found up to then (cf. Proposition 
27). 

In the following. we first confinn the implications os -+ i, an and s, c -+ nt 
as well as s. U/I -+ t. then we state a counter-example for i, t -+ as. an, nt etc. 
The complete result is pretiented ill Figures 2.14 to 2.17. 

We point out that the premises of the implications in Figure 2.16 are 
precisely the pseudo-intents of the context in Figure 2.15. 

The procedure does not guarantee that the resulting context is reduced (as 
in the example). Newly t'ntt'rt'd objects can make prt'viously entt'rt'd objt'cts 
dispelltiablt'. It is possible to "row-rt'duct''' the contt'xt during tht' proct'Sti 
(i.e., to ddt'tt' dispt'llsahlf' ohjPcts). This has no dft'ct 011 tht' implications. 
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I' i s as all t nt 

1 x x x x x x 
2 x x x x x 
3 x x x x x x 
,1 x x x x 
.) x x x x 
6 x x x x x 
7 x x x 
8 x x x x 
9 x x 

10 x x x 
11 x x x x 
l2 x x 
1:3 x x 
14 x x 

Figure 2.15 ThE' contE'xt of the examplE's. 

strictly connex --t reflexive, connex 

transitive, connex --t negatively transitive 

antisymmetric, negatively transitive --t transitive 

asymmetric --t irreflE'xive, antisymmetric 

symmetric, connex --t negatively transitive 

symmetric, antisymnwtric --t transitive 

irreflexive, transitive --t asymmetric, antisymmetric 

irreflexive, antisymmetric --t asymmetric 

c se 
x 
x x 

x x 
x 
x 
x x 
x x 
x 

x x 

irreflE'xive, symmetric, asymmetric, antisymmetric, transitive --t 

negatively transitive 

reflexive, connex --t strictly connex 

reflexive, negatively transitive --t connE'X, strictly connex 

reflE'xive, symmetric. negativE'ly transitive, connex, strictly connex --t 

transitivE' 

reflexive. irreflexive --t all properties 

Figure 2.16 A complete and non-redundant list of implications. 
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Figure 2.17 The concept lattice for the context of the binary relations. 
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2.4 Dependencies between Attributes 

How can we apply the theory of implications in the case of many-valued 
contexts'? The attribute implications in the derived context offer one ap
proach, however elementary. Basically, it describes implications between the 
individual attribute values, at least as long as we keep t.o plain scaling. 

In colloquial language we use the term dependency of many-valued at
tributes as exemplified by the following sentence 

"The price of a real-estate depends on situation and size". 

This is meant to express a simultaneous dependency of attribute values, per
haps even a gradual one, in the sense of '"the larger the more expensive". 

There are different notions of dependency for many-valued attributes, 
which correspond to the different possibilities of scaling. For an integration 
into a general thporetic franwwork, please refer to the corresponding litera
ture. 

We now describe the case of functional dependency, the (stronger) one of 
ordinal dependency and will indicate generalizations. For reasons of simplic
ity, we will first concentrate on complete many-valued contexts. 

Definition 41. If X C AI and Y C M are sets of attributes of a com
plete many-valued context (G', AI, H', 1), then we say that Y is functionally 
dependent on X if the following holds for every pair of objects g, h E G: 

(VmEX rl1(g) = m(h)) =} (VnEy n(g) = nth)). 

That is to say, if two objects have the same values with respect to all at
tributes from X the same must be true for the attributes from Y. This 
notion of dependency is often used in the theory of relational databases. The 
term "functional" can be explained as follows: Y is functionally dependent 
on X if and only if there is a map f : W x -+ W Y with 

f(11I(g) 1m E X) = (n(g) In E y) for all 9 E G. 

In the case of ordinal dependency, we consider an ordinal context, i.e., we 
have for each attribute m E M an order ~m on the set m( G) of the values 
of m. (We obtain the special case of functional dependency if we take the 
equality relation for each of those orders.) 

Definition 42. Let (G, M, W,1) be a complete many-valued context and let 
~m be an order relation on the set m( G) of the values of m for every attribute 
m E M. If X c::; M and Y C::;M are sets of attributes, we call Y ordinally 
dependent on X if the following holds for each pair of objects g, h E G: 

(VmEX m(g) ~m m(h)) =} (VnE )' n(g) ~n n(h)). 
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Irrespective of which orders Scm we have chosen, ordinal dependency al
ways implies functional dependency, since from m(g) = m(h) it follows that 
m(g) Scm m(h) as well as m(h) Scm m(g), and vice versa. Thus, one would 
expect that ordinal dependency is a kind of "order-preserving functional de
pendency". Intuitively. this is quite correct, but it is difficult to formulate, 
since the condition of being order-preserving is only required for the tuples 
(m(g) 1m E X) that appear in the context. Not every map of this kind can 
be extended to form an order-preserving map of W x to W Y . 

The ordinal dependencies (and as a special case within them the func
tional dependencies) of many-valued contexts can be expressed elegantly by 
implications of appropriate one-valued contexts. By means of the rule 

(g, h)/iOo m : {::::::} m(g) Scm m(h), 

we define a one-valued context 

:= (G x G, Iv[, 1«:1') 

for a complete many-valued context (G, Iv[, W.1) with orders Scm on the 
values. For the functional dependencies the context can be simplified further: 
It is possible to take advantage of the symmetry of the equality relation and 
to define 

by 
{g, h}In In : {::::::} m(g) = m(h). 

Then. 
~2(G):= {{g,h} I g.h E G,g f- h}. 

The contexts defined in this way exactly fit the above-mentioned defini
tions of the dependencies and it is easy to prove the following proposition: 

Proposition 28. In (G. M. vl',1) tht" attribute set Y is functionally depen
dent on X if and only if the implication X -+ Y holds in the context JK:N. In 
(G, M. VV, 1) the attribute set Y is ordinally dependent on X if and only if 
the implication X -+ Y holds in the conte.xt IKrQI. D 

Hereby we have traced back the theory of functional and ordinal depen
dencies completely to the theory of implications. In particular, the algorithm 
mentioned in the previous section can also be used for the creation of a basis 
for the functional or ordinal dependencies, respectively. 

The translation works even if the many-valued context (G. M, W.1) is 
not complete. In this connection, first of all we observe that Y is ordinally 
dependent on X if and only if this is true for every single attribute in Y, 
i.e .. if {n} is ordinally dependent on X for every n E Y. This means that 
it is sufficient to state in which cases a single attribute is dependent on an 
attribute set. For the general case. this can be formulated as follows: 
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Definition 43. Let (G. M. IV. 1) be a many-valued context with an order 
relation Senl on the set 171((;) of values for each attribute 171 E M. If X ~ M 
is a set of attrihutes and 11 E .\1 is an attribute, we say that n is ordinally 
dependent on "\ if 

VmEX dom(11) ~ dom(m) 

and n(g) 1. 11 (h) always implies that there exists an attribute m E X with 
m(g) 1. m(h). <> 

In order to adapt Proposition 28. we have to modify the definitions of 
the contexts and . We introduce a copy 171 for every attribute mEAt 
which is not complete. These new attributes have to be different from each 
other and must not helong to M. We add the set 

JJ := {iii I dom(m) f:. G} 

to the attribute set of the one-valued context. In the case of complete con
texts. we have JJ = 0, in general 

:= (0 X G,Al U 1\:1,1iD;l, 

with 

{g, h}1: Ill: ¢:::? (g. h)Io. 171: ¢:::? g E dom(m) and h E dom(m) 

and, as above, 

(g,h)1,Oi 171: ¢:::? m(g) Sem 1Il(hl, {g.h}If1 m: ¢:::? m(g) = m(h). 

Proposition ~8 can now be generalized as follows: 

Proposition 29. The attribute 11 iii functionally (f'tSp. ordinally) dependent 
on X if and only if the i lIIj1lications {h} U X ---+ Il and iI. ---+ "\" hold in tht 
contut (Of' ill tin COIl/CTt . rtspfctit'fly). 0 

Do the approaches presented above extend to notions of dependency other 
than those of functional and ordinal dependency? For which cases is it possi
ble to represent tbe dependencies of a ttlany-valued context by means of the 
implications of an appropriate one-valued context? 

IIp to now there is no definite an..o;wer to these questions. An obvious gen
eralization can 1)(' obtained if we consider (complete l many-valued contexts 
(G, M, VV,1) with a given relation em on TV for every attribute m E 1\:1. We 
ahhreviate the :;eqllence of these relations by e := (em I m E A1) and define 
an attribute set Y ~ M to be A-dependent 011 a set X ~ M if the following 
holds for each pair of objects g, h E G: 

(VlnEX III(g)Am(h)) ::::} (VnEl n(g)8n(h)). 

A possible interpretation of these kinds of dependency consists in viewing 
the Am as tolerallces or fll~l\iness. Then, a A-dependency describes a "fuzzy 
fllnctiona.l dependency". 
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Proposition 21i can be applied to this case without problem:-;. The 8-
dependt'ncie:-; of (G. M. H/.1) are precisely the implications of the context 

w~) := (0 x G. M.1e) with (g. h)le In : ¢:::::} m(g)8m m(h). 

2.5 Hints and References 

2.1 The algorithm in Theorem 5 has been taken from [56], see also [57]. 
Other algorithms were developed by Fay [53], Norris [131]' Bordat [22]. For a 
comparison see Guenoche [79]. Further developments can be found in Ganter 
and Reuter [62]. [59]. Krolak Schwerdt. Orlik and Ganter [104]. With respect 
to complexity see Skor:-;ky [157]. A book by Vogt [180] describes a C++ class 
library for Formal Concept Analysis. 

Schlitt [1.54] gives an estimate of the number of concepts depending on 

III: 
(for 111 > 2). 

2.2 The example of the waters from Figure 2.9 has been taken from the pa
per [96] by Kipke and Wille. The automatic generation of diagrams has been 
discussed in detail in the works of Skorsky, Luksch and Wille, see [157], [113] 
and [204] but also (~epperth [69]. Besides. there are numerous implementa
tions. the most widespread one is probably DIAGRAM for DOS by Frank Vogt. 
TOSCANA [101] is a commercially available program system which facilitates 
and improves the access to databases by means of elaborate nested line dia
grams. See also [207]. [208] as well as Klihn &: Ries [105]. The geometrical 
method has been described in [201] and in [171] and has been supported by a 
program by Kark [9:3]. Skorsky [1.56] has examined the rule of parallelograms. 

Other ways of representing contexts and concept lattices have been sug
gested, which we shall not discuss here. See [201], Bokowski and Kollewe 
[17]. Kollewe [100]. Lengnink [107], [lOS]. 

2.3 Implications and dependencies between attributes have already been ex
amined in [191]. The implication base with the pseudo-intents was introduced 
into Formal C:oncept Analysis by Duquenne and Guigues [74], [45], Theorem 
8 has also been taken from their book. Similar questions have also been of 
importance in the theory of relational database:-;. In this context see Maier 
[121], Ch. 5. Further investigations can be found in Wild [187], [lS6], [ISS]. 

Proper premises were introduced in [64], see also Rusch and Wille [147]. 
An implication A --+ H only holds in a context if EVEry object having all 

the attributes from A also has all the attributes from B. Various authors have 
tried to weaken this condition. Burmeister [24] describes implications in the 
case of incomplete knowledge by means of a three-valued KLEENE-logic. This 
has also been implemented in his afore-mentioned program CONIMP. Luxen
burger [117]. [llS]. [119] examines partial implications, i.e .. implications 
which only hold for part of the object set. 
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The re:ou Its of Duquenne aJl(1 (~uigues permit a more effective algorithmic 
implementation of the attribute exploration process, which had already been 
suggested earlier by Wille. This has been described in [56], [57]. A remarkably 
early applicatioll of this technique was realized by Reeg and WeiB [139]. In 
the case of their investigation. the attribute set consisted of 50 common 
properties of finite lattices. 

Stumme [170] allows exceptions and background implications. 
The method of attribute exploration has been further developed in differ

ent ways (d. [:W:3]): On the one hand into concept exploration [198] (see 
also Klotz and Manll [98]). which instead of attributes uses concepts. A spe
cialization of concept exploration to the distributive case which has practical 
applications to knowledge acquisition is presented by Stumme [169]. 

On the other ham1. the attribute exploration can be developed into rule 
exploration where the implications are replaced by Horn clauses from pred
icate logic. This has been investigated by Zickwolff [219]. 

2.4 l\lost of the results of this section have been taken from [65]. A uniform 
theory of the dependency of many-valued attributes has been sketched in 
[200], compare also [64]. The 8-dependencies can be looked up in Stohr and 
Wille [163]. l T mbreit [176] furthermore examines implications and dependen
cies between fuzzy attributes. 



3. Parts and Factors 

If one wishes to examine parts of a rather complex concept system, it seems 
reasonable to exclude some objects and/or attributes from the examination. 
We shall describe the effects of this procedure on the concept lattice. The 
concept lattice of a subcontext always has an order-embedding into that of the 
original context. Much more information can be obtained when dealing with 
compatible subcontexts, which will be introduced later in this section. It is 
easy to identify these particular subcontexts by means of the arrow relations. 
Thus we obtain a factor lattice of the original concept lattice. The interrela
tions between factor lattices, congruence relations and such subcontexts will 
be described in the second section. 

The complete sublatticf:s of a concept lattice can also be described through 
parts of the context, however not through subcontexts but through subrela
tions of the incidence relation I, with the object and attribute sets fixed. 
This kind of closed relations will be defined in the third section. 

In the fourth section we shall introduce tolerance relations, i.e., general
ized congruence relations which do not necessarily have to be transitive. It 
turns out that it is possible to introduce a factor lattice even for tolerance re
lations. Furthermore, a description within the context is possible: tolerances 
correspond to certain supersets of the incidence relation I, namely the block 
relations. 

3.1 Subcontexts 

Definition 44. If (0, M,I) is a context and if H C G and N C M, then 
(H,N,InH x N) is called a subcontext of (G,M-:I).l <> 

We open this section with the question of how the concept system of a 
sub context is related to that of (G, IH, I). If we merely leave out attributes, 
i.e., if for a set N ~ M we consider the subcontext (G, N, In G x N), the 
modification remains transparent. Every attribute extent of (G. N, InG x N) 
is also an attribute extent of (G, AI. I) and, since every concept extent is the 
intersection of attribute extents. we obtain: 

1 \Ve write In H x l\' for In (H x N) and instead of (H, N, In H x N) we sometimes 
simply use (fl. lV). 

B. Ganter et al., Formal Concept Analysis
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1999
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Proposition 30. If N eM, th ell ft'fry e:rtent of (G, N, In G x N) is an 

extent of (G,M,!). D 

This means that the omission of attributes is equivalent to a coarsening of 
the closure system of the extents. The corresponding is true for the omission 
of objects. At. t.he same t.ime we obt.ain a nat.ural embedding of the concept 
lattice of (G, IV. I n (; x N) int.o t.hat. of (G, M, 1): 

Proposition 31. For IV ~ M. the map 

23(G, N, Tn G x N) --7 23(G, M, 1) 

(A, B) H (A, A') 

is a 1\ -preserving order-embedding. Dually, for H ~ G, the map 

23(H. M, In H x }vl) --7 23(G, M, 1) 

(A, B) H (B', B) 

is a V -preserving order- embedding. D 

Figure 3.1 A /\~embedding of the concept lattice of a subcont.ext 

An example is shown in Figure 3.1. If we combine t.he two parts of the 
proposition, we obt.ain: 

Proposition 32. ff H ~ G (lnd IV ~ 11,1, the map 

23(H.N,InHxN) --7 23(Ci ,M, 1) 

(.4, B) H (A", A') 

is em order-embedding. and so is the nwp 

(A, B) H (B', B"). D 
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Thesf' order-embeddillgs arf' biject.ive if (H, N, In H x N) is a dense 
subcontext, i.e .. if iH is V-dense and dually pN is A-dense in I)3(G, M, 1). 

If ..p : 1)3((;, M. I) ---+ V is an order-preserving mapping, then ct := ..p 0 I 
and .:3 := ..p 0 p are maps ct : G ---+ 1', :3 : At ---+ " with 

gl m ::} ctg ~ 13m. 

If, conversely, (ct,;3) is a pair of mapi'i satisfying this condition, then, for 
instance, the map 

..p(A, B) := V ctg 
gEA 

is order-preserving. A useful special case is considered in the next proposition: 

Proposition 33. An ordf r-embedding of 1)3 ( G, At, 1) in a given complete lat
tice V exists if and only if thu'c (Jff m(Jps ct : G ---+ V, ;3 : At ---+ IT with 

g I III ¢:::::} ctg ~ 13m. 

Proof. If..p: I)3(G, M, 1) ---+ V is an order-embedding, then 0 := f 0 i and 
;3 := ..p 0 p have the properties specified. If, conversely, (0,;3) is a pair of 
maps with gIm ¢:::::} ctg ~ .:3m, then the map <p(A, B) := VgEA og is order
preserving. We show that ..p is, moreover, an order-embedding: If (AI, B l ) 

and (A2' B 2) are concepts and if (A j , B l ) 1. (A2' B 2), then there exist an 
object hEAL and an attribute n E B2 with (h, n) t/:- I, i.e., cth 1. .8n. On the 
other hand, og ~ 3n holds for all g E A2 , and we have oh 1. V{og I g E A 2 }. 

Consequently, ..p(A.] , B]) cannot be less than or equal to ..p(A2' H2). 0 

This means that the concept lattice of a sub context is isomorphic to a 
suborder of the entire concept lattice (which is not necessarily a sublattice). 
The derivation operators with respect to a sub context 

(H,N,lnHxN) 

can be expressed in terms of those of (G, M, I): If A ~ H, then the set of 
common attributes with respect to (H, N, In H x N) is equal to AI n N. 
Dually, the extent of (II, N, I n H x N) belonging to a set B ~ N is equal 
to BI n H. However, the concepts of a sub context cannot simply be derived 
from those of (G, AI, I) by restricting their extent and intent to a subcontext. 
This can be done only for compatible subcontexts, which will be examined 
next. 

Definition 45. A subcontext (H, iV, I n H x N) is called compatible if 
the pair (A n H, H n LV) is a concept of the sub context for every concept 
(A, B) E 1)3(0. M, 1). <> 

H.estricting the concepts to a compatible sub context yields a map between 
the concept latticf's. which necessarily has to be structure-preserving, as the 
following proposit.ion i'ihows: 
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.J- .J- .J-
--+ X X 

--+ X X X X 

--+ X X 

X X X 

Figure 3.2 Example of a compatible sub context. 

Proposition 34. A subcontut (H. iV. I n H x N) of (G. M, 1) is compatible 
if and only if 

IIH,N(A. B) := (A n H. B n S) for all (A, B) E SJ3(G, M, 1) 

defines a surjective complete' homomorphism 

IlH,N : SJ3(G, M, 1) -+ SJ3(H, ;V,I n H x N). 

Proof. According to Definition 15. (H. N, In H x lV) is compatible if and 
only if flH,N is a map. The fact that this map must necessarily be infimum
preserving can be recognized by examining the extents: The map A HAn H 
is evidently n-preserving. and the infimum of concepts is defined in terms 
of the intersection of their extents. (cf. Basic Theorem). Dually, we infer 
that IIH,N is supremum-preserving. The surjectivity can be seen as follows: 
If (C,C'nN) is a concept of (H.S.lnH x N), then IlH,N(C",C') = 
(C" n H, C' n JV) is a concept with the same intent, i.e., the same concept. 

o 

If there is a surjective complete homomorphism from a complet.e lattice 
V onto a complete lattice W. then W is sometimes also called a (complete) 
homomorphic image of V. Thus, the above proposition says that the 
concept lattin' of a compatible sub context of (G. Ai, 1) is always a homomor
phic image of 2)(G. M. 1). For structure theory it is an important question 
whether the converse is true ao; well, i.e .. whether every homomorphic image 
originates from a compatible subcontext. We shall defer this question until 
Section 3.2. 

How can we recognize compatible subcontexts'? We first give a technical 
condition, which is often used in proofs. For algorithms, however, the char
acterization by means of the arrow relations is more appropriate. We shall 
introduce it later on. 

Proposition 35. (H. N, 1 n H x N)is a compatible o5ubconte.ct of (G, M, 1), 
if and only if: 

al) for every object h E H and every attribute m E M with hIm, there io5 
some attribtdt n E Nwith hin and m' C n'. 

af!) for every attribute n E N and every object g E G with gin, there io5 some 
object h E H with hin alld g' ~ h'. 

Equivalent to theM (irt the following conditions: 



bl) (A' n N)' n H ~ A" for all A ~ G, 

b2) (B' n H)' n N ~ B" for all B ~ M. 
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Proof. If (H, N,InH x N) is compatible and m E M, then (m'nH, m"nN) 
has to be a concept of the subcontext. If, therefore, h E H is an object with 
hIm, there must be an attribute n E m" n N with hIn. This is precisely 
condition al). a2) follows dually. 

Now if all and a2) are satisfied, we show that bl) must hold: Assume 
that A ~ G, h rf:. A", h E H. Then there exists some mEA' (i.e., m' ;2 A) 
with hIm, i.e .. by al) some n E A' n N with n' ;2 A and hIn. Consequently, 
h rf:. (A' n N)' and thus (A' n N)' n H ~ A". b2) follows correspondingly. 

It remains to be shown that (H, N, I n H x N) is compatible if bl) and 
b2) are satisfied. Let (A, B) be a concept of (G, M, 1). Then (A n H)' n N ;2 
A' n N = B n N and, by applying b2), (A n H)' n N = (B' n H)' n N 
~ B"nN = BnS, i.e., (AnH)'nN = BnN and dually AnH = (BnN),nH. 
Therefore, (A n H, B n N) is a concept of (H, N, I n H x N). 0 

In the case of doubly founded contexts, the compatible subcontexts can 
be easily identified by means of the arrow relations. 

Definition 46. A subcontext (H, N, I n H x N) of a clarified context 
(G, M, 1) is arrow-closed if the following holds: h /" m and h E H together 
imply mEN, and 9"/ nand n EN together imply 9 E H. 0 

Proposition 36. Every compatible subcontext is arrow-closed. 
Every arrow-closed subcontext of a doubly founded context is compatible. 

Proof. If (H, N, In H x N) is compatible and h E H, mE M are such that 
h /" m, then by 35.al) there is an attribute n E N with hIn and m' ~ n'. 
Because of h /" m, m' is maximal with respect to hIm, i.e., m' = n', i.e., 
m = n, i.e., 111 E N. Dually, g../ nand n E N yield 9 E H. 

If, conversely, (H, N, In H x N) is an arrow-closed sub context of a doubly 
founded context, we can prove 35.al): Let h E H be an object and let m E M 
be an attribute with hIm. By Definition 26 there exists an attribute n with 
m' ~ n' and h /" TI, i.e., n E N, which was to be proved. 35.a2) follows 
correspondingly. 0 

Thus, in the case of doubly founded contexts it is easy to determine the 
compatible subcontexts. We enter the arrow relations /" and .,/ into the 
context and examine the directed graph (G U M, /" U .,/). The compatible 
subcontexts then correspond exactly to the arrow-closed components of the 
directed graph. If we furthermore assume that (G, M, 1) is reduced, we can 
elegantly describe the arrow-closed subcontexts in terms of the concepts of a 
context. For this purpose we need the transitive closure ofthe arrow relations, 
as introduced in the following definition: 

Definition 47. For 9 E G and Tn E M we write 9 .£ m if there are objects 
9 = 91, g2, .•• , gl; E G and attributes ml, 1112, ... , 111k = m E M with 9i .,/ 111i 
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Figure 3.3 With reference to Proposition 37 

for i E {l, ... ,k} and gj/mj-l for j E {2, ... ,k}. The complement (the 
negation) of this relation is denoted by Jr, i.e., 9 Jr m ¢:;> not 9 .& m. 0 

Proposition 37. Let (G, lvI, 1) bE a r educed doubly foundEd context. Then 
(H, N, 1 n H x N) is an arl'Ow-closEd subcontExt if and only if (G \ H , N ) is 
a concept of thf conterl (G, M, Jr). 

Proof. From the presuppositions dotlbly founded and reduced it follows by 
Proposition 1:~ (p. 31) that for every object 9 there is an attribute m with 
g.,/' m , and dually. First of all , let (H, N,! n H x N ) be arrow-closed. If 
9 E Hand g.,/' JIl , then Tn E N must be true, i.e., 9 E H holds if and only 
if there is an n E N with 9 .& n. Consequently, 9 E G \ H if and only if 
9 Jr n for all n E N, i.e., G \ Ii = N.iX. Now assume that m E M \ N 
and g.,/' m. 9 E Ii is impossible because (Ii, N, I n H x N) is arrow-closed. 
Therefore, we get 9 E G \ H, 9 .& m and thus m if: (G \ Ii).iX. This shows 
(G \ H).iX ~ N , which means that (G \ H, N ) is a concept of (G, M, Jr). 

For the converSe we assume that (G \ H, N) is a concept of (G, AI, Jr). 
From g.,/ nand n E N it immediately follows that 9 E Ii; if we have h / m 
and h E Ii , it. remains to be proved that mEN. Assuming tha t m if: N, 
there would be an object 9 E (G \ Ii) with 9 .& 171, and because of h E H an 
attribute n E N with h .& 11. Taken t.ogether, 9 .& 171, h / m and h .& n 
yield 9 d" n, which is imp08sible. Thus, (H, lV, I n H x N) is arrow-closed. 

o 

Proposition 38. Every compatible subcontext of a clarified (resp. reduced, 
resp. doubly founded) context is clarified (resp. redu ced, resp. doubly founded). 

The arrow rfiutions un inherited by compatible subcontexts, i. e., g.,/ 172 

holds in (H, N, 1 n Ii xlV) if and only if 9 E H, mEN and g.,/ m hold in 
(0, M , 1) , and the corrE sponding is true for /. 

Proof. Several times in the proof we lise the following argument: If hI, h2 E 
H are objects with h~ n .v ~ h~ n N, then h~ ~ h~. This follows from 
Proposition :35: If 171 were an attribute with 111 E h~ \ h~, we should obtain 
by all an attribute n EN n (h~ \ h~), which in the case of h~ nNe h~ n N 
is impossible. (Of course, the corresponding applies to the attributes.) This 
immediately yields the first assertion: h~ n N = h~ n N implies h~ = h;, i.e., 
objects with the SaIne object intents in the sub context have the same object 
intents in general. 
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If h E H is irreducible ill (C;, M, I), then there exi"ts an attribute m with 
hIm and gI rn for every g E (j with g' "2 h'. By :35.al) we find an n E N with 
hln and n' "2 rll'. i.e., with g1 n for all g E G with g' "2 h' and particularly 
gI n for all g E 11 with g' n s "2 h' n"Y. Together with the dual consideration 
this shows that a compatible subcolltext of a reduced context is reduced as 
well. 

Now concerning the arrows: First of all we assume that h E Hand n E N 
and that h./n in ((;. Ai, I). Then h' is maximal with respect to n t/: h'. 
According to our previous considerations, in this case h' n N is maximal with 
respect to n t/: h' nN. This means that h./ n also holds in (H, ]\/, InH x N). 
Thus, all arrows from (G, Ai, J) are being preserved in (H, N, I n H x N). 

Is it possible, conversely, to infer h./n in (G,M,I) from h./n in 
(H, N, In H x N)? If not, there would have to be an object g E G with 
gIn and g' =:l h' and furthermore by Proposition 35.a2) an object h2 E H 
with h2In and h~ "2 g', from which would follow h~ =:l h' and h2In (the fact 
that h~ n N = h' n N is impossi ble, again follows from our first consideration). 
Thus, h' would not be maximal among the extents of (H, N, I nH x N) which 
do not contain n. in contradiction to the precondition h./ n. 

We are still lacking the proof that the property of being doubly founded 
is inherited by compatible subcontexts. Thus, assume that h E H, n E Nand 
hln. If (G, AI. I) is doubly founded there is an attribute m E M with h /' m 
and n' ~ m'. We apply Proposition 3.5.al) and obtain an attribute n2 E N 
with hln2 and m' ~ n~. It follows that m' = n~ and thus that h /' 112, which 
according to what we have just proved transfers to (H, N, 1 nH x N). One of 
the conditions of dou bly foundedness is proved thereby, the other one follows 
dually. 0 

We should also mention that dense subcontexts are always compatible: 

Proposition 39. fi)/' a subcontut (H, N, In H x N) of (0, Ai, I) thf fol
lowing staff IIInd., an fquil'a/t IIi: 

1. (H, N, 1 n H x N) is dfrlSf. 

i!. (H,N,1 nH x N) i8 compatible and tin m(Jp llH,N is injectivE. 
.J. fa/' eVfl'.IJ CO II (Of/if (4, H) of (G, M, I), 

(4 n H)" = .1 (Jlld (B n N)" = B. 

Proof. 1) {:} :3): (H, iV, 1 n H x IV) i::; dense if and only if both, for every 
object g E G there is a subset X ~ H with ,g = V.rEX ,X, i.e., with g' = X' 
and thus g E X". and the dual condition holds for the attributes. Because 
of ,X :S ,g for all ,1' E X we have "\ ~ g" and thus the condition from :3) for 
the case A = g". The more general condition follows without difficulty. 
:~) =?2): III order to show that (H, N, I n H x N) is compatible, we prove 
the conditions b) frol11 Proposition :\5: If A ~ G, then A' is an intent and 
on account of :1) it satisfies (A' n N)" = A', which yields (A' n N)' = A" 
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and thus bl). b:!) is dual. The il1jectivity of IIH,N immediately follows from 
(AnH)" = A. 
2) => 3): If IIH,N is injective and (A,B) is a concept of (G,M,1), then 
(A n H)" = A must hold, otherwise (A n H)" and A would be different 
extents having the same intersection with H. 0 

3.2 Complete Congruences 

In the preceding section we have seen that, for a compatible subcontext 
(H, N, I n H x N) of (G, M, 1), the map IIH,N is a surjective complete ho
momorphism of 23(G, M, 1) onto 23(H, N, I n H x N), i.e., that the concept 
lattice of the subcontext is always a homomorphic image of 23( G, M, 1). We 
shall now examine whether the converse is true as well, i.e., whether every 
surjective complete homomorphism, every homomorphic image can be de
scribed in terms of a subcontext. In the case of finite contexts this is true, 
in the case of infinite contexts not in general. In order to clarify the situ
ation, we require a notion from lattice theory, namely that of the complete 
congruence relation. 

Definition 48. A complete congruence relation of a complete lattice V 
is an equivalence relation B on V satisfying: 

tET tET tET tET 

We define 
[x]B := {y E V I xBy}, 

which is the equivalence class of e containing x. The factor lattice 

vle:= {[x]e I x E V} 

has the order 

[x]e::; [y]B :{:} xe(x 1\ y) ({:} (x V y)By). 

In order to demonstrate that this is really an order relation we can, for 
instance, argue as follows: If we define 

xe := A{y E V I yex} = A[x]e 

and a:e := V{y E V I yBx} = V[x]B 

for x E V, this immediately yields [x]B = [xe, xe] and [x]B ::; lyle {:} 
Xe ::; Ye {:} xe ::; ye. Thus, the congruence classes, i.e., the classes of 
a congruence relation, are intervals. They are ordered according to their 
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smalles t, or. which is the same, according to their largest elements. We infer 
that 

Figure 3.4 Congruence and factor lattice 

If in the following we speak of congruence relations or congruences, we 
mean complete congruence relations. The significance of the congruences 
for the problem we are concerned with is revealed by the following Homo
morphism Theorem. It asserts among other things that every homomorphic 
image of a complete lattice can be found within the lattice itself, namely as 
a factor lattice. 

Theorem 9. (Homomorphism Theorem) If 8 is a complete congruence 
relation of a r-omplete lattice V, then J~ f-t [.1' j8 is a complete homomorphism 
of V onto V / (-). If. conversely, p : VI ---+ Vi is a surjective complete 
homomorphism between complete lattices, then 

ker'f~ := {(x, y) E VI X VI I prJ:) = p(y )} 

is a complete conyrtlE nCE nlation of VI" besides, 

describes an isomorphism of V I / ker ponto V2 • 

Proof. The homomorphism properties of the map x f-t [xj6) have been 
proved above. ker p is evidently an equivalence relation. Moreover , 

(Xt. yr) E ker y for all t E T {:} p(xtJ = y(ytl for all t E T 

::::} p (/\ Xt) = /\ p(.r tl 
tET tET 
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the V -compatibility follows by analogy. ([x] ker:p) f-t :p( x) describes a bijec
tion which evidently satisfies the conditions for homomorphisms. 0 

The map x f-t [x]G is ocrasionally denoted by 7re and is called canonical 
projection onto the fador lattice. 

We shall supply one further result from lattice theory, which we shall need 
later on. It describes which equivalpllce relations are congruences in a given 
lattice. 

Theorem 10 (Characterization of Complete Congruence Relations). 
An equivalena relation B on a complete lattiCE V is a completE congruencE 
relation of V if and only if El'Ery equivalence class of G is an interval of V 
(WE then assume that [x]G =: [.re, ,rEo)] for all a: E Y), thE lower bounds of 
thesE intErvals being closed undPl' suprema (i.e., VtEl' x~) = Ye) and the up
pfT bounds of these intErvals bf il1g closfd undfr infima (i.E., /\tET xr = ze ). 

Proof. Let B be a complete congruence relation of V. Then for x E V, 
Xe := /\[x]G and ;l,e := V[.r]G aTe elements of [x]G. If Xe ::; Y ::; xe , from 
yGy and xeB,rEo) it follows that 

and thus y E [x]FJ. This means that [J']B = [xe, xe ]. The maps x f-t Xe and 

x f-t xe form a Galois-connection between V and V d , since x < y :::} Xe < 
Ye, x 2: y:::} xe 2: yEo), ;/: ::; (XEo))e. J' 2: (J,e)e. By PropositiOl;-7 it follo~ 
that x f-t Xe is a V-homomorphism and J: f-t xe is a /\-homomorphism of V 

in itself. In particular VtETx~) = (VtETxt)e and /\tETXr = (/\taXt)e, 
which was to be proved. (:onversely. we assume that B is an equivalence 
relation on V the equivalence classes of which are intervals with supremum
dense lower bounds and infimum-dense upper bounds. Assume that xtBYt 
for t E T. Then (;rt)e = (yrl(.,J and (;ttl(~ = (ytl Eo) for t E T. Consequently, 

tE l' tET tEl' tET 

Since. in general, a < b implies ae < be (berause a < b yields a < aEo) 1\ be < 
(lEo) and thus, since -;,Eo) 1\ be is an-upper interval bound, ae 1\-be = ae l, 
from (X,)Eo) ::; VtE1(,rtk~ for every sET we furthermore obtain (;r,)e = 
((;1' s )e-) t) ::; (VI ET (J'tlEo)) Eo) and thus V tET (;I'd") ::; (V tET (J:tle) e. Therefore: 
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v X I, V YI E [V (.1' tl (-), ( V (x tl (-) ) e 1 ' 
lET tEl' tET lET 

i.e., (VtET J'r) G (VtET yr). Dually, we ('an show the A-compatibility of G, 
whereby we have proved that G is a ('omplete congruence relation. 

o 

In the light of the Homomorphism Theorem our question "What is 
the connection between the wmpatible subcontexts and the congruences'?" 
comes up again. From the Homomorphism Theorem it immediately follows 
that the concept lattice of a compatible subcontext (H, N, In H x N) of 
(G, lvI, I) is always isomorphic to a factor lattice of 23( G, AI, I): (H, N, In 
H x N) induces a complete congruence GH,N on 23(G, M, I), namely the 
kernel of the complete homomorphism IIH,N, and we get 

23(H, ,V, In H x N) ~ 23(G, AI, I)IGH,N, 

with 

It is easy to identify the smallest and the largest elements of the ('ongruence 
classes. If (A, B) is a wncept, the smallest element of the congruence class 
[(A, B)]GH,N is the wn('ept ((An H)", (AnH)') and the largest is the concept 
((B n N)', (B n X)"). 

We say that a complete ('ongruence G is induced by a sub context if 
there is a compatihle subcontext (H, N, In H x N) with G = GH,N. Using 
the connection between wmpatible subcontexts and ('ongruences, we shall 
prove the following: in the case of a doubly founded ('oncept latti('e every 
congruencc is induced by a sub context. Provided that the context is reduced, 

this suhcontext is uniquely determined by thc congruence. These restricting 
preconditions are not tmperfluous, i.e .. the general theory is somewhat more 
complicated. 

First, we shall examine the problem of uniqueness. A congruence can be 
induced by various subcontexts. These, however, only differ in their reducible 
objects and attributes. Among all the possible subcontexts there is always a 
largest one. 

Proposition 40. If ({ romplEte congrUEnCE G is induced by a subcontext 
(H,lY,1 nH x N). thell 

H r;:: Gg := {g E C; Ilg is thE smallEst element of a G-class} and 

J\' r;:: M(-) := {Ill E M 1 pm is the largest element of a G-class}. 

In this c({se. G is (flso indll!'fC/ by the compatible subcontfxt 
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Proof. If (9 is the congruence induced by (H, N, InH x N) (i.e., G = GH,N), 
then according to the above-mentioned description of the smallest elements 
of the GH,N-classes we haw: 

g E Ge ¢} there is X <;;; H with X' = g'. 

This immediately yields H <;;; G",) and dually N <;;; Me. 
Why is (Ge , l~I(,-), I n Ge x Me) compatible'? We use Proposition 35 and 

prove condition al): If g E G 13 and m E M with gIm, then there is a set 
X <;;; H with g' = X', i.e., in particular some h E H with hIm and g' <;;; hi. 
Since (H, N, I n H x S) is compatible, there is an attribute n E N with hIn 
and m' <;;; n'. This means that gIn, n E N <;;; A·le and m' <;;; n' hold as well. 
Thus, condition al) is satisfied, and a2) can be shown dually. 

Finally, it remains to be proved that (G(,-) , Ale'! n Ge x Me) induces 
the same congruence as (H, iV, I n H x N). In order to do so, it suffices to 
show that from (AI, H 1 )(9(A.2 , B 2 ) it always follows that Al nG to) = A2 nGe; 
the converse implication immediat{'ly follows from H <;;; Ge and N <;;; Me. 
We assum{' that g E~h n G to). Th{'n th{'re is some X <;;; H with X' = g', 
consequently X ;2 HI and therefore X" <;;; A 1, from which it follows that 
X = X n H <;;; Al n H = A'2 n H and thus g E A2 • 0 

Hence, it is possible to "saturate" a compatible sub context by adding 
reducible objects and attributes, without changing the corresponding con
gruence. 

Definition 49. A subcontext (H, N, I n H x N) of (G, lvI, 1) is called sat
urated if: 

from g E G, X <;;; H and X' = g' it follows that g E Hand 

from m E M, Y <;;; Nand y' = m' it follows that rn E N. <> 
The preceding proposition togetlwr with this definition immediately 

yields: 

Proposition 41. If (l congruence G is induced by Saine subcontext, then it 
is also inductd by a saturatEd subcontut, which is then equal to 

(Ge·Ale,!nGe x Me). 

In a redu!'rd COJltPJ:t fUPT':tI sllb!'Ontp;rt is saturated. o 

Now we turn to the second part of the question: \Vhich congruences 
are induced by sub contexts'? On account of the propositions we know that 
H = G(,-) and N = Me can be chosen, if G is at all induced by a subcontext. 
It is easy to state congruenc{'s which do not have this form, these examples are 
however infinite. The following propositions provide an exact clarification. 
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Proposition 42. It complftf (,()1I91'11HICf nlation e is induced by a subcon
text if and only if {hh]8 I h E (ie} is supremum-dfTISf and {[/1I1]8 I n E 
Mc")} is infimtlTTl-dnlSf in 23 (G, .11,1) / fJ. 

Proof. If 8 is induced by a subcontext. then 

and the isomorphism (A, B) f--t [(A, B)]fJ maps the supremum-dense set 
hh I h E H} onto {hh]fJ I h E H}, i.e., this set is supremum-dense in 
23(G, M, 1)/8, and dually {[pn]8 I n E N} is infimum-dense. Because of 
H ~ Ge and IV ~ Mg thus the direction "':::}" of the assertion follows. 

We begin the proof of the other direction by showing that (Ge , Ale, I n 
G(-) x Me) is compatible under the conditions specified. Assume that h E Ge 
and that m E j~l with hIm. Then hh]8 1. [pm]8 and, since {[pn]8 I n E 
Ale} is infimum-dense in 23(G,M,1)/8, there is some n E Me \ hi with 
pn ?: pm, i.e .. n' "2 mi. This yields :35.a1) and dually :~5.a2). 
In order to show that 8 is induced by (Oe, Me, I n G(-) x JIe ), we have to 
prove that 

(A,B)8(C;,D) <=? AnGe = CnGe 

for (A, B), (C, D) E 23( G, NI, 1). Let Cd, B) be the smallest concept in the 
fJ-class containing (A, B). For h E Gg we have -yh ::; (A, B) <=? ih ::; (.01, B), 
since ih also is the smallest element of a 8-class, and (A, B) = Vhh I h E 
An Ge} because {hh]8 I h E G(-)} is supremum-dense. (A, B) and (C D) 
are congruent if and only if the classes [(A, B)]8 and [( C, D)]8 have the same 
smallest element, i.e., if An 0(-) = en Ge . D 

If [v]8 is V-irreducible ill 23(G, JI, 1)/8, then the smallest element of 
the congruence class [v]8 must also be V-irreducible and thus must be an 
object concept ;9 with y E G(-). Hence, the set {hh]8 I hE Ge} contains 
all V-irreducible elements, and likewise {[pn]8 I n E Ale} contains all 1\
irreducible element,; of 23(0. lU, 1)/8. Thus, from Proposition 42 we can 
infer: 

Proposition 43. If 23(0, M, 1)/8 is doubly founded, then fJ is indUCed by 
a subcontext. 0 

If we only regard the concept lattice up to isomorphism, every congruence 
is induced by a subcontext of an appropriate context: Every complete lattice 
V can be represented as a concept lattice 23(V, V, ::;); by Proposition 42, in 
this representatioll every compll:'te congruence is induced by a subcontext. In 
the case of doubly fouuded contexts WI:' can go even further. For this purpose 
we first of all transfer Proposition :38: 

Proposition 44. [o,'V( ry factor lattice of a doubly founded complete lattice is 
doubly foundtd. 



Proof. Let [.1']8 < [y]8 be two elements of IB(C, M, 1)/8 and assume 
w.l.o.g. that .1' is the largest and y the smallest element of its class. i.e .. that 
J' = V[x]8 and y = l\[y]8. Hence. in the doubly founded concept lattice 
IB(G, ,~rI, i) we find all element s that is minimal with respect to s s: y, 
s 1. .1' 1\ y. 'tVe claim that [s]8 has the corresponding property of minimality 
with respect to [x]8 < lyle. It is certain that [s]8 s: [y]8. On the other 
hand [s]8 s: k]8 is impossible. since it would yield s V x E [x]8 and thus 
s V ;1' s: ;r. Consequently. we have [s]8 s: [y]8, [s]8 1. [x]8 and shall prove 
the minimality: If [1']8 < [s]8, r = 1\[1']8 being the smallest element of its 
class, then l' < s and, because of the property of minimality of s, r s: x and 
hence [1']8 s: [;1']8. The second condition is proved dually. 0 

If we combine Propositions 43 and 44, we obtain: 

Theorem 11. IflB(G, lvi.1) is doubly founded, then every completf congru
ence relatioll is illdtlccd by (l subconffJ·t. 0 

At the end of this section. we shall use the above results in order to 
analyze the system of all complete congruence relations of a concept lattice 
V. This set of congruences is ordered by set inclusion S;;; it even forms a 
closure system Oil V X V and thus a complete lattice, the lattice IL( V) of 
the complete congruence relations of V. 

If we suppose that V is doubly founded. then we may assume that V 
is the concept lattice of a reduced. doubly founded context (G, M, I). This 
yields the following simplification:'): Every compatible subcontext of a re
duced context is saturated (cf. Definition 41), the compatible subcontexts are 
precisely the arrow-closed suhcontexts (Proposition 36), and every complete 
congruence is illcluced by a subcolltext (Theorem 11). Thus, in this case the 
arrow-closed suhcontexts correspond bijectively to the complete congruences. 

The order of the congruellce relations is also reflected by the subcontexts: 
If 8 and IjJ are two congruences of V, then 

(A.B)(-9(C.D):::} (A,B)IjJ(C, D) 

for all (A, B). (C', D) E V 

¢} A n (h·) = enG (") :::} A n Oljl = (.' n Goft and 

13 n :\1 (CO) = D n M 0) :::} B n AIoft = D n M oft 

for all (A, B). (C', D) E V 

¢} Goft S;; (;0) and Moft S;; M(~). 

Hence, if \w order the su bcolltexts by 

:¢} HI S;; H2 and Nl S;; N2 • 

under the preconditions specified, the ordered set of the arrow-closed sub
context is dually isomorphic to the lattice of complete congruences. Now, 
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however, the UlllOn as well as the intersection of arrow-clofled subcontexts 
are arrow-closed too. Therefore. the lattice of arrow-clo:'ied subcontexts is 
completely distributive. Thuti. Proposition :n makes it easy to state a con
text for the congruence lattin' as well. 

Theorem 12. TIlt congnwllCf lattic(- of a doubly founded concept lattice 
2)( G, M, 1) is isomorphic to tht compldely distributive lattice 2)( G, M, £). 

Proof. If (G, M, 1) is reduced, then every congruence is induced by exactly 
one subcontext (H.lV. r n H x N). Furthermore we know by Proposition 37 
that those subcontexts correspond to the concepts of (G, iVI, £): (H, N, I n 
H x N) induces a congruence if and only if (G \ H, N) is such a concept. 

The order of those subcontexts is dual to that of the concepts of 
(G, M, £) as well as to that of the congruences. This means that the latter 
two must be isomorphic to each other. 

For the structure of 2)( G, M, £), however, it is irrelevant whether 
(G, M, 1) is reduced, provided that 2)(G, M, 1) is doubly founded. In this 
case, we can switch to the reduced context (Gim Alim I n c.'irr x Alirr) with 
Girr and Mirr being the set of irreducible objects and attributes, respectively. 
The d"-relation is inlH'rited by this subcontext, since in Definition 47, apart 
from 9 and m, there only appear irreducible objects and attributes. There
fore, 2)(G, M, £) and 2)(Girn Mim £) are isomorphic, every concept of 

(G, M, £) is of the form ((G \ Oirr) U d, B U (d.&' n (M \ Mirr))), (d, B) 

being a concept of (Gim }ll/im £). 0 

Figure 3.5 The congruence lattice of the lattice from Figure 3.4 is at the same 
time the lattice of arrow-closed subcontexts of Figure 3.3. The marked element 
corresponds to the congruence from Figure 3.4 and the compatible sub context in 
Definition 45. 
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3.3 Closed Subrelations 

Definition 50. A relation .1 C 1 is called a closed relation of the con
text (G, M, 1) if every concept of the context (G, NT, .1) is also a concept of 
(G,M,!). 0 

Theorem 13. If .1 i8 a closed relation of (G,M,1), then '13(G,M,J) is a 
complete stlblattice of'13(U. M, 1) with .1 = U{A x B I (A, B) E '13(G, M, J)}. 
Conversely, fol' f1'Uy cOlllplftf stlblatticf U of '13 ( G. M, 1) the relation 

.1 := U{A x B I (A, B) E U} 

is closed and '13(0, M . .1) = U, 

Proof. Let J be a dosed relation of (C;, M.1). According to the definition, 
'13 ( G, iiI, J) is a to>ubset of '13 ( G. Al.I) containing (At I, M) = (M 1. M) as well 
as (G. GI ) = (G. ( 1)2. The characterization of the suprema and infima in the 
Basic Theorem shows that '13 ( G, 111, .1) is a complete sublattice of '13 ( G, M, I). 
The relation .1 = U{l x H I (A, B) E '13 (G. M. J)} holds for every context 
(G,JI,.1). 

:\ow. conversely. let C' be a complete sublattice and 

.f:= U{A x B I (A,B) E F}. 

We have to show that .1 is a dosed relation with (! = '13(0, M, .f). It is evident 
that U C '13(G. M, .1). Thuto>, it remains to be shown that every concept of 
(G, AI, .1) belongs to U. \"v"e fir:"t prove this for the object concepts: Assume 
that g E G and D := n{A I (4, H) E (/, g E .4}. D is an extent of (G. AI, .1), 
and consequently gJJ C D. For every attribute m E gJ there exists a concept 
(A, R) E T' with (g. m) E A x R and because of D ~ A it follows that 
m E D1. Therefore. y./ = D J and yJ./ = D. This shows that for every 
g E (; the cOllcept (y.I.J, yJ) belongs to (!. Every concept of '13 ( G, M, .1) is 
however the supremum of such object concepts. thus U :J '13(0. AI . .1). which 
remained to be proved, 0 

This means that the dosed relations are in a one-to-one correspondence 
to the complete sublattices. The map 

C(U) := UP x B I (A, R) E IT} 

maps the set of complete sublattices bijectively onto the map of dosed rela
tions of '13(G, M, 1). It is furthermore order-preserving, [h ~ Uz ¢:> h ~ Jz. 
However, C is neither U flor n-preserving. The iutersection of dosed rela
tions does not necessarily have to be dosed, the closed relations in general 

2 In conformit.y with Definition 17 (p, 13) we write S I or SJ ill~tead of S', in 
order to make clear w hell we are referring to the context ((;. At, 1) or to ((;, M, .J ), 
respectivel~'. 
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do not form a closure system. This is surprising in so far as the family of 
complete sublattices does form a closure system: for every subset T of a com
plete lattice, the intersection of all lattices containing T is also a sublattice 
(namely the complete sublattice generated by T). 

If;J is a family of closed relations and D := n;J, then there is, nonetheless, 
always a largest closed relation in D, namely 

J := U{Il x B I (A, B) concept, A x B ~ D}. 

This is easily seen if we consider the following: If (A, B) is a concept of 
(G, M, I) and J is a closed relation with A x B ~ J, then (A, B) is also a 
concept of (G, M, J). Thus, the concepts (A, B) with A x B ~ D are precisely 
those which are contained in each of the sublattices 23( G, 11,1, L), L E;J. This 
means that they form precisely the intersection of those sublattices, i.e., they 
themselves are a complete sublattice. These considerations yield the following 
proposition: 

Proposition 45. For every set T ~ 23( G, M, I) of concepts, there is a small
est closed relation J of (G, AI, I) containing all sets A x B with (A, B) E T. 
23(G,M,J) is the complete sublattice of 23(G, AI, I) generated by T. 0 

II "II ...... ... It .. c: - . ill . 
--

II 2! 

l JII~ __ 8" I _. - -
II( • - • i I , . 

. .- _ a :"II 
I .. to 

- .- 1* .. K .'" . 

111 -- - ~ ~. ~ ~ _JII ' I 
. K ~ . ' . 

Figure 3.6 Example of a closed relation in a context, from [60]. 

How can we recognize whether a relation is closed? A first clue is provided 
by the next proposition. 

Proposition 46. A sllbrelation J ~ 1 is closed if and only if 

x JJ :J x JI 

holds for wch subset X ~ G and for weh subset X ~ 1\1. 

Proof. (XJJ,X.J) is a concept of (G,M,I). if and only if X JJ = X.JI and 
X.J.JI = ).;.1. If we set Y := X.J the second condition can be rewritten as 
y.JI = y.J.J because of X J = X.J.J.J. However. the inclusion y.J.J C y.J I 
holds for every subrelatioll. o 
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Figure 3.7 Diagram of the concept lattice for the context from Figure 3.6. The 
sublattiee consisting of the blackened elements belongs to the above-mentioned 
closed relation. 

The following characterization is somewhat more ambitious: 

Proposition 47. The closed relations of a context (G,NI,1) are precisely 
those subrelations J ~ 1 which satisfy the following condition: 

(C) (g, m) E 1 \ J implies (h. m) 1:- I for some h E G with gJ ~ hJ as well 
as (g, n) 1:- I for some nEAl with mJ ~ nJ . 

Proof. Let J be a closed relation of (G. AI, 1) and assume that (g, m) E I\J. 
( J J J)' -, t f ((-. "1 1)' J J J 1 o· d J th . 9 , 9 Is a concep, 0 J, .~, ,I.e., g = 9 . ;:Jlnce m 'F- g, ere IS 

some h E gJ.1 with m 1:- 1/, i.e., with (h, m) 1:- I and gJ ~ hJ . The second 
part of (C) follows dually. 

Conversely, let .J ~ I be a relation satisfying (C) and let (A, B) be a 
concept of (G, 111, J). We have to show that (A, B) is a concept of (G, M, I), 
i.e., that A = BI and B = AI. B C AI is trivial, we show B :J AI. 
If we assume that there is an attribut; mEAl which is not an el~ment 
of B = A .1 , then there should be an object g E A with (g, m) 1:- J but 
(g, m) E I. By means of condition (C) we should find some h E G with 
m ~ hI and h.1 ::2 g.1 ::2 H. Because of hJ ::2 B, however, in this case we 
should obtain h E A which would contradict m E AI. A = BI is proved 
dually, i.e., J is closed. D 

Proposition 48. If J is a closed relation and 

(H,N,InH x N) 

is a compatible subconte;d of (G, M. 1). then J n H x ]V is a closed relation 
of (H, N, In H x N) and (H. N, J n H x N) is a compatible subcontext of 
(G,M,J). 
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Proof. If (A, H) i" a concept of (G, AI, 1). then (A n H, H n N) is a concept 
of (H, N, J n H x S). This holds in particular for the concepts of (G, }II, J), 
in which case (.4 n H, B n X) is even a concept of (H, N, J n H x N). Each 
concept of (H, N, J n H x N) originates in this way, i.e., J n H x N is closed 
and (H, X, J n H x N) is compatible. 0 

The proposition has the following background: A homomorphism maps 
sublattices onto sublattices. if (H, N, J n H x N) is a compatible subcontext 
and J is a closed relation, then IIH .N maps the sublattice !B(G, AI, J) onto 
the sublattice !B(H, N, J n H x N). 

Proposition 48 contains as a special case the statement that a closed rela
tion remains closed if we omit reducible objects and attributes. By Proposi
tion 38, a dense subcontext is always compatible. In the following proposition 
we establish a connection between closed relations and the arrow relations. 
First, we shall explain an ahbreviation used in this connection: 

/U/:= {(g,m) I g/m or 9 )'1m}. 

In the following proposition this refers to the arrow relations in the context 
(G, AI, J): 

Proposition 49. Lft (G, itI, J) be a doubly founded clarified context. Then 
the following Btatflnellt holds: J is a closed relation of (G, AI, 1) if and only 
if 

J C J C G x Al \ (.I u )'I). 

Proof. If J is a closed relation of (G, AI, 1) and (g, m) E 1\ J, then 
by Proposition 47 there exists some h with (h, m) 1:- J and gJ ~ hJ , i.e., 
gJ C hJ and thus (g. m) 1:- .I. 

if, on the other ham!. J C J C G x 111 \ (.I u )'I), then, according to 
Proposition 46, it suffices to show for given X ~ G (and dually for X ~ M) 
that )(JJ ::::> X.JI. Hence, assume that X C G, B := X J and 9 E BI. If 
we had 9 i B J , then there would be an attribute m E B with (g, m) 1:- J 
and furthermore, on account of the doubly-foundedness, an attribute n with 
g)'ln and nJ 2 m J , i.e., in particular nEB and consequently (g, n) E I, in 
contradiction to 9 )'I n. 0 

Full rows and full columns of a context belong to every closed relation 
and it is sometimes awkward to have to carry them along. For simplification 
purposes, we therefore occasionally use the notation 

[j:= AI' x 1VI U G X G'. 

The relation [j consists precisely of the trivial incidences in J. In the following 
proposition we simply assume that [j = 0 and give some simple examples of 
closed relations. 
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Figure 3.8 With reference to Proposition 51: Between (B' , B) and (C, C') lie 
precisely the concept.s of the context (C, B, InC x B). 

Proposition 50. If (A, B) and (c. D) are concepts of a context (G, ,71(/, I) 
with G' = 0 = 1'1,[', then 

I n A x M, In G x D, In ( .. 4 x MuG x D) 

and, if (A, B) < (c. D) , even InC X B are closed relations with 

!}3(G, M, 1 n A x ;H) = {(G, O)} U ((A, B)] 

!}3(Ci,M,InG x D) = {(O,M)} U [(C,D)) 

!}3(G, M, 1 n (A x MUG x D)) = ((A, B)] U [(C, D)) 

!}3(G, M, 1 n ( ' x B) = {(O, M), (G, OJ} U [(A, B) , (e, D)]. 

Proof. It suffices to undertake the proof for J := In ex B. It is clear that 
(G,0) and (0, M) are concepts of !}3(G. At, J). Furthermore every concept 
(X, Y) E !}3(G, M, 1) with (A, B) ::; (X, Y) ::; (e, D) is also a concept of 
(G, Al, J) , since X x Y ~ InC x B ~ J. Hence, assume that (X, Y) E 
!}3(G, M, J). We may assume that 4\ C e and Y C B. Because ofAxB C J , 
Y ~ B imnlediately yields A = B J ~ yJ = - X, i.e., A ~ X and "thus 
Xl C Al = B. With X J = Xl n B it follows that Xl = )(,.J. Dually, we 
recognize that yI = y J , i.e., that (X, Y) E !}3(G, M, I). 0 

As an immediate consequence we obtain: 

Proposition 51. IJ (A. B) and ((', D) are concepts oj (0, M, 1) with (A, B) 
< (C. D), then 

[(A, B), (C. D)] = !}3(e, 13, I n e x B). o 

Example 7. \\:e demonstrate this proposition by means of the concepts /.5 
and ftC in the context from Figure ;U5 . We have 
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"'/) = (~I/. 5') = (n,!:l}, {e,d,c f,g}), 

flC = (e'. (/I) = (G \ {8}, {e } ). 

According to the proposition, b5, pc] = 23((', B, InC X B) with 

C' {1,2,3,1,5,ti,7,!:l,10} 

and B {c.d,cf,g}· 

It turns out. that in this suhcontext the objects 1, 2, 3, 5, !:l and 10 as well as 
the attribute e are reducible. The reduced context is presented in Figure 3.9 
together with its cOllcept lattice. It is an interval in the center of Figure 3.7. 

~ 
. . 

, , 

• • W 

Figure 3.9 The concept lattice of this subcontext is isomorphic to an interval. 

We give t.wo further examples of closed relations: 
If r is a group of automorphisl1ls of t.he context. (C;, M, I), i.e., of pairs of 

maps (a, ,3) with 

u : G ---t C;, d: Ai -+ AI, gIm ¢::::} ct(g)I3(m), 

then we obtain a closed relation I1' hy means of the definition 

(g. m) E Ir : ¢::::} g/:3(m) for all (a, J) E r 
(¢::::} a(g)Im. for all (a. ,3) E n. 

as can be easily proved. The correspouding sublattice 23( G. M./r) consists 
precisely of those concepts (A. B) of ((;, M, I) which are invariant under r, 
i.e .• for which holds 

(oA. dB) = (A, B) for all (0, d) E r. 

It lllay happeu that a clm.;ed relation differs very little from t.he incidence 
relation I, in the extreme case only by one "cross". This case corresponds 
to the dismantling of doubly irreducible elements. Therefore, we shall give a 
short description. only sketching the order-theoret.ic results and referring to 
the corresponding literature for the proofs. 
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An element (/ of an ordered set shall be called doubly irreducible if (/ 
has exactly one lower neighbour 0* and exactly one upper neighbour 0* and 
furthermore the conditions 

J' < a =? J' S; 0*, .r > (J =? x > a* 

(which are dispensable in the finite) are satisfied. According to Proposition 
2 (p. 7), in a complete lattice the doubly irreducible elements are precisely 
those which are V-irreducible as well as !\-irreducible. 

We talk about the dismantling of a doubly irreducible element 0 in an 
ordered set (P. S;) if we mean the transition from (P, S;) to the ordered set 

(F \ {o}, (F \ {a}) 2n S;). 

In the following we shall write (P \ {o}, S;) for this ordered set. 
If we dismantle a doubly irreducible element 0 of a complete lattice V, 

then we obtain a complete sublattice V \ {o}. Obviously, the property of 
being doubly irreducible is also necessary for this purpose. We get a further 
converse: 

Proposition 52. If 0 is a doubly irreducible elEment of (F, S;), then 
(P \ {o}, S;) is (J complete lattice if and only if (P, S;) is a complete lattice. 0 

We omit the (easy) proof and point to an application instead: If we want 
to determine whether a given ordered set (P, S;) is a complete lattice, we can 
first remove doubly irreducible elements and then examine the remaining 
structure. If (F. <) is finite we can gradually dismantle all doubly irreducible 
elements until there finally remains a DI-kernel without doubly irreducible 
elements. 

It can be shown by means of a simple argument that the DI-kernel is 
unique, i.e., that it does not depend on the order in which the doubly irre
ducible elements are being dismantled. 

Dismantling an dement corresponds to cancelling a cross in the context: 

Proposition 53. If a = 19 = jJm is a doubly irreducible concept of a clari
fied context (G. AI, I), then 

23(0, Al.I) \ {a} = 23(0, M, 1\ {(9,m)}). 

Froof. We have already noted that 23( G, 111, I) \ {a} is a complete sublattice. 
By Theorem 13 the corresponding closed relation is given by 

J:= U{A x B I (A,B) -I- a}. 

Now, if (h, n) E I is an arbitrary incident object-attribute pair, then (h, n) E 
h" x h' and (h, n) E n' x nil. Hence, from (h, n) ~ J it follows that (h", hi) = 
a = (n', nil), i.e., (since (G. 111, I) is clarified) h = 9 and n = m. 0 
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3.4 Block Relations and Tolerances 

Definition 51. Let V be a complete lattice. A complete tolerance re
lation on V is a relation G ~ V x V which is reflexive, symmetric and 
compatible with Slipreina and infima. i.e., for which holds 

Hence, a complete tolerance relation is a congruence relation if it is transitive. 
o 

Figure 3.10 The pairs which are linked together in the figure on the right (including 
the pairs of neighbouring elements) form part of a tolerance relation of the lattice 
on the left. 

Proposition 54. If G is a complete tolerance relation on V, then it follows 
alone from aGb and x, y E [a 1\ b, a V bl that xGy. 

Proof. From aGb and aGa it follows that aGa 1\ b and correspondingly 
bGa 1\ b. This yields a 1\ b G a V b. It follows that x V (a 1\ b) G x V (a V b), i.e., 
xG(a V b) and correspondingly (a V b)Gy. Because of x, y ::; a V b we obtain 
xGy. 0 

Definition 52. If G is a complete tolerance relation and a E V, we define 

ae:= I\{x E V I aGx} and ae := V{x E V I aGx}. 

The intervals [ale := rae, (ae)e], (a E V) are called the blocks of G. 0 
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Figure 3.11 The blocks of the tolerance relat.ion from Figure 3.10. 

ae is the smallest (and dually 0(-) is the largest) element related with 0 

under 8. The dual definition [a]E-):= [(/"»)e.oe] also yields the blocks of 
8: Because of ((ae)e)(o:) = ae and ((ae)e)(") = ae we obtain [ale = [aE-)]e 
as well as [0]<") = [a(o:)]E-). From oeb and 0 ::; b it follows that be ::; a ::; b, 
i.e., a E [b]e. Correspondingly. from a8b and a 2': b it always follows that 
U E [b]e. The blocks of a tolerance relat.ion do not have t.o be disjoint, unless 
we are dealing with a congruence relation. \Ve have 

Proposition 55. The blocks of 8 arc precisely tht maJ:imal subsets X of V 
with x8y for all .1', y EX. 

Proof. Because of Proposition G4 we have .d9y foJ' all J" y E [ale. Now 
if z is an arbitrary dement with :;80 and z8ae, we obtain z > U(o:) and 
Z < (O("»)e, i.e .. z E [ale. Hence, every block is maximal with~'egard to 
the property ,.;pecified. if X is an arbitrary maximal set of elelllents of V 
which are pairwise related under e. then from the compatibility it follows 
that /\ X and V}; are elements of X. Hence, because of the maximality, 
),' = [/\ X, V Xl and (/\ ,\,)e = V x. (V X)e = /\ X, i.e., X is a block of 8. 

o 

Proposition 56. Tilt map .1' ~ J:(") is a V-morphism and tho map x ~ .r e 

is a /\ -mo/'phislII. TIll t U'o maps arf adjoint to Each othel'. 

Proof. \Ve show that. (y , V') is a Galois connection between V and V d • 

We have J' ::; Y :::::} J;e-) ::; .tie-) :::} J' e-) 2': d .tie, x ::;d Y :::} .1' 2': y :::} J,E-) 2': ye • 

. 1'::; (xe)e and .1' 2': (.I'E-»)<,,) :::} .r ::;d (.I'e)e. Hence, 
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alld correspondingly 

D 

Definition 53. The set of all blocks of a complete tolerance relation of V 
is denoted by V If) and ordered by 

<> 
The definition says that the smallest elements of the blocks are ordered 

in the same way as their largest elements. This is correct because of Xe ::; 
Ye ¢::::} (xe)e::; (y(-))e. Tn fact, even more is true: The set of the upper 
bounds of the blocks is closed under infima, that of the lower bounds is 
closed under suprema. in analogy to the case of the complete congruences 
(ef. Theorem 10. p. 106). This is described by the following theorem: 

Theorem 14. With the order described above. V 18 is a complete lattice 
(the factor lattice of V by 8). The following equations hold for blocks B t 

and for elemfnt,~ J't. t E T. of V rEspfctiuely: 

Proof. The proofs of the equations follow easily from Proposition 56. D 

How can we describe complete tolerance relations of concept lattices in 
terms of the contexts'? 

Definition 54. By a block relation of a context (G, M, 1) we mean a re
lation J ~ (; x M which satisfies the following conditions: 

1. IC.1, 
2. fo;-every object 9 E G, g.7 is an intent of (G, ]1;1, I), 
3. for every attribute In E AI, 1// is an extent of (G. AI, I). 

<> 
We can use this definition as a starting point for some observations: If J 

is a block relation of (G, M, 1), then every extent of (G, M, J) is an extent 
of (G, M, 1) and every intent of (G, AI, J) is an intent of (G, 111, 1). The 
intersection of any number of block relations of (G, 111, 1) is again a block 
relation, since gn.7, = n gJ" and the intersection of intents is always an 
intent, and dually. Hence. the block relations of (G, 111, I) form a closure 
system and thus a complete lattice. 
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Figure 3.12 The block relation J belonging to the tolerance from Figure 3.10 
additionally contains the pairs marked by dots. 

Theorem 15. The lattice of all block relations of (G, M, 1) is isomorphic 
to the lattice of all complete tolerance relations of ~( G, M, 1). The map {3 
assigning to any complete tolerance relation 8 the block relation defined by 

is an isomorphism. Conversely, 

(A,B),I3- 1 (J)(C,D) <===:> AxDUCxBCJ 

yields the tolerance corresponding to a block relation J. 

Proof. First, we show that J := (3(8) is a block relation. Since 8 is reflexive, 
I C J. According to the definition, 

We claim that this is an intent of (G, M, I). For this purpose we consider the 
concept 

A{J1m I ,g8(-yg l\J1m)} = (gJI,gJII). 

If n is an attribute of this concept, we get 

and hence also 

If we are aware that this infimum is in a 8-relation with ,g, we recognize 
that (/g 1\ J1n)8,g, i.e., that n E gJ. Hence, gJ = gJ11 is an intent. Dually 
we prove that every set of the form m J is an extent of (G, M, I). 
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Now we start from a block l'rlation J and define a relation T( J) on 
23(G, NI, I) by 

(A, B)T(J)(C, D) : <==? A x DUB x C <;:; J. 

Evidently T(J) is reflexive and symmetric, and, if T is an index set and 
there are concepts with (At, Bd8(Ct , Dd for t E T, we argue as follows: For 
9 E At we have gJ ~ D t = C{ and consequently gJI <;:; C[I = Ct. Hence, for 
9 E ntET At we obtain gJI <;:; nET Ct , i.e., 

which proves 

n At x 
tET 

Analogously we show that 

n Ct X 

tET 

and altogether we have proved 

tET tET 

The dual argument proves, moreover, that T( J) is compatible with suprema, 
i.e., that it is a complete tolerance relation. 

Both maps (3 and T are evidently order-preserving. In order to prove the 
theorem we furthermore have to show that they are inverse to each other. 
Let 8 be a complete tolerance relation of 23( G, M, I). We want to show that 

(A, B)8(C, D) <==? (A, B)T(;3(8))(C, D). 

According to Proposition 54, we may limit ourselves to the special case 
(A, B) > (C, D). We have 

(A, B)8(C', D) <==? ,g V (C, D)8(C, D) for all 9 E A 

<==? ,g8,g 1\ (C, D) for all 9 E A 

<==? ,g8,g 1\ pm for all 9 E A and m E D 

<==? AxD<;:;;3(8) 

<==? (A, B)T(!3(8))(C, D). 

For the last part of the proof let J be a block relation of (G, M, I). Then 
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(g, rn) E J <===> 9 E mJ 

<===> gIl C; gJ J n ml and 

(gII n n/)I = (l u ml1 )lI C (gJ U mJJ)JJ = (gJJ n 17/)J 

<===> gII X (gII n ml)I C J 

<===> (,g)T(J)(,g 1\ pm) 

<===> (g, m) E ;3(T(J)). 

This proves that J = 3( T(J)). o 

Corollary 57. If 8 is a tolerance relation on 'S(C;', M, /) and J := ;3(8) IS 

the corresponding block relation, then 

'S(G, M, /)/8 == 'S(G, M, J) . 

. More pr'ecisely, We have: 

1. [(BI,B),(C",C l )] is a block of8 if and only if (e,B) is a concept of 
(G,M,J). 

2. The map 
[(B l , B), (G, GI )] H (e, B) 

is an isomorphism of the lattice of the blocks of 8 onto the concept lattice 
of (G, M, J). 

3. If (e, B) is a concept of (G, ]'vI, J), then 

[(Bi,B). (("Cd )] = 'S(G,B,Jne x B) 

for the corresponding block of 8 

Proof. According to Theorem 15, two concepts (A, B) :S (e, D) of 
'S( G, M, J) stand in the relation 8 to each other if and only if C: x B <;;; J, 
i.e., if B <;;; e J and e <;;; B]. For an arbitrary concept (X, Y) of (G, M, I) 
therefore 

(X, Y)e 

(X,n e 

((X, Y)e)e 

(XJJ. XJ) and 

(yJ, yJI) and consequently 

(X]]. )(JJI). 

If we assume that B := X J and C := X J J, then (G, B) is a concept of 
(G, M, J) and the block [(X, y)]e proves to be of the form we claimed: 

[(X, Y)l&) = [(X, Y)e, ((XY)e)e] = [(B I , B), (e, e f )]. 

Therefore, the map 
[(X, Y)]e H (X J], XJ) 

is an order isomorphism mapping the blocks of 8 onto the concepts of 
(G.ivI, J). 

The third part of the assertion follows from Proposition 51. o 
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• 'I 

Figure 3.13 The concept lattice '23 ( 0, M,.J) of the block relation J is isomorphic 
to the factor lattice by t.he tolerance relation. As an ('xample, we state the sub con
text belonging to the concept ({3, 4, .5, 6}, {c, el, e , f, g}) of .J. Its concept lattice is 
isomorphic to the corresponding block of the tolerance. 

\Ve close this s(,ctioll with two observations. The first deals with the ques
tion which families of intervals form the systems of the blocks of a tolerance. 
This is answered by the following theorem: 

Theorem 16. Lft V /il (I complete lattiCe, T (In tnde.r set (llld 

a family of iHttlTa/s fl'Om V which art assumed to be pairwise distinct,l.t., 
sf- t =? [£,. xs] f- [£1' xr]. 1'/1111 tilE following conditioHs arc fquil'Olent: 

1. :F is tht family of the blocks of a cOli/ph tf to/UOlU't re/ation on a complett 
sublattice of V. 

) a) Tht sft {XI It E T} of thE uppu bounds of tht intervals is l\-closEd. 
b) ThE !)tt {£I II E T} of tht lOll'( r bound!) of tht inttrl'OL~ is V -closEd. 
I) The UppEr and thE lower bounds are ordfl'fCl in the same way, i.f., 

:r, :S:rt <===? 7< :S J'I' 

3. There is an ordEr < on. T with rfspect to which (1',2::) is (f complete 
lattiCE and tht rc ({ rf maps 

g:T--+V. injEcii1'E and V -presErving, 

o:i--+V. injlctive and 1\ -preserving, 

with g(s) 2:: 0..(t) <===? 0(05) 2:: 0(/), Oll.d:F = {[g(t), o(t)] I t E T}. 

Proof. 1 =?~: Every block of a complete tolerance relation e is of the 
form [.1'](.,) = [(xc"))co), /o)j, i.e., the upper bounds of the blocks are precisely 
the elements of the form ,1,(.,). Front Proposition 56 it follows thai 

i.e., the result is agaill all upper bOllnd of a block. This proves a) and dually 
we infer b). c) again follows from Proposit.ion 56: x(.,) 2:: y(oo) {:::::::? (J;(oo))(oo) 2:: 
(y(o))(oo) • 
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~ =? ;~: Wi' ordt'l' T by oS ~ t : <===> £s ~ £t. Bt'caust' of c) this is 
t'quivalt'nt to Xs < Xt. llt'I1Ct'. tht' Illap dt'fined by ~(t) := £t is an order
isomorphism of (T. <) on hi It E T}. corrt'spondingly o(t) := XI defint's an 
order-isomorphism of (T.~) 011 {XI I t E T}. Therefore. according to a) and 
b). (T,~) is a complt'te lattice. 

3 =? 1: We first show that under tht' conditions mentioned under 3, the 
st't 

U := U{[~(t), o(t)] I t E T} 

is a complete sublattice of V. Hence, let x s , s E 8 be a sequence of elements 
from U. For every s E 8 there is a ts E T with :1'8 E [~(ts), a(t8)]' We 
claim that VsEs J's also lies in tiuch an interval, namely in [~(t),a(t)] with 
t:= VSEStS' Since ~ is V-prest'rving, ~(t) ~ VsESX S is obvious, and since 
a is order-preserving, for ewry s E 8 we have Xs ~ o(t s) ~ a(V 8ES t s) and 
thus VsEs Xs ~ 07(t). Hence, [T is closed with regard to suprema as well as 
with respect to infima, as the dual argument shows. 

The relation 

e := {(J', y) I ::i IEl .r, y E [~(t), aft)]} 

evidently is reflexive and symmt't.ric. Moreover, from (xso Ys) E e, s E 8 it 
follows that Xs,Ys E [~(ts),07(ts)] holds for suitable ts E T, i.e., 

v {J's Is E 8}. V {ys Is E 8} E [~(V t s ), a(V ts)], 

I.e., 

(V{X s Is E 8}, V{Y8 Is E 8}) E e. 

Hence, e is V-compatible (and dually, of course, !\-compatible as well), i.e., 
it is a complete tolerance. 

Finally we have t.o show t.hat. the int.ervals [~( t), 0'( t)] are in fact the blocks 
of e, i.e., the maximal sets of elements which are pairwise related under the 
relation e. If [u, v] is a block, then (u, v) E e, i.e., u, v E [~( t), 0'( t)] for some 
t, hence every block of e is of this form. On the other hand, every [~(t), a(t)] 
is maximal too; from [~(s), a(s)] ~ [~(t), aft)] we can infer a(s) S; aft), that 
is s S; t, as well as ~(t) S; ~(s). that is t ~ s. Together this yields s = t. 0 

The second observation establishes a link between compatible subcontexts 
and block relations. Transitive tolerance relations are congruence relations, 
hence we can describe a complete congruence relation (under suitable condi
tions, d. Theorem 11) in two ways: in terms of a compatible sub context and 
in terms of a block relation. 

Proposition 58. Let e be a complete congruence relation of a doubly 
founded concept lattice !l3(G, M, I), (Ge , Me, In Ge x Me) the correspond
ing saturated compatible subcontext and J = J3( e) the block relation for e. 
Then: 
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(g, m) E J ¢::::::> g" n (;0) ~ n/ 

¢::::::> Ill" n M e ~ g' 
Ge {g E G I gI = g"'} 
M 0) {m E M I n/ = n/}. 

Pmoj. According to Theorem 15, (g, 111) E J ¢::::::> hg, ,g /\ j1m) E e. Two 
concepts are congruent if and only if their extents have the same intersection 
with Ge . In the present case, this means g" n Ge = g" n m l n Ge which 
corresponds to the first line of the assertion. The second line can be inferred 
dually. 

According to the definition. g is in Ge if and only if ,g is the smallest 
element of a e-class. This is equivalent to the fact that for every attribute m 
from hg, ,g /\ pili) E e it already follows that jlm 2 ,g. i.e .. that (g, m) E J 
always implies (g. 171) E 1. D 

The connection between congruence relations and block relations, accord
ing to the theorem. can also be explained as follows: If 'P is an homomorphism, 
e = ker'P and .lis the block relation belonging to e, then 

(g. 171) E J ¢::::::> 'P,g ~ 'PJlm. 

3.5 Hints and References 

3.1 Compatible subcontext:s as well as their characterization by means of the 
arrow relations were introduced in [192]. Proposition 37 has been taken from 
a paper by Knecht and Wille [99]. 

3.2 Congruence relations belong to the standard subjects of textbooks on 
abstract algebra. Theorem 9 is "classical". Books on lattice theory, however. 
usually examine lattice congruence (where the requirement is compatibil
ity with suprema and infima of finite sets only). These congurences differ 
considerably from the complete congruence relations. Of course, every com
plete congruence is a lattice congruence in the weaker sense. But whereas 
the lattice congruences always form a distributive sublattice of the lattice of 
equivalence relations. the situation in the case of the complete congruences 
is more complicated: The supremum of two complete congruences does not 
have to coincide with the supremum as equivalence relations, and Every com
plete lattice is isomorphic to the lattice of the complete congruence relations 
of a suitable cOllcept lattice (Teo [174]. Gratzer [76]). Therefore Theorem 10 
cannot simply be derived from the ('orresponding theorems for algebras, but 
follow8 [190]. \Vith regard to the congruellce theory for concept lattices see 
also Reuter and Wille [144]. 



3.3 Closed relations were illtroduced ill [198], in order to simplify the de
scription of subdirect products, which had been tackled in [193]. The con
cept lattice from Figure :3.7 originally resulted from an analysis of biological 
data, see [60]. The dismantling of doubly irreducible elements was examined 
by Duffus and Rival [44]. They also proved the uniqueness of the DI-kernel. 
A very simple proof was given by Farley [52]. Distributive lattices that are 
generated by their doubly irreducible elements were examined by Monjardet 
& Wille [128]. 

It is possible to describe in terms of structure what happens if we add "a 
cross" to the incidence relation I. Here, we shall limit ourselves to cardinality: 
The concept lattice can become larger but it can also become smaller. A 
simple estimate by Skorsky shows 

~ < I2i(G,M,iU{(g,m)})1 <~. 
2 - '13(G, M,1) - 2 

The concept lattice can only become smaller if 9 ? m. Assume w.l.o.g. that 
(G, M, I) is clarified. If neither 9 /' m nor g.,/ m, then, by Proposition 49, 
'13(G, M, I) is a complete sublattice of '13(G, M, I U {(g, m)}). 

3.4 Czedli [30] had discovered that tolerance relations also yield a factor lat
tice. Bandelt [7] examined this connection in more detail. The interrelation 
between complete tolerance relations and block relations was first described 
in [195]. Wille has also suggested the use of tolerance relations in order to 
obtain counting formulas by means of the Mobius function. In this context 
see also [140] and Vogt [178]. 



4. Decompositions of Concept Lattices 

A complex concept lattice can possibly be split up into simpler parts. Here 
the mathematical model must prove its worth by providing efficacious and 
versatile methods for the decomposition. Every such decomposition principle 
can be reversed to make a construction method. Therefore, some of the 
following subjects will be taken up again in the next chapter with this second 
focus. 

If a lattice can be represented as a sublattice of a direct product, this 
is called a subdinct decomposition. The theory described in the preceding 
chapter permits an elegant description of these decompositions by means of 
the context. This is the subject of the first section. 

The tolerance relations introduced in 3.4 result in coverings of the concept 
lattice by overlapping intervals. This fact will be used as a principle of 
decomposition in the second section. 

A surprisingly versatile context operation consists in inserting one context 
into another one. We shall explain this in more detail in the third section 
and describe the corresponding lattice construction, the substitution product. 
Then we shall use some effort to prove a decomposition theorem for this 
product (Theorem 25). 

In the fourth section we shall finally introduce the tensor product of com
plete lattices by means of the direct product of the contexts. Similarly, as in 
the case of the direct product of lattices (which corresponds to the context 
sum), tensorial decomposability is rare. Therefore, we transfer the idea of 
the subdirect product, which we explain in 4.1, to contexts and obtain the 
notion of the subtensorial decomposition of concept lattices. 

4.1 Subdirect Decompositions 

The direct product of ordered sets has already been introduced in Definition 
7. We shall repeat it here for the special case of complete lattices: 

Definition 55. Let T be an arbitrary index set. For a family (Vt)tET of 
complete lattices. the product is defined to be 

Xvt:= 
tET 

( X vt,~) 
tET 

B. Ganter et al., Formal Concept Analysis
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1999
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with 

The lattices "Vi, t E T are the factors of the product, and the maps 

with 

7f s : X \ '/ ------t Vs 
tET 

7f s ((xtltET) := J's 

defined for sET are the canonical projections. 

Without difficulty we prove: 

Proposition 59. Every product of complete lattices is a complete lattice. 
The infimum and the sttpnmum can be formed component-wise. The canon
ical projections are surjectil!e complEte homomorphisms. 0 

The direct product of concept lattices corresponds to the direct sum of 
the contexts, cf. Definition ;)4. 

Definition 56. A (complete) 1 sub direct product of complete lattices is 
a complete sublattice of the direct product for which the canonical projection 
maps onto the factors are all surjective. 

A sub direct decomposition of a complete lattice V is a family Gt , 

t E T, of complete congruence relations of V with 

n Gt = d, 
lET 

where d denotes the trivial congruence .d := {( x, x) I x E V}. The lattices 
V leI! t E T, are called the factors of the subdirect decomposition. <) 

Theorem 17. If V is a complEtE subdireet product of the lattiCeS "Vi, t E T, 
then the kernels of the canonical pro.jections 

{ker 7ft I t E T} 

form a subdil'ect c/fcollljlosition of V. Conversc!y, for every subdinct decom
position. G t , t E "1 of V, 1i.1f 

L(V) := ([n]etJtET 

we obtain all isomorphism of V onto (j Hubdirect product of the factor lattiCeS 

V let. t E T. 

1 For stylistic reasons, we will frequently leave out the adjective "complete", i.e., 
in the following "subdirect OO should he replaced by "completely subdirect" where 
necessar~r . 
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Figure 4.1 The lattice on the left is a sub direct product of the two lattices on the 
right. 

Figure 4.2 The two congruences represented here form a subdirect decomposition 
of the lattice in Figure 4.1. The factor lattices by these congruences are precisely 
the factors of the subdirect product represented in the figure above. 
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,~ 

Figure 4.3 The nested line diagram helps us to follow the definition of the sub direct 
product. 
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Proof. The kernds of the canonical projectiolls are congruencet;. Hence. in 
order to prove the first part, we only have to show that their intersection is the 
trivial congruence d. Two elements (('diET and (Wt )tET of the direct product 
are different if there is some sET with tis i- ws , i.e., with 7Ts(lI) i- 7T s (W), 
which is equivalent to (1'. w) f:- ker 7T s • Hence, from v i- W it follows that 
(r, w) f:- ntET ker 7Tt, which was to be proved. 

Now we show that the lllap I defined in the second part has the properties 
claimed. l is a cOl1lplete homomorphism, since for an arbitrary family (Vj )jEJ 

of elements of V we have 

1 (l\l' j ) 
JEJ 

1\ t(Vj) . 
JEJ 

Likewise, we show that I preserves suprema. l is injective, since from v, w E 
V, vi- w follows the existence of some t E T with (v, w) f:- et . This means, 
however, that [ulet i- [wlet, i.e., that t(v) i- l(W). 

Hence. l is an isomorphism of V onto the complete sublattice I (V) of the 

product X tEl' (V let). It remains to be shown that the canonical projections 

sET, 

are surjective. This follows from 

ITs(I(V)) = {[vles I tI E V} = vies' D 

In the definition of the sub direct decomposition, we have not excluded 
the trivial case that one of the congruences is the trivial congruence .1. The 
lattices which only allow such decompositions are described by the following 
definition: 

Definition 57. A complete lattice V is called (completely) sub directly 
irreducible if every subdirect decomposition of V contains the trivial con
gruence .1. 0 

This property call also be formulated as follows: If V is isomorphic to a 
sub direct product of lattices lit, t E T, then V is canonically isomorphic to 
one of the factors ~t. (Canonically isomorphic here means that the canonical 
projection ITt is bijective and is therefore an isomorphism from V to lit). 
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It is particularly easy (.0 read off this property from the lattire of con
gruence relations of V, since V is :mbdirectly irreducible if and only if this 
lattice has exactly olle atom: 

Proposition 60. A complEte lattia V is subdirectly irreduciblt if and only if 

V has a smallest non-tril'iaP congruence, i.e., a complete congruence relation 

a with a # ~ and e ~ ljI for all complete rongruen.ces rJt # 41. 

Proof. If e is such a congruence and if L is an isomorphism of V onto a 
subdirect product I(l') of lattices lit, t E T, then, because of 

it is not possible that 

n kerr ITt 0 L) = .1, 
tET 

e ~ ker(ITt 0 L) for all t E T. 

Hence. kerr ITt 0 L) = ~ for at least one t E T. 
If, on the other hand, there is no such minimal congruence, then 

n{e leE I£(V),a # .1} = L1 

for the family 1£( V) of all congruences of V. Hence, these congruences form 
a proper subdired decomposition of V. 0 

The examination of subdired decompo:-litions can be carried out directly 
on the context if we use the interplay between congruence relations, compat
ible and arrow-closed suhcontexts which we have developed in the preceding 
sections. In order to do so, we must presuppose that the lattice V we exam
ine is doubly founded and thus isomorphic to the concept lattice of a reduced 
context lJ( since in this case the congruences are in one-to-one correspondence 
to the arrow-closed subcontexts of lY:. 

Proposition 61. If (G, ill, 1) is a reduced context of a doubly founded con
cept lattice, then the subdinct dfcompositions offJ3(G, M. 1) correspond bijec

tively to the families of aTTow-closed subcontexts (Gt. Mt,I n G t x Mil with 

UtET G t = G and UtET Mt = iH. 

Proof. According to the observations preceding Theorem 12, ntET (9 t = 41 
holds for a family at, t E T of cougruences if and only if UtET Gt = G' 
and UtE'J' Alt = Al holds for the correspondillg arrow-closed subcontexts 
(C t , Mt , In (,'t x Mt). 0 

it is particularly easy to recognize the sub contexts belonging to subdi
rectly irreducible factors of fJ3(G, lid, I). We must be aware that for every 
object g there is always a smallest arrow-closed subcontext containing g. We 

2 We allow the total congruence V x \'. 
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shall call such a :subcontex( a I-generated arrow-closed subcontext. (The 
corresponding is true for the att.ribut.es, but since in a reduced context ev
ery object is connected to all attribute by a double arrow and vice versa, it 
suffices to concentrate on one of the sets G or M, respectively). 

Proposition 62. A doubly founded reduced context (G, jl,f, l) is i-genemted 
if and only if '13 ( G, I'vl , 1) is subdirectly irreducible. 

Proof. If (G. l'vl, 1) is 1-generat.ed, then for every family (Gt , Mt , ] n Gt x Mt ), 

t E T, of arrow-closed subcont.ext.s there is some t E T with Gt = G and 
M t = i'vf. By means of Proposition 61 we recognize that this is equivalent to 
subdirect irredu('ibilit:v" 0 

Theorem 18. Every doubly founded complete lattice has (j subdirect decom
position into sllbdirec t/y ilTeducible factors. 

Proof. \V.l.o.g. we may assultle that V is the concept lattice of a reduced 
context (G , M,l). We may then assume that V = '13(G,M,l). For g E G 
let (Ci g , Mg,] n Gy x My) denote the smallest arrow-closed sub context of 
(G, M.l) containing g, Proposition :36 (p. 101) shows that this sub context 
is reduced as well. According to Proposition 62 the corresponding concept 
lattice is subdirectly irreducible. Hence. together with Proposition 61, 

provides a 811 bdirect decomposition of V into subdirectly irreducible factors. 
o 

Figure 4.4 Using the arrow relations in the context , we can examine which sub
direct decompositions are possible for the concept lattice , 

To close this section, we apply the theory we have developed to the ex
ample given in the beginning (Figure 4.1). A representation of the lattice 
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~ to • Ii ~ f 
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Figure 4.5 We recognize five i-generated subcontexts: one for each object. 

as a concept lattice is presented in Figure 4.4. The arrow relations of the 
context are shown in Figure 4.5 as a graph. We can read off that there are 
exactly five l-generated subcontexts. In the main, there is only one sub direct 
decomposition of this lattice into subdirectly irreducible factors. The respec
tive subcontexts are generated by the objects 2, 4 and .5. We can add the 
subcontexts generated by the objects 1 or 3, they are, however, contained in 
the sub context generated by 2 and therefore dispensable. 

The subclired decomposition shown in Figure 4.2 corresponds to the two 
subcontexts ({ 1. 2. :3), {Ii, b. c, d}) and ({ 1. 4, 5}, {c, e, .f}). We recognize that 
the second factor call be chosen smaller: object 1 is superfluous, the second 
subcontext can be replaced by ({4.5}.{e,.f}). Figure 4.6 shows the corre
sponding congruence. It can replace the second congruence in Figure 4.2. 
The factor lattice obtained from this congruence has three elements. 

Figure 4.6 A coarser congruence may be chosen for the second congruence in the 
subdired decomposition from Figure 4.2. 

4.2 Atlas-decompositions 

A map which is meant to represent a larger area on a larger scale necessarily 
becomes unwieldy. Usually, we make shift by splitting it up into an atlas: a 
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collection of manageable part maps covering the desired area, together with a 
general map as well as additional information, which show how the individual 
maps are related. 

An analogons procedure for large unwieldy lattices can be introduced 
with the help of the tolerance relations. According to Theorem 14 (p. 121), 
a tolerance relation 011 a complete lattice V provides a decomposition of V 
into intervals which are themselves elements of a complete lattice. Thus, V 
can be understood as being constructed from a family of complete lattices, 
whose indices ill turn form a complete lattice. This means that the blocks of 
the tolerance appear in the role of the part maps in the atlas and the factor 
lattice acts as the "general map" . 

It is, however, in the case of the tolerances not quite as easy as in the 
case of topographic maps to explain the interconnection between the part 
maps. In the general case, this is done through a family of adjoint pairs of 
mappings. It is easier in the case of glued tolerances: here those maps ensue 
automatically. 

Definition 58. Let Q be a complete lattice and, furthermore, let Vq be a 
complete lattice for every element q E Q. Let 

be maps for every pair q ::; r in Q. Such a family 

(Vq I q E Q) 

is called a Q-atlas if the following conditions are satisfied: 

O. Vq ~ v;. ::::? q = r. 

1. Vq n v;. i" an order filter of ~ .. ~ and an order ideal of v;. if q :s: r. 

2. {q E Q I :1' E ~I} is an interval [Xmin' :tmaxl in Q for every x E UqEQ Vq. 

:~. 'P~x = x = 1/'~J' for all J.' E v,]. 

4. 'P~x::; y holds in V;. if and only if x ::; V'~y holds in Vq. 

5. 'P:'P~ = 'P~ and ~'~~'; = q' 

6. 'P~x = 'P~~~J' for all x E Vq n Vq v s and~); = 1);~~. for all y E vt n vt 1\ r' 

The sum of the Q-atlas is defined as the pair 

with 

x ~ :tJ : <===? x min::; :tJmin and 'P;:~: x ::; :tJ 

for all x, y E UqEQ ~I' o 
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Condition (4) says that for q ~ r the two maps Y~ and~'~ are mutually 
adjoint in the sense of Proposition 9 (p. 14), as can easily be seen from 
Propositions 4 and 6. Hence, Y~ is V-preserving and V,~ is !\-preserving. If 
we denote the boundary elements of vt by Ot and It, respectively, we obtain 
in particular y;~Oq = Or and lr = l q. 

Proposition 63. 

;I'min ~ Ymin and ,(1Ymin X < y 
r.rrnin _ .. 

is equivalent to 

.r max ~ Ymax and 

Proof. Let .tmin ~ Ymin and y~:~ii:: x ~ y. In the following we shall use the 
abbreviations 

q := ·1'min, r:= Ymin, s:= ;I'max, t:= Ymax' 

By (6) we obtain 
'Y > . or X - . ~rV SF . _ 'l-'q" - 't's .c. 

Hence, y~X is an element of Vr n Yr v S! and by (1) it follows that y E v,. v s, 
i.e., s ~ t. Since r 2: Xmin' we have s 1\ I' E [:rmin, xmaxl and x E v.; A}' follows 
from (:!). Together with (6) and (3) we obtain 

Thus 

~sAr J' - J' 't'q .-. 

r r sAl' r < 
YsArX = YSArYq X = YqX _ Y 

because of (.5). With (4) and (6) we obtain 

The opposite direction of the equivalence follows dually. o 

Theorem 19. I'll( StUll of (J q-atlas is a complete lattice V. in which infima 
and suprema CWI Ii! described as follows: 

with XI E ~t' r := VtET qt and s := !\tET qt. The complete lattices ~, 
q E Q af'( preciSEly the blocks of a complete tolfT'ancc relation e of V, and 
q 1-7 l/;, describes all isomorphism of Q onto V /Q .. furthu'morc, we have 

Y~ = ;/' U Or for all J' E Vq 

and 

for all Y E Yr. 
III this way we obtain a bijfctit't assignment between the complete tolerance 
rElations all Cl completl lait ire ({nd thf /'t'prcseTltatiollS of this lattice as the 
swn of a Q-allas. 
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Proof. Without difficulty we proVE' that ~ is an order which corresponds, 
moreover, on each of the ~ to the order given there. Furthermore. we prove 
that x C .II alwavs follows from 'o"J' = II: By (6) we first obtain ,"l'V.r max X = .II _ . J 'rq ~'J 'r'Tmax 

and thus Xmax :s; Ymax' \Vith 

we get (flYmax J: = !j and, because of (4). J' < 1/,Ymax y. Consequent Iv x C .II 
rXmax ~ - I n1ax .. , -

holds according to Proposition 6il. Dually we infer that x =~'~Y always 
implies x ~ y. 

We now show that the supremum has the form specified in the theorem: 
Assume that XI E ~, and Xt ~ .II for t E T. By Proposition 63 and (2) we 
obtain .II E VYm{n V '1, for all t E T and thus .II E V Ymin V I' for r := VtET qt· 
Therefore, from "Ymin .rt < If it follows that rpYmin V'l, Xt < .II because of (6) 

't'.lmlll - '- qt-

and 
. Y . Vl' " . VI' y' Vq Y . Vl' 

"')1 C i,li Iflill J' =, "".'Jl1lln in Illin t X C (f) llltH .II = Y 
~qt _ r<]t "t rYminVqt rqt . t _ rYminVqt . 

because of (.5), (6) and (3). Thereby we have proved VtET rp~tXt ~ y. Since 
VtET rp~tXt is an upper bound of each J't, t E T, VtET rp~t.rt is the supremum 
of the .tt, t E T. in (\" ~). Because of Proposition 63, the dual proof yields 
the equation for the infimum. Thus, we have proved that the sum of a Q-atlas 
is always a complete lattice. 

For .1', .II E V now assume that 

J'Gy: <=? .1'. Y E V;I for at least one q E Q. 

The proved description of the suprema and infima immediately yields that 
G is a complete tolerance relation of V. We can use Proposition 5·5 (p. 120) 
to show that the Vq are precisely the blocks of e. This requires however to 
prove the maxilllality of the VI' Assume therefore that q E Q and that .II IS 

an element with 
.rGy for all x E Vq. 

In particular, we have yGO'1 • which yields {Oq • .II} S;; V;. for some r E Q and 
because 0,. :s; 0'1 it follows that r :s; q. Likewise, we obtain from yGIq some 
sEQ withy E V, and 8 2: q. In alL we have q E [Ymin, Ymax] and thus by (2) 
y E V;l' which together with (0) yields the assertion. 

Evidently. q H V;j describes an isomorphism of Q on V /6). For q :s; r, 
J' E V;I andy E V;. we have 

and dually .II n 1'1 = ~':; y. If we define for an arbitrary complete tolerance 
relation S morpilisllls between its blocks through these equations, we obtain 
a V / S-atlas whose sum again is V. This shows the bijective assignment we 
claimed. 0 
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The conditions become simpler in the case of tolerances with overlapping 
neighbourhoods. 

Definition 59. A complete tolerance relation 8 of a lattice V has overlap
ping neighbourhoods if 

HI -< B2 in V 18 implies HI n B2 # O. 

Let E(V) denote the smallest tolerance relation comprising all pairs (x, y) 
with x -< y in V. 

In the case of doubly founded lattices, a tolerance with overlapping neigh
bourhoods is called glued, and E(V) is called the skeleton tolerance. The 
factor lattice V I E(V) is then called the skeleton of V. <> 

The intersection of any number of tolerance relations is again a tolerance 
relation. Therefore L(V) is well-defined. 

Theorem 20. E(V) is the smallest tolerance relation of V with overlapping 
neighbourhoods. III particular, thf skeleton tolerancf is the smallest glued 
tolfrance. 

Proof. First we show that E(V) has overlapping neighbourhoods. For this 
purpose, let Bl =: [a, bJ and B2 =: [c, dJ be blocks of E(V) with Bl -< B 2. 
We show that the assumption Bl n B2 = ° leads to a contradiction. It would 
imply that b < b V c and from b < x :s; d it would follow that generally 

i.e., because of Bl -< B2, that [XJE(V) = Bz and thus ;r 2: c. For this reason 
we have that b V c = /\ {x I b < x :s; d}, from which we can infer that b -< b V c 
and consequently (b, b V c) E E(V). Because of (b V cb(v) = c this yields 
c:S; b:S; d, i.e., the desired contradiction bE B 2 • 

It remains to be shown that E(V) is smallest among the tolerance rela
tions with overlapping neighbourhoods. Hence, let 8 be any such tolerance 
relation and J' -< .11 a pair of neighbouring elements of V. We must show 
that there is a block of 8 containing x and y. This is certainly the case if 
x E [yle, i.e., we may assume J; tf- [yJe and in particular [xJe < [yJe. Now 
we consider an arbitrary block [u, vJ with [xJe :s; [u, vJ < [yJe. Because of 
u < Ye < .11, .11 E [u. III would immediately follow from y < v. It would 

- -
imply y8u and thus a contradiction u < ye. Hence, y 1. v and, because of 
x = (v 1\ y) 8 (1' 1\ .1/',,)) = 1'. we obtain ;r8v and thus x E [u, uJ. Hence, every 
block betwem [,rl<") and [Yle contains .To Since the lower bounds of the blocks 
are closed under suprema, this also holds for 

Br:= V{B E VI8 I [J'le:S; B < lyle}. 

Hence, this block must be a lower neighbour of lyle. Since 8 has overlapping 
neighbourhoods. it follows that Br n [Yl(-) # 0, i.e., V Bx E lyle. If y tf- B x , 
then .11 1\ V B J• = .1' and thus J' E [.111<,,), contradicting [;rle < lYle! 0 
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Tht' corresponding block relation d(~'(V)) can be described easily. 

Theorem 21. Lft (0. "~,{. I) be a doubly founded conteJ't (Jnd let 

~' := ~(SB(C;. M. I)) 

be the skeleton tole rancE. Then the following statements hold for the corre

sponding block relation J := a(~): 

a) J is the smallest block nla/ion of (G. M, I) cont(Jining all pairs (g,m) 

with g/m. 
b) J contains (Jllpuirs (g.1Il)withg/m org/,m. 

Proof. b) From g / m it follows that ,g 1\ pm = bg). -< ,g. i.e., (g, m) E J 
according to the definition of d. Dually we show that J furthermore contains 
all pairs (g, m) with g /' m. 

a) Let K be a block relation comprising all pairs (g. m) with g / m and 
let furthermore (A. H) and (C. D) be concepts with (A, B) -< (C, D). We 
want to show that (A. H) and (c. D) are related under the tolerance relation 
,8- 1 (K) belonging to 1\. For this purpose, we consider an object g E C 
and an attribute 171 E B with gim. Since the context is doubly founded, 
we find an object II with h' ;2 g' and h / m, i.e., in particular him. We 
again make use of the fact that the context is doubly founded to get an 
attribute n with n';2 rn' and h /,n and thus h /11 (since 1m 2': pm 2': bh).). 
Consequently, (h,n) E 1\. which is equivalent to bh"hl\pn) E (3-1(1\), 
or shorter (,h. hh).) E:3- 1 (K). From that we infer ((A. B) V ,h, (A. B) V 
bh).) E ;3-1 (J\). i.e .. ((e. D), (A. B)) E ;3- 1 (K). as claimed. D 

Now we concentrate on the case of glued tolerances; in particular we 
presuppose that thl' lattin-s are doubly founded. We describe the system of 
the blocks of a gilit'd tolerance ill abstract terms: 

Definition 60. Let v'f. q E Q be a family of doubly founded complete lat
tices. Let the index set Q be a lattice of finite length. We call (Vq I q E Q) 
a Q-atlas with overlapping neighbour maps, if for each two elements 
q. r E Q the following conditions are satisfied: 

O. Vq <;;; v,. :::} q = ]'. 

1. If q ::; r. then Vq n v,. is an order filter in Vq and an order ideal in V; .. 

2. If q is a lower neighbour of 1\ then Vq n v,. -1 0. 

3. The orders of Vq and V;. coincide on the intersection Vq n v,.. 
4. Vq n v,. <;;; Vq /\1' n Vq V r' 

5. q ::; l' ::; .'> :::} Vq n V; <;;; V;. 
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Thif3 i:o compatible wi th Definition !"is. The maps postulated there ensue 
canonically in the glued case. as the following proposition shows. 

Proposition 64. A Q-atlas with ol'ulapping nEighbotlr maps is a Q-atlas in 
the SEnSE of 58 if 11'( df/iHe the maps 'i~ and as follows: 

1. 'P:J x := ~'~ .1' := ,I' for all ,I' E Vrj : 

2, let 

forq--<I': 

3. let 

'P:; .1' := ,I' V 0,. (in Vq). 

~.~ ,1/ := ,1//\ lq (in v;.) 

for q = qo --< q 1 --< ... --< q III = r. 

Proof. Conditions 0) and I) are the same as in Definition 58. Condition 2) 
of Definition 58 follows like this: The set 

is by .5) convex and by 4) closed against V and /\. i.e., an interval in the 
lattice Q (which i:-; of finite length). 

The remaining conditions refer to the maps 'P~ and 4'~. First, we have to 
show that the maps in the manner specified are well-defined for all q ~ r. In 
the case that q --< 1'. then VI n V· by 2) is not empty and. with 1). we find 
0,. E Vq. Hence. the supremum .1' V 0)' can be formed within Vq for all J' E Vq 
and by 1) lies in V. 

Since Q is of finite length. for any two elements q < I' in Q there exists 
at least one. but possibly several chains of neighbour elements between q 
and 1'. We have to show that the definition of 'P~ is independent of the 
choice of such a chain (the proof of~·~ then works analogously). Hence, let 
qo --< q1 --< ... --< (fm and 7'0 --< 1'1 --< ... --< I'll be chains with qo = 7'0 and 
(fm = I'n. The proof works through induction on the length of the interval 
[qO, qmJ. 
1st cau: (f1 V 1'1 = qm' 

Since the smallest element:-; of l!;11 and V,'1 belong to Vqo. the supremum 
0'11 V 0"1 can be formed in v,Jn' This element belongs to Vq1 as well as to V,'1: 
i.e., the two lattices are not disjoint. Because of 4) we have 

i.e .. V,lD and l!;Jn, are not disjoint either, and 0'1,,, has to be an element of 
Vqo' Because of !i), Oqn, therefore belong:'> to all lattices Vq" i E {O .... , m} 
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and to all lattices v,'j' j E {o ..... n}. The sets VqO n Vq, and VqO n Vr j are 
therefore all nonempty. Since by 1) they are order ideals, the elements Oq, 

and Or J' respectively, must aU belong to Vqo' 
Hence, for ;r E Vqo it follows that 

(lOt: -1 0'" 0 I"~~ ).t' = ( ... ((.r V Oq,) V Oq2) V ... ) V Oqm , 

and all those suprema are being formed in Vqo' Therefore, 

,oq",.t'=xVO V"'VO =xVO "1'qo q, qm qm 

and correspondingly 

,nrn J' = J: V 0" V .. · V 0" = x V Or , rro ' 1 n n 

which on account of qm = 1'" yields the desired result. 
,2fid case: ql V 1'1 < qm' Assume that 

ql = SI -< 82 -< ... -< 8j 

1'1 = tl -< t2 -< ... -< tk 

and 8j -< 8j+1 -< ... -< s[ = qm as well as tk+i = 8Hi for i E {I, ... , 1- j}. 
By the induction hypothesis 

and 

Now, by insertion we obtain 

(nqm 0 ••• 0 Inq, = Inrn 0 ••• 0 in"'. 
Tqm_l Tqo Trn_l rrO 

Thereby we have shown that the definition of 10; is independent of the choice 
of the chain. 

Furthermore, we have to prove (4), i.e., that the pairs of maps 10;, '¢;, 
q ~ l' are adjoint pairs.. If q -< 1', then this follows immediately from the 
definition, since for x E Vq, Y E Vr we have 

I"~ x ~ Y {::::::} x V Or ~ Y {::::::} X ~ Y 

and dually 
;r ~ ~,~ y {::::::} x ~ Y 1\ lq {::::::} x ~ y. 

Thus, we get 



o ... O~q, .1' < y 
-1 'r (In -

-1 0 "'0 0"1.1' < 1J,'fm .y 
-.2 'rqo -' (-!m-l • 

Condition (G) follows immediately from parts (1) and (:3) of the definition. 
What remains to be shown is condition 6) of Definition 58. In order to do 
so, we first consider the case q -< r, for which from .r E Vq n Vq v s it follows 
that: 

r .... . 0 rVs 
'P'IJ' = J' V 0,. = .1' V 0,. V (),/vs = J' V rVs = 'Pqvs:t 

(if q V s -< r V s does not hold, thell the last of these equalities is inferred as 
above for ?4::')' The general case is obtained by concatenation along a chain 
of neighbours. 0 

The sum of a Q-atlas wit II overlapping neighbour lllaps gIven by 
(V] I q E Q) is described by 

::; being the transitive closure of the union of the orders on the summands. 

Theorem 22. TIn su III of a q-at/as /uith on rlapping neighbour map8 is a 
completE lattier V whUE til( 811mmand8 Vq. q E Q arc pncisrly the blocks of 
a complEtE tole raneE rriation 8 and whE n q f.-7 V j describEs an isomorphi81ll 
ofQ onto V/Q. 

COf1I'trsci!/. ill a compiftf lattia V tIn blocb of a toluallc( 6> with OI'Er
lapping nEighbourhoods. for which Q := V /8 i8 of finit! hllgth. always form 
a Q-at/aswith oUfrlapping 1)( ighhou r maps Ichose sum is V. 

Pmoj. First of all, we ~hall prove that the order C of the Q-atlas, which 
is described by Proposition 64. is equal to the transitive closure::; of the 
union of the order:'> on the snmmands. According to the definition, r::::: on the 
summands V; coincides with their respective orders, which is the reason why 
from ,r ::; y always follows .t ~ y. If, conversely, ,1' ~ .1/, i.e., J:mill ::; Ymin and 

?Y-:',:: .1' ::; .1/, then for 

as in Propositioll iii it folJows that 

which yields .1' ::; y. Thus, \I'e have proved that 
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Therefore, Proposition 64 yields the assertions of the first part of Theorem 
19. Furthermore, we get t.hat in a complete lattice V the blocks of a glued 
tolerance e form a Q-atlas. It only remains to be shown that this Q-atlas is 
in fact a Q-atlas with overlapping neighbour maps. Conditions 0) , 1) , 2) and 
3) of Definition 60 are obviously satisfied. From Oq ~ J; ~ 1q and Or ~ ;r ~ 11' 
it follows that 

Oqv,. = Oq V 0,. ~ x ~ lq 1\ 11' = 1qllr , 

which proves 4). 5) can be seen from the fact that q ~ l' ~ s and Os ~ x ~ 1q , 

because of Or ~ Os and 1q ~ 11" immediately yield Or ~ X ~ 11" 0 

Figure 4.7 Computer-generated lattice diagram 

Figure 4.8 The standard context for the lattice from Figure 4.7 
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Theorem :!'2 can be applied quite practically for the representation in 
diagrams, provided that the lattice which is to be represented has a tolerance 
with overlapping neighbourhoods. This can be checked by entering the arrow 
relations into the context and enriching the relation 

J :=IU/U,/ 

in accordance with the conditions in Definition 54 (p. 121), until a block 
relation is obtained (namely ,8(E)). According to Corollary 57 (p. 124), we 
obtain the blocks ("'maps") as concept lattices of sub contexts. Diagrams are 
created from these. The overlaps can be read off, even in the case of a reduced 
labelling of the individual maps, since every concept is stated with its correct 
extent and intent. According to Theorem 22, the lattice is uniquely described 
by this set of diagrams. The correctness of the atlas can be verified by means 
of the conditions in Definition 60. 

We shall demonstrate this using the example of a lattice of subgroups. 
Figure 4.7 shows a computer-generated diagram, which was taken from a 
book on orthol1lodular lattices [91]. The standard context for this lattice (cf. 
page 27), including the arrow relations, is presented in Figure 4.S. A short 
examination shows that J := I U / u,/ is already a block relation, i.e., that 
it is equal to ,8(2.,'). 

The concept lattice of (C;, M, J) is a three-element chain. The sub contexts 
belonging to the blocks of the relation are represented together with their 
concept lattices in Figure 4.9. In the case of the lattice presented in the 
middle of this figure, it can be easily seen how the blocks overlap. The 
smallest element of this block is the concept with the extent {2}. We discover 
it in the lower lattice on the right side. The largest element ofthe lower lattice 
has the intent {15, IS}. It can easily be found in the middle lattice. 

Hence, the lower and the middle lattice have the five elements of the 
interval 

[({2}, {l4, 15, 16, 17, IS}), ({2,~~,4,,5},{15, IS})] 

in common. Analogous are the middle and the upper lattice, which overlap 
in the interval 

also having five elements. 
In the present case, it turns out to be particularly convenient that we 

have chosen congruent diagrams for the overlap areas. Thereby, it becomes 
possible to superimpose the individual part-diagrams, Figure 4.10), and, thus, 
to obtain a new diagram for the lattice (Figure 4.11), which, due to its 
construction method, reflects the structure particularly well. 
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Figure 4.9 The blocks of the skeleton tolerance 
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Figure 4.10 Atlas of the part diagrams. The dotted lines link equal concepts in the 
different part diagrams. If the diagram is contracted along those lines, we obtain 
the diagram in Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11 The sallie lattice as in Figure 4.7, but with a diagram which bet.ter 
reflects the structure. 
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4.3 Substitution 

In the case of the substitution sum a context is inserted into another one at 
the place of an "empty cell", i.e., a non-incident object-attribute pair. We 
can visualize the construction by imagining the respective row and column 
suitably multiplied, so that there is room for the context which is to be 
inserted. For reasons of cOllvenience we presuppose that the two contexts are 
disjoint and non-empty, and thus we obtain the following definition. 

Definition 61. Let = (G 1, kIl , Id and JK:2 = (G2, kh, [2) be contexts 
and (g. m) tf- It a non-incident object-attribute pair in . We presuppose 
that G2 i- 0 i- ]\112 and (G 1 \ {g}) n G2 = 0 = {2vlt \ {m}) n.lIrh We define 
substitution sum of with lK2 on (g, m) to be the context 

(g. m )lY~2 := (G, JvI, 1) 

with G:= (G1 \ {g}) U (h M:= (Ah \ {m}) U M2 and 

We speak of a proper substitution sum if G~2 = 0 = M{" holds3 . Then 
gI I is an intent and mIl is an extent of (G, AI, 1). The corresponding concepts 
shall be denoted by a and b. () 

Figure 4.12 To form the substitution sum OC) (g, m)OC2 , the context OC2 is inserted 
into "the empty cell" (g, m) of OC). The hatchings in the resulting context are meant 
to indicate that every object (j. G2 is incident either with all or with no element 
from M2 and, dually, that all objects from G2 have the same intents with regard 
to the attributes (j. M 2 . 

From the definition it immediately follows that the substitution sum is 
restrictedly associative: 

3 The cases OC2 ~ ({g},{m},0), i.e., OCJ(g,m)OC2 = OC), as well as OC) = 
( {g}, {m }, 0) are admitted. In the following we shall consider proper substi
tution sums only. 
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Proposition 65. 

o 

The substit.ut.ion sum generalizes several of t.he context. operat.ions we have 
already introduced. The cont.ext. sum, the disjoint union and the construction 
from page 41 leading up to the vertical sum of the concept lattices can be 
obtained as special cases of the form 

if we choose the contexts 

In n 

9 x 
II x Ulnn 9 , 

Ii 
~ resp. ~ 

for 0C0, since as result.s we obtain 

and 

We shall examine how the concept lattice of the substitution sum is re
lated to those of the summands. It turns out that the concept lattice of the 
second summand is "hung up" several times in the concept lattice of the first 
summand, similarly to the sails of a ship in t.he rigging. (see Figure 4.13). 

Figure 4.13 Sails and rigging 

The first proposition shows that we can rediscover 'l3 (lKd as a sublattice: 
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Proposition 66. 1111- rigging oj (/ /JI'oprr wbstitutiol! HIlIl1 

((;.M.1) = 

dEjimd as 

C := 1J3(C;, JI, 1 \ h). 

is a complete sublatticf of IJ3W=dg. III )1:2 ) that is isomorphic to 113 (iKI). U 
contains in particular all COIlCEpts which an ?: a or S; b. 

P1'00f. Proposition 17 (p. 114) "hows that 1 \ h i" closed. The rontext 
(G. M, 1 \ 12 ) is up to clarification idmtical to , i.e .• the isomorphy follows 
from Theorem 1::l (p. 11 2). A concept (A. E) < b satisfies A C mIl and 
therefore A x R n 12 = O. \yhich illiplies (A. H) E [T. 0 

The remaining COllcepts of := (G. JI, 1), i.e .• 
those which do no1 Iwlong to IJ3(G, M.1\h). all con
tain ""one cross frolll fz" nnd thus are entirely con
tained in the subcontext ((;2 U /1/1. JIz Ug[l). This 
subcontext. according to the definition of lK. i:-; the 
sum of and := (m11.l l . f:3 := In(rr/l xli)). 
i.e., the concept lattice of this Sll bcoutext is isomor
phic to 1J3(l(~2) X _~(IY~3). We do not claim that we 
thereby obtain a sublattice. but by Proposition :t~ 

(p. 98) we know that we find all order-embedding of 
this concept lattice into 1J3(lr) by assigning the con-

o 

cept (A II. AI ) of to every concept (A. B) of + . The proposition just 
mentioned "ugges1 S n furtlier order-embedding. namely (A. lJ) r-+ (EI. Ell). 
In the present case. however. this yields the same map. since Al = H or 
EI = .1 for every COllcept (A.11) of + 

\Ve denote thp imagp of thi:.; mapping by P and sllmmarize: 

Proposition 67. The map 

y : 1J3(lYz + 
(A,H) 

--+ 113 (W:J (g. 171 ). 

r-+ (-111.AI) (= (BI,BIl )), 

is WI order-embedding. mapping thf concept with the eJ'tellt ({3 (= mIl) onto 
b and thE conCEpt Il'ith thE intwt M3 (= gIl) onto a. Tht range P covus all 
concEpt.'! which do not belong to U. 0 

\tVe call P the sails of the substitution sum. The following theorem shows 
that the two parts. rigging and :-;ails. deterl1line the structure of the concept 
lattice of a substitutioJl SUIll. However. we must indicate how U and Pare 
joined together. Before doing so. we shall introduce the corresponding lattice 
cOllstrnctiol1. 
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Definition 62. For complete lattices U and VV, IWI > 1 and elements a, bE 
[I with a i b, we define the substitution product U(a, b)vV of U and W 
on (a, b) to be the concept lattice of the (proper) substitution sum 

U(a,b)\.V:= Sl3 ((U,U,::;)(a,b)(Wo, WI,::;)) 

with Wo := H' \ {Ow} and WI := \.17 \ {hd. 

Hence, according to this definition, the su bstitut ion product of U and W 
is the concept lattice of the context (G, M, 1) with 

and 

gl171 

C; (U\{a})U(W\{Ow}) , 

M (U\{b})U(W\{lw}), 

{ 

g ::; 171 in [T, 

g < bin (T, 

a ::; m ~n [I ,. 
g ::; m III \.1>, 

if g E [T,m E U 
if g E U,m E J.V 
if g E W,171 E U 
if g E W,rn E W 

The rigging of this substitution sum is naturally isomorphic to U; there
fore, we also denote it by U. We also take over the names a and b for the 
corresponding elements of the substitution product. 

II 

Figure 4.14 A substitution product. 

Theorem 23 (Properties of the substitution product). The concept 
lattice V of th e substitution su m 

v = s:B (If! dg . m)lK2) 

with rigging [T and sails P has tln pl'OJiutips (Subst 1) - (Subst 1), specified 
below. a, b (In (IS ill tIll jJl'opositions Cl nd \.V := s:B(lK2)' ConVErsely, Every 
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complfte lattice \. satisfying (Subst 1) (Subst 4) is isomorphic to U (a, b) j;T'. 

In particular, 

23(]]!~dg, m)1K2) == 23(lKdbg, Jlm)23(lK2)' 

(Subst 1) V = U U P. P n U <:;; (b] U [a), a, bE U, a 1. b. 

(Subst 2) U is a complete sublattice ofll. 

(Subst 8) W is order-isomorphic to P n (a], and 

p = (p /\ a) V (p /\ b) as well as p = (p Va) /\ (p Vb) 

for all pEP. 

(Subst 4) If 11 E U and pEP \ U. thfTl 11 :s p => 11 :s band 11 2: p => 11 2: a. 

Proof. In Propositions 66 and 67 we have already shown that 23(lKl (g, m)lK2) 
has the properties (Subst 1) and (Subst 2), and furthermore that Pis order
isomorphic to the direct product of 23 (lK2) and 23(OC3 ). This yields the first 
part of (Subst 3). A concept p = (X. Y) oflKl (g, m)OC2 which does not belong 
to U satisfies X <:;; G2 U mIl andY n M2 '# 0. Every subconcept of it which 
belongs to U must therefore have an extent which is entirely contained in 
mh, i.e., it is :s b. This proves (Subst 4). Now we can infer the second part 
of (Subst 3), since an upper bound of (p /\ a) V (p /\ b) which is less than or 
equal to p must be contained in P and must therefore be equal to p. 

We now assume, conversely, that t' has the properties (Subst 1) -
(Subst 4). First we derive some information from the structure of P. From 
(Subst 3) we infer that P <:;; [a /\ b, a V b]. The maps p H P V band q H q /\ a 

are isomorphisms between pn (a] and pn [b) which are inverse to each other, 
since it holds for p :s a that 

(p V b) /\ a = (p V b) /\ (p Va) = p, 

and dually. In this way we do not only obtain the isomorphism 0' : W -t 
P n (a] postulated in (Subst :3) but a further isomorphism T : W -t P n [b) 
by virtue of T(X) := O'(x) V b. From (Subst 1) we can see that the elements 
of P n (a], with the exception of the boundary elements a and a/\ b, do not 
belong to U. The corresponding is true for P n [b). 

In order to prove the isomorphy of V with Uta, b)W, we use the Basic 
Theorem on Concept Lattices. The context defining U (a, b) W has the object 
set G = (U\{a} )U(TV\ {Ow}) and the attribute set M = (U\{b} )U(W\{lw}) 
(cf. the explanation following Definition 62). The maps 

i:G-tV, j:l:M-tV, 

which are defined by 

{ 
;r if x E U 

1(x):= O'(J:) if x E W and {
X if x E U 

/i(x):= T(~)'f TXT ~ 1 X E vv , 
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satisfy the conditions mentioned in the Basic Theorem, as we shall show. For 
this purpose we have to prove that -)'(G) is V-dense and {l(M) is I\-dense in 
V and that g1m is equivalent to -)'g ~ Il111. 

We have -)'((,') = UU(pn(o]), since a(Ow) = oAb according to (Subst 2) is 
an element of F. Likewise, p.(M) = UU(pn[b)). Because of p = (pAa)V(pAb), 
every element p 1:. U is the supremum of some element of P n (oj and some 
element of (bJ, i.e., in any case of elements of -)(0). Dually, we show that 
p.(M) is infimum-dense. 

In order to prove g1111 ¢:::} -)'g ~ jjm, we distinguish four different 
cases, depending on whether 9 E U or 9 E ~V and whether m E U or 
111 E W. If both are contained in (T, the assertion is obviously right. If 
9 E [T, m E ~V, then by Definition 62 gIm is equivalent to 9 ~ b in U. 
On the other hand, jj(m) = T(m) 1:. U or jj(m) = b, i.e., by (Subst 4) 
-)'g ~ jjm ¢:::} )g ~ b, and, because of -)'g = 9 the conditions are equivalent. 
The case 9 E W, In E U is treated dually. Finally, we have to deal with 
the case g, rn E W: In this case we have gIm ¢:::} 9 ~ mEW ¢:::} 

a(g) ~ a(m) ¢:::} a(g) ~ a(m) V b (since from a(g) ~ a(m) V b it follows 
that a(g) = a(g) A 0 ~ (a(m) V b) A b = a(m)), and because of -)(g) = a(g) 
as well as jj(m) = T(m) = a(m) V b everything has been proved. D 

It is easy to derive further information on the set P. In the following 
proposition we compile some information (without proof). 

Proposition 68 (Further Properties). The concept lattice 

of a proper substitution sum has (using the notations In Theorem 23) the 
following properties: 

(Subst S) The sails P an isomorphic to a direct product 

P == (P n (a)) x (P n (b)). 

The elements of P n (bJ an precisely those of the form x = (x Va) A b. 

(Subst 6) It holds for J' E P n (4 yEP n [b) that 

x ~ y ¢:::} .r ~ y A a ¢:::} x V b ~ y. 

(Subst 7) Each flement of P n (aJ is the supremum of object concepts in 
P n (a). and fGch element of P n [b) is the infimum of attribute concepts 
in P n [b). 

(Subst 8) If 1 w is V -irreducible, thw a is an object concept. If Ow is 1\
irreducible. then bis an attributf concept. 

D 
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The substitution product of a lattice V with the two
element lattice is always isomorphic to V. There
fore, we call V substitutionally indecomposable 
if V has more than two elements and if from V ~ 
VI ( a, b) V2 it always follows that I VII = 2 or I V2 1 = 2. 
We conclude our investigation by settling the ques
tion: under which circumstances does substitutional 
decomposability of a concept lattice 'E(IK) imply de-
composability of the context K? This implication does 
not apply generally, since due to the addition (in spe
cial cases also the removal) of reducible objects and 
attributes a context can loose its property of being a 
substitution sum. 

su bstitutionally 
indecomposable 

substitutionally 
decomposable 

In the following theorem (which we shall prepare by means of a proposi
tion,) we therefore switch over to a dense subcontext. 

Proposition 69. A contExt I!( is isomorphic to a proper substitution sum of 
contexts with concept lattiCES isomorphic to U and W, if and only if there is 
a lattice isomorphism~' of 'E(K) onto a substittdion product U ( a, b) W with 

U',(G) c;;: U U (aJ and V'p(M) c;;: U U [b), 

for which additionally thE following special condition is satisfied: 

- if 0",,' is A-irreducible. then bE V'p(M), 
- if lw is V-irreduciblE. then a E~'I(G). 

Proof. If IK: = (g, III )IK:2 , then, by the preceding theorem, 

If h EGis an object, then the object concept belongs either to the rigging 
U or it is contained in the object set G 2 ; then, however, Ih s: ,g = a. If 
lw is V-irreducible, then lw is all object concept in IK2 , this object then 
also belongs to K and is mapped underU', 011 a. We argue dually for the 
attributes. 

Now, conversely, let U' be an isomorphism with the properties stated in the 
proposition. Let P agaill be the sails of U(a, b)J,-l/, and furthermore assume 
that ga ~ G and IIIb ~ At. We define a context by 

Gu := {g E G I I/',g E (J \ {a}}, G1 := Gu U {ga} 

Mu := {Ill E AI I Ippm E U \ {b}}, M1 := AIu U {md 
11 := In (Gu x Mu) U {(ga, m) Iv'pm 2 a} U {(g, nlb) 14',g s: b}. 

The concept lattice of this context := (C.\, "It, It) is isomorphic to U, 
since t!'((G) is V-clense in (T(O. b)HI. alld by (Subst il) (h(G) n U) U {a} 
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then is V-dew.;\' ill rio Dually, (~'fi.(JU) n l) U {b} is infimum-dense in U. 
Therefore. the lIlaps II : (,' 1 --+ (C and 111 : Jh --+ U being defined by 

{ ~',g, if g E Gu. 
,dg):= . 

n, ifg=ga. 
d () { 4'll1n, fallsm.E"~.[U' an PI 171 := . 

b, If m = /lib. 

by the Basic Theorem are sufficient for the isomorphy of 23(lL j ) with U, since 

evidently gIm ¢:=? "Ilg S; fi.l m . 
The context~'2 := (C;2. Jh, h) is explained through 

We daim that 23(/=2) ~ lV(~ P n (a]) and argue again with the help of the 

Basic Theor!'m, using the maps 12 : G2 --+ P n (a] and P2 : M2 --+ P n (a], 
which are defined as follow:-i: 

With (Subst 6) we obtain 

lj',g S; (~'p/lI) 1\ U ¢:=? c'rg S; ~'pm. 

i.e., ,zg S; P2m ¢:=? (g. m) E 12 , (Subst 7) says t.hat the object concepts are 
V-dense in Pn (0]. By (Subst I). however, pn (a] does not. contain elements 

of U with the exception of II and a 1\ b. Therefore, 12Ch is V-dense in the 
lattice Pn (a], since by (Subst K) the largest elemmt a is also a supremum of 

elements of 12(~'2' If we take iuto account that by (Subs! :1) J: f-t .1' 1\ a is an 

isomorphism of P n [b) on P n (a]. WI' ohtain that. dually. f/zMz is I\-dense 
in P n (a]. 

\Vithout difficulty we verify that 

o 

Theorem 24. If 23 (rY.) == U (a. b) H'. thf17 thEre is (I dfll.5t subcolltext [(4J oflL 
whirh is a IJT·ope,. SlIbstitutiol) sum of mnte,rtswith mnCfpt lattices isomorphic 
to U and W. j)l'ol'idul that the isomorphism ~, : U (a, b) H' --+ 23(fr'=) con bf 
chosen :-wch that the following (necu;sary) u'iro condition is satisfied: 

- If j vI' is V-il'l'fI/llcililf. then du) is al) object concept ,ga ofIK. 
- If 0\\ is l\-ilT(ilur'iblt, fllnl db) i8 all attribute concfpt pmb of lf~. 

Proof. 1f 
l' : 23(!f) --+ (T(a, b)lV 

is an isomorphisrn. so that (,-I satisfie~ the extra condition, then we define 

sub context := ((;0 . .110 . I n Go x1Jo) through 

(,'0 {g I U"'i!J E U U (al} 

:\10 {Ill I ('/'1ll E rr U [b)}. 
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We only have to prove I.hat. is a dense subcontext, since in this case 
Proposition 6!) yields the retit of the assertion. 

For this purpose we show that IGO is V-dense. The corresponding asser
tion Mo is proved dually. Since ~, is an isomorphism, we can prove instead 
that~l'"'jGo is V-dense in Uta, b)go. ('IG is certainly V-dense, I.e., every 
element s E U (a, b) H/ can be represented as a supremum 

s = V X, X:= (s] n lJ'; G. 

We distinguish four different cases: 

s E U, s L a By (Subst 4), X ~ U. 

s < a Then, trivially, X ~ (a]. 

s E P By (Subst :~), s = (sl\a)V(sl\b) and sl\b E U, sl\a::; o. Therefore, 
we have s = V(); n (a]) V V(X n U). 

s > 0 By (Subst :3) for every pEP, a V p = a V (pl\ b) with pl\ bE U. 

Hence, each element of X which does not belong to U, can be replaced 
by element.s of (u] U (b], and those in turn are suprema of elements of 
4"yG n ((a] U (b]). 

This means that in the end those elements of 4'IG are sufficient which are 
contained in U U (a], i.e., the images of Go, as claimed. 0 

\Ve shall use these results to prove a theorem on "unique prime factor 
decomposition" for the substitution product of finite lattices. However, this 
does not work quite smoothly, the extra condition makes itself felt and pre
vents a result without exceptions. The decisive technical aid is a refinement 
result, which shows that two substitution products can only be isomorphic if 
they are made up of the same factors. 

Proposition 70. Let \ .. \, \/2, ~'3, ~14 be doubly founded complete lattices. As

smIte that V3 and ~4 each have a V -reducible unit element and a /\ -reducible 
zero element. If 

holds for suitable elements a I, 02, bl , b2 , then there are lattices WI, fV2 , W3 , 

W 4 and elements Cl,"" C4 as well as dl , ... , d 4 with 

fil ~ 

f3 ~ 
WI (CI,d l )W2 , 

H~3(C3, d3 ) W4 , 

H'I(C2,d2)W3 , 

W2 (C4,d4 )W4 . 

The proof of the proposition can be illustrated by Figure 4.15. It repre
sents a substitution sum IK := OCI (g, m)IK2. The subcontext IK2 is drawn in, 
IKi =: (Gi, Mi, Ii) denotes the context resulting from IKI by omission of the 
object 9 and of the attribute m. We obtain a context which is isomorphic 
to IKI by adding an arbitrary non-incident object-attribute pair from IK2 . 
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Figure 4.15 With reference to the proof of Proposition 70. 

Hence, except for the names of g and m, is also given, and those names 
are irrelevant for the substitution sum. Therefore, in this situation we write 
IK = (, )lY~2 as an abbreviation for the fact that lK = lKl (g, m)lKz holds for 
suitable g, m. 

Proof. Assume that 

and that lK is the (reduced) standard context for V. VVe can apply The
orem 24, since the extra condition is irrelevant because of the additional 
preconditions. Hence, IK is in two ways a substitution sum: 

with 
and =: (Gi,Mi,l;) 

for i E {I, .... 4}. The presuppositions of the proposition guarantee that lK3 
and Jr'4 have neither full nor empty rows or columns. 

Hence, the isomorphy of the substitution products corre
sponds to the isomorphy of two substitution sums. In the 
following, we shall make use of this circumstance. There are, 
however, some complications, since the result for substitution 
sums which corresponds to Proposition 70 does not hold in 
general. If, however, we manage to find contexts ll~l' L z, lL3, 
L4 with 

( , = !LI( , )L3, 

lV:! = lL 2( , )L4 , 

then the statement of the proposition results from Theo
rem 23. This is true for some special cases. These will be 
dealt with first: 
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Figure 4.16 With reference to the proof of Proposition 70. 

1st case: G3 C G4 and 1'.13 C 1'.14 (see Figure 4.16). 
We define a sub context 

through 

and 

As above we expand this context into a context j}{:.{) by adding a non-incident 
pair from lK:3 . The latter cannot contain any full rows or full columns, because 
IV,"! does not contain any either. Therefore, we have 

If, as a fourth context, we add the trivial context 0 := ({g}. {m}, 0), we 
obtain the desired refinement with 

lKl = lY~2 ( , )Jf:.{) 

lK:3 = 0 ( . )1[3 

lK2 = lK2( , )0 

~ = j}{:.{)(, )lK3 

(cf. the left diagram of Figure 4.17). Of course, thereby we have also dealt 
with the converse case 0 4 C (73, M4 C M3 • 

2nd case: G3 n G4 = 0 = M3 n A14 • 

We define (middle figure) 

G\(G3 UG4), 

Ivl \ (M3 U 1'.14)' 

Let lKo be the subcontext with the object set Go := Go* U {g, h} and the 
attribute set Mo := Mo* U {m, n}, with (g, m) and (h, n) being non-incident 
object-attribute pairs of 11(3 or lY'1, respectively. 
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, .- , ~· · · ··l··' · ~ .•.. 

Figure 4.17 With reference to the proof of Proposition 70. 

We recognize that W.'{) (g, m)I!(-4 is equal to OC1 • Furthermore, OC2 = 
lKo(h, n)lli:3. Once again by using the trivial context 0 we obtain the re
finement represented in the diagram on the right, which yields the statement 
of the proposition. 

The cases (h S;; G4 , M4 S;; M3 (resp. dually) and G3 nG4 of. 0, M3nM4 = ° turn out to be trivial: If, for instance, G3 S;; G4 and m E M3 \ M4, 
then m' n G4 = 0 or m' n G4 = G4 and consequently m' n G3 = 0 or 
m' n G3 = G3 , contrary to our presuppositions. If A13 n M4 = 0, then 
G3 S;; G4 is obviously impossible, since otherwise lli:3 would have constant 
columns. So, if 9 E G3 n G4 , h E G3 \ G4 and m E M 4 , then from gIm 
it immediately follows that hIm and thus hIn for all n E M 4 , which in 
turn necessitates gIn for all n E M4 • Similarly, from gfm it follows that 
g' n M4 = 0. This means that W'4 would contain a full row or an empty row, 
which is contrary to the presuppositions. 

"V hat remains is the case that the two subcontexts lli:3 and LK;4 intersect 
non-trivially. '1Ne can proceed similarly as we have done so far and introduce 
contexts ILl,.'.' n~4' as presented in Figure 4.18: 

Ii . 

Figure 4.18 With reference to the proof of Proposition 70. 

With Hi := G \ (G3 U ( 4 ), Ni := M \ (M3 U M4 ), H2 := G4 \ G3, 
Nz := M4 \ "I\;h H3 := G3 \ G4 , Ni, := A13 \ M4 and H4 := G3 n G4, 
N4 := M.'3 n M4 we define sub contexts ILl ... ' IL4 , which indeed yield the 
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refinement indicated in the diagrall1, provided that the substitution sums 
appearing in the process are proper substitution sums. However, it may 
happen that contains full rows or full columns (for IL2 and IL3 this shall 
be excluded, as in the first case). 

A simple trick helpR us along: We extend the context JK: by an object goo 

and an attribute nix:. with g'o:o := g~ n AI; and m'o:o := m~ n Gi, g4 E G4 and 
m4 E AI4 being chosen arbitrarily. The new object and the new attribute are 
reducible in IK as well as in the subcontexts IKI , ... , ,i.e., the respective 
concept lattices are isomorphic. If by ILt we denote the context resulting 
from lL4' we obtain 

and thus the assertion. 

= ILd . )ll"3 

lY'4 = TI~2( . )ILt, 

o 

By means of this proposition WE' can finally prove the result which we 
asserted above. tn this context, the three-element lattice C3 plays a special 
role, because it is the only substitutionally indecomposable lattice which does 
not satisfy the additional condition from Proposition 70. 

Theorem 25. /f 110 sub.stittdional decomposition of the finite lattice V con

tains a factor isomorphic to C3• then any two .sub.stitutional decompositions of 
V into indecomposable lattices haue the same length and pairwise isomorphic 
factors. 

Proof. According to Proposition 65 each substitution decomposition can be 
brought into a left-bracketed form. Hence, let 

y === (( ... (l'h( . )j12 ) ••• )( • )M",-d( • )A1", 

V === (( ... (iVd • )N2 ) •• • )( • )Nn-d( , )Nn 

be two decompositions of V into indecomposable factors All, ... , 1\1", or N I , 

... , Nn , respectively (the names of the elements in brackets are irrelevant for 
the proof). Assume that n is the largest possible length which this kind of 
decomposition of V can have. We proceed by induction on n. 

According to Proposition 70 there are lattices ~Vl' ... , W4 with 

(( ... (A/J ( . )M2 )( • ):vh.· .)( . )Jlm - l 

(( ... (Nd. ).\'2)( . )iV:1" .)( . )Nn - 1 

WI (. )W2 , 

~rd. )W3 , 

Since Mm and Nil are substitutionally indecomposable, IIV2 1 = IW3 1 = 2 or 
IW4 1 = 2. In the first case Mm === W4 ~ N" and 
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and the assertion follows by means of induction. If IW4 1 = ~. then Aim == W3 
and N" == H'2. and we have 

Since Nl is indecomposable. for n = 2 we obtain I WI I = 2, and thus m = 2, 
Ml == N2 and Nl == i\h. If n > ~ we ('an infer that every substitutional 
decomposition of {lVl has at most n - 2 factors. because otherwise we would 
have a decomposition of V with more than n factors. By induction we can 
infer that all decompositions of WI into indecomposable factors have the 
same number k of factors. This number. however. must equal 11 - 2. since 

Also by the induction hypothesis. every decomposition of this lattice has 
precisely n - 1 factors. 0 

4.4 Tensorial Decompositions 

Definition 63. Let T be an index set. The direct product of contexts 
lKt := (Gt• Mt. It). t E T is defined to be the context 

with 
g'Ym: <====> 3tET gtltmt 

for g;= (gtltET and m;= (mlltET. <) 

We had introduced this definition already in Section 1.4 for the special 
case of two factors: 

(g1, g2)V( 111 1. 1712) : <====> glIIml or gzhmz. 

For reasons of :-Jimpli('ity we will use the following abbreviations throughout 
this section: 

tET lET 

A tiresome ('om plication in the notation stems from the trivial case of the 
"full rows" and "full columns". We use the notation introduced in Section 
:3.:\ 

[j := 2Vl'" x Al U G x C;"". 
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tb 
lU:J 

t 

Figure 4.19 The direct product of two small contexts. 

Figure 4.20 The concept lattices of the direct product of the contexts from Figure 
4.19. 
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However, the reader can assume without great loss of generality that full rows 
and columns do not occur. and can set o'V = JU'V = [J = 0 everywhere. 

Every trivial context having only one concept, i.e., every context of the 
form (G, M, G x .U), acts like a zero element for the direct product: If one 
of the factors is trivial. so is the product. Occasionally, we have to exclude 
this case. 

1 

.. ~ 

Figure 4.21 Thc maps Ei : 23(lKi) -t 23(1K] X lK2 ), 

Proposition 71. For (very t E T. the relation 

\1 := {(g,m) E G x M I gtltmd urJ 

I 

..A..', • 
.~~ 

zs a closed subrelation. If \ '# G x M, then the corresponding sublattice 
Sl3(G, M, \t) is isomorphic to Sl3(lKt), and the map 

Et : Sl3(lKt) -t Sl3(G, M, \7) 

with 

Ed,4,B):= ({g E G I gl E A} U AI'V, {m E 1VI I mt E B} UG'V) 

is a canonical lattice-embedding. 

Proof. The fact that \1 is closed can be proved easily, for instance by means 
of Proposition 47 (p. 114): If (g,m) E \ \ \t, then in particular m'V '# G, 
i.e., we can choose an object g t/: m'V. Using this object, we define an object 
h to be 
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{ g, 
hs := " gs 

We get (h, m) t/: '\ and h" = h"'. 

if soft 
if s = t . 

It is a matter of routine to prove that St has the properties claimed. 0 

Proposition 72. If g. h are objects of the direct product X tET ,thfn 

or 
for all t E T . 

Proof. "=}": We prt'snppose the negation of the right side. Assume that 
m t/: h" and lit E g{' \ h{t for somt' t E T. Consider the attribute rn, defined 
by 

_ {I71S 
11Is:= TIt 

if soft 
jf s = t . 

Th - 'i7 \ h'i7' 'i7 rt l'i7 TI d" " ". t' . I en rn E g .. I.e .. g 't: I . .. It' lrectlOn ¢:: ISnVIa .. 

Proposition 73. 
g.,/m ¢:=} VIET gt.,/mt, 

g /' m ¢:=} VtET gt /' mt. 

o 

Proof. We prove only the first statement. First of all we notice that. because 
of (g, Tn) t/: '\ ¢:=} Vdgt, mtl t/: It, we can limit ourselves to non-incident 
pairs. If, for SOUlt' t, gt"/ lilt dot's not hold. there must be an object ht E Gt 
with g; ~ h;. g; of h; and (ht, 111t) t/: It. The object g, defined by 

Ys := {t 
satisfies 

if soft 
if s = t 

g 'i7 ~ y'i7 , g'i7 of {;" and (g, m) t/: '\. 
which yields ,(g.,/ m). 

Analogously, Wt' inft'r the con verst' dirt'ction: If gt .,/ Tnt holds for all t E T, 
tlwn we certainly have (g, m) t/: V and we only havt' to ronsidt'r an objt'ct 
h with g 'i7 ~ h'i7, g" of h'i7. By Proposition 72 we obtain g~ C h~, g~ of h~ 
for some sET, from which, because of gs.,/ nl s• it immediately follows that 
hsIsm and thus h'\m. 0 

Together with Propoflition 1:3 (p. :)1) this yields 

Corollary 74. An object g of a dil'ecf product is irreducible if and only if all 
gt are irreducible Thf cOITFs]Jonding is true for attributes. 

The direct product of rfduced contu'ts is reduced, thf direct product of 
doubly founded conte;ri.., is doubly founded. 0 
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OUf int.erest lies in the concept lattice of the direct product. We shall call 
t.his lattice the tensor product of the factor lattices 1l3(0Ct) . Thereby we obtain 
a new lattice construction and thus a new decomposition principle. However , 
in order to do so we have to show that the tensor product is independent 
(up to isomorphism) of the choice of the underlying contexts lKt . This is the 
result of the theorem which follows the next definition. 

Definition 64. The tensor product of complete lattices Vi, t E T is de-
fined as 

@Vi := 1l3( X (l't,l~<:;) ) , 
t ET tET 

i.e. , for the special case of two factors as 

with 

<> 

Theorem 26. The concept lattice of a direct product of contexts is isomor
phic to the tensor product of the concept lattices of the factor contexts : 

1l3( X ):::: @1l3(0Ct) . 
tET tET 

For the proof we lise the Basic Theorem on COllcept Lattices. Accordillg to 
Definition 64, the tensor product Q9tET 1l3(1Kt ) is the concept lattice of the 
context (G, AI, v) with 

G = M = X 1l3( lICt ) 
tEl' 

and 
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In order to prove til!:' isomorphy 'Ne daimed. we have to give maps 

~ : (,' --t 23( X anel jI. : M --t 23( X 
tEl' tET 

which have the properties jJostulated by the Basic Theorem. \Ve choose 

-, } . v { I '} ,((At.AthEl):= ({g I Vt gt EAt U M , m :It mt EAt) 

jl((B;, BtltET) := ({g I :It gt E B;}, GV U {m I Vt 17It E Bd)· 

First. we have to show that these are concepts, i.e., that 

{g I Vt gl E At} v 

M V U {g I Vt gt E At} 

{In I :It mt E A~} and 

{m I :It Int E A~ } v . 

The indusions ~ are trivial. Therefore. let m he an attribute with TTlt tf. A; 
for all t E T. Then for every t E T there exists an object gt E At with 
(gt,mt) tf. It: and thus g:= (gtJtET satisfies (g,m) tf. V. This proves the 
indusion 2 in the first case, the second case as well as the dual proof for jl 
are analogous. 

Next we :-;how that ~G is supremum-dense by proving that iG contains 

all object concepts of 23( X tET ). We have (with g := (gr)tET) 

~((g~'.g~ltET) = (oo., {m I :ltE7' tnt E gd) = (oo. ,gV). 

Finally, we have 

~ (( Alo B t )tET) ::; li( (Ct. DdtET) 

<==? {g E n I VIET gt E At} U M V ~ {g E G I :ltET gt E Cd 
<==? :ltEf At ~ Clo 

since VtAt Cf:. Ct <==? :lgEC;'i/tET gt E At \ Ct· However. the condition 
:ltET At ~ Ct is equivalent to (At, BtltET V (et. DiltET. which remained to 
be proved. 0 

Theorem 27. Thle congrufncf lattiCE of a tfllsor product of finitely many 
doubly founded lattices is iSOInOtphic to tllf tEllSOI' product of the r>OngruEllcc 
lattices; 

(t(Q9 Vi) ~ Q9 (t(Vi) 
tEl' tEl' 

Proof. According to Theorem 12 (p. 111), (t(Vi) ~ 23(Gt .l1ift , &,,), where 
gt l4l' mt in Vi if and only if there are objects gl, .. " gn and attributes 
ml, .... mn with 
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gt = Y1 .,/ In 1 ~ Y2 .,/ ... ~ Yn .,/ mn = mt· 

If such a sequence of elements of length n exists, then it also exists for every 
number which is larger than II, since in this case there is an attribute k E Vt 
with gt / k and consequently gl"/ k ~ Yt, whereby the sequence can be 
extended arbitrarily. We can apply Proposition 7:3 and, since T is finite, we 
obtain 

g.£ rn in X 
tEl' 

and consequently 

{=::? gt .£ 11It in for all t E T, 

9 Jf m {=::? gt Jf Int for some t E T. 

Therefore, 

(G, M, Jf) = (X (Gt , MI , Jf)), 
tET 

which together with Theorem 12 proves the assertion. o 

The tensor product has been defined as the concept lattice of the context 

(G, M, v):= X (It, Vic, S;), 
tEl' 

with (JY = {m I :::It 11It = O} and AI Y = {g I :::It gt = O}. The concept lattices 
of the factor contexts are naturally isomorphic to the lattices vt. Therefore, 
it seems reasonable to denote the embedding of Vs into ®tET vt with the 
same letter as the corresponding embedding in Proposition 71. Hence, we 
define Es : V, ---+ ®tU vt through 

with (G, M, v) := X tu(l't, tt, S;). 

Proposition 75. For each objld concept y := "f(g) and for each attribute 
concept:: := ji,(m) of the tensor product as well (1S for every subset S ~ T, 
we have 

y S; V Es(Xs) {=::? :::I sES Y S; Es(Xs) 

sES 

:: ~ 1\ E,(.l's) {=::? :::IsEs :: ~ E8(X,,), 

sES 

Proof. In other words, the proposition claims that the extent of V sES Es (x s) 
is exactly the union of the extents of the Es(Xs), s E S, and dually. This 
immediately result~ from the explicit de~criptions of these sets which were 
given above. 0 
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Hence, the Sil blattices E t (\ i) are m l1tuaily distributive: The supremum 
resp. infimum of elements from different Et (li) can be obtained by forming 
the union of the extents or intents, respectively. This implies a calculation 
rule which will be formulated in the following definition: 

Definition 65. We call two subsets X and Y of a complete lattice mutually 
distributive if the following inequalities hold for every index set" and for 
every pair of sequences (x' s Le;, (ys )'ES of elements Xs EX, Ys E Y: 

R~S rER sES\R 

sES R~S rER sES\R 

The inequalities can be replaced by equations without changing the state
ment, since the respective other directions hold in every lattice. 

Proposition 76. If V; and Vi' (i of- j) are factors of a tensor product 

then tht sublatticu; cd V;) and Cj (Vi) art mutually distributive. 

Proof. We only prow> the first inequality 

For this purpose, it suffices to prove that every attribute concept z which is 
2 the left side is also 2 the right side of the inequality. Hence. let z be an 
attribute concept and assume that 

K := {r E S I ci(X r ):::; z}. 

Then we obviously have VrER, E;(;1',.) ::; z and can follow the following chain 
of inferences: 

'risES 

'risES 

;; 2 V (c;(xs) 1\ Ej(Y,)) 
sES 

:: 2 E i (.1' 8) 1\ Ej (Ys ) 

:: 2 E;('!'8) or:: 2 Ej(Ys) 

<===? 'rI'ES\R, :: 2 Cj(.l}s) 

<===? ::2 V E;(J'r) V V Ej(Ys) 

rER, sES\R z 

In the case of the second equivalence we have used Proposition 7i). 0 
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The formulation "mutually distributiw" suggests the following result: 

Theorem 28. 1'llf tmHor product of completely distributive lattices is com
pletely dist ributivt. 

Proof. We leap ahead to the characterization of complete distributivity 
through a context condition in Theorem 40 (p. 221) and show that this con
dition can be transferred from the factors to a direct product of contexts. 
In order to improve the readability we replace the expression h E k" by the 
(equivalent) statement k' ~ hi. 

Assume that := (Gt , M t , 1r), t E T are contexts and that (G, 111, 1) := 

X tET J1<~t. Assume further that g E G and In E M are elements with (g, m) rf-
1. Then, we have 

for all t E T. Moreover, if the satisfy the condition from Theorem 40, 
there exist elements ht E Gt as well as Ilt E 1Ht with 

for every t E T. We set h := (h t )tET and n := (l1t )tET and find (h, m) rf- I 
and (g, n) rf- I. If now kEG \ 1/ ' , i.e .. kt E G t \ n~ for all t E T, then for 
every t E T it holds that 

k' C hi t _ t 

and, according to Proposition n, consequently 

k' Chi, 

which was to be proved. D 

We had generali",ed the direct product of lattices to the subdired prod
uct in order to obtain a more versatile decomposition principle. '¥e can 
proceed similarly in the case of the tensor product. Two possibilities suggest 
themselves: On the one hand, we can form a stJbtensorial product of com
plete lattices in analogy to the subdired product. On the other hand, we 
can introduce a stJbdinct product of contexts. If we do this correctly, both 
constructions are equivalent. 

Definition 66. A subtensorial product of complete lattices V;, t E T is 
a factor lattice 

of the tensor product for which the restrictions of the projection mapping 

Ke: ®V; --+ ®v;/e, 
tET lET 
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onto the sublattices :t (Vi) are all injective. 
A subtensorial decomposition of a complete lattice V then is a se

quence (Vi I t E T) of complete sublattices of V for which there is an iso

morphism~' of 'F onto it subtensorial product 0tET Vi/ 8 with 

<> 

Subtensorial decompositions can be characterized internally. For reasons 
of simplicity, we limit ourselves to the case T = {I, 2}. 

Proposition 77. A pair (VI, V2 ) of complete sublattices is a subtensorial 
decomposition. of V if and only if VI and V2 are mutually distributive and 
their union genendts V. 

Proof. If VI and V2 are mutually distributive sublattices of V, then by 
Theorem 37 (p. 20.5). there is a complete homomorphism 

for which it holds that 'P 0 Et = idl/f for t = 1 and t = 2. If Vl U V2 generates 
V, then this morphism must be surjective, i.e., V then is a factor lattice of 
Vi V2 • 

If. conversely, (V], V2 ) is a subtensorial decomposition, then VI and V2 

are mutually distributive, since this property is inherited by factor lattices. 
Their union generates V, because VI V2 is generated by c(VI ) U c(V2 ). D 

In the case of doubly founded concept lattices, the notation for subten
sorial products can be further simplified. By Theorem 26, 0tET lB(lKt) IS 

isomorphic to the cOllcept lattice of the direct product 

(0, ill, 'Y):= X 
tEl' 

of the respective contexts. The closed relation V t always corresponds to 
the sublattice Et(lB(lKt )). In the doubly founded case, we can be sure 
that a subtensorial product is always induced by a compatible subcontext 
(H,N, V n H x X) of (G. M, V). Such subcontexts are described by the 
following definition: 

Definition 67. A subdirect product of contexts 

is a compatible subcontext 

of the direct product X tET 

su bcon text 

(H,N,'VnH x 1\1) 

having the property that for each t E T the 
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with 
Ht:={htlhEH} and Nt:={ntlnEN} 

is dense in <> 

Proposition 78. Thf wbdirect p1'Odtlcis of conte:rts art prEcisely thE com
patible stlbconte;rts of subtcnsoria/ p1'Oducts. 

P1'00f. According to Proposition :38 (p. 102), the condition (here restricted 
to Et (s:B(]}(ct))) that the map [J H.N is injective, is equivalent to the fact that 
t.he subcontext (H. N, Vt n H x N) is dense in (G, M. vt). This in turn is, 
according to the same proposition. equivalent to the fact that 

(AnH)V'V'=A and (BnN)VtVt=B 

holds for each concept (A. B) of (G. M, vd. If we set At := {gt I 9 E A}. 
we recognize by means of the description of the concepts of (G, lvI, vtl III 

Proposition 71 that 
{gt I g E A n H} = .4 t n Ht 

and therefore 

Consequently. 

This is again the condition from Proposition 38. Hence, (H, N, Vt n N X N) 
is dense in (G, "1\11, v d. if and only if (Ht • Nt, It n H t x Nt) is dense in OCr. 0 

The restrictioll of the dosed relations v t to such a subcontext then yields 
the :mbrelations .It := VI n H x N with 

vVe now want to find out under which conditions a context is isomorphic to 
a subdirect product. For this purpose we define 

Definition 68. A subdirect decomposition of a context 

lK := (Ci. ;11.1) 

is a family (It )tET of subrelations of I with the following properties: 

1. 1 = UtET It 
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2. Thefe arr surjective map:-; 

0: G --+ H. 3:M--+N 

ont.o a subdirect product (H. S. '\' n H x X) with 

If (H, N, '\' n H x N) is a subdirect product. then ('\'t n H x N)tET is a 
subdirect decomposition, as can be easily recognized by choosing the identical 
map for 0 and 3. respectively. 

The maps (1 and 3 do not have to be injective. Nevertheless, from og = 
oh it always follows that It = hIt for all t E T and in particular g' = 
hi. Hellce. (0,;3) is "up to clarification" an isomorphism of (G. M. I) onto 
(H. N. '\' n H x N) and even of (G. M. Id onto (H, 1V, '\'t n H x N) for all 
t E T. In particular, the contexts If'4 := (G. AI, Itl and (H. N. \7 t n H x N) 
have isomorphic concept lattices. It i'iuggests itself to use these contexts as the 
factors of the direct product (note that such factors are not further specified 
in the definition). vVr show that this is possible, but before that. we clarify 
the contexts. For this pl1l'pose we define for each of the contexts 

lI'4 := (G. Jl.lt) 

equivalence relations 8 t on (; and Pt on Al through 

(g. h) E 8 t : ¢::::::? gi t = hIt 

(m. 11) E Wt : ¢::::::? mIt = nIt. 

Hence, 8 t = ker It and wt = ker Pt. The context 

with 

then is the corresponding clarified context. 
Then. we can naturally assign a subcontext of the direct product 

tET tET lET 

of the clarified contexts rq to the context lYe := (G. M. I). 
The symbol \7 is only uDed for a better distinction. It denotes the inci

dence of the direct product. i.e .. 
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The role of the map8 Q and ,3 from Definition ti8 is taken over by the maps 
I;. and t, which are defined as follows: 

!..: G --+ X G/et , 
tET 

t: M --+ X Mltftt, 
tET 

The image context 

9 t--+ ([gjet}tET 

(I;.G, tM, Y' n I;.G x tM) 

obviously has the property that the projection maps 

are surjective on the factor contexts whereby their images are certainly dense. 
Furthermore, we have 

gItm (in IIC) 

Hence, if it is compatible, this subcontext is certainly a subdirect product. 

Proposition 79. (IdtET is a subdinct dEcomposition, if and only if the sub
contExt 

of X tET I1G is compatible. 

Proof. If this subcontext is compatible, it evidently satisfies all conditions of 
a subdirect decomposition. The other direction is more laborious. Hence, let 
(H, N, Y' n H x N) be a compatible sub context of an arbitrary direct product 
XtEr(Gt, ift , Jtl and let a : G --+ H, ;3 : M --+ N be mappings satisfying 

gItm <===? agY't;3m as in Definition 68. We have to show that under these 
conditions the sub context mentioned in the proposition is also compatible. 
For this purpose, we use the characterization from Proposition 35 (p. 100). 
Hence, let fl. E I;.G be an object of the subcontext, i.e., fl. = ([gjet}tET for an 
object 9 E G. Furthermore, let m := ([mtltftthET be an arbitrary attribute 
of the direct product of the I1G with (fl., m) fI. Y'. Then, we have to show that 
there is an attribute n E IM with 

From the preconditions we obtain 

for all t E T, i.e., 
(g, mtl fI. It for all t E T. 
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Then, we also haw 

(og, .:1171t) rf:. \t for all t E T. 

If 

and 
JIII$ =: (m~ )tET for every ,<; E T, 

then we have 
(gt. m;) rf:..i t for all t E T. 

If we set 

1:= (m;ltET' 

then I is an attribute ofthe direct product with (og, I) rf:. \'. Since (H, N, \n 
H x .Y) is compatible, there mllst be an attribute Bn E N with 

(og,3n) rf:.\ and IV C (,3n)v. 

If we set /3n =: (ntltEr, then with Proposition 7:!. 

l.e., 

which yields 

Hence, we obtain 

and with Ii := /11 

V V (:hllt) 'e (371) I 

/7/1 C n11 t _ t 

for all t E T, 

for all t E T, 

for all t E 1'. 

V -v 
III en. 

Because of (og, .:in) rf:. \, we have (g. n) rf:. 1 and therefore (g, 11) rf:. It for all 
t E T, which yields the statelllent 

which we were still lacking. o 

Proposition 79 cOlltains a structural description of subdirect products. 
It is particularly easy 10 llIake Wie of this fact when we are dealing with a 
doubly founded context. We shall explain this in the following theorem. The 
notations used for this purpose arc to be understood as follows: A family 
(ItltET of sub relations of ((;', AI, 1) is called dOllbly foullded if each of the 
contexts ((r', J/, I() is doubly founded. The arrow relations ..(( and;; also 
refer (,0 these COli texts. 
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Theorem 29. A doubly founded family (It liET of subrelatioTls is a subdil'fct 
dEcomposition of (C;, M. l) if and only if: 

1.I=UtET 1t. 

2. if gt ..It m for all t E T, then therE Exists aTl object h E G with gft = hIt 
for all t E T, 

S. if g?t mt for all t E T, then thfl't EJ:ists aT! attribute 11 E Al with 
m{t = nIt for all t E T. 

Proof. From Proposition7!:! we infer that (It )tET is a subdirect decomposi
tion if and only if the sllbcontext 

is closed. Because of the condition offoundedness, t.his is equivalent to its be
ing arrow closed. Thifl is, however, precisely what is postulated in conditionfl 
2) and 3) of the above theorem. Condition 2), for instance, is a rephrasing 
of the condition 

since ([gtlet) forms part of leG, if there is an object h E G with [gtlet = [hle t 

for all t E T. 0 

Together with Proposition n this can be extended into a practicable 
condit.ion. For this purpose, we call a pair (x . .11) of a doubly founded lattice 
V weakly distributive if 

9 ::; .1' V Y <===:> 9 ::; x or 9 ::; .11 

holds foJ' every V-irreducible element. 9 E .f(V) and dually 

m 2: .r 1\ y <===:> m 2: ;r or m 2: y 

holds for every A-irreducible element. m E M(V). Hence, two concepts 
(A 1, B 1 ) and (A2' B2 ) certainly form a weakly distributive pair if A1 U A2 is 
an extent and B 1 U B2 is all intent. We have seen ahove that this ifl always 
the case for pairs (.r . ./1) of elements of a tensor product with ;r: E E;(Vi), 
Y E Ej(Vj) and i::f j. This implied that those sublattices were mutually 
distributive. In facl .. the followillg statement can be shown by means of the 
same proof as as was given for Proposition 7f): 

Proposition 80. If all pairs (J't, .lit). t E T (in weakly distributive, then 

tEl seT sES tEF\S 

holds ((05 (L'cll as tilt dual (quation. o 
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Theorem 30. Let VI and V2 be complete sublattices of V and ift V, VI and 
V2 bE doubly founded. Thw (Vi, V2 ) is a subtensorial decomposition of V if 
and only if the union V l U V2 generates the lattice V and every pair (Xl, X2) 

with J:l E Vi (Jnd ;r2 E V2 is weakly distributive. 

Proof. From the Propositions 77 and 80 it immediately follows that the 
conditions specified are sufficient for a subtensorial decomposition. It remains 
to be shown that weak distributivity is necessary as well. For this purpose 
we use Theorem 29 for the standard context 

V) := (J(V), M(V),~) 

of V. Consider an element J:l E VI and an element X2 E V2 as well as a 
V-irreducible element 9 E .l(V) with 9 i Xl and 9 i X2. Then there are 
elements ml, m2 E Al(V) with Xl ~ ml, X2 ~ m2 and g)]l ml, 9 A m2, 
where;; is the arrow relation with respect to the closed subrelation It, which 
belongs to Vi. According to Theorem 29, there is an attribute m E M (V) 
with mI, = mil and n/2 = m~2. Condition 1 of Theorem 29 forces mI = 
mIl U mh, from which it follows that 9 i m. Since m = ml V m2 2: Xl V X2, 

this implies 9 i J:l V X2, which is one of the conditions of weak distributivity. 
The other follows dually. 0 

Corollary 81. Two doubly founded complete sublattices VI and V2 whose 
union generates (J subl(Jttice that is also doubly founded are mutually dis
tributive if (Jml only if euery pair (Xl, X2) with Xl E VI and X2 E V2 is weakly 
distributive. 0 

Figure 4.23 The dotted lines in the diagram on the right link the weakly distribu
tive pairs of incomparable elements. 
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Example 8. We examine tIlt' lattice represented in Figure 4.2~~ to see if it 
has a subtensorial decompositiolJ. Apart from pairs of comparable elements 
(which are automatically weakly distributive), the lattice only contains three 
weakly distributive pairs. They are represented in the diagram on the right 
side by the dotted lines. We recognize that there is only one non-trivial 
decomposition into two sublattices that satisfy the conditions in Theorem 
30. Those two sublattices are marked in the right diagram by the filled or 
doubled circles, rel':lpectively. 

I I II a b I r I d I I II II abc I d I I h II abc I d I 
1 x x 1 x x /' /' 1 /' /' /' 
2 x x x 2 x x x /' 2 /' /' /' 
3 x x x 3 /' /' ./ x 3 /' x x x 
4 x 4 /' /' ./ x 4 /' /' /' 

Figure 4.24 Context for the lattice from Figure 4.23, together with the closed 
relations for the sublattices. Below, the clarified contexts. 

V a,b 
a b,c,d 

1 1,2,4 X X 

:1 x x 

2 1,2.4 X x 
3 x x 

3,4 1,2, ,1 /' 
3 / x 

t t 

c 
a b,c,d 

/' 
/ x 
x x 
x x 

./ 
./ x 

t 

d 
a 

/' 

/ 
x 
x 

b,c,d 

/' 
x 

/' 
x 
x 
x 
t 

+-

+-

+
+-

Figure 4.25 The direct product of the two clarified contexts from Figure 4.24. 
The context from Proposition '/9 is marked by the arrows on the margin. 

Figure 4.24 represents the context JK(V) and the closed relations be
longing to the sublattices, including their arrow relations. For those small 
contexts, it is easy to verify that the conditions in Theorem 29 are indeed 
satisfied. Therefore, we can switch over to the clarified contexts to find a 
concrete representation as a subtensorial product. Proposition 79 explains 
how we have to proceed. The subcontext 

(.1/;, 1M, v n fcC; x 1M) 
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'~~ 

. ' P..It4J' 

Figure 4.26 The concept. lattice for t.he context from Figure 4.25 is the t.ensor 
product of the sublattices from Figure 4.23. 

of X tEl' IlG, which is mentioned there, is marked in Figure 4.25 through 
arrows on the margin. From the arrow relations we can see that it is arrow 
closed and thus compat.ible. Finally, Figure 4.26 shows the concept lattice 
of the context from Figure 4.2G, i.e., the tensor product of the two sublattices 
forming the su btensorial decomposition. The lattice we started with can be 
recognized as an interval below the largest element; its elements are indeed 
separat.ed by the projection map. 

4.5 Hints and References 

4.1 The introductory lines of t.his section, approximately up to Proposition 
60 are analogous to known results of General Algebra. The complete lattices, 
however, do not form part of the structure classes treated in General Algebra 
and therefore require separate proofs. Some of them can be found in Pierce 
[UG]. The concept-analytic results are based mainly on [192]. 

4.2 This section follows [19.5]. The decomposing and gluing technique de
scribed in this section was developed and successfully employed by Herrmann 
[SG], an updat.ed version can be found in Day and Herrmann [:34]. Vogt [178] 
has employed the technique of atlas-decomposition when investigating the 
structure of subgroup lattices of finite Abelian groups. 

4.3 The substitution sum and the substitution product were used by Luksch 
and Wille [11.')] for the cOllcept.-analytic evaluation of pair comparison tests. 
They were formally introduced in [114] and thoroughly examined by Stephan 
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[l(E] , [HiO]. Frolll the di:o:oerlation of Stephan we have taken ill particular 
Theorelll 2G and t 11<:' preparatory Proposition 70. However, we have intro
duced a little change in the notation compared with the literature we quote 
and now write (T(a,IJ)I'. where ill earlier publicationi') appeared U(b,a)F. 

4.4 Tensor product:-; of com [>le1.e lattices have been introduced in lllany arti
cles. Our presentation (Sections ,1.4, 5.11) doeb not claim to be complete, but 
is meant to supply the basic knowledge. The definition of the tensor product 
discussed in thi" section has heen takell frolll [197] and the generalization 
in [206]. Precursors call be found among other things in Waterman [1~3], 
Mowat [129] and Shmuely [IG5]. A description of the extrnts and intents of 
direct products of contextti (as G/i-icleals) can he found in [206]. The signifi
callce of this product for cat('gory theory was discussed by Erne [19]. Other 
sources are Bandelt [7]. Haney [13~] amI Kalmbach [92]. 

Subtensorial prodwt.s are treated in [67]. 
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A construction method by means of which we obtain from two contexts OCl 

and OC2 a new context, let us say lK, can only be a useful construction principle 
for concept lattices, if it is invariant under reduction. This means that, 
if the same construction is applied to contexts whose concept lattices are 
isomorphic to those of llC1 and llC2 • then the concept lattice of the result 
should be isomorphic to that of IK. 

We have already presented some such methods in the first chapter. Now 
we shall describe four constructions in detail. 

In the case of the sulidirect product we consider sublaUices of direct prod
ucts. In 4.1 we have already examined how we can recognize the correspond
ing closed relations of the context sum. Now we are going to show how such 
relations can be constructed as a fusion of contexts. 

Although the sub direct products are of central significance for General 
Algebra, they are rarely regarded as means of construction. One reason is 
their ambiguity. A subdirect product is not uniquely determined by stating 
its factors. This can however be easily remedied by choosing fixed generat
ing systems in the factors. Thereby we obtain the P-product of algebraic 
structures and the P-fusion of contexts. A possible application of this con
struction consistt-> in juintly unfolding different data >lett-> which relate to the 
same situation. 

The atlas-gluings introduced in 4.2 will be supplemented by a method in 
which the lattices are glued "sideways". This can be depicted particularly 
easily if the the overlap area of the lattices involved is the union of an ideal 
and a filter. 

The third section deals with the technique of doubling convex subsets of a 
concept lattice. This construction has been used successfully in mathematical 
lattice theory, among other things for the examination of free lattices. 

Finally we shall return to the tensor product of complete lattices. We 
shall give a lattice-theoretic characterization of this product and introduce 
the tensorinl opfmtiol!s, by means of which we can trace back calculation 
within a tensor product to calculation within its factors. 

B. Ganter et al., Formal Concept Analysis
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1999
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5.1 Subdirect Product Constructions 

We introduced the (direct) sum of contexts in Definition :34 (p. 46). however. 
we formulated it only for the case of two contexts. More generally, for a 
family of contexts := ({;t. M t . It). t E T we define the sum by 

presupposing that the sets G tl t ETas well as the sets MI. t E Tare 
pairwise disjoint. If necessary, this can be enforced by previously replacing 
every context TICt := (G t , M t , It) by the isomorphic context It := ((~t, .~ft, jt} 
with C;t := {t} x Gt and Nft := {t} x Mt • as in Definition 34 (p. 46). Then 
we obtain 

Theorem 31. The concrpt lattia of a slim of conte.rts is isomorphic to the 

product of its com'ept lattices: 

Q3(L We{) ~ X Q3(lK{). 
tET tET 

The m.ap 

is a natural isomorphislJI. 
The projection map on Q3(IKt ) combined with this isomor'phism is the m.ap 

The corresponding compatible subcontc"J.'t is 

Proof. We only have to ~how th<;it the com:epts of the sum context are 
precisely the pairs (A. B) with A ~ U Gt • B ~ U M t which have the property 
that for every t E T the restriction (A n Gt , B n Md is a concept of . This 
is easy: By means of the definition. we realize that for a set At C Gt the 
derivation in the sum context can be determined as follows: 

.4.; = All U U M t . 

stet 

For an arbitrary subset A ~ G we therefore get (with At := An Gtl 

tEl' tET lET 

Dually, the extellts of the sum context are precisely the unions of extents 
of the summands. which yields the isomorphy we claimed. The statement 
on the compatible subcontexts call be verified by means of Proposition 34 
(p. 100). 0 
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In this section we want to characterize complete sub direct products, i.e., 
complete sublattices of a direct product for which the projection maps are 
surjective, in the language of contexts. We have already taken first steps in 
this direction. since to every complete sublattice corresponds a dosed relation 
J in the sum context and, by Proposition 48 (p. 114), the surjectivity of the 
projection maps is equivalent to the condition J n Gt x Mt = It. This is 
summarized in the following proposition: 

Proposition 82. The subdirect products of concept lattices 23(Gt , Mt. It) are 
in one-to-one cOlTespondence to the closed relations J of the sum context 

I:tET((;t. Att , It) with J n (,'t x Aft = It for all t E T. 0 

We want to describe such relations J more precisely. For this purpose we 
need the notion of a bond between contexts, which will be treated in more 
detail in section 7.2. To simplify the formulation we introduce an abbreviated 
notation: If := (G" 11{" I,) and := (G t , j\!ft,Itl are contexts and if 
Jst ~ Gs x Aft is a relation, then for X ~ G" Y ~ Aft we write 

and Y' instead of yJ". 

Definition 69. A bond from a context := (G s, Ats , l,) to a context 
/(t := (Gt , 1VIt • Id is a relation Jst ~ Cis x ""ft for which the following is true: 

- l is an intent of for every object g E Gs 

- m S is an extent of for every attribute m E l~tt. 

A bond can be well illustrated in the imagery of 
the cross tables by writing the two contexts diagonally 
below each other and entering the bond in the right 
upper quadrant (a bond from to can be entered 
into the left lower quadrant). Each row of Jst has to 
give an intent of and each column of Jst has to give 
an extent of 

Proposition 83. If Jrs is a bond from to IKs and if Jst is a bond from 
to ,then for g E (; r' m E Aft the following holds: 

Proof. (d. Figure 5.1.) The equivalence in the middle 

follows immediately from Proposition 10 (p. 18), because gS is an intent and 
m S is an extent of . The other two equivalences are dual to each other and 
result easily from the definitions. We have for example 

m E gsSI ¢==? m E gSSI 

¢==? m' ~ g" 

¢==? m'"2 gSS 

(since m E Mtl 

(since gSS ~ Gs and m S = ml n Gs ). 

o 
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9 = 

g" { D 
g' 

D~ 
Gs 

} m S 

Figure 5.1 With reference to the proof of Proposition 83, 

Proposition 84. If .IT'S is a bond from 
to OCt, then 

to OCs and .Ist is a bond from OCs 

.I"s o.Ist := {(g,m) E Gr x 111t I gSS S;; mS} 

is a bond from to . For an arbitrary bond .Irt from OCr to OCt, .Irt C 

.Irs o.Ist if and only if 

or, equivalently, if mT' S;; mSST' for all m E 1\/ft . 

Proof. According to Proposition 83 

for fixed 9 E G r , i.e., this set is an intent of][{. Dually we show that 

{g E G" I (g, m) E .Irs 0 .Ist = mSST'} 

holds for every m E Alt. Thus, .Irs o.Ist is a bond. The second assertion of 
the proposition follows from the same argument. 0 

We can visualize the definition of .Irs 0 .Ist without falling back on the 
contexts OCr and , since we have 

u 
(A.B)E~(l&,) 

which can be easily interpreted with the help of Figure ,').2: 
We add (g, m) to .Irs 0 .Ist whenever there is a concept (A, B) of OCs 

satisfying B S;; g' and A S;; illS. Therefore, IKs is a dense subcontext of the 
context in Figure 5.2. 
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, 

11M H'·" I 

~ • ~ 0 [] 
. 11 . ;6 

Figure 5.2 With reference to the definition of Jr., 0 Jst . 

Proposition 85. If J ~ I is a subrelation in the sum context (G, M, I) := 

2::tET OCt with the property that 

It = .Itt := J n Gt X Mt 

holds for all t E T, then the following statements are equivalent 

1. J is a closed relation. 
2. The Jst := J n (C/, x Aft) are bonds and 

holds for aliI', s, t E T. 

Proof. If J is closed, then, for every object 9 E G, (gJ, gJJ) is a concept of 
L lKt • We learn from Theorem 31 that the subcontexts lKs are all compatible, 
and draw the two following conclusions: 

First, gS = gJ n AI., must be an intent of lKs . This, together with the dual 
argument for attributes, shows that all .1st must be bonds. 

Second, (gJ J nG s, gJ nMs) must be a concept of lKs . Hence, gJ J nG s = gS S 

and in particular gSS ~ gJJ, from which we can infer 

for arbitrary t E T. This holds for every object 9 and, according to Proposi
tion 84, implies Jrt ~ Jrs 0 Jst ' Hence, we have proved (2). 

If, on the other hand, we pretmppoDe (2), then we can use Proposition 47 
(p. 114) to prove that .I is a closed relation. Hence, let (g, m) E 1\ J, which 
because of It = Jit implies that 9 E Gr and In E Ms hold for suitable r # s. 
Since Jrs is a bond from to , gS is an intent of lKs . Therefore, there 
must be an object h E gSS with (h.17l) (j. I. According to Proposition 84 we 
have 
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for every t E T, and consequently gJ S;; hJ . This, together with the dual 
argument, shows that the condition of Proposition 47 is satisfied: J is closed. 

o 

The Propositions 82 and 85 can be summarized as follows: 

Theorem 32. For a subrelation J C I in the sum context (G, M, 1) := 

I:tET 1Kt, the following statemEnts are equivalent: 

1. J is a closed relation and corresponds to a subdirect product of the Il3 (OCt), 
t E T. 

2. J is a closed relation and It = Jtt (:= J n Gt x M t ) holds for all t E T. 

8. The Jst := J n Gs x M t are bonds from IK:s to OCt with Jtt = It and 
Jrt S;; Jrs 0 Jst for all r, s, t E T. 

o 

Note that the last point of the theorem does not contain the requirement 
that J is closed. The latter follows (as in Proposition 85) as a consequence if 
J is made up of bonds, as specified above. If the contexts OCt are all reduced, 
then (G, M, J) is reduced as well. This follows from Proposition 48 (p. 114). 

In order to be able to use the subdirect product as a construction method, 
we introduce the following notion: 

Definition 70. If P is a set, V is a complete lattice and a : P -t V is a map, 
then we call (V, a) a (complete) P-Iattice if V is generated by {ap I PEP}. 

When P := {I, 2, ... , n} we also speak of a (complete) n-Iattice. If (P,~) 
is an ordered set, then we call (V. a) a (complete) (P, ~)-lattice if a is 
furthermore order-preserving. 

To a family (Vi. at). t E T, of complete P-Iattices we can naturally assign 
a complete sublatt.ice of the direct product X tET \It, namely the sublattice 
which is generated by the elements 

ap:= (atp I t E T), pE P. 

We call this lattice the P-product of the lattices (\It, at). As a symbol for 
P n 

P-products of two lattices we use x or x, respectively. 0 

Example 9. In Figure 5.3 a 4-product of three small chains is represented 
as a sublattice of the direct product. The elements of the set P = {I, 2, 3, 4} 
are written below those lattice elements on which they are mapped by a. 
In the diagram on the right, only the elements represented by small circles 
belong to the 4-product; the additional lines have been drawn to indicate the 
situation of the lattice within the direct product. 

If the lattices involved are concept lattices, we use the following obvious 
terms: (OC, a) is called P-context, if (Il3(OC) , a) is a P-Iattice. In this case, a 
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fill , 

Figure 5.3 A simple example of a 4-product. 

maps the elements of P onto concepts of lK; for those images we most often 
write (.:'F',HP) := ap. Then we call (s:B(lK), a) "the concept lattice of the 
P-context (lIC, a r. for short. 

Evidently, the P-product is a complete subdirect product, since the canon
ical projection 7ft maps the generating system {ap I pEP} of the P-product 
onto {atp I pEP}. i.e., onto a generating system of Vi, Therefore, 7ft 

must be surjectiw. Hence, according to Theorem 32, to the P-product of 
P-concept lattices there corresponds in a natural way a closed relation .I in 
the sum context. This is described more precisely in the following theorem, 
in which we shall again use the ahbreviation .lst := .I n Gs x M t : 

Theorem 33. ThE dosed relation .I of the sum c()nteJ~t 2:tET which be
longs to (J P-prodll.cf of P-mncFpt lattices (s:B(lY4), at) is characterized by the 
following propertiES: 

1. for all t E T, JIt = It, 
:]. for all 8, t E T, s -# t. J st is tht smallest bond from to lKt which 

contains tin sets 
A~ x Hf, pEP, 

A~ and Hi' being defined to bE asp =: (A::, B~') (Jnd at]) =: (Af, Bn. 

Proof. From Definition 69 it immediately follows that the intersection of 
bonds is a hondo Therefore. there is always a smallest bond from lKs to lKt, 
s -# t which entirely contains the sets 

pE P. 

If we denote this bond by .1st and set .Itt := It, then obviously 

.l:= U Jst 
,,lET 
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is precisely the relation which is characterized by the two conditions of the 
theorem. We shall show first that J satisfies condition 3) of Theorem 32. 

For this purpose we consider, for fixed 1', s, t E T, pEP, an attribute 
m E Bf. Because of Il~ X Bi' <;;: .1st we certainly have m S 2 A~. Likewise, 
because of Af x Ef <;;: .Irs. we can infer for each object that g E Af gS 2 Blf 
and, since (A::. En is a concept of ,even gSS <;;: A~. Hence, we have 
gSS <;;: A~ <;;: m S and obtain, together with Proposition 84. 

(y, m) E A;: x Hf :::} gSS <;;: m S 

:::} (g, m) E Jrs 0 Jst . 

Since this is correct for all g E Af and all m. E Bi', we have 

Proposition 84 furthermore states that Jrs 0 .1st is a bond. Since we have 
assumed that Jrt is the smallest bond containing all those sets, it follows 
that 

Thus. the third condition of Theorem :~2 is satisfied and consequently J is 
the closed relation of a sub direct product of the s.B(lKtl. 

It remains to be shown that J is the right closed relation, i.e., that it really 
corresponds to the P-product specified. This is generated by the elements 
{o:p I pEP}; the corresponding concepts in the sum context are 

IP .- U tP 
~-t.- .L t ~ BP.- UBP .- t ~ t E T. 

J contains all sets AP x BP, and every closed relation containing those sets 
belongs to a subdirect product and therefore has to satisfy the third condition 
of Theorem 32. J is the smallest closed relation for which this is true, and is 
therefore, according to Proposition 4.1 (p. 113), the closed relation belonging 
to the sublattice generated by (AP,BP). D 

The context construction described in Theorem 33, which corresponds to the 
P-product, is here given a name: 

Definition 71. The P-fusion of a family (OCt, o:d, t E T of P-contexts is 
the P-context 

((G,M,J),o:), 

in the case that J C I is the subrelation in the sum context (G, M, 1) := 

L:tET lKt which is characterized by the conditions of Theorem 33 and in the 
case that 0: is the map defined as follows: If for any t E T O:tP =: (Af, Bn, 
then 

o:p := (U Afo U Bf). 
tET tET 
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In the case of two P-context we use 

p 

(IK1 ,otl + (lK2 ,02) 

as the symbol for the P-fusion. <> 

Then, of course we have: 

Corollary 86. The concept latt'ice of a P-fusion of contexts is isomorphic 
to the P -product of its concept lattices. 0 

Example 10. We calculate the 4-product of the two 4-lattices 

In this case, the method used in the preceding example would lead to com
plicated intermediate steps. Therefore, we determine the corresponding 4-
standard contexts and obtain: 

~ 
"¥ 

~!111"''' *.Iit) ~.-.l} 
... --rt)-~ ~1!k1"1 

'''')~i~-& 
~~ 
~daJ,.t~~ 
..... , ~ltirJfJi~ 

Now we form the 4-fusion of these two contexts, as described in Theorem 
33, i.e., we form the disjoint union of the two contexts and add the sets 
{gl, gz} x {n1' n2, T/3, n5}, {gl, gz} x {nz}, {gl, g3} x {n1' n2, n3, n4}, {gl, g3} x 
{nt} for h,2 as well as the sets {hd x {mt> m2}, {h 1, hz, h3, h4 } x {mi, m2}, 
{h2} x {m1' m3}, {h1' h2, h3, h5} x {m1' m3} for h1 to the incidence. In the 
present case this has already resulted in bonds. In general, the incidence must 
be extended until bonds are obtained. As a result we obtain the following 
4-context: 
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o( 1) = ({g! ,g2. hd, {ml' m2, nl. 1/2, 1/3, I1s}) 

0(2) = ({gl , g2 , hI, h2, ha , h4 }, {m I , m2 , 112}) 

0(:3) = ({gl , ga, h2}, {m! . rna, 111 , 112, 113, 114} ) 

0(4) = ({gl.g3, hI, h2, h3, hs}, {ml' m3, I1d) 

The corresponding concept lattice is isomorphic to the 1-product we have 
been looking for. It is presented in Figure .5.4. 

Figure 5.4 The 4-lattice on the right is the concept lattice of the 4-fusion calculated 
in Example 10 and is consequently isomorphic to the 4-product of the factors on 
the left. 

For the special case that the contexts OCt have the same objects and at
tributes, there is a natural choice for the set P. In the following definition 
we presuppose merely for reasons of convenience that G and M are disjoint. 

Definition 72. Contexts lh{ := (G, AI, It) with a fixed object set G and a 
fixed attribute set M can be interpreted as P-contexts (OCt, ad with P := 

Gu M and 

for g E G, 

Cltm (n/,mtt )ESl3(OCt) formEM. 
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If ( (G, 1\1, 1), 0) is the P -fusion of such a family of P -contexts, then (G, 11,1, I) 
is called the fusion of the contexts Il'4. <> 

5.2 Gluings 

The geometric nature of the lattice diagrams suggests a simple construction, 
namely that of putting together lattices to form larger lattices by gluing them 
together along common substructures. Such a possibility has already been 
introduced in Section 4.2, but as a decomposition principle. 

Such methods do indeed playa role in the construction, but they turn 
out to be complicated in the details and are not always easy to manage. 
The same is true for the corresponding context operation, the union. Under 
suitable additional conditions, however, we obtain a smooth and practicable 
theory. 

Proposition 87. Ld(Go,G~) andU\16,Mo) bfconceptsof(G,M,I). Then 

(AI6, Mo) ::; (X, Y) 0/' (X, Y) ::; (Go, G~), 

holds for every (X, Y) of (G, M, 1) if and only if 

I ~ G x Mo U Go x M. 

Proof. '"=?": If (g,m) E I, then (M6,Mo) < 
(gil, g') (i.e., m E }Via) or (gil, g') ::; (Go, G~) (i.e., g E 
Go). "<=e": If I ~ G x }VIa U Go x M and (X, Y) is 
a concept with X C£ Go, then X' ~ Mo and therefore 
(M6, AIo) ::; (X, i"). 0 

Mo 

C"ffij 
If we are confronted with the situation described in the proposition, the 

concept lattice is made up in a simple way of two lattices, namely of the ideal 
((Go, G~)l and the filter [(M6, Mo)), which overlap in the (possibly empty) 
interval [(AI6, Mo), (Go, G~)l. We speak of the Hall-Dilworth gluing (ef. 
Definition 60 on page 141), in the special case (Go, G~) = (M6, Mol of the 
vertical sum, which has already been mentioned on page 41. There we 
also introduced the horizontal sum, where two lattices are "glued together 
sideways" by identifying the two largest and the two smallest elements. In 
Section 4.3 we showed that the substitution product generalizes both con
structions. 

Whereas the Hall-Dilworth gluing is the simplest case of an atlas
construction in the sense of Section 4.2, another way of generalizing the 
horizontal sum suggests itself, namely the horizontal gluing, where we allow 
the lattices involved to overlap in more than the two border elements. The 
general situation, namely the situation that a concept lattice is the union of 
sublattices, is treated in the next (rather trivial) proposition: 
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Proposition 88. For relations .It S;; G x M, t E T, the following statements 

are equivalent: 

1. Il3(G, M, UtET .It} = UtET Il3(G, M, .It). 
2. The .It are closed relations of (G, 211, UtET .It) and 

A x B S;; U .It ::} :J sET A x B S;; .Is· 
tET 

o 

The proof is simple, but the result is not very rewarding. In order to 
obtain a condition which is easier to manage, we limit ourselves to two lattices 
and assume that the overlapping is the union of an ideal and a filter, i.e., that 
it has the form described in Proposition 87. 

Definition 73. A complete lattice V is an ideal-filter gluing of two sub
lattices U1 and Ch if: 

1. V = U1 U U2 

2. x ~ y in V implies {x,y} S;; U1 or {x,y} S;; U2 • 

3. U1 n U2 = (a] U [b) for suitable elements a, b E V. 

An ideal-filter gluing can be recognized by the context: 

Theorem 34. The following conditions are equivalent: 

1. Il3(G, M,I) is an ideal-filter gluing of complete sublattices U1 and U2 • 

.11 := C(Ud and h := C(U2) are the corresponding closed relations. 
2 . .11 and h arE closed relations of (G, M, 1) and 

a) gI = gh 01' gI = gh holds for every object g and, dually, mI = mJ , 

01' m I = m h holds for every attribute m, 
b) there is an Extent Go and an intent Mo of (G, M, I) with .It n h = 

(GoxMUGxMo)nI. 

Proof. I)::} 2a): Every object concept "'fg belongs to one of the sublattices, 
but "'fg E Ui is equivalent to gI = gJ,. 

1) ::} 2b): By assumption U1 n U2 = (a] U [b) for suitable concepts a =: 
(Go,G~) and b =: (M~,Mo). It is evident that J1nh;2 (GoxMUGxMo)nI, 
what remains to be shown is the other inclusion. Assume that (g, m) E J1nh 
and m cf. Mo. Then there are concepts (Xl, I'1) E U1 and (X2' l'z) E U2 with 
(g, m) E Xi x l'i. The infimum of these concepts is comparable with both of 
them, i.e., one of the three concepts (Xl, Yd, (X2' Y2) and (Xl, Y1) 1\ (X2' Y2) 
is not in Ch n [[2. The intent of this concept contains nI, i.e., it cannot be 
a subset of Mo. Hence, the concept is contained in the ideal ((Go, G~)], and 
we obtain Xl n X 2 S;; Go. which implies g EGo. 
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Figure 5.5 Context of an ideal-filter-gluing. In the hatched area J 1 and J 2 coincide 
with I; this is at the same time the closed relation belonging to the overlapping of 
the lattices. 

2) =? 1): We have to show that all concepts and all comparabilities between 
concepts of (G. AI, 1) originate from one of the sublattices Ui' Let us assume 
that there is a concept (X. Y) E 93( G, M, 1) that belongs neither to [h nor 
to lh, so that neither X x Y ~ h nor X x Y ~ h. Then there must be pairs 
(g, m), (h, n) E X x Y with (g, m) E h \ hand (h, n) E h \ J l , and from 
the presuppositions it follows that g, h 1:- Go and m, n 1:- Mo. Hence, (g, n) 
cannot belong to .It n h, but certainly (g, n) E I, since (g, n) E X x Y. From 
(g, m) E h \ h we infer l = gJ 1 , i.e., (g, n) E J ll and from (h, n) E J2 \ h 
we dually infer n1 = n1o, i.e., (g, n) E h, which is a contradiction. 
If (X, Y) E 93(G. M, h) and (U, \ ' ) E 93(G, M, h) and (U, V) ::; (X, Y), 
then U ~ X and V ~ Y, i.e., U x Y ~ h n h. This implies U ~ Go (i.e., 
(U, V) E 93(G, AI, h)) or }' ~ Mo (i.e., (X, Y) E 93(G, M, h)), in any case 
{(U,V),(x.n}~Uifori=10ri=2. 0 

The characterization in Theorem 34 leads the way to the corresponding 
context construction. VYe define 

Definition 74. The union of two contexts lKl := (G l , M l , It) and lK2 := 
(G z, 1v12 , Iz) is the context 

We call 1Kl UlK2 a gluing of the contexts OCl and OCz if the following conditions 
are satisfied: 

1. Go := GIn (;z is an extent of IKl U lKz. 

2. Alo := All n Al2 is an intent of lKl U lK2 • 

a. 10 := 11 n fz = II n Go x Mo = [z n Go x Mo. 
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The context gl uing is not the exact counterpart 
of the lattice gluing. The preconditions are weaker. 
The condition that and coincide on Go X Mo, 
does not at all enforce that the extents contained 
in Go and the intents contained ill Mo are also the 
same in both contexts. This is however necessarily Go 
true in the case of an ideal-filter gluing. Therefore, it 
is rather surprising that the following theorem holds 
true. There is a snag in the theorem. which we have 
to point out. It says that the concept lattice of the 
gluing of two contexts JK l and is the ideal-filter 
gluing of two su blattices, but it does not say that 

Mo 

lKl 0 

0 JKz 

those sublattices are isomorphic to 23(JK l ) and s:B(JKz). In fact, this is gener
ally not the case. 

Theorem 35. 23(JK) is the idf(ll-filtu gluing of two complete sublattices VI 
and Uz with 

[/1 n ['z = ((Go, G~)l U [(M~, }VIa)) 

if and only iflKls the gluing of two subconte.rts lKl := (Gl,A/l,h) and 
lKz := (Gz, 1~Jz./z) with 

Proof· One direction immediately follows from Theorem 34: If lK 
(G, M, 1) satisfies condition 2 of Theorem 34, then with 

(h {g E C Ii = gJ1 }. 

2111 {mEMln/=mJ1 }, 

(h GoU(G\Gt), 

1Hz Mo U (A/ \ 1lJl ) 

and 11 InC I X M l , 

/z In Gz X Mz 

we evidently obtaill contexts lK1 and wit lK = lK1 U lKz and Co = G1 n G2 , 

lHo = A/I n M2 and 10 = 11 n 12 = h n Go X Mo = /z n Go x Ala. Since Go 
is an extent and Mo is an intent of lK is a gluing of lKl and JK2 • 

For the opposite direction we have to show that JK satisfies the second 
condition of Theorem :34. For this purpose we set 

J[ hUIn(GoxAIUGxMo) 

Jz /zUIn(GoxMUGxMo). 

Then, we have to prove that J1 and Jz are closed relations. We show this for 
J := J1 , with the help of Proposition 46 (p. 113): Let X C C be arbitrary. 
If X Cl Go. then X J C l'\1h and because of -
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JnGxM1=InGxAIt 

it follows that X J J = X I I. If X eGo, t.hen X J = X I and therefore 
X JJ C X JI = X II C Go, since Go is a~lextent of lK. Because of JnGo x AI = 
Ion(~ x AI and XII ~ Go we have XJ.J = XII, i.e., XJ.J = XII = XJI. 0 

The closed relat.ions corresponding to the sublattices have been specified 
in the proof. They coincide with 11 resp. h up to a modification "below Go" 
and "above Mo". This modification does not apply if It is dense in J1 and 
h is dense in .h. This is the case if Go is an extent of OC1 as well as of OC2 

and if furthermore every snbset T ~ Go satisfies 

T is extent of lKl ¢=:? T is extent of lK2 

and the corresponding is true for 1\:10. Those conditions have the effect that 
the ideals generated by the concept with the extent Go are isomorphic in 
23(lKl) and 23(lKl) and that t.he same is t.rue for t.he filt.ers of the concepts 
with t.he intents ~ lV[O. The fact that lK.l and OC2 coincide in 10 implies t.hat 
t.hose isomorphisms can be generated by a single map. 

In particular, we have: An ideal-filter gluing of two concept lattices is 
isomorphic to the concept lattice of the gluing of the contexts involved. 

In practice, the task that usually crops up is the slightly generalized one of 
having to glue two lattices together which do not have elements in common, 
but in which an isomorphism of the ideal-filter pair of one lattice onto a 
corresponding pair of the other lattice is given. In order to implement this 
construction for concept lattices, one first modifies the respective contexts 
lKl and OC2 in such a way that both the object concepts in the two ideals 
and the attribute concepts in the two filters coincide. This can be achieved 
through mutual enrichment, and in the case of doubly founded contexts even 
through reduction. The objects and att.ributes of these concepts are given 
the same name, if they are mapped onto each other by the isomorphism. For 
the remainder o]]e makes the two contexts disjoint. The concept lattice of 
the gluing of the contexts modified in this way is then the ideal-filter gluing 
of suitable isomorphic copies of their concept lattices, as desired. 

Figure 5.6 Ideal-filter-gluing of two cubes 
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II a I b c d e I 
II a I b c I lIald el 0 x x x x 

0 x x 0 x x 1 x x 
1 x x u 3 x x 2 x x 
2 x x 4 x x 3 x x 

4 x x 

Figure 5.7 The context gluing belonging to Figure 5.6. 

As an example, Figure 5.6 shows an ideal-filter gluing of two Boolean 
lattices. The corresponding context gluing is presented in Figure 5.7. We 
recognize that lKl U lK2 is furthermore a context sum and that consequently 
the lattice generated by the gluing is a direct product. In general, for context 
gluings we have: 

5.3 Local Doubling 

A further construction principle consists in suitably doubling a part of a 
lattice, for example an interval. We first describe the context construction 
and then derive the corresponding lattice construction. 

A context manipulation which has no influence at all on the structure of 
the concept lattice is the "inverse reduction", i.e., the addition of reducible 
attributes or objects: To a context (G, M,I) we add for example a set N 
of new attributes and supplement the relation I in such a manner that for 
every n E N, the attribute extent n' is a extent of (C,M,/). In this case, 
(G, M, 1) is a dense subcontext of the new context and, consequently, the 
concept lattices are isomorphic. The same is true, if instead we add a set H 
of neW objects to (G, M, 1) and make sure that every such object h E H is 
reducible with respect to C, i.e., that h' is an intent of (G, M, /). 

However, if we carry out both extensions simultaneously, the concept 
lattice changes considerably. A first clue in this connection is contained in 
the next few propositions. 

Proposition 89. Let (CUH, MUN, J) be a context with CnH = MnN = 0 
and J n H x N = O. The subcontext (C, M, 1) with I := J n C x H satisfies 
the following conditions: 

1. for every object h E H, h' is an intent of (C, M, 1), 
2. for every attribute n EN, n' is an extent of (C, M, 1) 

if and only if (C, M,l) is compatible. 
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This can be prot'cd without effort hy means of conditions all and a2) of 

Proposition 35 (p. 100). 0 

Hence, under the conditions of the proposition, the map II G,M with 

(A,B) M (AnG,BnM) 

is a surjective complete homomorphism (Proposition 34, p. 100), which, as 
the next proposition shows, has small pre-image sets: 

Proposition 90. Let (r, D) be a concept of (G, M, 1). Then there is at least 
one and at most two concepts (A,B) of(GUH,MUN,J) with (C,D) = 
(AnG,BnM), namely 

(C, C J ) is a conCtpt of (G U H, M UN, J) if and only if 

there is an attribute n E IV with C' C nJ 

or there is no object h E H with D S;; hJ • 

Proof. Because of .1 n H x iV = 0, one of the possibilities A S;; G or 
B C M holds for every concept (A, B) of (G U H, M U iV, J), which, under 
the condition that (C, D) = (A n G, B n M), implies 

A = r (and thus B = C J ) or B = D (and thus A = DJ). 

(C, C J) is not a concept, if ('J S;; M (i.e., C J = ('1 = D), but D J Cf: G (i.e., 
DJ i- C). For D we argue correspondingly. 0 

The proposition states the possible pre-images for a concept (C, D) E 
'B( G, M, 1) in a somewhat tricky formulation. Therefore, we repeat the de
scription of the different cases in the form of a table: 

C C nJ for DC hJ for (r, C J ) is (DJ,D) is equal? - -

some n E iV some h E H a concept a concept 
yes yes yes yes (C, CJ ) < (D J , D) 
yes no yes no 
no yes no yes 
no no yes yes (C, CJ ) = (D J , D) 

Thus it is only in the first case that (C, D) has two different pre-images 
with respect to JIG,'\}, Additionally, we note down: 

Proposition 91. If (G U H, Al U lV,.1) is a context with the properties spec
ified in the pncfding proposition, then: 
(A, B) is a concept of (G U H, M U lV,.1) if and only if (A n G, B n M) is a 
concept of (G, Jj, f) and ti'E an dealing with one of the following three cases 

1. AS;; G, B S;; M. A = B J , B = A J 
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2. A C C. B = "lJ Cl M 
3. Be Ai, A = B J Cl G. 

Proof. According to Proposition 89, for every concept (A B) of (GUH, MU 
N, J), the restriction (A n G, B n A1) is a concept of (G, AI, 1), and, since we 
have presupposed that J n H X N = 0, it follows that A X B n H X N = 0, 
i.e., A ~ G or B ~ N, and thus one of the cases 1)-:3) must hold. 

If, conversely, A is an extent of (C, M, I) and A J Cl AI, then (A, A J) by 
the preceding proposition is a concept of (CUH, l'VIUN. J). If AJ = AI, then 
B = AJ is an intent of (G. M. 1). and. under the condition that B J i- BI, we 
can argue dually. \Vhat remains is the trivial case AI = AJ and BI = BJ. 

In the case of a doubly founded context, it is 
particularly easy to check whether the conditions 
of Proposition 89 are satisfied. We can apply 
Proposition :3() (p. 101) and obtain a condition 
which is easy to manage algorithmically. 

o 

Proposition 92. A doubly fOlll!ded context (GUH, NIUN, J) with GnH = 0 
and M n lV = 0 has the properties specified in Proposition 89 if and only if 
the following conditions (I rf satisfied: 

1. J n H x N = 0, 

2. h./ 1/1, hE H together imply In E N, 

3. g /" n, n E N together imply g E H. 

o 

\Ve have made no restrictions concerning the choice of the sets Hand N. 
However, it turns out that we can make a very special choice without loss of 
generality. 

Definition 75. Assume that (t ~ 1J3( G, 2\11,1) is a convex set of concepts and 
w.l.o.g. that (t n (G U M) = 0. Then 

1 e: being defined as follows: 

Ie: n C; x M := I. fe: n (t x (t := 0 

and, for (C, D) E (t. g E (,' and III E lVI. 

gfe:(C,D) :¢:::=? gEe. 

(C, D) Ie: m : ¢:::=? mE D. 

<> 
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At ( 

G~ 
(till 

Figure 5.8 In the case of the doubling construction II and LV can be replaced by 
the same convex set (. 

Evidently, the context defined in this way satisfies the conditions from 
Proposition 89. Q: assuming the role of H as well as of N. 

Proposition 93. If w( define Q: ~ 23(G. AI. I) by specifying for (C, D) E 
23( G, M, 1) that 

then Q: is conver and 

23(G U H, Al U N . .1) == 23(JY::[Q:]). 

Proof. Let Ho := {h E H I hJJJ n N "# 0}. No is defined dually. If 
h E H \ Ho. then hJ = (hJJ)J. i.e .. h is reducible. (G U Ho. M UNo, J) is 
dense in (G U H, AI U X,.1) and therefore has the same concept lattice up 
to an isomorphism. Therefore. we may presuppose H = Ho. N = No. This 
simplifies the argumentation. since we have for every h E H some n E N 
with hJ 1 ~ nJ . from which we may infer that the concept ,d h) := (hJ I, hJ) 
of (G, 1H, I) belongs to <to Likewise. we may assign the concept pJ(n) := 

(nJ, n J1 ) E <t to every attribute n E N. In the context JY::[<t] those concepts 
are objects and attributes. For the object ,dh) we have 

and for the attribute pdn) we have 

( )1., J 
PIn =n. 

If (A, B) is a concept of (G, M.l) and hE H, then we have 

B ~ hJ <===? B ~ "rJ(h)I~ 

and dually. Since furthermore for every concept (C, D) E Q: by the definition 
of Q: there exists some h E H and some n E ;V with p1(n) :S (C, D) :S ,dh). 
we have 
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and the dual staternent, which implies 

Now we define fo), (A, B) E Q3(G U H, M U N, J) 

if A C G 
if Be M' 

and claim that we have thereby defined an isomorphism 

'P : Q3(O U H. AI U N, J) -+ Q3(IK[It]). 

First of all, we note that 'P(A, B) by Proposition 91 is defined for every 
concept (A, B) E Q3(G U H, M U N. J). By means of the equivalence proved 
above and again by means of Proposition 91 we conclude that 'P(A, B) is in 
fact always a concept of Q3(IK[I£]) and even that every such concept occurs. 
Hence, 'P is a bijection. The fact that 'P is also an order isomorphism is 
elementary because of the simple shape of the concepts involved. 0 

Thanks to Proposition 92 we may concentrate on the context construction 
IK r-t lK[It]. because it covers the general case. The ('Outent of Proposition 90, 
specialized to the context lK[ It], reads as follows: 

Proposition 94. Fol' fliE I'y concEpt (C'. D) of IK thEI'E is at lEast one and at 
most two concEpts (A, B) ofll'~[It] ll'ith (A n 0, B n M) = (C, D), nam.fly 

(e, CI~) or (DI .'. D). 

(e, eI~) and (Dl~, D) arE both concEpts of lK:[It]. ThEY are distinct if and 
only if (C, D) E It. 

Proof. What remains to be proved is only the last sentence. By Proposi
tion 90 there are two concepts (A, B) with (AnG, BnAf) = (e, D) if and only 
if there are elements h. n E It with C ~ hI." D ~ nI~. i.e., 0 s: (c, D) s: n. 
Since It is convex. this is equivalent to (e, D) E It. 0 

Definition 76. For a convex subset (' of a complete lattice V := (V, S:) we 
define the complete lattice V[C] := (V[C], S:) to be 

and 

V[C]:= (l' \ C) U (C x {O, I}) 

{ 

,r. y E l' \ C and x s: .II in V 
or ;f E lr \ C, y = (Yo, i), Yo E C, x s: Yo in V 
or y E V \ c, x = (xo, i), Xo E e', Xo < Y in V 
or J' = (J'o, i). Y = (Yo. j) E (' x {O, I}, i s: j and Xo s: Yo. 

o 
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The assertion that a complete lattice is defined in this way requires a 
proof. It follows from the next theorelll. 

Theorem 36. If Q: ~ 23(JK) is corWfJ', then 

Proof. We show that the rule 

{
(A n G, B n AI), 

y(A,B):= ((An(~,.Bn2\I),U), 
((A n (T, B n M), 1), 

defines an isomorphism 

if (A n G, B n AI) ~ Q:, 
if (A, B n M) E Q:, 
if (A n G, B) E Q:, 

By Proposition 91, for every concept (A, B) ofIK[Q:], at least one of (AnG, B) 
and (A, B n Ai) is always a concept of IK and, by Proposition 94, a concept 
(C, D) of lK has two pre-images under II G,M if and only if (C, D) E Q:. 

Therefore, y is a bijective map. It remains to be shown that y is also an 
order isomorphism. We have 

(A1,Bd < (A 2 .B2 ) ¢:::::} Al c A z 
¢:::::} Al n G c A2 n G or 

Al n G = A2 n G and A1 C A2 

¢:::::} A1 n G c A2 n G or (A1 n G, B1 n 2~I) E Q: 

¢:::::} y(A1' Bd < .p(A2 , B2 ). 

D 

In practice, we would if possible reduce the context IK[Q:]. A look at the 
arrow relations shows us how: If cEQ: is an object of IK[Q:], then by Propo
sition 92 c.,/ i) can only hold for one attribute i) E Q:. We discover quickly 
that precisely the minimal res]). maximal elements of Q: are irreducible. If we 
define 

Q:min := {c E Q: I c is minimal in Q:} 

alld Q:·max := {c E Q: I c is maximal in Q:}, 

then for c, i) E Q: we have 

c /' i) ¢:::::} i) E Q:max and c ::; ll. 

If, therefore, we assume that Q: has enough minimal and maximal elements, 
i.e., that 
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(1: = U{[c, ()]I c E (1:min, () E (1:max, c:S ll}, 

then IK[(1:] is doubly founded (provided that lK is doubly founded), and the 
context lK[(1:] has (up to isomorphism) the same concept lattice as 

Particularly simple is lK[(1:]r in the case of the interval doubling, that is in 
the case that (1: i:s an interval (1: = [(B'. B), (C, G')] of 23(lK) , because in this 
case (1:min and (1:'ma;r are both one-element sets and we have 

lY~[(1:],. = (G U {(B', B)}, MU {(G, G')}, J) 

with 
J n G x k1 = 1. (B', B)J := Band (C, G')J := C. 

We note this down as a proposition: 

Proposition 95. A doubly founded context is of the form lK[(1:] for an inter
val (1: ~ 23(OC) , if and only if there is an object h and an attribute 17 with 

h .I'll, g.,/ 11 ::::} 9 = h, h /' m ::::} m = n. 

Because in this case with H := {h} and N := {n} the conditions of Proposi
tion 92 are evidently satisfied. 0 

Example 11. We consider the possible bracketings of a product XOXI ••• Xn 

of n+ 1 variables Xo, ... , xn . Since the names of the variables are of no conse
quence, we replace them by dots. Thus, ( .. )(( .. ).) stands for (XOXl)((X2X3)X4), 

etc. We can order these bracketings by agreeing that a term becomes larger 
if subterms are replaced according to the rule 

A.(BC) --+ (AB)C. 

Tamari [In] observed that this induces an order which turns the set of all 
bracketings of n + I symbols into a lattice; this lattice is therefore called 
the Tamari lattice Tn. Bennett and Birkhoff [13] have determined the 
irreducibles of these lattices. This makes it possible to state a (reduced) 
context for the Tamari lattice Tn. With S:= {1,2, ... ,n} and ~2(S) 
{ {i, j} I i, j E S. i -# j} this is the context 

the incidence 1 for i < j and p < q being defined by 

{i,j}l{p,q}: {:=::} not (p:S i < q:S j). 

Geyer [73] has stated a recursion rule for these contexts, which can be recog
nized by means of the example n = .1) in Figure 5.9. 
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I 1 2 1 :3 2 1 4 :3 2 1 

2 3 3 4 4 4 ,) ,'j 5 5 

1 2 l' X x x x x x x x x 

2 3 x l' / x x x x x x x 

1 :l )' x l' x x x x x x x 

3 4 x x x .i' / / x x x x 
2 1 x )' x .i' / x x x x 
1 4 )' x )' x x .i' x x x x 

4 5 x x x x x x l' / / / 
3 5 x x x )' x .i' / / 
2 .5 x )' x )' x x l' / 
1 ,'j )' x )' x x )' x x x l' 

Figure 5.9 The reduced context belonging to the Tamari lattice 1r 5. 

The context shows a salient structure ofthe arrow relations: The (square) 
cross table can be arranged in such a way that all double arrows are on the 
main diagonal, all upward arrows are above and all downward arrows are 
below the main diagonal. In this particular case the "lowest" object h and the 
corresponding attribute with regard to / n evidently satisfy the conditions 
95. This means that the context is generated by interval doubling from the 
subcontext obtained by omitting hand n. 

However, this subcontext has again the same structure of the arrow re
lations. Hence. til!' procedure can be repeated until there remains nothing. 
This means that the Tamari lattice can be generated by iterated interval 
doubling from the one-element lattice. Figure 5.10 shows the Tamari lattice 
1f 4 including its "genesis": At the edges, we have noted at which stage of the 
iterated interval doubling they have beell generated. In descending order, 
congruences arise. which gradually factorize the lattin' until a one-element 
lattice is reached. 

5.4 Tensorial Constructions 

By means of the distributive law introduced in 4.4 it is possible to formulate 
a lattice-theoretic characterization of the tensor product which does not fall 
back upon the notion of a context. We shall only treat the case of tensor 
products with two factors, the general case is not essentially different but one 
needs time to grow accustomed to it. 

Theorem 37. The tfll.sor product VI V 2 has the following properties: 

1) VI V 2 i.s a compltte lattice and 
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t . 

I • 

. 
-~ 

• ~ . 

• 

Figure 5.10 The Tamari lattice 1[4 . The numbers at the edges indicate the recur
sive structure of the lat tice, which was generated by interval doubling. 
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an compide latticE tTnlife/dings. 

0)2) ThE complete sublatticE::; Et{Vd and :2(V2) arE mutually distributit'E. 

\;)3) If V is a romplde lattia satisfying ~)l) and 10)2), i.e .. if there are em

beddings 
and 

with thE pJ'Opr rty that thE compldE stlblatticEs 0 I (VI) and 02(V2) are 
mutually distrifmtit'f, thEn therE is a completE homomorphism 

with 
and 02=:.pOE2· 

@-4) ThE tlnion :t{Vd U :2(V2 ) of thE two stlblatticEs genEratES VI 0) V2. 

By these propertiES thE tensor prodtlct is charactErized up to isomorphism. 

Proof. The properties. I), (2) and 4) have already been proved. We can 
easily see that the properties rj 1)- (~A) are characteristic, since for every lat
tice with thefie propertie:-;, from:3) we immediately obtain an isomorphism 
to the tensor product. 

What remaillfl to be shown itl .~3). Hence. let V be a lattice with the 
properties specified in.S)). First. we work out the following sub-claim: 
For fvery subset X ~ VI X V2 Wf hCJ1'f 

For this purpose. we make use of the condition that the two image sets are 
mutually distributive and obtain: 

V (odJ'Ill\o2(./2)) 
(x".r2)EX 

By means of the notationtl yf 
simplify this to 

V Xl and Y2R 
.r,ER 

V (01(.1:1) 1\ 02(.1:2)) 
(x, .. r2)EX 

1\ (nl(yf) V 02(Y~))' 
RCX 

Every element of X belongs to R or X \ R, therefore, either its first com
ponent must be -::; yf or its second component -::; yf, in any case we have 
(XI,X2)V'(yf,yf) for all (:rlJ2) E X. and consequently (yf,yf) EXV', 
independent of R. This proves 
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1\ (ar(yIJ VaZ(Y2)). 
(!II.!!' )EX" 

If, on the other hand. for (Yl, Y2) E xV' we specifically choose R := 

{(Xl. Xz) E X I Xl ~ yd, then X \ R ~ {(J'l' X2) E X I X2 ~ Y2} and 
therefore adyf) V oz(vf) ~ a l(vd Va2(VZ), from which it follows that 

1\ 
Rex 

and thus the sub-claim. Now we define a map 'P : VI V2 ---+ V by 

We have to show that 'P is a complete homomorphism. Because of the 
symmetry of the definition it suffices to prove the property "V-preserving". 
For this purpose we use the sub-claim and obtaill for an arbitrary subset 
{(At. Btl I t E T} ~ VI .. V2 

V'P(At.Bt ) v v 
tET 

V (al(xd 1\ az{x2)) 
(J'I.J·J)EU A, 

1\ (ar(Xl) Va2(XZ)) 
(!!I'!!2)E(U Ad" 

1\ (al(,rd VaZ(X2)) 
(YI.YJ)En H, 

'P(V (At,Bd), 
tET 

as desired. 
Finally. we have to examine the connection between the maps ai and fi. 

For this purpose we recall the definition of the fi (in particular of fl), from 
which it follows that, for an arbitrary ,r- E VI, the extent of fl(X) is given by 
{(Xl, X2) E VI X Vz I ,rl ~ x or xz = O}. Thereby we obtain 

D 

The maps; and p mapping onto the object and attribute concepts, re
spectively, are related to the ft. We have ;(,r1' ,1'2) = 
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and J1( XI' X2 ) = 

({(gl,g2) I g}:S Xl or g2:S X2} ,C;\7 U {(m·l,m2) I XI:S ml and J:2:S md), 

and therefore 

It has proved worthwhile to introduce special symbols for these maps. 

Definition 77. If VI and V2 are complete lattices, then the tensorial op
erations 

are defined by 
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Xl ® J'2 := '") (J'l. J'z) = EdxI) /\ E2(X2), 

Xl QJ Xz := P(J.'l. xz) = EdxIl V Ed X2). <> 

Proposition 96. The tensorial operations satisfy the following arithmetic 
rules: 

Xl ® X2 = Xl QJ 0 /\ 0 QJ X2, 

/\ xf ® X~ = (/\ xU ® (/\ X~), 
sES sES 

sES sES 

Rf;S rER sES\R 

Rf;S rER sES\R 

Proof. All these rules result immediately from the definitions, apart from the 
last two, for which we have to consult Proposition 76: Because of Xl ® X2 = 
Ed Xl) /\E2 (X2), Xl QJ X2 = Ed Xl) V E2 (xz) and the rules mentioned in the first 
line, the equations are precisely the t.ranslation of t.he circumstance that the 
sublattices EdVi) and EZ(V2 ) are mut.ually distributive. 0 

Thiele [175] has impressively demonstrated how to obtain readable dia
grams of tensor products of small lattices. First, the idea of the P-product 
developed in Section 5.1 is t.ransferred t.o t.he tensor product and it is agreed 
that: 

Definition 78. For a P-lat.tice (V1 • (1) and a Q-latt.ice (V2, (2) wit.h pnQ = 
0, 

(V1' al) (9 (V2, (2) := (V, a) 

is the P U Q-sublattice of Vi () V2 for which t.he map 

is defined as follows: 

if rEP, 
ifr E Q. 
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By Illeans of Theorelll 37 we quickly convince ourselves of the fact that 
this indeed defines a P U Q-Iattice, 

If VI and V2 are concept lattices, we can introduce the corresponding 
context operation: 

Definition 79. For a P-context (Kl' 0'1) and a Q-context (lK2' 0'2) with P n 
Q = 0 we define 

to be the P U Q-context for which the map 

is explained as in Definition7S. 

From these two definitions it immediately follows that 

Thiele has shown that the product defined in this way is distributive over 
the P-fusion, i.e., that it is possible to transfer Proposition 16 (p. 47) to this 
case. This is the content of the following theorem. 

Theorem 38. If (It(l, 0'1) and (JK:z. a 2) are both P -contexts and if (If''3, 0'3) 
is a Q-context with P n Q = 0, then 

p 

((IK:1,atl + (IK:2' 0'2)) x (OC3,a3) 

PUQ 
= ((K],atl x (JK<3,a3)) + ((lK2,a2) X (~,a3)). 

Proof. Both sides of the equation claimed describe closed relations of 

(ef. Proposition Hi). If we are able to show that the map a is also the same 
in both cases, nothing remains to be proved, since in this case the sublattices 
generated by 

and thus the corresponding closed relations must also be the same. This can 
be checked easily; the main problem is that of a transparent notation. We 
again use the abbreviations 

(A~.lj;") := at.r for t E {I, 2, 3} and x E P U Q. 

P 
Furthermore, we write (lK12' (12) for the P-context (OCl , al) + (lK2' (2) and 
agree on the abbreviation 
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Then we have 

o 12P = 0 1P + G2p· 

For the embedding maps we use the symbols El, E2, E12 and E3 in the obvious 
way, in the case of E3, however, we have to differentiate: We write E3, if we 
are working in the product x . For reasons of readability we presuppose 
that none of the contexts contains any full columns or full rows. Thus, the 
trivials terms A1'V and G'V disappear when we evaluate the maps E; by means 
of the formula stated in Proposition n. 

For the left-hand side we obtain, if pEP, 

and for q E Q 

n:PC12 0 12P 

E12(Ai U Ai, Bi U B~) 

((Ai U A~) x 0 3 , (Bi U B~) x }\J3 ) 

Gq d203q 

l2( 4q B q ) 
E3 "3' 3 

((0 1 U ( 2 ) x A~, (Ml U A12 ) x Bj). 

On the right-hand side we calculate for pEP 

op EIGIP + EzOzp 

and for q E Q 

(Ai X G" Bi x M 3 ) + (Ai x Ch B~ x "~13) 

((Ai UAi) x G3 ,(Bi UH~) x M 3 ) 

nq dn:w + E~n3q 
(01 X A~. Ml X B~) + (0 2 X A~, M2 x BD 
((01 U ( 2 ) x A~, (1\;11 U 1\;12 ) x B~). 

D 

Because of the nice applications offered by this theorem, we substantiate it 
by several examples. The first one simply demonstrates the situation reflected 
by the theorem. 

Example 12. Consider the two 3-contexts (IKl' Gl) and (lK2' (2), which are 
given as follows 

as well as the {4 }-context (l¥::':3, (3) with the following illustration: 
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Jil y 
(~3Q t 

With P:= {L 2, :~} and Q:= {4} we rerognize in Figure 5.12 on the left the 
context 

and on the right 

We also recognize that both contexts are equal. 

Ai·) " " - -x xxxx xxx x x xxx xxx 
x xx x xx x x x x xx 

xxx x x x x xxx x x 
xxx xx xxx xx x xxx xxx xxx 
xxx x xxxx x x x x x x x x x 
x xx x x x x x x x xxx 
x x x x x x x xxx x x x xxx x x xx 

x x x x x x x xxx x x x xxxx x 
xxx xxx xxx x x x x 

xxx xx xxx xxx xxx xxx x x xxx 
xxx x xxx xxx xxx xxxx xxx 
x xxxx xxx x x x x x x x x 

Figure 5.12 According to Theorem :3S both contexts are equal. 

Corollary 97. For two P-lcdticfS (VI.nIl. (V2 .0'2) and a Q-lattin (V1,0'3) 
(with P n Q = 0) Wf lwv( 

p 
((VI ,oll x (V2,0'2)) (V3,0'3) 

o 

This corollary also goeiO back to Thiele. He has used it skillfully in order 
to draw diagrams of tensor products. As a first application we calculate the 
tensor product of two four-element chains. 

Example 13. In order to calculate the tensor product of two four-element 
chains, we make use of the fact that such a chain can be written as a 2-product 
of a two-element and a three-element chain: 
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~ 2 <». 1 2 r2 == 1,2 x 
1 1 1 

If we decompose both factors in this way, we obtain 

Using Corollary 97 this can be multiplied out. The convention "tensor 
product first, then the P-product" saves brackets. The above expression 
yields 

?4 ~ 
63 

? 2 Y 4 
61 iZl r 3,4 x 

As can be easily seen by means of the contexts, the tensor product of two 
three-element chains has six elements. With respect to the tensor product, 
two-element chains behave like neut.ral elements. Using these observations, 
we can convert the expression into a mere 4-product: 

,,'{>31 ~ F' r r 2,4. 4 4 
~ x ~,4 x 

1,3 
3 

12{>3,1 ; F, 4 ~ ~ x 
3 

] 

','{>'l 4 F' 4 i; ~ x x 
3 
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4 
X 

4 2 

3 

This product has already been calculated in Example 10 (p. 191). The result 
is presented in Figure !).4. 

Example 14. A particularly nice application of this method is Thiele's rep
resentation of a free distributive lattice with four generators as a subdirect 
product. The nested line diagram obtained thereby is presented in Figure 
1.20 (p. 51). 

In general, it is true that FCD(n) is isomorphic to the n-th tensor power 
of the three-element lattice [196]. This means that FCD( 4) can be obtained 
as the tensor product of four three-element chains. 

We make use of the fact that a tensor product of two three-element chains 
can be rewritten as a 2-produrt: 

1 ~ ~ 21 

L i 
Thereby we obtain 

FCD(1) ::>< 01 !, ) ® 0, 14 ) 

~ ( b~ {U} f: ) ( b: {~'l f: ) x 

b~ b! 
4 

b~ i: 4 i: b! 
4 i: i; ~ x x @ x 

i; r i: f! e: b 1,3 
4 4 2 4 
X X X I» 

2,4 1 

2 4 

The tensor product of two four-element chains has already been calculated in 
Example Uj the 4-product of the remaining factors was treated in Example 
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9, see Figure 5.3. Helice the i-product presmted in Figure 5.1:3 is isomorphic 
to the tensor product of four three-element chains, and thus also to the free 
completely distributive lattice with four generators. This is how the diagram 
in Figure 1.20 (p .. 51) has been obtained. 

Figure 5.13 The free dist.ributive lattice FCD(4) as a 4-product. 

5.5 Hints and References 

5.1 Section 5.1 follows [199] and the predecessor of this article, [194]. 
With regard to the role of the bond product J,., 3 0 Js,t compare also 

Proposition 1l:{ (p. 250). 
P-product.s of lattices are a long-standing subject of one of the authors of 

this book, see [189] and [190]. Bartenschlager [10] and Thiele [11,'>] in their 
work make ample use of the P-product as a mathematical construction t.ool. 

5.2 T he result.s of this sect.ion are based on t.he doctoral thesis of S. Giirgens 
[80], we have, however. changed the notations. It also cont.ains further
reaching results. Giirgens states an algorithm which determines whether 
lK is the gluing of two contexts. Furthermore, she studies the simultaneous 
gluing of several lattices or context.s, respectively. Her model were the gluings 
of Boolean latt.ices in the theory of orthomodular lattices, d. Greechie [77]. 

5.3 Local doubling was introduced by Day [32], first for intervals and then 
more generally. It played an important role in the framework of the ex
amination of free lattices, see also Day [33], Nation [130] and Day, Nation & 
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Tschantz [3.5]. Day even stated a concept-analytic version of the construction 
of interval doubling. Our representation mainly follows Geyer [72]. 

The fact that the bracketings form a lattice was first published by Tarnari 
[173]. Later, Huang and Tamari [87] gave a simpler proof. The concept
analytic investigation goes back to Geyer [7:~]. 

5.4 The direct product of contexts in particular has proved to be a natural 
product for conceptual scales. Products of the elementary scales have been 
examined and illustrated by many diagrams in Thiele [175]. This article, 
which has already been cited several times, also contains the result that the 
direct product of two closed relations is again closed. Hence, tensor products 
of sublattices lead to sublattices of the tensor product. 

Strahringer [164] describes products of convex-ordinal scales. [200] uses 
the direct product for the genera.! modeling of dependencies between many
valued attributes. Stumme [169] uses it for distributive concept exploration. 

The set of all order-preserving maps from an ordered set P into a com
plete lattice V also forms a complete lattice, when ordered point-wise. This 
lattice is denoted by V p . Occasionally, a formula is used which establishes 
a connection between this lattice and the lattice .zP of all order-preserving 
maps of P into the two-element lattice 2.: 



6. Properties of Concept Lattices 

Mathematical lattice theory classifies lattices according to their structural 
properties. The most important such property, namely distributivity, has al
ready been mentioned in Section 0.3 and has been used several times since 
then. Now we shall examine it a little more closely. For this purpose, we 
concentrate on doubly founded lattices, a choice that simplifies many things. 
Furthermore, we shall examine other interesting properties, for example mod
ularityand semimodularity, which playa particularly important role in geo
metry. We shall show how semidistributivity and local distributivity can be 
described by means of the arrow relations and what the consequences of 
these properties are for the associated closure operators. The last section 
deals with different notions of dimension of lattices, in particular with that 
of order dimension. 

6.1 Distributivity 

Already in Definition 15 (p. 10) we have introduced variants of the distribu
tive law: A complete lattice V is called distributive if the following two 
(mutually equivalent) laws 

;rl\(yVz) 

xV(yl\:;) 

(x I\y) V (x I\z) 

(xVY)I\(xV:;) 

hold, and it is called completely distributive ifthe following generalization 
to arbitrary infima and suprema is satisfied for all index sets 5, T i- 0: 

A V .rs,t = V A X 3 .'P(8)· 

sES tET 'P:S-+T sES 

This law is also equivalent to its dual (D A V). One direction of the law 
(DV A), namely the inequality 

A V .r,.t 2 V A X 3 ,'P(s), 

sEStET 

holds in every complete lattice, since, for fixed 'P, I\SES X S .'P(8) is always less 
than or equal to the l(>ft-hand side. 

B. Ganter et al., Formal Concept Analysis
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1999
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\Ve frequently use a stricter versioll of the law of complete distributivity, 
which can however be derived from the one mentioned above. \Ve allow the 
set T to vary with s E S; for this purpose we replace T by a family of sets 

{Ts I s E S}. 

The place of the maps,? : S ----t T is taken by the elements 

'? E X Ts 
sES 

of the direct product of these sets (which we abbreviate as X Ts). This 
version of the law (D 1\ V) then reads 

/\ V X's,t = V /\ xs,rp(s)' 

sES tET, rpE X T, sES 

The inequality ,.~" again holds in every complete lattice. 
Proofs for the equivalences we have claimed can be found in the books 

cited on lattice theory, in particular Balbes & Dwinger [3]. The following 
useful characterization of distributive lattices has been taken from Birkhoff's 
"Lattice Theory": 

Proposition 98. A lattia is distributive if and only if a 1\ x = a 1\ y and 

a V x = a V y always imply .t = y. 0 

Examples of completely distributive complete lattices are the power-set 
lattices, and more generally lattices of the order ideals of ordered sets, as 
stated by the following well known theorem: 

Theorem 39. (Theorem of Birkhoff) If Dis a completely distributive 
complete laUiet in which thf set J (D) of V -irreducible elements IS supre
mum-dense. then 

x rl (x'] n J(D) 

describes an isomorphism of D onto the closure system of all order ideals of 
(J(D), ::;). Conversely, for every ordered sft (F,::;) the closure system of all 
order ideals is a compldely distributive lattice D! in which 

J(D) = {(x] I x E F} 

is supremum-dense. 

Proof. For xED, (x] n J(D) is obviously an order ideal of (J(D), ::;). If A 
is an order ideal of (J(D),::;) and a := V A, then A ~ (a] n J(D) and even 
A = (a] n J(D), as the following consideration shows: For xED we have 

x E (a] ¢=::} x < a ¢=::} x::; V A ¢=::} x = x 1\ V A. 
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By means of the distributiw law we obtain 

J'E(a] ¢:::::} ,r=,!'I\VA=V{J'l\yIYEA}. 

If additionally .r is V -irred uci ble, then ;r = V {x 1\ Y lyE A} can only occur 
if x = x 1\ y holds for some yEA, i.e" if x ::; y holds for some yEA. Since 
A is an order ideal in J(D), this yields J' E A. 

Hmce if J (D) is supremum-dense in D, 

J' f--7 (J:] n J(D) 

describes a bijection. which. because of 

,I' ::; y ¢:::::} (x] n J(D) ~ (y] n J(D), 

is even a lattice isomorphism. 
The intersection and the union of an arbitrary number of order ideals 

of an ordered set (P.::;) are again order ideals. Therefore, the lattice of all 
order ideals is a complete sublattice of the power-set lattice of P and thus 
is completely distributive. Every order ideal A is the union and hence the 
supremum of principal idt'ab: 

.4= Ural, 
aEA 

and, because (0]. = (a] \ {a}. t'wry principal ideal is V-irreducible. 0 

Theorem 40. A coT/cept l(dUef f13( G. M.l) is completEly distributivE if and 
oilly if for fill: I',lj 1I01l-ineidfnt objfct-Clttributf pail' 

(g, 177) tt 1 

thErE Exist an objEct h E G and aT! attributE n E 111 tl'ith (g. Il) tt I. (h, m) tt I 
aT!d hE k" for all kEG \ {n}'. 

Proof. The following statement holds for every concept lattice: 

cpE X T, sES 

Assume that the [t'ft-hand side is strictly greater than the right-hand side. 
Then thert' exist 

g E n (n B,.t)' and III E n (n A"cp(s))' 

cpE X T, sES 

with (g. 177) tt 1. Now if there are 
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hE G and n E M with (g,n) tt I, (h,1/I) tt I and h E k" for all k E G\ n', 

then n E ntET B"t cannot hold for s E 5, because of g E (ntET Bs,tY. 

Therefore, there is a zP E X sES 1~ with n tt Bs,ijJ(s) for all s E 5. From 
hE k" and k E G\n' it follows that h E As,ijJ(s) for all s E 5. Since, however, 
m E (ns ES As,ijJ(s))', this results in a contradiction with (h, m) tt I. Hence, 
the equation follows from the conditions specified. In order to be able to use 
complete distributivity to prove the inverse direction, we first argue that 

(g",g') = 1\ V (l"(n)"'I"(n)') 
'P nEM\g' 

holds for every object g E G, provided the maps I" under the A-operator are 
chosen as follows: 

I"E X (G\n'). 
nEM\g' 

Thus I" runs over all maps that assign to each attribute n which is not incident 
with 9 an object I"(n) which is not incident with n. Hence, a possible choice 
is 1"( n) := 9 for all n, whereby we obtain the direction "?:" of the statement. 
For the other direction we note that n tt 1"( n)'. Hence, n can still less be 
contained in the intent of the supremum V nEM\g' (I"( n)", 1"( n )'), i.e., this 

intent is a subset of g'. 
We have to show that-provided that the concept lattice is completely 

distributive it is possible, for arbitrary g E G and m E Jl with (g, m) tt I, 
to find some h E G and some n E M which satisfy the conditions specified 
in the theorem. 

With the help of the preliminary considerations and by applying the dis
tributive law we obtain 

(g",g') = 1\ V (l"(n)",I"(n)') = V 1\ (k", k'). 
'P nEM\g' nEll.f\g' kEG\n' 

Thus, there is somen E ill \ g' with m tt (nkEG\n' k")' and consequently 
some h E nkEG\n' k" with (h, m) tt I. The elements elements hand n we 
obtain satisfy the conditions specified. 0 

It is easy to give complete lattices which are distributive but not com
pletely distributive. However, these examples cannot be doubly founded, as 
the following theorem shows: 

Theorem 41. POl' a doubly founded concept lattice V := 23( G, M, 1), the 
following conditions CJre equivalent: 

1. V is distributive. 
2. V is completely distributive. 
8. From g.,/" rn and 9 /" n it follows that J-Lm = J-L1L 
4. From g.,/" m and h / 17) it follows that Ig = Ih. 
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5. V i.s isomorphic to a complde .suMireet produet of two-element lattice.s. 
6. V is isomorphic to a complde sllblattice of a power-set lattice. 
7. V is isomorphic to the completf latticf of all order filters of an ordered 

sd. 

If (G, 111, 1) is reduced, the following conditions are equivalent to those stated 
so far: 

8. Every pT'Oper premise is a singleton set . 
.9. 9 /' rn implies 9 .I' m, g./ m implies 9 .I'm, 

g/m and g/n imply m = nand g/m and h/m imply 9 = h. 

Proof. We show that 1 :::} :3 <=> 4 :::} 9 :::} 5 :::} 6 :::} 2 :::} 8 :::} 7 :::} l. 
1 :::} :3: From 9 .I' m and 9 /' n we infer that ,g is V-irreducible and that 
,g 1\ pm ~ ,g* and ,g 1\ pn ~ ,g*. Hence, pm V pn L ,g, because by the 
distributive law we obtain ,gl\(pmV pn) = (rgl\pm) V (,gl\pn) ~ ,g* V,g* 
= ,g* < ,g. Since we had presupposed pm and pn to be maximal L ,g, we 
obtain Jim = pm V pn = pn, q.e.d. 
3 :::} 4: Assume that 9 .I'm, h./ m and ,g # ,h. Then h' ~ g', i.e., there 
exists an attribute n with hIn, gIn. Then there is an attribute ii with 9 /' n 
and nl S;; ii', however, because of 3. ,m = ,ii, from which we infer that 
n' S;; m'. This is however contradictory to hEn', h rf. mi. 

Correspondingly we show /1 :::} :3-
3,4:::} 9: If 9 /' nand 9 is irreducible, then there exists an m with 9 .I' 111, 

i.e., by 3, m = n and thus 9 .I' n. This shows, together with the dual argu
ment, that a reduced context satisfying 3 and 4 allows only double arrows. 
The further assertion, namely that. t.he double arrow relation represents a 
bijection between G and 111, now follows immediately from 3 and 4, respec
tively. 
9 :::} 5: According to Proposition 62 (p. 135), the subdirectly irreducible 
factors of V exactly correspond to the concept lattices of the one-generated 
sub contexts of (G, AI, 1) (we may presuppose (G, 111, 1) to be reduced). By 9, 
however, all one-generated subcontexts are of the same, trivial form: they are 
composed of an object and an attribute which are not related to each other 
by I. Hence, every subdirect factor of IJ3(G, 111, 1) is a two-element lattice. 
5 :::} 6: The mapping (.ttlta H {t E T I Xt = I} is an isomorphism of 
the T-fold power of the two-element lattice onto the complete lattice of all 
subsets of T. 
6 :::} 2: The fact that the power-set lattices are completely distributive is 
known from elementary set theory (and is moreover easy t.o prove); hence, 
we have 2. 
2 :::} 8: If (G, AI, 1) is a reduced context with a completely distributive 
concept lattice, then 

B" = U b" 
bEE 

holds for every set B S;; AI, since 
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m (= B" ¢:? Ill)) 2: 1\ {pnln E H} 

¢:? pm = pm V 1\{J.lnln E B} 

¢:? pm = I\{pm V pnln E B} 

¢:? pm = pm V pn for some nEB 

(since pm is A-irreducible) 

¢:? mE nil for some n E H. 

This is obviously equivalent to condition R. 
8:::} 7: The set M of (irreducible) attributes is ordered by m :::; n :¢:? 71' ~ 

m'. From 8 it follows that the intents are precisely the order filters of M 
with respect to this order. 
7:::} 1: Union and intersection of order filters again yield order filters, i.e., 
the distributivity follows from that of the set operations. 0 

Every subdirect product! of (completely) distributive lattices is (com
pletely) distributive. 

6.2 Semimodularity and Modularity 

The lattice of the subspaces of a vector space, or more generally the lattice of 
the submodules of a module, has a particular structural property: it satisfies 
the modular law. The lattices of normal subgroups of groups are also modular. 
A weaker property, Mmirnodularity can be defined in different ways. Some 
of these definitions make use of the neighbourhood relation x -< y (compare 
Definition 3) and therefore refer meaningfully only to lattices with certain 
finiteness requirements. 

Definition 80. A lattice V is called semimodular if 

xII)J-<y:::}x-<xVy 

holds for each two elements x, y. It is modular if it satisfies the following 
law for all x, y and z: 

J> :::; .: :::} x V (y 1\ z) = (x V y) 1\ z, 

and graded if there is a rank function r( x) assigning a natural number to 
each element of V with 

r(O) = 0 and x -< y :::} r(y) = r(x) + 1. 

We say that V satisfies the weak condition of semi modularity if 

;r 1\ Y -< ;r, y :::} x, Y -< x V y, 

and the strong condition of semimodularity if the following is true: 

1 compare the footnote on page l:~O 
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If .1', Y and z are elements with .1' < :;, y V x = y V z and y 1\ x = Y 1\ z, 
then there exists an element d ~ y with y 1\ J' < d and (J~ V d) 1\:; = x. 

<> 
There is a characterization of modular lattices which is quite analogous 

to that of the distributive lattices in Proposition 98. The proof can again be 
found in Birkhoff't; book. 

Proposition 99. A lattice is madular if and anly if x ~ y, a 1\ x = a 1\ y and 
a V x = a V y always imply x = y. 

A madular lattice which is nat distributive cantains elements x, y, z with 
x V y = x V z = y V z and J' 1\ Y = x 1\ z = Y 1\ z, but x i- y. 0 

The hierarchy of these lattice properties has been thoroughly examined 
and is described in detail elsewhere. Here we note only the simplest state
ments: 

Proposition 100. Euery distributive lattice is madular. The madular law 
implies the strong canditian af semimadularity (and its dual), and from this 
fallows sem.imadularity. 

Proaf. The first statement results from a comparison of Propositions 98 and 
99. The strong condition of semimodularity holds in every modular lattice 
already because its premise is never satisfied: If x, y, z are elements with 
x < y and y V x = y V z as well as y 1\ x = Y 1\ z, the modular law yields 

,X'V (y 1\ z) = (x V y) 1\ z. 

However, the left-hand side of this equation equals x, the right-hand side 
equals z, which is contradictory to x < z. 

The fact that the strong condition of semi modularity implies semimod
ularity can be seen as follows: Let II, x be elements with y 1\ x --< y, but 
x -I< y V x. Thell there must be an element z with x < z < y V x, and 
y 1\ x --< y forces y 1\ ;; = y 1\ x. Condition 2 now yields an element d with 
y 1\ x < d ~ y, from which, because of y 1\ J~ --< y, we can immediately infer 
d = y. This implies, however, that x V d = y V x, i.e., d cannot satisfy the 
required conditioll (x V d) 1\ z = x. 0 

In a reduced context 9 / m is equivalent to bg). = ,g 1\ jim. If the con
cept lattice is semimodular, this implies ,gV jim = (Wn)', i.e., 9 ,II m. Hence, 
such a context cannot contain "proper downward arrows". In the modular 
case all arrows must even be double arrows. However, these conditions are 
by no means sufficient for semilllodularity, to f)ay nothing of modularity. The 
following theorem provide:-; a characterization of these properties in the lan
guage of contexts. Preparatory to it, we need an abbreviation: If 9 IS an 
object in a context (G, M, I), let 

g. := {x E G I IX < ,g}. 

If ,g if) V-irreducible. then g. is precisely the extent of bg) •. 
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Theorem 42. For a douul.l/ founded tOllcept [(Jttice V := 23( G, J1, 1), the 
following conditiolls are fquivalmt: 

1. V is sfmimoriular. 
2. V satisfies the strong tonriition of semimodularity. 
8. The following exchange condition holds in (G, AI, 1): 

g. ~ .4, hE (A. U {g})" (Jnd h r/: A" => 9 E (A U {h})". 

4. H'OTTI g./ m, g./ n, hIm and h in it follows th(Jt there is an attribute p 
with hip, glp onri m' n nl ~ pl. 

If V is finite. thf following tonditions arf equivalmt to those stated so for: 

5. V s(Jtisfifs thf weak tonriition of sfmimodularity. 
6. V is gmded olld has a mnk function with 

r(J') + l'(y) 2: r(x 1\ y) + r(x V y). 

Note: Contrary to the formulation of the theorem, the proof only uses one 
of the conditions of foundedne:,;s. If we add the other one, we can slightly 
improve the result. For instance, in condition (1) hip can in this case be 
replaced by h /' p. This makes it possible to show that factor lattices of 
doubly founded semimodular lattices are again semimodular. 
Proof. 1 => 2: Let .1/,.1' and z be elements with x < z and yV x = yV z and 
y 1\ x = .1/ 1\ ::. First wp show that there is an element d with .1/ 1\ .r -< d ::; y. 
Because of til(' founded ness there exists an e1cmcnt s minimal with respect 
to s ::; y, sty tl.r. s is necessarily V-irreducible, and s* ::; y 1\ x, i.e., 
51\ (y 1\ x) = s* -< s. If now we set d := 5 V (y 1\ .r), we obtain y 1\ x -< d 
from the fir:,;t condition of the proposition. A repeated application of the 
condition yielcls .r -< ;): V d. J' V d s: :: woulcl imply z 2: x V d 2: d 2: sand, 
becausp of .1/ 2: s, also y 1\ :: = y 1\ J' 2: 5, which would be contradictory to 
the definition of s. Hence:: 1\ (J' V d) = :r. 2 => 1 has already been proved in 
Proposition 100. 
3 => 1: Let x, y be concept:,; with J' 1\ Y -< y and J' = (A, E), and let 
furthermore :: be a concept between x and x V y: x < z < x V y. The 
foundedness yields an element s which is minimal with respect to 5 ::; y, 

5 t ;r, 5 then is V-irreducible and thus an object concept, i.e., 5 = Ih for 
some h E G. Because of 5* ::; J' wt' have h. ~ A, furthermore wt' have 
x V y = x V s. If we now choose an object 9 which is contained in the extent 
of the concept :: but which does not form part of A, we obtain 

gr/:(AUh.)", 9E(AU{h})", 

from which by (3) it follows that h E (A. U {g} )". This extent is however 
contained in that of ::, which results in a contradiction with Ih t z. 
1 => 3: Trivially, condition (:~) is satisfied if 9 is reducible. Therefore, 
we can restrict ourselves to the case ("/g)* -< ,g. The preconditions of (3) 
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describe three concepts, namely (A", A'), ((A U {h})", (A U {h})/) and ((A U 
{g})", (A U {g} )/) with A" c (A U {h})" ~ (A U {g})". Since g. ~ A is true, 
,g 1\ (A", A') = ;g., and thus, becaufle of semimodularity, 

(C4 U {g})", (A U {g})/) 

is an upper neighbour of (A", A'), which forces 

((A U {g})", (A U {g})/) = ((A U {h})", (A U {h})/). 

1 =? 4: Let g, h, m, n be as specified. If we choose x minimal with respect 
to x ~ ;h, x 1: fln, then x is an object concept, satisfying the same pre
conditions as ;h. Furthermore, for every attribute p with x 1: flP we have 
hlp. Hence, we may assume without loss of generality that x = ,h, i.e., 
in particular that ;h is V-irreducible and that ,h. ~ pm 1\ pn. Because of 
(1), ,h V (pm 1\ pn) is an upper neighbour of pm 1\ lin which is ~ {lm. Also 
because of (1) t] := ,g V (Jun 1\ pn) is an upper neighbour of pm V pn, but 
because of;g 1: pm it is different from,h V (pml\pn). Hence, there must be 
a distinguishing attribute p which is contained in the intent of the concept t) 

but which h does not have. This attribute satisfies the conditions specified. 
4 =? 1: First, we convince ourselves that it suffices to prove condition (1) 
for object concepts y: If y is arbitrary and x 1\ y --< y is a lower neighbour of y, 
we find an object concept ;g ~ y which is minimal with respect to ,g 1: x 1\ y, 
which implies that ;g. = ;g 1\ (x: 1\ y) = ,g 1\ x is a lower neighbour of ,g. 

If we now may apply (I), we obtain .r --< x V,g = x V;g V (x 1\ y) = J: V y, 
since x 1\ y <;g V (x 1\ y) ~ y, i.e., ;g V (x 1\ y) = y. 

Now we assume that there are an object 9 and an x such that xl\,g = ,g. 
is a lower neighbour of;g but x V;9 is not an upper neighbour of x, i.e., that 
J: < Z < x V ;g for some z. Then there exist an object h in the extent of z 
which is not contained in the extent of x, an attribute n which is contained in 
the intent of J' but not in the intent of.:: and an attribute 177 which is contained 
in the intent of .:: but does not apply to g. Thereby the prerequisites of (4) 
are all satisfied and we may conclude that there has to be an attribute p 
which has m' n n' in itt-> extent, i.e., which satisfies x ~ pp, with gIp and hlp. 
However, from gIp it follows that pp 2': x V ;9 2': z and from hlp it follows 
that pp L .::, a contradiction! 
1 =? 5 is trivial. 
5 =? 6: Let n be the length of a maximal chain in V. We define a function 
r on V by 1'(1):= n and, for J: i- t, 

r(x) := max{r(y) I x --< y}-1. 

If I' were not a rank function, then there would have to be elements x --< y 
with I'(x) + 1 i- r(y). and, of all such examples, we could choose one with 
maximal y, furthermore, by the definition of 1', there would be a further upper 
neighbour z oLe withr( z) = r(;r)+ 1. By the condition of semimodularity yV z 
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would be an upper neighbour of y and of z, by the condition of maximality: 
then we would have 1'(y) = r(y V z) - J = 1'(z), a contradiction! 

In order to prove the rank inequality claimed, we again derive a contra
diction from the assumption of a counter-example: Let a, b, :1', y be elements 
with a = ;I' /\ Y and b = ./' V Y which do not satisfy the inequality. Let these 
elements be chosell such that a is maximal among all counter-examples and 
that b is minimal among all counter-examples with the smallest element a. If 
now y is an upper neighbour of J: /\ y. then we choose an upper neighbour ~ 
of J' /\ Y lying below ,I'. Since y cannot lie below x (otherwise the inequality 
would be satisfied), ~ f:- y. and y := y V ~ is an upper neighbour of y with 
x /\ y = ~ and x V y = ;1' V y. For the elements x and y the rank inequality 
holds hy assumption and thus also for x and y. If y is not an upper neigh
bour of x, we can find an upper neighbour 1L of x /\ y which lies below y. The 
application of the rank inequality to the elements x and 1L and to y and x V 1L 
yields the statement. 
6 :::} 1 is again tri \ ia!. 0 

In the atomist.ic case we have g. = (2) for all g E G. Thus, the exchange 
condition simplifies to yield the known form 

hE (A U {g})", h 1- AI! :::} g E (A U {h})I!. 

6.3 Semidistributivity and Local Distributivity 

Definition 81. A complete lattice V is called 

- semidistributive, if the following laws hold for all x. y, z E V: 

x V Y = :1' V :; :::} x V Y = x V (y /\ z) = :1' V z 

J' /\ Y = ,1' /\ z :::} .1' /\ Y = ;I' /\ (y V z) = x /\ :;. 

If V satisfies (SDv ). V is called join-semi distributive, dually, a complete 
lattice satisfying (SD!\) is called meet-semi distributive. 

- locally distributive or join-distributive, if V is semimodular and every 
modular sublattice is distributive. Lattices satisfying the dual condition 
are called meet-distributive. 

A representation of a lattice element a as a supremum a = V X is called 
irredundant if a f:- V (X \ {x}) holds for every :r EX. Obviously, the 
elements of X m\lst be pairwise incomparable. Here, we will mainly deal 
with irredundalli V-representations in chain-finite lattices. This constitutes 
a simplification in many respects. because in this kind of lattice from each 
V-representation we can choose a finite and then also an irredundant V
representation. 

Special attention is given to the V-representations through V-irreducible 
elements. If II has exactly one such representation, we say that a has a unique 
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irredundant V -representation. The addition "through irreducibles" is 
often omitted; it is however implied. 

An irredundant V-representation (J = V X is called canonical if, for every 
irredundant rf'presf'ntation a = V Y and for every x EX, there exists some 
y E Y with x ::; y. If an element of a finite lattice has a canonical representa
tion, the latter necessarily consists of V-irreducible elements. Note, however, 
that the refinement property is required with respect to all irredundant rep
resentations. As is well known. in a doubly founded lattice every element 
a is the supremum of V-irreducible elements: (t = V{x E J(V) I x ::; a}. 
e E J (V) is an extremal point of a if e is indispensable, i.e., if 

a f- V{x E J(V) \ {e} I x::; a}. 

The extremal points are part of EVEry V-representation of a through irre
ducibles. A base point of a is a V-irreducible elf'ment. b::; a with 

b i V {;l: E J(V) I x ::; (t. b i x}. 

In a concept lattice the extremal points of a concept (A, A') are precisely 
the object concepts ,g with 9 E A but 

9 rf- (.4 \ {h I g' = h'})". 

Therefore, such all object is called an extremal point of the extent A. 
Correspondingly. 9 is a base point of the extent A if 9 E A but 

9 rf- (A \ {h I g';:> h'})". 

Theorem 43. For a doubly founded concept latticE V 
following state Ine nts an equivalEnt: 

1. V satisfies (SDv ). 
2. FaT all g, h E G and all mE Ai we haue: 

gj"m and hj"m imply g' = hi. 

s:B( G, AI, 1), the 

If V is finite, or. more generally, if V satisfies the additional condition 

(*) if ~ < o. then theTf exists a lower neighbour u of 0 with ~ ::; u -< 0, 

thE/! the following conditions are equivalent to thE abol1E-stcded ones: 

8. E!!fT'Y element of V has a canonical V -TepTesn/tation. 
4. Euery extfTlt is tllt closure of its base points. 

The condition (.'iDA) call be characteTi::ed dually. 
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Proof. 1 ¢} 2: \Ve assume without lo~s of generality that (G, M, I) is the 
context of a cOllcept. lattice satisfying (SDv). From 9 / m and h / m we infer 
that 

pm V,g = pm' = pm V,h 

and then with the help of semidistributivity 

pm' = pm V ([g /\ ,h). 

Now ,g* as well as ,h* is less than or equal to pm. The above equation can 
only be true if neither ,g /\ ,h :S ,g* nor :S ,h •. This forces ,g = ,h. 

Now we conversely assume that (G, M, I) satisfies the above-stated condi
tion for the arrow relations and show that 1'l3( G, M, J) is join-semidistributive. 
Let furthermore x.y and z be elements of I'l3(G, M.I) with 

J' V Y = x V z > x V (y /\ z). 

Then there exists an element t maximal with respect to 

t;:::xV(y/\::), ttxVy. 

t is A-irreducible. i.e., t = pm for some m E 11;[, and pm* > x V y. Now, 
y 1:. pm, since 

y V pm> y V x V (y /\ z) = x V y, 

and we obtain 
y V pm = pm'. 

Hence there is a concept s which is minimal with respect to s :S y, s 1:. pm. s 
is V-irreducible; consequently it is an object concept s = ,g for some 9 E G 
and ,g. < lim. i.e., g./"m. 

Likewise, we can find some h E G with h./" m and ,h < z. The pre
supposition forces ,g = ,h, from which in turn it follows that ,g :S z, i.e., 
,g :S y /\ z :S J'V (y/\ z) :S pm. Contradiction! 
1 '* 4 for lattices satisfying the additional condition: Let a be a concept. 
For every lower neighbour u of a there exists, because of the foundedness, 
an element U :S a which is minimal with respect to u 1:. u. This element is 
uniquely determined by u. since if.r is an arbitrary element satisfying .r :S a, 
.r 1:. u, we have 

uVu=a=uV.r 

and by application of (SDv) we obtain 

u V (i1 /\ .r) = a, 

which, because of the minimality of U. immediately yields u :S .r. Hence for 
.r:S a we have 
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u is V-irreducible, and consequently there exists an object 9 with ii = ,g. 
We show that 9 is a base point of a: If A is the extent of a and h E A is 
arbitrary then we have 

Hence, in this case, A \ {h I g' :2 hi} is entirely contained in the extent of u, 
from which follows the desired base point property: 

9 ~ (A \ {h I g' :2 h'})". 

Now assume that 
~:= V{lJ.1 u -< a}. 

We claim that ~ = a. If this were not the case, because of the additional 
condition there would exist a lower neighbour u of a with ~ :S u -< a, and 
ii i ~ would yield a contradiction. 
4 =} 3: If every extent is the closure of its base points, i.e., for every lattice 
element a we have that 

a= V{b I b is base point of a}, 

then this representation is canonical. It is furthermore irredundant and, if 
a = V I' is an arbitrary irredundant representation and b is a base point of a, 
then from b:S VI' and the fact that J(V) is V-dense it follows immediately 
that there has to he some 11 E I' with b :S tj. 

3 =} 1: We consider an element 0 and a canonical V-representation 0 = 
V X. From 

b = 0 0 V 11 = b o V 3 

it follows that 11 2: ~ for all .t E X with .t i Po and 3 2: ~ for all .t E X with 
~ i bo · Together this forces 

0= bo V (tj /\3). D 

Examples of lattices satisfying the conditions of Theorem 39 can easily 
be obtained by means of the technique of local doubling (5.3). If V is a 
doubly founded semidistributive lattice and (£ ~ V is a convex subset with 
a smallest element, then V[(£] is also semidistributive, as can be seen by the 
arrow relations. The Tamari lattice (ef. Figures .5.9, .5.10, p. 206) satisfies 
(SDv) and (SD"J. 

Theorem 44. For a doubly fOlmdfd concfpt lattice V := 'B(G, AI, 1) the 
following statemEnts arf Equivalent: 

1. If 9 and h (I/'f il'l'Educible objects then 9 )I m and h)l m imply g' = h'. 
2. V has a lI.eighboul'hood-pnsfl'ving A-embedding into a power-set lattice. 
S. Evcry utciltis the closurE of its u·tremal points. 
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4. rl)1' eUfr,lj concept extent A anrl for all g, h E G \ A with g' of h' WE have: 

9 E (A U {h})" impliEs h t/: (iI. U {g})" (Anti-exchange Axiom). 

If V is chain-findE. thEll thp follotcing condition is Equil'alent to those WE 
havE mElltiolled so far: 

5. V is meff-distl'ibutiI'f. 
6. EVET',Ij elETrltl!l has a uniquE il'T'Edundcmt V -representation. 

Proof. I:::} 4: If A is an extent and 9 t/: A, we find an attribute m with 
A <:;; m' and 9 /' m. From hIm it would follow that 9 t/: (A U {h} )"; hence 
him would hold and we would find an attribute n with h /' nand m' <:;; n'. 
m' = n' would imply g' = h' already because of (1), hence 9 E 17'; this would 
mean, however, that ~t U {g} <:;; 17' and consequently h t/: (A U {g} )". 

4 :::} 2: We pass 011 to the concept lattice of the clarified context and 
show that the closure system of the extents is embedded in the power-set of 
G in such a way that it preserves neighbourhoods. Let AI, A2 be extents 
with Al C A 2, and let (AI. A~) bt' a lmvt'r neighbour of (.'12, A~). If now 
g, h E A2 \ AI, then, beranse of tht' neighbourhood (AI U {g})" = A2 = 
(AI U {h})", whirh, by the Anti-exchange Axiom, yields 9 = h. 

2 :::} :3: We begin this part of the proof with three preliminary considera
tions: 

Every lattice having a neighbourhood-preserving I\-embedding 

into a power-set lattice is dually semimodular, since from a -< a V b it follows 
that r~(a) and <p(a V b) only differ in one element. This transfers to cp(a 1\ b) 
and cp(b), whirh means that they also must be neighbours, which implies 
a 1\ b -< b. 

Secondly we show that a doubly founded lattice satisfying (2) also satisfies 
the additional condition (*) in Theorem 4:3. If a < b, then because V is 
doubly founded, there exists some t\-irrt'ducible element t E V with 

a<t. bit, b<t*, 

and with t -< t* because of the dual semimodularity it follows that 

a :S b 1\ t -< b. 

Hence every element of V is either V-irrt'duciblt' or is the SUprt'lllUm of its 
lower neighbours. 

For the third preliminary considt'ration we take an arbitrary element x E 
X. Among all elements of V whose image contains x, there is a smallest one, 
namely 

['.r := /\{t! E V 1;1' E cpr!')}. 
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Vx is V-irreducible (or the :smallest element of V), since there can only be 
one lower neighbour u of [l because tl1f' image 

of the latter is uniquely determined. If w is an arbitrary V-irreducible element 
with x E ip(w), or 1:. ip{w*), then w = w* V [lx, i.e., W = V.r . 

Now we consider an arbitrary element a of V. If the extent a were not 
the closure of its extremal points, then there would be a lower neighbour 
u -< a, the extent of which would contain all extremal points of a. ip( a) and 
ip( u) only differ hy one element, let 11S say J' of X. If w is a V-irreducible 
element with w V u = 11, then 11 1\ H' is a lower neighbour of w, i.e., w., and 
we have x = ip(w) \ ip(w*), from which it follows that w = Vx ' Hence Vx is 
an extremal point of a that does not lie below u. Contradiction! 

3 ::::} 1: If 17/ is an irreducible attribute and A is the extent of (.1.m*, then 
by (3) there is an extremal point h of A with h 1:. mi. A- := A \ {x I 
h' = :r'} then is all extent containing 171'. Now consider an arbitrary object 
g E A \ 171'. We have (m' U {g})" = A, and therefore A-cannot contain 
17/' U {g}. Consequently, g E {x I h' = or'}, i.e., g' = hi. Hence pm and pm* 
differ only by one single object concept. 

3 ::::} 6: If au extent is the closure of its extremal points, this is its only 
irredundant V-representation. 

3 ¢:: 6 for chain-finite lattices: In a chain-finite lattice every V-represen
tation contains an irredundant one, i.e., the uniqueness implies that every 
extent A has a :smallest subset E with E" = A. This must however consist 
of extremal points, since otherwise there would be some e E E with e E 
(A \ {e } )", and A \ {e } would be a generating set of A not containing E. 

2 ::::} .5: We have already shown above that from (2) follow dual semi
modularity and the additional condition from Theorelll 43. It remains to be 
shown that every modular sublattice is distributive. If this were not the case, 
by Proposition 99 there would be elements x, y, :: with J.' V Y = x V y = y V ::, 
x 1\ y = x 1\ :: = y 1\ ::, but J: -I y. Choose a lower neighbour u of J: V y with 
z ::; u. ip(:r V y) \ ip(u) consists of exactly one element, let us say g. Since 
ip(x) Cf:. ip(u) and ip(Y) Cf:. ip(u), g E ip(or) n ip(Y) = ip(:r 1\ y), from which, 
because of x 1\ y ::; :: follows the contradiction g E ip{z) ~ ip( u). 

I) ::::} 1 for chain-finite lattices: Because of dual semimodularity g ,/ m 
implies g../ m. Hence we can presuppose g ? 171, h? 17/ and we have to show ,g = ,h. The element ,g V,h is ::; IIm*, but not::; pm. Therefore if 
,g -I ,h we can find three different lower neighbours aa, ba, Ca of the element 
,g V,h with aa ?: ,g, ba ?: ,h, ba L ig and Ca ::; p.m, and furthermore 
a descending chain (/a >-- al >-- ... >-- all = ,g of neighbouring elements. 
Because of meet-distributivity the meets b1 := aa 1\ ba and C1 := ao 1\ Ca are 
distinct from each other. Furthermore, they both cannot be equal to aI, 

since otherwise it would follow that ,y ::; lIm or ,g ::; ba. If we continue this 
argument, we get that in each case the elements ai, bi and Ci arc different lower 
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neighbours of a i -l for i E {I, ... , n}, and similarly that an 1\ b" -::):. an 1\ Cn. 

Therefore an = (an 1\ bn ) V (all 1\ cn ) cannot. be V-irreducible; this however is 
a contradiction because an = ,g. 0 

Figure 6.1 Generalizations of the Distributive Law. 

The first condition of Theorem 44 obviously implies the second condition 
of Theorem 43. Hence finite meet-distributive lattices also satisfy (SDv). 

In a context in which there are no "proper upward arrows" (which means 
that g /' m always implies g.,/'" m), the converse is also true. This holds in 
particular foJ' atomistic contexts, in which from (g, m) ~ I it already follows 
that g/ m. 

Figure 6.1 shows the implications between the above mentioned lattice 
properties (for doubly founded complete lattices). Two of the attributes still 
lack an explanation: According to A. Day, a lattice is semi convex if it 
satisfies the following condition: 

xl\y=.rl\z, xVy=xVz =? x<z. 
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B stands for the property of being a bounded homomorphic image of a free 
lattice. This property has a simple characterization in the language of con
texts: it is equivalent to the fact that the objects and attributes of the (re
duced) context can be ordered in such a way that every? is on the diagonal, 
every /' below the diagonal and every .,/ above the diagonal. 

The convex-ordinal scales C (P,<) (see Section 1.4), at least if (P,:s) is 
finite, are doubly founded. The e.xtents are the convex subsets of (P, :S), 
the extremal points are the maximal and minimal elements of such subsets. 
Hence Condition (;~) of Theorem 44 is satisfied and therefore finite convex
ordinal scales are Illeet-distributi ve. 

Figure 6.2 The additively saturated subsets of {l, ... ,7}. 

The Anti-exchange Axiom holds in the closure system of the convex sets of 
an arbitrary metric space. But it also holds in other connections, for example, 
if we can assign a weight wt(g) to every object g, such that wt(g) = wt(h) 
only if g' = h' and such that 

9 tt A",g E (A U {h})" ::}wt(g) ~ wt(h). 

The last condition can be interpreted as saying that the weight of 9 must be at 
least as big as that of h if 9 is generated by means of h. A simple example in 
this connection is presented in Figure 6.2. If G ~ N is an arbitrary set, then a 
subset T ~ G will be called additively saturated iffrom a, bET, a + bEG 
it already follows that a+b E T. The additively saturated subsets of G form a 
closure system which with wt(g) := 9 obviously satisfies the above-mentioned 
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condition. Hence the corresponding lattice is meet-distributive. Figure 6.2 
shows an example with (; := {1, 2, ... , 7}. 

6.4 Dimension 

Definition 82. An ordered set (P,::;) has order dimension 

dim(P,::;) = n 

if and only if it can be embedded in a direct product of n chains2 and n is 
the smallest number for which this is possible. 0 

We will show that the order dimension can also be well described in the 
language of Formal Concept Analysis. For this purpose we start with some 
simple observations, on which we will base our statements and which at the 
same time are formulated in such a way that they can also be used for possible 
variations of the notion of order dimension. An example of such a variation 
is that of the k-dimension: The k-dimension dimk(P,::;) of an ordered set 
(P, ::;) is the smallest number of chains of cardinality k in whose product it can 
be order-embeddt'd. What is usually t'xamined are embeddings of arbitrary 
ordt'red sets. \Ve shall concentrate on embeddings of concept lattices. This 
is not a serious restriction. however: The Dedekind Completion Theorem 
(Theorem 4, p. 4~) shows that (P,::;) can be embedded in a complete lattice 
if and only if '13 (P, P, ::;) can also be embedded in this lattice. Therefore, we 
have the following theorem: 

Theorem 45. 

dim( P, ::;) 

dimk (P, ::;) 

dim '13 (P, P, ::;) 

dimk '13 (P, P, ::;) 

As a direct corollary of Proposition 33 (p. 99) we obtain: 

o 

Proposition 101. There is an order embedding of '13 ( G, M, I) in a product 

X t E T l/i, if and only if then are pairs of maps (0 t, ;3t ), t E T with the 
following propfrties: 

1.ot :G--+Vi. :3t :Jl--+Vi, 

2. (g, m) E 1 => 0tg ::; (ltm for all t E T, 

8. (g, m) ~ I => 0tg i ;3t m for somF t E T. 

o 

2 Meaning an order embedding according to Definition 6 (p. 3). 
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We can express this fact differently by replacing the maps at and ;3t by 
relations Jt with (g. m) E Jt : <====> o/g < 3t m: 

Proposition 102. ThEn is an order-embedding of 23( G, 1~J, 1) in a product 

X tET vt if and on./yif thE I'f exist contexts (G, J\J, Jt ) and order-embeddings 
of 23( G. kI, J t ) in vt for t E T sHch that 

1= n J t D 

tET 

In the case of a doubly founded context, Proposition 102 can be further 
improved by weakening the condition I = ntET Jt : The statement remains 
correct if instead we only presuppose that 

IS;: n .It and {(g, rn) I g -/ rn or g? m} n n Jt = 0. 
tET 

This follows from Proposition 49 (p. 115). 

Definition 83. A Ferrers relation is a relation F C G x M with 

(g, m) E F. (h. n) E F, (g, 12) rf: F ::::} (h, m) E F. 

The Ferrers dimension fdim(G, }vI, 1) of a context (G, "~I, 1) is the smallest 
number of Ferrers relations Ft s;: G x M, t E T with I = ntET Ft. 0 

If we imagine (G, M, F) as a cross table, it is easy to visualize the Ferrel'S 

condition: The definition excludes the sub context ~, which does not occur 

if and only if the table can be brought into a stair-shaped form by rearranging 
the rows and colullms. This is also the basis of the following proposition: 

Proposition 103. F s;: Gx Mis ({ Funrs relation if and only if 23 ( G, M, F) 
is a chain. 

Proof. Let F be a Ferren, relation and let (AI, Bd, (A2' B 2 ) be two concepts 
of 23(G, AI, F). If (AI, B I ) i (A2' B 2 ), then there are an object g E Al 
and an attribute n E B2 with (g,12) rf: F. For every m E BI we have 
(g, m) E F and for every h E A2 we have (h, n) E r'. Hence from the 
Ferrel'S condition it follows that (h, m) E F for all h E A 2 , mE BI and thus 
(A2' B 2 ) :::; (AI. BJ)' This means that any two concepts of 23(G, M, F) are 
comparable and 23(G, M. F) thus is a chain. The reverse direction is even 
easIer. D 

The determination of the Ferrel'S dimension is a task which is generally 
difficult to solve (since it is NP-complete). Nevertheless, in the case of small 
contexts it can be carried out by hand. In this connection it is convenient 
to make use of the fact that the complement of a Ferrers relation is again a 
Ferrers relation. Hence the Ferrers dimension of (G. M, 1) is also equal to the 
smallest number of Ferrel'S relations Ft covering the empty cells of the cross 
table, i.e., with (; x AI \ 1= UtET Ft. It is, however, not always possible to 
choose this covering to be disjoint. 
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Theorem 46. Thl Furcrs dimension of (G, Af, J) is eqllal to tht order' di
mension of the concept lattice 23( G, lvI, 1): 

dim 23(G, }II, 1) = fdim( G, M, 1). 

The order dimellsion of an ordEred 8ft (P, 2:) is eqllal to the Ferrel's dimension 
of (P, p, 2:): 

dim( P, 2:) = fdim( P, P, 2:). 

Proof. This follows immediately from the Propositions 102 and 103, because, 
obviously, a complete lattice can be embedded in a chain if and only if it is 
a chain itself. 0 

x x 1 x 
2 x x 4 
2 3 x x 
2 3 3 x 
x 3 3 4 
2 x 2 2 
x 3 x 4 

1 1 
x 1 
2 x 
x 3 
x x 
2 x 
4 4 

1 
1 
1 
x 
1 
x 
x 

(3,0,0,0) 
(2,1,0,1) 
(1,2,1,0) 
(0,2,3,0) 
(1,0,2,1) 
(0,3,0,0) 
(0,0,1,3) 

(3,0.3,3) 
(3,3,0,3) 
(2,2.1,3) 
(3.2,3,0) 
(2,1,3,2) 
(1,3,2,2) 
(0,3.3,3) 

Figure 6.3 Point-line context of the projective plane PG(2,2), with Ferrers rela
tions. The Ferrers dimension, and thus the order dimension of the plane, is 4; a 
covering of the 28 empty boxes with less than four Ferrers relations is impossible, 
since each Ferrers relation in this example can have eight elements at most. On the 
right is an embedding of PG(2,2) into a product of four chains; the first column 
gives the images of the points. the second those of the lines. 

Theorem 46 can be strengthened in several respects. We can include the 
lengths of the chains involved and we can examine whether it would not suffice 
to cover the arrow relations. Both are possible and the two possibilities can 
even be combined. For this purpose. we first define the length of a Ferrers 
relation: 

Definition 84. The length of a Ferrel'S relation F ~ G x M is the length of 
the concept lattice 23( G, M, F). By fdimk( G, lvI, 1) let us denote the smallest 
number of Ferren; relations }it ~ G x AI, t E T, of length 2: k with J = 
ntE7' Ft. A Ferrel'S relation is k-step, if k = 1 {gF 1 g E G} I. 0 

If we imagine a k-step Ferrel'S relation represented as a table and arranged 
in the form of stairs, then these stairs really have k steps. The number of steps 
is equal to the length if full rows and full columns are counted separately. 
The following trivial observation is quite helpful: 

Proposition 104. The complement G x M \ F of a k-step Ferrel'S relation 
F C G x M is a Fcrnrs relation of length k. 

fdimkiG, Al, 1) is eqllal to the smallest number of at most (k - I)-step 
Fe rT'Ers relations who:;e union is G x M \ 1. 0 
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Now Theorem 46 can be transferred without a Hew proof: 

Theorem 47. 

dimk '13 ( G,lvl, 1) = fdimk( G, M, 1) 

dimk(P,::;) = fdimk(P, P, ::;). 

x x 1 x 1 1 1 
2 x x 2 x 1 1 
3 3 x x 3 x 3 
3 3 4 x x 5 x 
x 4 4 4 x x 4 
2 x 2 2 2 x x 
x 5 x .'5 5 .5 x 

o 

Figure 6.4 The 3-dimension of PCi(2,2) is .'i. In arithmetic terms a covering with 
four Ferrers relations of the length 3 would be conceivable, however, such a covering 
does not exist. The 2-dimension is 7. 

Of particular interest is the 2-dimension, i.e., the smallest number of 
squares by which the complement of 1 can be covered. The direct prod
ucts of two-element chains are precisely the power-set lattices. Hence the 
2-dimension of a complete lattice is also the smallest possible size of a set 
representation in the sense of Definition :~5 (p. 74). We show a connection 
with another form of repretientation: 

Definition 85. A set representation of a context (G, lvI, 1) on a set T is 
a pair of maps (} : G --+ 'P(T), j3 : M --+ 'P(T) assigning a subset of T to each 
object and to each attribute, in such a way that: 

glrn ¢::::} O'g n 13m i- 0. 

We speak of a complementary set representation if the condition 

g1m ¢::::} O'gn,dm=0 

is satisfied. <> 
In Section 1 A we had defined the contexts for free distributive lattices by 

means of set representations. 

Proposition 105. The following statements ar-e equivalent: 

1. (G, M, 1) has a cornplementar-y set r-epr-esentation in T. 

2. '13 (G, M, I) has a set r-epr-esentation in T. 

3. dimz '13 ( G, M, 1) ::; ITI. 
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Proof. 

1 :::} 3: If (0. 3) is a complementary set representation in 1', then the relations 

F't {g[tEO'g}x{m[tE/3m} 

{(g. m) [t E og n ;3m} 

C GxM\I 

are I-step Ferrel'S relations (or empty) with UtET Ft = G x Ai \ I, and 
by Theorem 47 it follows that dim2 23(G, M, 1) ~ [1'[. 

3 :::} 2: The products of 2-element chains are precisely the power-set lat
tices and, therefore, dim2 23( G, M, 1) ~ 71 is equivalent to the fact that 
23( G, M, 1) can be order-embedded in the power-set lattice of an 71-

element set. 
2:::} 1: If 'P is an order embedding in a power-set lattice Ifl(T), then by O'g := 

'Pig, ,3m := T \ 'Ppm we obtain a complementary Ret representation of 
(G,IH,1). since 

gIm ¢::=} iY ~ Jill1 ¢::=} 'PiY ~ 'PJlm ¢::=} 'Pig n (I' \ 'PJlm) = 0. 

o 

We know already from the observations following Proposition 102 that 
in order to determine the FelTers dimension of a doubly founded context 
23( G, M. 1), it suffices to cover those pairs (g, m) of the complement of I for 
which 9 .,/ m or 9 /' m holds. In fact. we can even restrict ourselves to the 
double arrows. sillce they play the role for the Ferrers dimension which the 
critical pairs known from order theory play for the order dimension. 

Theorem 48. A duubly founded cOlltc.rt (G, Ai. I) has Ferrel's dimension 
~ 11 if and only if then on n FEITtr.'; I'tlations Ft ~ G x M \ i whose union 
contains all pairs (y, m) with y? m. 

if. in this corm.ection, all F~ an at most (k - 1) -step, then 

fdimi,:{ G. M.I) ~ n 

also holds. 

Proof. First we describe the possibility of suitably extending a given Ferrel'S 
relation F. The basic idea is that the Ferrel'S condition is not affected if we 
double some row or column of the ('ontext. Formally, this can be described 
as follows: For a FelTers relation F ~ G x M and objects g, h E G, 

FU{(g,m) [(h,m) E F} 

is also a Ferrers relation. Moreover. if F n I = 0, then from gl ~ hi it follows 
that F U {(g, 111) [ (h. 1))) E F} is also disjoint to I. The number of steps does 
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not increase. The corresponding is true when we copy column n into column 
m (m, nEAl), i.e., whell we pass from F to 

FU{(g,m) I (g,n) E F}. 

If, therefore, we define for a Ferrel's relation F C;;; G X 111 \ I 

F FU U {(g.m) I (h.m) E F} 
g'~h' 

and thus P .- F U U {(g, m) I (g, n) E F}, 
rn'Cn' 

we obtain again a Ferrers relation F C;;; G x 111 \ I. If F is at most k-step, 
then F is at most k-step. 

Now, assume that for t E T Ferrers relations Ft C;;; G x M \ I are given 
which together cover all double arrows. We claim that the relations Ft. t E T 
then completely cover (,' X 111 \ I: 

If (g, m) r.t 1, then because of doubly foundedness, there is an attribute n 
with g /' nand m l C;;; nl. and j'urthermore an ~bject h with h / nand gl C;;; hi. 
If (h, n) E Fl , then (g, n) E Ft and (g. m) EFt. 0 

From Deflllition K5 it follows immediately that a set representation of 
(G, 111, 1) is a complementary set representation of the complementary con
text (G, 111, G x 111 \ 1). and vice versa. The determination of the set di
mension of TIC i.e., the smallest possible cardinality of a set representation, 
is therefore equivalent to the determination of the 2-dimension of][C (and dif
ficult, since it is also jV''P-complete). According to the above-stated results, 
the task consists ill filling up the relation I wit.h as few as possible l-st.ep 
Ferrel'S relations, i.e., with as few as possible "rectangular" subrelations. For 
such squares (A, B) with A x B C; I we had earlier introduced the t.erm 
preconcept of the context (G. 1H.1). Hence the set dimension is equal to the 
smallest number of preconcepts (more precisely: sets A x H, where (A, B) 
is a preconcept) whose union fills up I. Since, however, every preconcept 
can be extended to a concept, the set dimension is also equal to the smallest 
number of concepts whose union is 1. We give an example: 

Example 15. We want to find out whether the digits of the seven-segment 
display 

o 2 j Y 5 5 l 8 g 
can be represented as the unions of less than seven parts. 

For this purpose we consider the context in Figure 6.5, whose objects 
are those digits and whose attributes are the segments of the display; the 
incidence is explained in the obvious way. The intents naturally correspond 
to partial figures of the display; a set of concepts fills out I if and only if every 
object intent can be represented as the union of (concept) intents from this 
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Figure 6.5 The seven-segment display and the context of the digits. The crosses 
surrounded by circles mark a blocking set. 

set. Thus, the task of getting along with as few partial figures as possible is 
equivalent to the determination of the set dimension. In fact, six intents are 
sufficient, namely 

DDDEJDD. 
The fact that a smaller number cannot suffice is evidenced by the "blocking 
set" of incidences marked in Figure 6.5: No two of these crosses can belong 
to a common preconcept. 

Embeddings ill direct products of chains are also of interest for the draw
ing of lattice diagrams. In this context, V-embeddings, i.e., injective, V
preserving maps, have proved helpful, and we are faced with the question of 
the existence of such embed dings. The theoretical background of this ques
tion is elaborated in Chapter 7 in a different context. We give the following 
result without proof, because it can be obtained as a special case of the 
Propositions 119 (p. 260) and 121 (p. 263). 

Theorem 49. There exists a V -embedding of a finite lattice V in the di-
rect product of n chains of the lengths h, ... , In if and only if M (V) cart 
be covered by 11 ehains of cGrdinalitym I, ... ,mn , where mi < Ii holds for 
iE{I, ... ,lI}. D 

As an immediate consequence, we can determine two parameters for this 
problem of embedding: If we define the V-dimension to be the small
est number of chains in whose product the lattice can be embedded V
preservingly and the V-rank to be the least length of such a product, the 
theorem gives us satisfactory information on those numbers, at least for finite 
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lattices. For this purpose we lise a well known result of Dilworth ([~9]. p. 3). 
which says that the smallest nurnber of chains by which a finite ordered set 
can be covered is equal to the width of this ordered set. 

Corollary 106. In the case of a finite lattice V) the V -dimension is equal 
to thE width of M(V) and thE V-rank is equal to the cardinality of M(V). D 

6.5 Hints and References 

The lattice properties treated in this chapter, namely distributivity, its gener
alizations, and modularity, as well as questions of dimension, are basic topics 
of the mathematical theories of lattices and order. We did not intend to offer 
a concept-analytic representation of the general state of the research; rather, 
we want to show that these subjects can be included without difficulty in 
our language and can thus be used. Naturally. our summary lays no claim to 
completeness. We refer to the text books on order and lattice theory which 
were mentioned in the beginning and to current discussion in the respective 
scientific journals. e.g. ORDER. A detailed comparison of many properties of 
finite lattices has been elaborated by Reeg and WeiB [139]. Algorithms and 
complexity estimations can be found in the doctoral thesis [157] of Skorsky. 

6.1 A detailed examination of the distributivity of concept lattices is at
tributable to Erne. His study [47] contains many results which go beyond 
the contents of this chapter. Furthermore, he was the first to work out that 
the different variants of the distributive law coincide in the doubly founded 
case. A connection is established between Theorem 40 and topological state
ments. This theorem was taken from [197] and goes back to ideas of Raney 
[138]. Finite distributive concept lattices are described in [196]. That dis
tributivity can be described by means of the arrow relations has been known 
for quite a long time in the version of Theorem 41(9). The elegant concise 
version in Theorem !ll(~~.4) also goes back to Erne. 

6.2 There is a book by Stern [16~] on semimodular lattices. The charac
terization of semi modularity by means of the arrow relations was derived by 
Skorsky from a result of Faigle and Herrmann [.51]. 

6.3 The literature on the generalizations of the distributive laws is so exten
sive that We have to refer to the relevant text books, in particular to Crawley 
& Dilworth [29]. Semidistributivity is of great importance in connection 
with the examination of free lattices, as .Jonsson and Kiefer [90] have demon
strated; see also ~ ation [1 :~O]. Day [:t3] already uses the characterization by 
means of the double arrow relations. There are generalizations of semidis
tributivity which can also be described by means of the arrow relations; see 
Day, Nation &. Tschalltz [:~5] as well as Geyer [70]. 

Locally distributive lattices have been introduced by Dilworth [40] and ap
pear in different connections ac; natural structures. A concentrated overview 
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over the development of this terll1 i:-; given by Monjardet [1:!7]. The different 
parts of Theorem 44 have been compiled from publications by Green and 
Markowsky [78]. Jamison [88] and Edelman [46]. 

The comparison of lattice properties in Figure 6.1 again goes back to 
Skorsky; see also R. Schmidt [15;~]. Skorsky also has worked on neighbour
hood-preserving embeddings into distributive lattices [156], since this is in
teresting for the automatic generation of diagrams. Wild [185] had solved 
the problem for power-set lattices. 

6.4 The fact that the order dimension of (P.~) is equal to that of the 
Dedekind-MacNeille-completion has been known for quite a long time, com
pare [5], [151). Baldy & Mitas [4] have generalized this. 

The terms FUrfT8 rdation and -dimension go back to Riguet [145] and 
Cogis [27], [:!8]. The works of the latter already contain parts ofthe content of 
Theorem 46. Bouchet [2;3] proves the theorem for ordered sets, the generalized 
version can be found in [:!04]. \Vith regard to the Ferrers dimension see 
also Doignoll. Dllcamp &, Falmagne [ill and Koppen [102]. Applications 
can be found in Reuter [141], [142]. Ganter. Nevermann. Reuter and Stahl 
[61]. Closely related to the Ferrel'S relations are the interval orders. These 

are ordered sets (P.~) in which X X cannot be embedded. Formally. the 
condition reads: 

11 < 1'. J: < y, U f y =? x < v. 

By means of Definition 8:3 we recognize that this is precisely equivalent to 
the fact that < is a Ferrers relation. Hence examinatiom; of the "interval 
dimension" are closely related to those ofthe Ferrers dimension. It is possible 
to generalize this considerably by considering the order of the intervals of an 
arbitrary ordered set. This was done by Mitas [126]. 

The examplt' of the st'vrll-segment display goes back to Stahl and Wille 
[159). With I"eioped to set representations see also Markowsky [124). 



7. Context Comparison and Conceptual 
Measurability 

Maps between concept lattices that can be used for structure comparison are 
above all the complete homomorphisms. In Section 3.2 we have worked out 
the connection between compatible subcontexts and complete congruences, 
i.e., the kernels of complete homomorphisms. A further approach consists in 
coupling the lattice homomorphisms with context homomorphisms. In this 
connection, it seems reasonable to use pairs of maps, i.e., to map the objects 
and the attributes separately. Those pairs can be treated like maps. \Ve do 
so without further ado and write. for instance. 

(0. (3) : (G, AI, 1) -+ (H. N, J), 

if we mean a pair of ma ps ° : G -+ 11, d : M -+ N, using the usual notations 
for maps by analogy. This does not present any problems, since in the case 
that G n M = 0 = H n;v we can replace such a pair of maps (Q,;3) by the 
map 

(\ U d : GUM -+ HUN. 

First we treat automorphism::> of contexts in order to describe lattice au
tomorphisms with their help. In this context, the algorithmic questions are 
of interest. We show that it is possible to generate the automorphisms of 
a context with the same algorithm that we have already used in the second 
chapter in order to generate the concepts. 

If we are looking for a duality that maps the complete homomorphisms 
between concept lattices and suitable 11l0rphisms between the corresponding 
contexts onto each other, thcn very simple examples show that this cannot 
be realized without rcstrictions. The reason is that very different contexts 
can have isomorphic concept lattices. We already know that the structure of 
the concept lattice does not change if we clarify or reduce the context. 

There are different possibilities to get by with. One of them consists in 
using set-valued mapf'. A Ilother approach considers the concept lattices only 
up to isomorphism and describes the homomorphisms by morphisms between 
suitable contexts. This will be explained in the second section. 

\Vhen scaling a many-valued context as defined in the first chapter, we 
have the possibility of choosing the scales. In order to be able to use this 
instrument lllore purposefully, we need methods of comparing scales. Is it 
possible to ticale an attrihuk roor.su or filler'? And what are the consequences 
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to the con('f~pt lattice'? In order to answer these questions, we shall introduce 
the suitable morphisll1s, namely the scale mea.sures. 

The following is a task which occurs frequently: Dat.a are given in the 
form of a one-valued cont.ext, but in reality we suspect the data to be of 
a many-valued nature. We can try to reverse the procedure of scaling and 
ask whether the ('onceptual structure of the given one-valued context can be 
explained entirely or partly by the introduction of many-valued attributes 
with a given scaling. This can also be approached with the help of the scale 
measures. It leads to the development of the approach of a concept-analytic 
measurement thfOry. 

7.1 Automorphisms of Contexts 

Definition 86. An isomorphism between contexts OC1 := (G, M, 1) and 
OC2 := (H, I'l, J) is a pair (a,3) of bijective maps a : G -+ H, ;3 : 111 -+ I'l 
with 

gIm {:::=} a(g).Jj3(m). 

In the case TICl = lK2 we call this an automorphism; the group of automor
ph isms of a context IK is denoted by Aut(IK). () 

Isomorphic contexts have isomorphic concept lattices, since every context 
isomorphism (a, 3) through 

(A,B) M (a(A),;3(B)) for (A, B) E SJ3(IKr) 

induces a lattice isomorphism of SJ3(IKr) onto SJ3(IK2)' If both contexts are 
reduced, then every lattice isomorphism is induced by one (and only one) 
context isomorphism. More generally: If the contexts are clarified, a lattice 
isomorphism 'P is induced by a cont.ext isomorphism if and only if 'P surjec
tively maps object concepts onto object concepts and attribute concepts onto 
attribute concepts. 

An observation by W. Xia shows that in t.urn we can interpret the iso
morphisms themselves as concepts of a suitable context. For this purpose we 
define: 

Definition 87. For contexts := (G, M, 1) and OC2 := (H, I'l, J) we have 

IKl X lK2 := (G x H, M x I'l, "') 

with 
(g, h) '" (rn, n) : {:::=} (gIrn {:::=} hJn). 

Theorem 50. If lK2 is clarified and if a ~ G x H, ;3 ~ M x I'l are bijec
tive maps between G and H 07' 111 and I'l, respectively, then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
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1. (G, ;3) is a (,Ol!/o't isomorphism of onto llb 
2. (G,)) EI)3(!lCl X ). 

Proof. For A. ~ G x II, B ~ M x N it holds that 

A.~ = {(m, n) I gIm ¢:::::} h.Jn for all (g, h) E A} 

as well as 

B~ = {(g, h) I gIm ¢:::::} h.Jn for all (m, n) E B}. 

Hence, a pair (G, 6) of bijective maps is an isomorphism ofOCl onto OC2 if and 
only if G ~ !3~ or, equivalently, if f3 ~ G~. This, however, also implies that 
G = j3~ and f3 = G ~, since, if (g, h) E a~, then 

h .I!3m ¢:::::} g 1 m ¢:::::} G g.J 13m 

for all m EM, from which we infer that hJ = (Gg)J. lflK2 is clarified, this 
implies h = Gg and we obtain G = j3~. 0 

Furthermore, we learn from the theorem that, in the case of clarified 
contexts, an isomorphism (G, /3) is determined already by each of its two 
components. 

The theorem permits a useful tightening. Frequently, we know already 
that a certain object g of JK:1 cannot be mapped onto h E lK2 by an isomor
phism, for instancf', because g does not have the same number of attributes 
as h. Hence, the object (g, h) of OC1 X cannot belong to an isomorphism 
and is superfluous in this respect. Indeed, such object or attribute pairs can 
be omitted without changing the content of the theorem. This is formulated 
in the following theorem, for which we define that 

G:= U{a I (0,,3) is an isomorphism ofOCl onto OCd, 

M := U{;3 I (G, 3) is an isomorphism of OC1 onto OC2 }. 

Corollary 107. Let X and Y be sds with G ~ X ~ G x II and M ~ Y ~ 
M x N. Let][2 again be clarified. Then for bijective maps a : G --7 II I 
f3 : Al --7 NthI' following conditions an fquivalent: 

1. (a,j3) is an isomorphism oflKl onto][2 
2. (G,6) E I)3(X, Y, '" n X x Y). 

Proof. Every isomorphism is a concept of I)3(OC1 x OC2 ) whose extent and 
intent are entirely contained in the subcontext, i.e., a concept of the sub
context. If, conversely, (G, ,3) is a concept of the subcontext, then certainly 
G ~ !3~. In the proof of the preceding theorem we have already shown that, 
in the case of bijective maps, this implies that (a,6) is an isomorphism. 0 
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WE' call combinE' this theof(,l11 (as well as its corollary) with the algorithms 
from Section 2.1 and thereby obtain for instance a method for the generation 
of all autol11orphi~ms of a (finite) context TIt::= (G, J"f, I). However, we shall 
want to avoid working in the context IK x since this context is consid
erably larger thaI] JL Indeed. the necessary calculations can be reduced to 
calculations in lK:. This is prepared by the following definition: 

Definition 88. A box relation on a (finite) set 5' is a subset R ~ 5' x 5' of 
the form 

H = Al X Bl U Az X Bz U ... U Al' x Bn 

with AI,"" Al' being pairwise disjoint non-empty subsets of 5' and 
B 1 , .•• ,Bl' as well. A box relation is called regular if IAi I = IBi I for all 
i E {I, ... , r} and if, furthermore, U Ai = 5' = U Ei. A box relation is a 
partial permutation if IA; I = 1 = IBi I for i E {L ... , r}. 0 

The box relations on 5' form a closure system. Their role for the auto
morphisms is illustrated by the following proposition: 

Proposition 108. All f.Ttents of IKx 1Y~ are box relations on G and all intents 
are bOJ' relations Oil ell. 

If (0, ;3) is all automorphism of JY~ and (A, B) is a concept of IK x lK with 
(A,B)::S (o,d), Ihen A is a partial permutation and B is regular. 

Proof. Because of 

(g, h)~ = g' X h' U (M \ gil x (N \ hi), 

every object intent of Z x JK: is a box relation, and thus so is every intersection 
of object intents, i.e., every roncept intent. The corresponding is true for 
extents. 

(A, B) ::; (a,d) is equivalent to A <;:: a and /3 <;:: B. If a and (3 are 
permutations, then trivially A is a partial permutation. The fact that B 
must be regular can be seen from the following (trivial) proposition. D 

Proposition 109. If (I bOJ' relation contains a regular box relation. it is reg
~rili~ D 

For practical work it is useful to represent a box relation R by means of 
two maps PI : S -+ 110, P2 : 5' -+ [.10 with 

(.0, t) E H ¢::::::} pt{s) = pz(t) > O. 

With this representation it is for example easy to find the intersection of box 
relations or to carry out the simpler context operations. If, for example, 

R = Al X Bl U A2 X H2 U ... U A,. x BI' 

is an intent of If: x Ir: and (g, h) E G x (i, then 
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{ gl = U{A i I Hi ~ hi} 
(g, h) E R~ ¢:::::} hi = U{Bi I Ai ~ gl} 

We now want to state an algorithm generating all automorphisms of a 
clarified context Z. In principle, we can use the results of Section 2.1 for 
this purpose: there we have introduced an algorithm for the generation of all 
concepts of a context, and by Theorem 50 the automorphisllls are particu
lar concepts. Hence, we could obtain the automorphisms by generating the 
concepts of lK x lY~ and rejecting those which are not automorphisms. How
ever, this would generally require an absurd amount of work, we would have 
to check huge numbers of concepts in order to find some automorphisms. 
Therefore, we shall try to use Theorem 6 (p. 68) and search for a sub-family 
:F of the set of all extents of IK X lK which satisfies the prerequisites of the 
theorem and supplies all automorphisms, but few other extents. 

However, this is also unrealistic Considerations concerning complexity 
show that we cannot expect that there is an algorithm which can easily find 
the automorphismt-l for any context lK. The set :F we use therefore contains in 
addition to the automorphisms further extents, in the worst case even many 
of them. 

In order to apply Theorem 6 (p. 68), we have to order the object set. 
linearly. For this purpose we choose an arbitrary linear order on G and set 

or 
and hI < h2 • 

If a ~ G x G is a partial permutation and 9 EGis an object, then we 
say that a is undefined for 9 if there is no h E G with (g, h) E o. We 
call a flush left if the following holds true: If a is undefined for g, then 
a = a n {(gl' g2) I (gl, g2) < (g, g)}. 

Proposition 110. Thf Sft :F of all extfnts of mncfpts (a, ;3) E 23(OC x IK) 
for which it holds that 

- 0 is a flush lfft portial permutation, 
- ,6 is a rfgular bm rflation. 

satisfies thf PIfT'fquisitfs of ThfOrfm 6 (p. 68). 

Proof. Let (a, /:1) be such a concept and let (i, j) E G x G be arbitrary. 
Then 

00:= (on{(g,h) I (g,h) < (i,j)})" 

is the extent of a subconcept (00, Po) of (a, p), in particular, we have 0'0 C a 
and p ~ {30. Trivially 00 is a partial permutation and, by Proposition 109, 
f30 is regular. Hence, we only have to prove that 0'0 is flush left. Let 9 be 
undefined for 00' If 9 ~ i, there is nothing to prove, hence, let 9 < i. Then, 
however, a is undefined for g. from which the assertion follows. 0 
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The set of concepts described in the proposition contains all automor
phisms. They are precisely those elemt'nts (a, ,8) of :F for which a is a (com
plete) permutation. Hence, the algorithm consists of scanning the set :F in 
the manner described in Theorem 0 (p. 68) and of counting those elements 
a which are not undefined for any object as hits. 

A further application of Theorem 0 allows us to calculate a concept lattice 
"modulo autol11orphisl11fi". This means: If r:; Aut(G, JIll,/) is a group of 
context autol11orphisms. then 23(0, evI, /) divides into orbits under r. We 
select exactly one concept from each fiuch orbit, namely the one with the 
lectically largest extent. Such an extent is called orbit-maximal. We want 
to avoid calculating first all extents and then determining the orbit-maximal 
ones among them. The following theorem shows that the algorithm from 
Section 2.1 can be fiuitably modified such that it only generates the desired 
extents. 

Theorem 51. The smallest orbit-maximal concept eJ:tent lecticully greuter 
than a set A eGis 

A+ := A i:B i, 

i being the largest element of c; for which it <i A i:B i and, ut the same time, 
a(A EP i) :; A EPi for all (a, /3) E r. 
Proof. What we have to show is that the system of orbit-maximal extents 
satisfies the prerequisites of Theorem 6 (p. 68). We prove that, more gener
ally, the following holds true: If B is an extent and A = (B n {I, ... , i-I})"! 
theT! 

.4 < a(A) => B < arB) 

holds for eVery uutomorphi.sm (a,;3) of (G, M, /). 
A < a(A) means A <j a(.4) for some j E G. If i :; j, this would mean 

that 
An{l, ... ,i-I}=a(A)n{L ... ,i-l}, 

which, because of 
.4 = (A n {I .... , i-I})", 

would imply that .4 ~ a(A) and thus A = a(A), contradictory to A < a(A). 
Hence. j < i must hole!. But then we have 

B n {1, .... j - l} = .4 n {1.. .. , j - I} = a(A) n {I, .... j - I} ~ arB) 

and j E arB) \ B. from which it follows that B < arB). o 

In the case of lattices with many automorphisms a diagram of the orbits 
is often easier to read than a diagram representing all elements of the lattice. 
As an example, we show in Figure 7.1 the lattice of the .59 subgroups of the 
alternating group 4 5 . Representee! are the nine orbits of the automorphism 
group r, which is isomorphic to 5'5. \Ve have stated one representative of 
each subgroup orbit. The orbits are ordered according to the following rule: 
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Figure 7.1 The lattice of subgroups of the alternating group As "modulo auto
morphisms". The representatives of the subgroup orbits are: 8 1 := {id}, Z2 := 
{id, (01)(23)}. 23 := {id, (012). (021)}. ~4 := {id, (01)(23), (03)(12), (02)(13)}, 
Zs := ((01234)). D3 := ((01)(23), (014)), Ds := ((01)(23), (01234)), A4 := 
((01)(23), (012)). As := ((012), (01234)). 

The orbit al' is less than or equal to the orbit bl', if and only if there is an 
automorphism i E r with the property that ,a is a subgroup of b. This 
does not necessarily imply that a is also a subgroup of b. In Figure 7.1 for 
example, D3 does not contain the group Z.3 but the group (24)Z3(24), which 
is obtained from Z.3 through conjugation. This is the reason why the element 
(24) is entered at the corresponding edge of the line diagram. 

Such diagrams "modulo automorphisms" are used in group theory, but 
can be used more generally. i\1. Zickwolff (from whose publications [218], 
[219] the example has been taken) has worked out which information has 
to be entered into the diagram of the orbits of a (finite) lattice V with 
automorphism group I', so that we can reconstruct V from it. For this 
purpose, we first choose an arbitrary system of representatives R of the orbits 
(for example the set of the orbit maximal elements in Theorem 51). For every 
representative a E R we note down the stabilizer Fa and enter it into the orbit 
diagram at the corresponding elernent. It is often sufficient, as in Figure 7.1, 
to enter the representative 0 and to calculate the stabilizer ra when needed. 
For each two elements 0, b E R we determine the Ret 

hEr 1,0 --< b} 

of those automorphisms which map 0 onto a lower neighbour of b. This set 
divides into (disjoint) double cosets of the form 

Ji,o I~" 
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Therefore, it is sufficient t.o note down a system of representatives B(a, b) for 
each of t hese classes. Provided that it is non-empt.y, p( a, b) is also entered 
into the orbit diagram, namely at the edge between a and b. The complication 
may arise that. ,13(a , b) "# 0, but that ar is not a lower neighbour of br (in 
the orbit diagram). In this case we add an edge from a to b to the diagram. 
For reasons of simplicity we agree t.hat. an unlabelled edge from a to b shall 
symbolize pia. b) = {id}. Figure 7.2 shows a further simple example: on 
the left, a lattice whose automorphism group is apparently isomorphic to 
the cyclic group Z3 and on the right, the orbit diagram with the necessary 
information. 

Figure 7.2 T he diagram of orbits (on the right) has an additional edge. 

7.2 Morphisms and Bonds 

Definition 89. If OC1 := (G. NI, 1) and 1K2 := (H, N, J) are contexts, we call 
a map a : G -+ H 

- extensionally continuous , if for every extent U of 1K2 the pre-image 
a -1(U) is an extent of OC1 . 

- extensionally closed. if t he image a(U) of an extent U of 1K1 is always 
an extent of JY.:2 . 

The extensionally continuous maps are also called scale measures; they will 
be examined in detail in the next section. Dually, we will explain in which 
cases a map is p : A1 -+ N intensionally continuous and intensionally 
closed, respectively. A pair of maps (a , p) : 1K1 -+ 1K2 is called 
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- incidence preserving if 

g/))) :::} n(g)Jj3(m) 

for all 9 E G, m E J1. 

- incidence reflecting if 

g1m ¢:: n(g)J,I3(m) 

for all 9 E G, mEAt , 

- continuous if 0 is extensionally continuous and ,13 is intensionally contin
uous, 

- concept preserving if, for every concept (A, B) E 23(lKd, the palr 
(;3(B)',0(A)') is a concept of iK2 , and 

- concept faithful if it is at the same time concept preserving and contin
uous. 

Even if (0, iJ) is incidence-preserving and -reflecting, the two maps need 
not be injective. However, in this case from o(g) = o(h) follows that g' = h' 
and dually; i.e .. this kind of map is "injective up to clarification". 

From Proposition :3:3 (p. 99) it follows that to the incidence-preserving 
maps correspond certain order-preserving maps between the concept lat
tices. Concept-preserving maps are necessarily incidence-preserving, the map 
stated in the definition being order-preserving. These maps, however, need 
not be lattice homomorphisms. It is different in the case of the concept 
faithful maps: 

Theorem 52. If (0, ,d) : lKl --+ i8 CI mnapt faithful TJlClP. thE.ll 

(A, B) M (d(A)', o(A)') 

is a complffe homomorphism f7'Om 23(IrJ) to 23(lK2)' 
A completE. homomorphi8m i8 induced by a concept faithful map if and 

only if it maps object conCEpts onto object concepts and attribute concepts 

onto attribute COlWpt8. 0 

Erne has proved this theorem with the aim of representing lattice ho
momorphisms through concept faithful maps: the restriction made in the 
theorem disappears if we consider the lattices only up to an isomorphism: 
According to the Basic Theorem, every lattice V is isomorphic to 23(l/, l/,~) 
and for this cOli/ext every cOlicept is an object and an attribute concept, 
and consequently. every complete homomorphism between such concf'pt lat
tices ifl induced by a concept faithful map. Erne furthermore gives a flimple 
characterization of the concept faithful maps, which we add: 
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Proposition 111. An in(>iilcnn-pnsfn'ing map 

(0.13) : (e, M. 1) -+ (H, N, J) 

is concept faithful if and o/lly if tht following condition is satisfied for all 
hEH,nEN: 

The notions of morphism for contexts which we have treated so far have 
the disadvantage that they do not represent all lattice homomorphisms, as 
long as the context may not be changed as described above. Various attempts 
have been made to overcome this difficulty through the introduction of set
valued maps. We choose a different way. which however makes it easy to 
achieve these results. The question for a context description for the V-' 
morphisms leads liS back to the notion of a bond from a context (e, ""'1. 1) to 
a context (H.;V • .I), which we have already examined in connection with the 
subdirect products. By this we understand (Definition 69, p. 185) a relation 
R ~ e X N with the property that the set gR of elements being in a relation 
with an object g E r; always forms an intent of (H, ]V, J) and that dually 
for every n E N the set nR forms an extent of (0, AI, 1). In order to make 
it easier to take up previously obtained results, we modify this definition by 
dualizing the target context: 

Definition 90. A dual bond from (e, M, 1) to (H, N, J) is a bond between 
(0, M, 1) and the context dual to (H. N, J). i.e., a relation ReG x H for 
which it holds that: 

- for every object 9 E G, gR is an extent of (H, N, J) and 
- for every object h E H, hR is an extent of (e, AI, 1). 

The notion of the dual bond is symmetric: if R is a dual bond from lKl 
to lK2, then R- 1 is a dual bond from lK2 to lKj • 

Theorem 53. For tvery dual bond R ~ 0 x H, 

defines a Galois connection CPR,1f'R) between 23(G, 11,1,1) and 23(H,N,J). 
Conversely, for CVe7'Y Galois connection (cp, 1/,), 

is a dual bond, and we hClVt 
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Proof. Because of X S;; Y R {::::::} Y S;; X R, Proposition 4 (p. 11) can 
be used to prove that ('P R ,l/J R) is a Galois connection. Besides, the same 
proposition shows that the two sets specified in order to define R('P,If;) are 
equal. Therefore, for every g E G, the set gR('!'.<i') is equal to the extent of 
'PIg and correspondingly, for h E H, hR('!',.p) is the extent of'l/Jlh. Therefore, 

R('P,If;) is a dual bond. 
For every dual bond R we have gR = l I R, since for every extent U of 

(G, M, 1) and thus for every set of the form U = hR , h E H, holds 

g E U {::::::} g" S;; U. 

This also holds for R('P,If;) and therefore we infer that 

( " ') 'PR('!'",) g ,g 

(g"R('I',"), ... ) 

(gR(",,"I, .. . ) 

({h I (g,h) E R('P,If;)}'-··) 

Vbh I (g, h) E R('P,If;)} 

V{lh I Ih ~ 'PIg} 

'PIg (since I(H) V -dense), 

and thus that, for an arbitrary concept (X, X'), 

'P(X, X') 'P V Ig 
gEX 

1\ 'PIg 
!lEX 

1\ 'PR(,/,,</,) Ig 
gEX 

'PR(,/".p) V Ig 
gEX 

'PR(,!".p) (X, X'). 

(according to Proposition 7 (p. 12)) 

o 

Hence, the dual bonds correspond to the Galois connections between the 
concept lattices, and the latter, according to Proposition 7 (p. 12), correspond 
to certain morphisms. If we reverse the dualization, i.e., if we go back to a 
bond, the condition from the proposition becomes easier to use: In this case 
we obtain a residuated pair of maps, as described in Proposition 9 (p. 14). 
The two maps mutually determine each other, one of them is a V-morphism, 
the other is a A-morphism. This is summarized in the following corollary: 
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Corollary 112. For every bond H ~ G X ,v between conte.rts (G, M, I) and 
(H,N,J) 

'PH(A, B) := (AHJ , AH) 

defines a V-morphism 'PR: '13(G,M,1) -+'13(H,N,J), and 

Ii'H(A, B) := (BH,BR!) 

defines a I\-morphism U'R: '13(H,N,J) -+ '13(G,]~J,I). Conversely, fl'Om 
every V -morphism 'P : '13 ( G, ;11,1) -+ '13 ( H, lV, J) results a bond Rp by virtue 
of 

Rp := {(g, n) 1 'P,g ~ pn} 

and fl'Om every I\-morphism Ii' : '13(H, N, J) -+ '13(G, 11,1, 1) resvits a bond R~' 
by virtue of 

R~ := {(g. n) I,g ~ ~'fm}. 
Wt have Rp = R~' if and only if 1/, is l'fsidval to 'P. o 

In Proposition 83 (p. 185) we introduced a product of bonds. It is possible 
to show (aJld we shall do so in the following proposition) that this product 
corresponds to the concatenation of 1\-l1lorphisms. For this purpose, we again 
use the notatiolls which we used the Propositions 8:~ and 84. 

Proposition 113. If Jrs is a bOHd from 
to ,then 

holds for tilt mrrrspollding 1\ -morphisms. 

Proof. We have 

and 

to 

~'J,,(pm) = (mS,n!'''), 

and therefore 

and if Jst is a bond from 

(g, m) E R~'I"Oli ',1 ¢:::::> g E mssl' ¢:::::> (g, m) E Jr. 0 Jst ' 0 

Complete homomorphisms are those maps which are V -morphisms as well 
as I\-morphisms. Therefore. the above corollary also yields a characterization 
of the complete homomorphisms: 

Corollary 114. For euery compleft homomorphism 

'P: '13 (G. M.I) -+ '13(H, iV, J), 

R:= R.p = {(y.n) 1 'Pig ~ pn} ~ G x N 
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defims (I bondJm/ll ((;,Ai,1) to (H,Y.J) and 

S':= R" = {(h, m) I ih ~ 'Ppm} <;:; H x M 

defines a bond from (H, ]V,.1) to (0, Ai, 1), and 

for all (A, B) E '13 ( 0, At, 1). 
If, conversely. ReG x Nand S C H x AI are bonds satisfying this 

condition, then 

defines a complete homomorphism from '13(G, AI. 1) to '13(H, N • .1). D 

Hence. Corollary 114 shows that complete 
homomorphisms between concept lattices can 
be satisfactorily described by means of suitable 
pairs of bonds betweell the contexts. Now we ° 
have different possibilities of turning these bonds 
into set-valued maps. F'or example, we can as-
sign maps 

AI N 

I R:= Rep 

H S:= Rep .1 
Q : (,' --t 'P(N), ;3: JI --t 'P(H) 

to each homomorphism 

'P : '13(0, At. 1) --t '13(H, N,.1) 

through 

Qg gH={nl'Pig~pn} 

3 III mS = {h I i h ~ 'Ppm}. 

The homomorphism y can be reconstructed from (Q, /3) through 

y(A, B) = ( n ;3m. n Qg). 
rnEB 9EA 

It is not difficult to characterize the pairs of maps which result in this way 
from complete homomorphisms by rneans of the conditions stated in Corollary 
114. 

The symmetrical situation in Corollary 114 permits further variations. 
We can also describe the bonds through maps in the other direction, i.e., 
Q : H --t 'P(A1). ;3 : N --t 'P(O), and so on. \Ve shall give only one further 
example of thit; killd: 
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Proposition 115. }'or fllry complfte homomorphism 

'P : 93((;. M.I) ---7 93(H, N, J) 

the definition 

9 E oh : ¢=:::? Ih < 'PIg. m E j3n : ¢=:::? 'Ppm ~ pn 

yields a pair of maps 

0: H ---7 '.p(G). ;3: N ---7 '.p(M) 

with 
'P(A,B) = ({h E HI oh ~ A}, {n E N I ;3n ~ B}). 

If, conversely, 0 : H ---7 '.p(G) and B : N ---7 '.p(M) are maps with the property 
that, for every concept (A, B) E 93(G. ]\i/, J), 

({h E HI oh ~ A}, {n E N IBn ~ B}) 

is a concept of (H, IV, J), then the map 

(A, B) H ({h E H I oh ~ A}, {n E N I j3n ~ B}) 

is a complete homomorphism of 93( G. ]\i/. 1) to 93(H, N, J). o 

7.3 Scale Measures 

Definition 91. Let IK := (G, 1'.1, 1) be a context and let § := (G§, 1'.1131, /§) be 
a scale. A map cr : G ---7 G§ is called an §-measure if the pre-image cr-1(U) 
of every extent of § is an extent of OC. An §-measure cr is called full if every 
extent of lK is at the same time the pre-image of an extent of 5. <> 

In order to visualize this definition, we imagine a new context lKo- whose 
objects are the objects of lK and whose attributes are the attributes of 5. Into 
the g-row ofthis context, we enter the cr(g)-row of the scale. This means that 
formally we define := (G, M§, /a) by 

g/aln :¢:> cr(g)I§m. 

Now, the definition says that cr is an §-measure if and only if every extent 
of lKo- is also an extent of . cr is full if and only if lK and lKo- have the same 
extents. Since the context l¥ca is defined on the same object set as lK, we can 
imagine the two contexts joined together to form the apposition 

whose extents are the same as those of provided that cr is a measure. In 
this way a 5-l11easure is understood as the possibility of extending the given 
context by attributes from the scale without changing the extents. cr is full 
if the new attributes render the old ones dispensable. 
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Proposition 116. For a map 0' : (~' -t G§ the following conditions are equiv
alent: 

1. 0' IS an -mfOSUl'f. 

2, For all stlbsffs A c; G it holds that O'(A") c; O'(A)". 

3, For all stlbstts A, Be; G it holds that A -t B =? O'(A) -t O'(B) 
(In accordance with SEction 2,']. A -t B is tlsEd as an abbreviation of 
B c; A" ). 

0' is ftlll if and only if the invET'sE implication also holds in (3 j, 

Proof. (1) =? (~): Every scale measure satisfies condition (2), since, for 
every A S;; G, O'-l(O'(A)") is an extent containing A and thus also A". 
(2) =? (:3): A -t B ¢:::::} B S;; A" =? O'(B) S;; O'(A") S;; O'(A)" =? O'(A) -t 
O'(B). 
(:3) =? (1): If U is an extent of 5 and 9 is an arbitrary object from (O'-l(U)). 
i.e .. with O'-l(U) -t g. this yields U -t O'g, i.e. O'g E U and consequently 
9 E 0'-1 (U), hence this set must be an extent of lK. 

0' is full if and only if for A S;; G it always holds that A" = O'-l(O'(A)"); 
this is however eqllivalent to 

9 E A" ¢:::::} O'(g) E O'(A)", 

i.e., to 
o 

We do not really have to check the definition of the §-measure for all 
extents. It suffices that the pre-images of the column extents of § are extents 
of lK (since the pre-image of an intersection of sets is the intersection of the 
pre-images). Likewise. an s,-measure is already full if every column extent of 
lK is the pre-image of an extent of . If we call a subset T of the attribute set 
of a context lK dense in the case that the set {jim I mET} is infimum-dense 
in sn(lre). then we can continue as follows: A scale measure is full, if and only 
if the set 

{rn E Al 1m' is the pre-image of an extent} 

is dense. 
A surjective S,-measure is not automatically full. Indeed, every scale mea

sure 0' can be replaced by a surjective one if we switch to a subscale (by a 
subscale of a scale S, we understand a subcontext (T, M§, I§ n (T x M§)) 
with T S;; Gel This iR the content of the following proposition: 

Proposition 117. FoT' evET'y stlbscale (1', M§, Is n (T x M§)) of§, the iden
tical map is a full S,-meastlre. For a context (G,Al,1), 0': G -t G§ is an 
§-measure if and only if 0' is a (O'((n, M§, I§ n (O'(G) x M§))-measure. 

Proof. The extents ofthe subscale are precisely the sets of the form unO'(G), 
with U being an extent of . 0 
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From a scale measure 0" we obtain two maps between the concept lattices 
of the corresponding contexts Z and ,i.e., one in each direction. This is 
described by the following two propositions. From the circumstance that the 
set mapping 0"-1 is intersection-preserving we immediately infer: 

Proposition 118. If 0" is an -measttrE of 

defines a 1\ -preserving rnap of '13(5) to '13(OC). If 0" is surjective, this map is 
injective. 0 

(We denote this map also by a-I.) 
In other words: If 0" is an §-measure, we can rediscover a copy of the 

subscale (O"(G), Mrs, Ire; n (O"(G) x Ms)) in the system of the extents of OC. 
We shall now show that it is possible to assign to every §-measure of IK a 

V-preserving map of '13(lK) to '13(5) in a unique manner. 

Proposition 119. For f!!try 2j,-measurf 0" ofJK, 

iT(A, AI) := (O"(AY, O"(An 

defines a V-morphism 
iT : '13 (JK) -+ '13 ( [, ). 

iT maps the object concepts of JK onto Objfct concepts of 5. If § is a scale 
in which g =j:. h always implies l =j:. hi (Jor all g, h E Gs), then, conversely, 
every V -preserving map of '13(lK) to '13([) with this property results from an 
§ -meaStlre in the mamlfr specififd. 0" and iT uniqtlely determine each othe]'. 
a is ftlll if and only if iT is injectivf. 

Proof. Letlj.' be the map residual to 0"-1 and let X be an extent of lK. We 
have 

1\ {(yll, }'/) I X <;;; O"-l(yll)} 

I\{P'II,}'I) I O"(X) <;;; yll} 

(n{l'11 I O"(X) <;;; yll}, (n{.· .}r) 
(a(xt, O"(Xn = iT(X, XI). 

Hence, iT is residual to 0"-1 and thus V-preserving. 
Next we show that iT maps object concepts onto object concepts: Let 

x E G be an object and let g := 0"( J') be the image of x in Gs. 0"-1 (gil) 
is an extent of JK: containing J' and thus also x· lI , hence, o"(XII) <;;; gil, which 
implies o"(XII)11 <;;; gil. However. since g E o"(XII), equality must hold, l.e., 
o"(Xllt = gil, and thus a(.1'II. Xl) = (gll.l). 
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It remains to be shown that every V-preserving map that lllaps object 
concepts to object concepts goes back to a measure. Hence, let 11, be such a 
map. We define IJ : G -+ Gs through 

IJ(x) = g :q I;'(X", ;1'/) = (gil, gl). 

(Here the assumption gl = hi :::} g = h is used.) Then, we have 

~'(V {(.r", .r l ) I (x E X}) 

V {V'(JJi, Xl) I x EX} 

V{(IJ(.r)",IJ(J·)/) I x E X} 

((U{IJ(X)" I J: E X})", ( .. . )/) 

(IJ(X)", IJ(X)/). 

Hence, every map of this kind is induced by a measure. The remaining 
statements follow from Proposition 9 (p. 14). 0 

Definition 92. If 1 and are scales with the same scale values, i.e., with 
GS 1 = Gs 2 , we call 1 finer than if every extent of is also an extent of 
Z'I' then is coarser than S 1. 1 and are called (scale-} equivalent if 
there is a full bijective S'2-measure of I. <> 

If IJ is a bijective full measure, so is IJ-I. Hence, the equivalence of 
scales is symmetrical. Since the concatenation of (full) scale measures again 
yields a (full) scale measure, the equivalence of scales is in fact an equivalence 
relation. If I is simultaneously finer and coarser than =, 2, the two scales are 
equivalent. 

The possibility of scalillg variably fille is very useful for data analysis. 
The fact that '~l is a finer scale than 2 means that 2:: 1 (up to equivalence) 
can be written as an apposition of 2 with another context. For example, § 1 

is equivalent to I 1. In the case of plain scaling, this is inherited by the 
derived one-valued context: finer scaling yields a finer derived context. If we 
use finer scales, the derived context simply has "some more columns", i.e., it 
can be written as an apposition of two contexts, one of which is the derived 
context with respect to the coarser scaling. From Section 2.2 we know that 
the concept lattice of an apposition can be adequately represented by a nested 
line diagram, the concept lattice of the coarser scale then represents a rough 
titructure which is further differentiated by the attributes added through the 
finer scale. 

An example: Questionnaires are often formulated in such a way that they 
present opinions to which the participants can express approval or rejection, 
offering an alternative with intermediate values, more or less in the following 
form: 

aglH' 0 0 0 0 0 DOdo not agrEE 
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In Section 1.4 we have suggested the interordinal scale for the 11< 21> 61 
scaling of such attributes, however, it is usual first to scale 
coarser, for example with the threshold scale (displayed on 
the right), which only uses two elements of the interordinal 
scale. In this way we obtain an approximate impression of the 
results. However, this coarsening is quite correct: According 
to Proposition] 19, the concept lattice obtained in this way is 
an image (under a V-morphism) of the concept lattice which 
is the result of interordinal scaling. 

- -
1 X 

2 X 

3 
4 
5 
6 X 

7 x 

The scales Illl' and -a are also (equivalent to) coarsenings of the 
interordinal scale The finest scale with n values is the contranominal scale 

N~" 
In order to describe the role of the scale measures in the case of plain 

scaling, we first cOllvince ourselves that the semip7'Oduct 

with 
(gj)jEJv(k, m): <==? gkhm 

of scales introduced in 1.4 is also a product in the sense of category theory, 
namely in the category of the scales with the scale measures as morphisms. 
For this purpose we check that the projections 

7Tk : X OJ ---7 Gk 

JEJ 

with 7Tk ((gj)j EJ) := gk 

are surjective §k-measures of X.iEJ Furthermore, we have to show that 
the product map is a scale. The property claimed follows from the fact that 
the product in the category of sets is the Cartesian product. 

Definition 93. If iK is a context and if for every j E J the map (Jj IS an 
§j-measure of lK, then the product measure 

is defined by 
<) 

Proposition 120. The ]J7'Oduct measun (J is a XjEJ §j-measure with 7Tko(J = 
(Jk· 

Proof. The extents of the semiproduct are precisely the products X JEJ Uj 

of extents of the individual scales. The pre-image of such an extent with 
respect to (J is given by 
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(T - 1 ( X Uj) = n (T:; 1 (Uj ). 
JEJ jEJ 

Hence, the pre-images under (T are precisely such subsets that are intersec
tions of pre- images under the measures (T j. Each set of this kind is an extent 
of lK, hence (T is a scale measure. 0 

We can slightly refine the argument in this proof: Every extent is the 
intersection of attribute extents. Hence, the pre-images of extents of the 
product scale under (T are precisely the intersections of pre-images of the 
attribute extents of j. j E J. This leads to the following observation: 

Proposition 121. The product measure is full if and only if the set of con
cepts of the form 

is infimum-dense in 23(llr.). o 

If all attributes of lK are irreducible, the following holds true: The product 
measure is full if and only if every attribute extent of lK is the pre-image of 
an attribute extent under one of the scale measures (Tj, i.e., if for every 
attribute m of lK there exists some j E J and some attribute mj E klj with 

m' = (Tjl(rn~J). 
Finally, we can use the notion of the product measure to give an alterna

tive definition of the derived context with respect to plain scaling: 

Proposition 122. Let (G. AI, j;\::, I) be a complete many- valued context and 
let m E AI. be scales for the attributes of M. Furthermore, let lK be the 
derived conteJ't with respect to plain scaling. Then, for every many-valued 
attribute m EM, the map 

g H- m(g) 

is an §m-measure of and lK is isomorphic to the subscale of the semi
product of thE which is the image of the product measure of those scales. 

The proof results immediately from the definitions. o 

7.4 Measurability Theorems 

Proposition 122 has shown that full scale measures into semiproducts of scales 
can be understood as a kind of inversion of plain scaling. Now, we can try to 
recognize derived contexts, i.e., to decide in the case of a given one-valued con
text whether it could have been derived from a many-valued context through 
scaling with given scales. Hence. the question is which contexts can be fully 
measured in a :-;emiproduct of nominal scales, ordinal scales etc. and, if so, 
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which size the necessary semiprodurt must have. Proposition 120 is very use
ful in this context, since it can be used to split up the problem. Therefore, we 
first examine how we can recognize whether a given context allows a measure 
in one of the standard scales. If this is the case, some of the attributes of 
the context can be combined to form a many-valued attribute (with given 
scaling) and a repeated implementation of this procedure according to Propo
sition 120 finally yields a full measure into the semiproduct. 

Since every scale measure is surjective onto a subscale, it is useful to know 
the subscales of the stalldard scales. In many cases they belong to the same 
family of scales. 

Proposition 123. ThE following familiEs of scales havE thE property that 
eVEry subscalE of a scalt bElonging to thE family is Equivalent to a scale of the 
same family: 

a) nominal scalEs. e) contranominal scales. 
b) onE-dimEnsional ordinal scales, f) contraordinal scales. 
c) one-dimfTlsional intErordinal scalEs. g) conve:L'-ordinal scales. 
d) multiordinal scalEs, 

We shall omit the proof. o 

Theorem 54. ThE contExt It: := (G. 211, I) allows a surjective §-measure for 

a) s: = f.1 n, if and only if then is a partit ion of the objEct set G into n extEnts. 

b) § = , if and only if then is a chain [11 C U2 C ... C [Tn of n non-empty 
extents. 

c) §, = ,if and only if there is a chain of n non-empty extents of lK whose 
complemEnts are also Extents. 

d) §, = Mn" .... l1 k. if and only if then arE k chains, each made up of ni 

non-fTnpty extents. whose largest elements form a partition of G. 

e) § = if and only if thEre is a partition of G into n extents whose unions 
are also extents. 

f) § = {])pd. if and only if then is a set P of extents with the following 
properties: 
- ThE SEt P, ordErEd by sft inclusion ~, is isomorphic to P. 
- Every union of extents from P is an extent. 
- For eVEry objEct g E G there is a largest extent Ug E P which does not 

contain g. 
- P = {Uy I g E G}. 

g) § = Cp , if and only if therE is a SEt P of ExtEnts which satisfy the condi
tions under f) and for which additionally the following statement is true: 
- The complEnwnts of extents from P and the unions of such complements 

arE also extents. 
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Proof. From Proposition 118 we know that IK allows a surjective §-measure 
if and only if there is a family Ua of extents of ][ and a map (J" : G ---+ G§ 
such that the (attribute) extents of are precisely the images of U§ under (J". 

In other words: In the system of the extents of those attribute extents of 
a scale must occur which are isomorphic to § after clarification. 

This makes a), b), c) and d) obvious. In order to show e), we first convince 
ourselves of the fact that the complementary nominal scale has the property 
specified: For every scale value g E (~§, {g} is an extent, but also G§ \ {g}. 
Hence. the pre-image sets of the scale values under a surjective §-measure 
form a partition with the property specified in the Proposition. However, the 
convertle is also true: Given such a partition, a map of G onto G§ mapping 
the classes of the partition onto the values of the scale is an §-measure. 

For f) we argue similarly: According to the definition, the extents of a 
contraordinal scale are precisely the order ideals of P, the attribute extents 
are precisely the complements of principal filters. Hence, the system of at
tribute extents of § := iDli:it satisfies the conditions specified in f), and so do 
the pre-images under an ~)-measure. If, conversely, a system of such extents 
of a context is given. and if rp is the order isomorphism of this system onto 
P, then we obtain an 3-measure through (J"(g) := rp(Ug ) for all g E G. Under 
these premises, the pre-image of the attribute extent {x E P I x I:. p} is equal 
to 

(J"-l(p') = {g I rp(Ug ) I:. p} = {g I Ug ~ Up}, 

for any scale attribute pEP, provided that p is an object of][ with rp(Up) = 
p. Since Ug is the largest among the selected extents which does not contain 
g, Ug ~ Up is equivalent to g E Up, i.e., we get 

The pre-image of every column extent is an extent: (J" is a measure. 
g): The convex-ordinal scale is the apposition of two contraordinal scales, 

therefore a Cp-mea:-mre is in particular a Opt-measure and has to satisfy 
the conditions under f). The convex-ordinal scale even satisfies the condition 
additionally required under g), which in this particular case demands that the 
unions of principal filters are convex sets. Hence this condition is necessary. 
It remains to be shown that it is also sufficient. 

Hence, let P be a system of extents of lK which satisfies the conditions 
under f), and let (J" be the !Olpd-measure constructed in the proof of f). We 
shall prove that under the additional condition the same map (J" is also an 
'Dip-measure (from which the statement follows). 

For this purpose we define a set system Q := {v~ I g E G} through 

Vg := U{ G \ U I U E p, g E U}, 

and show that Q satisfies the conditions specified under f), namely for the 
order dual to P. The additional condition in g) guarantees that every Vq 
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and all unions of such sets art' t'Xtt'nts. A('cording to tht' definition, we have 
furtht'rmort' 

Vg S;; ~'h -¢=:} {U E Pig E U} S;; {U E P I h E U} 

-¢=:} {T C E Pig ~ U} 2 {U E P I h ~ U} 

-¢=:} {U E PI US;; (ig} 2 {TT E PI U S;; (Th} 

-¢=:} ['g 2 Uh . 

Ht'nce, Q is ordt'r-isomorphic to pd by mt'ans of the isomorphism 4, Vg := ~Ug. 
In tht' proof of f) wt' have shown that in this case the map 9 H 1jJ Vg is an 
!(])~rmt'asure from which, bt'caust' of (J'g = ~Uy = 4'\~ and (O!~dd = In'(" 
everything else follows. 0 

Now we can turn our attt'ntion to tht' qut'stion we asked in the beginning: 
Let S be a family of scalt's, for example the family of nominal scales or 
that of ordinal scales. We want to characterize those derived contexts which 
result from many-valued contexts through plain scaling with scales from S. 
According to Proposition 121, these are precisely the contexts which are 
equivalent to a subscalt' of the semiproduct of scales from S. We coin a 
shorter nan1(' for this: 

Definition 94. Let ]]( be a context and let S be a family of scales. We say 
that OC is fully S-measurable if lK can be fully measured into a st'miproduct 
of scales from S. 

If, in particular, S is the family of the nominal scales, wt' say fully 
nominally measurable instt'ad of "fully S-measurable". A fully {N n }

measurable context is called fully n-valued nominally measurable, in 
the special case that n = 2 it is also called fully dichotomially measur
~k. 0 

Proposition 124. Fo!' every family S of scales, one of the following alter
natives holds: 

1. Every conte:d is fully S-rneasumble. 
2. Every fully S-mcasurablt~ context is fully nominally measurable. 

Proof. First, wt' show that every context JK: is fully ordinally measurable, 
evt'n fully {iQl2}-measurable. This follows immediately from Proposition 120: 
If we define for t'vt'ry attribute rn of JK: an ((j)2-mt'asurt' (J'm through 

{ 1 if glrn 
(J'",(g):= 2ifg.frn' 

then, because of (J';;/ (1) = m', the product measure is full. 
In this argul1lt'nt we havt' only madt' lISt' of tht' fact that in there are two 

objects g, h with g' C h' and g' -::f hi, i.e., that the context is not atomistic 
in the st'nse of the definitioll on Pagt' 47. Henct'. the first alternative only 
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does not occur ill the case that all scales in S are atomistic. Therefore, it only 
remains to be shown that every atomistic scale is fully nominally measurable 
itself. This follows from Proposition 125 below. 0 

Concept lattices of atomistic contexts are atomistic, and every atomistic 
complete lattice is isomorphic to the concept lattice of an atomistic con
text. The context property "atomistic" means precisely that the extents of 
the object concepts form a partition of the object set. It is inherited by 
semipro ducts and by the pre-images under full scale measures: A context 
which can be fully measured into a semiproduct of atomistic scales has to 
be atomistic itself. A reduced context is atomistic if and only if from gfm, 
9 / m always follows. 

Definition 95. An extent rr of a context lK = (G, M, I) is called n-valent if 
G \ U is the disjoint union of n - 1, but not offewer extents. If][ is atomistic, 
every extent has a valence. In this case we define the valence of a set of extents 
as the supremum of the valences involved. The attribute-valence \1M (lK) 
of an atomistic context is the valence of the set of attribute extents, provided 
that iK is reduced. In the general case we say that an atomistic context lK 
has attribute-valence \:~J(lK,) :; n if and only if there is an infimum-dense set 
of concepts of iK whose extents all have a valence:; n. <> 

Proposition 125. A conteJ't is fully n-valued nominally measumble if and 
only if it has attributf- /Iait /lec :; 11. ErE ry atomistic context is fully nominally 
mEas!lmbl£. 

Proof. Every HIl-measure of lK induces a partition of the object set into 
no more than n extents, i.e" all those extents have a valence :; n. Hence, 
according to Proposition lLO we find. for every full measure into a semiprod
uct of fl n~scales, an infimllm~dense set of concepts whose extents all have a 
valence:; n. If, on the other hand. i[ has such a set of concepts, it is possi~ 
ble, by means of the same proposition, to construct a product measure with 
the desired properties: An H,,~measure can be assigned to every partition of 
the object set in at most :s. 11 classes by mapping the classes of the extent 
partition onto different objects of the nominal scale. 

An atomistic context (G, M, I) has an attribute~valence :; IGI, i.e., it is 
certainly fully I1lcWmeasurable. 0 

There has been little investigation as to which '"measurability classes" 
there are within the class of the atomistic scales. A first clue can be obtained 
if we also define a \'alence for objects 9 E G: 9 has valence n. if there are n-1 
objects gl. g2,···. gn-l (but no more) with the property that g. g1,"" g,,-1 
generate the :-;ame concept pairwise: {g, gd" = {g, g2}" ... = {gl, g2}" ... 
= {gn-2, gn- d" =f g". Vc; (lY~) denotes the supremum of the valences of 
objects of lL. 



268 /. ('Olltf'xt ('omparisoll alld ('ollce-ptllal Measurability 

Proposition 126. If S I'OI/sists of atomistic sealts and if n is a Hatural 
rwmber, the following statement is true: is fully S-mrasurable if and only 
if S contains a .scole of thl object-catcnec ~/(; ) ~ n. 

Proof. Every V-preserving map of 'B(11n), n > 2, iuto a lattice which 
is not injective maps two atoms ont.o comparable elements. Therefore, by 
Proposition 1 HI, every non-trivial measure of n > 2. into an atomistic 
context is injective and thus full. If Ih is measured fully into a semipro duct 
of atomistic scales. then at least one of the factors must separate the two 
objects, and we have: If is fully S-measurable, then there is a scale 
§ E S, such that Un is fully S,-measurable. Again by Proposition 119, then 
there must be a V-embedding of 'B(ll,,) in 'B(=:) in the case of which object 
concepts are mapped to object concepts. i.e., has an object-valence ~ n. 

Conversely, in a scale which has an object-valence ~ TI, we also find an 
object of the valence 11 and thus a measure mapping injectively and fully 
onto §. 0 

From the last two propositions we draw a simple conclusion for a special 
case: 

Proposition 127. If S consists of atomistic scalES with an attributE-valEncE 
:s; n and if S contains a scalt of tht objEct-caltnet n (n E r~), then thE 
following holds trw: A contat [I( is fully S-mtasurablE if it is fully n-valued 
nominally measIlI'ablc. 0 

This already suflices to provide us with an overview over the measurability 
classes with respect to the atomistic standard scales. We have for all n > 2 

From this follows: 

1'c;(I1n) = l:~dNn) = n, 

lc(IIn) = l:"r([n) = 2, 

Vc; (Il~,) = \ AdH~~) = 2. 

Proposition 128. For a cOlltE:d lK thE following statements are equivalent: 

1. lK is fully dichutomially measurable. 
2. lK is fully intuoT'dinally mrasurable. 
3. lK is fully contmnominally measurable. 

o 

The proposition also makes it possible to characterize the concept lattices 
of many-valued contexts which are scaled plainly by means of elementary 
scales. For this purpose. we need another definition: We say that an element 
:r of an atomistic complete lattice V has valence :s; n if there is an n-element 
subset T of 11 which contains J: alld which has the property that each atom 
of ~! is less than or equal to precisely one element of T. If, in the special 
case n = 2, the set T = {J', y} has the property specified, then we call :y a 
pseudo-complement of ,r, 



7.5 Hints and Hcfercnces 2m 

Theorem 55. Erery cOlJlpletr lattin is isomorphic to the conCEpt latticE of 
all ol'dinaily .'waled many-valuu! contect. 
A complete latticr is isomorphic to the concept latticE of a nominaily scaled 
complete many-naluu} context. if and only if it is atomistic. 
A complete lattice is isomorphic to the concept lattice of a nominally scaled 
complete 71- ('alufe/ context if and only if it is atomistic and contains an 
infimum-dense set of elements of avalenCf :S n. 

POI' thE spEcial caSt TI = 2, WE obtain: 
A complete laUice is isomol'phil' to the concept lattice of a nominally scaled 
completE 2- uulmd COldo't if and only if it is atomistic and contains an 
infimum-dEnsE set of demETltswith a pseudo-complement. This at the same 
time characttl'i::fs the concEpt lattices of inteTOrdinally scaled many-valued 
contexts as well as the concEpt laitias of complEmentary nominally scaled 
many-mlued contfJds. 0 

7.5 Hints and References 

7.1 Not only isomorphisms but also other classes of maps can be represented 
as concepts, this has been worked out by W. Xia [216]. Theorem 51 has been 
taken from [59], compare also Ganter and Reuter [62]. 

With regard to the group-theoretical background of Figure 7.1, extensive 
information can be found in Kerher ([95], in particular Chapter ~~). 

7.2 Definition 89 follows - with slight modifications - the article [.50] by Erne, 
from which we have also taken Theorem 52 and Proposition III and which 
contains a lot of additional information concerning this subject. The question 
to which extent lattice morphisms can be represented by context maps so that 
a duality if> created has also been examined by G. Hartung [84]. 

7.3 Conceptual scales and conceptual measuring have first been discussed in 
[63]. Many results of this section can be found in different formulations in 
books such as that of Blyth and Janowitz [16]. Otherwise, this section and 
the following one make use of results taken from [6.5]. 

7.4 We again refer to [6.1]. Parts of Theorem 55 are contained in [191]. 
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